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The term "merchantable timber" means and includes all timber and all forest products (as above defined) having any commercial value.

The word "person" means and includes any natural person acting in his own right or in any representative capacity, and any corporation, firm, or association, of whatever nature or kind; the masculine includes the feminine, and the singular includes the plural, wherever the context so requires to give full force and effect to all the provisions of this act.

The word "owner" means and includes the person or persons owning the fee title to any tract of land but does not include an owner of timber thence or of minerals or any other thing therein when such ownership is separate from the ownership of the surface.

The word "commissioner" means the commissioner of forestry and fire prevention of the state of Minnesota and his successor in authority.

The term "register of deeds" means and includes the register of deeds of the county in which the land referred to is situate, or the registrar of titles in case the title to the land has been registered. (27, c. 247, § 13)

### CHAPTER 23

#### DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Sec.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Commission, §§ 4032-4050.</td>
<td>4032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office of commissioner of labor abolished</td>
<td>4033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial commission</td>
<td>4034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary—Salary—Duties</td>
<td>4035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commissioners or employees not to take part in political campaigns</td>
<td>4036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office in St. Paul</td>
<td>4037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization—By—Method—Plan</td>
<td>4038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours public sessions—Proceedings</td>
<td>4039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seal—Certified copies</td>
<td>4040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary—Salary—Duties</td>
<td>4041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May appoint division heads, assistants, etc.—Salary</td>
<td>4042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traveling expenses</td>
<td>4043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powers of department of labor and industries transferred to commission</td>
<td>4044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divisions</td>
<td>4045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powers and duties</td>
<td>4046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistent acts repealed</td>
<td>4047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualifications of inspectors</td>
<td>4048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terms defined</td>
<td>4049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enforcement of labor laws by labor department</td>
<td>4050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevators, §§ 4051-4052</td>
<td>4051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation of elevators</td>
<td>4052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Look or fastening device</td>
<td>4053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspection of labor commissioner</td>
<td>4054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundries, §§ 4054-4082</td>
<td>4055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definition of terms</td>
<td>4056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exception of foundries</td>
<td>4057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protection of entrance to foundries</td>
<td>4058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skywalks, guardrails, etc.</td>
<td>4059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gangways to be kept free and material of which same are to be constructed</td>
<td>4060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical ventilation</td>
<td>4061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molding room</td>
<td>4062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhaust system in tumbler mills</td>
<td>4063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When compressed air can not be used</td>
<td>4064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoods and pipes to be supplied</td>
<td>4065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial light</td>
<td>4066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat</td>
<td>4067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dressing lades</td>
<td>4068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irising of clothes</td>
<td>4069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water closets</td>
<td>4070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of closets</td>
<td>4071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual lockers</td>
<td>4072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspection of appliances</td>
<td>4073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displaying of cotton prohibited</td>
<td>4074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females not to be employed in core rooms</td>
<td>4075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of pounds specified</td>
<td>4076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various definitions</td>
<td>4077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application to brass foundries</td>
<td>4078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castings of brass foundries</td>
<td>4079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protection of legs and feet</td>
<td>4080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gangways, etc.</td>
<td>4081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casings for stoves</td>
<td>4082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearances</td>
<td>4083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reopening of claims</td>
<td>4084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commissioner of labor to enforce provisions</td>
<td>4085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Deaf, §§ 4084-4086</td>
<td>4086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division for deaf</td>
<td>4087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief of division—Duties</td>
<td>4088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title of office</td>
<td>4089</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Sec.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hours of, and Restrictions on Labor, §§ 4087-4126.</td>
<td>4088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ten hours to constitute one day's work, except persons over 16 years for extra pay</td>
<td>4089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eight-hour labor law not to apply to road work</td>
<td>4090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eight hours to constitute day's work employed by the labor commissioner of state</td>
<td>4091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stipulation in contracts</td>
<td>4092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>locomotive engineers, etc.—Hours</td>
<td>4093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certain railroad employees—Hours</td>
<td>4094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty for violations—Duty</td>
<td>4095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment of children—Under 14 years</td>
<td>4096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 14 and under 18 and re-employment certificate</td>
<td>4097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate, by whom issued—To whom</td>
<td>4098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate shall state, what</td>
<td>4099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly report to commissioner of labor</td>
<td>4100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children under 16—Hours of employment—Posted notice</td>
<td>4101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalties for violation</td>
<td>4102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visitorial powers of officials—Penalty</td>
<td>4103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children under 14—Prohibited employment—Penalty</td>
<td>4104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment of boys and girls as messengers</td>
<td>4105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician's certificate failure to produce—Penalty</td>
<td>4106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prohibited employments—Exceptions</td>
<td>4106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sale of extras</td>
<td>4107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue and use of badges</td>
<td>4108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violation of act of employer—Enforcement</td>
<td>4109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall and surrender of badge</td>
<td>4110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act not applicable to certain employments</td>
<td>4111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One day rest in certain employments</td>
<td>4112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employer to arrange for enforcement of act</td>
<td>4113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations—Penalties</td>
<td>4114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Commission to enforce act</td>
<td>4115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours of female employees limited</td>
<td>4116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employers not to permit violations of act</td>
<td>4117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalties for violation</td>
<td>4118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One hour for meal—Exceptions</td>
<td>4119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract of act to be posted</td>
<td>4120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule of hours to be posted</td>
<td>4121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Commission to provide schedules</td>
<td>4122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employers to keep time books</td>
<td>4123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Commission to enforce act</td>
<td>4124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each section independent</td>
<td>4125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistent acts repealed</td>
<td>4126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours of employment of females in seasonal occupations</td>
<td>4126</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### WAGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Sec.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wages, §§ 4127-4140.</td>
<td>4127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty for failure to pay wages promptly</td>
<td>4128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice to be given—Settlement of disputes</td>
<td>4129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When employer shall not be entitled to benefits</td>
<td>4130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>4131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs to be paid by accident</td>
<td>4132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistent acts repealed</td>
<td>4133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wages of minors—To whom paid</td>
<td>4134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment of salary or bounty by nonqualified able instruments unlawful and penalty for same</td>
<td>4135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When assignment sale or transfer of wages or salary is not to be effective</td>
<td>4136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unearned wages—Consent of employer—Collection fee—Penalty</td>
<td>4137</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Assignment void, when ........................................ 4128
Assignment of unearned wages as security, etc. ......... 4128
Semi-monthly payments ....................................... 4129
Penalty for failure to make payments ..................... 4129

Dangerous Machinery, §§ 4141-4162.
Dangerous machinery, how guarded—Defective machineries, etc—Commissioner—New equipment—...... 4141
Belt shifters, loose pulleys, etc .............................. 4142
Conveyors—Kennedy communication between workrooms—Prime mover—Distance from floor .................. 4144
Manufacture and sale of unguarded machinery—.... 4146
Rails and foot guards—Stairways ............................ 4146
Certain places, etc., to be lighted .......................... 4147
Receivers of appliances—Lever .................................. 4147
Children under 16 not to be employed in certain occupations ..................................................... 4149

Same  ........................................................................ 4150
Crowding of floor space prohibited ......................... 4151
Provision of halls, elevators, etc—Duty of Inspector—Overhead walks, etc—................................. 4153
Substantial construction—Repair .............................. 4154
Buildings of 3 stories in construction—Planking under roof or on roofs ........................................ 4155
Warning notices ...................................................... 4156
Fire escapes—Doors—Hand rails .............................. 4157
Fire escapes—Obstruction of escape ways—Notices—... 4159
Note—Inspection—Liability of owners, etc— ......... 4159
Prime mover—Defined—Other terms, how interchanged ................................................................. 4161
"Prime mover" defined—Other terms, how interchanged ................................................................. 4161
Laws repealed ......................................................... 4162
Corps which apply safety devices to be proved by commissioner—Sale, when prohibited .......... 4163
Machines purchased prior to act .............................. 4164
Powers for violation ............................................... 4164
Employer must furnish helmets .............................. 4165
Employee must wear helmet ................................. 4165
Application ............................................................ 4166
Commission to approve devices ............................ 4170
Violation—Penalties .............................................. 4171
Definition ............................................................... 4171
Duty of employer .................................................. 4172
Arrangements of sanitary conditions of inter- ..... 4173
Sewerage .............................................................. 4173
Ventilation ............................................................ 4174
Certain employees in certain rooms ...................... 4175
Heat and ventilation ............................................. 4176
Toilet facilities .................................................... 4176
Sanitation .............................................................. 4178
Separate toilets .................................................... 4179
Construction of toilets ........................................... 4180
To be kept in perfect condition ............................. 4181
Rat or cockroach infestation .............................. 4181
Washing basins and individual towels ................... 4182
Dressing room ..................................................... 4183
Eating food or drink in room .................................... 4183
Seating capacity ................................................... 4185
Drinking water ...................................................... 4185
Outlet of water, use of provisions of act ................. 4186
Commissioner of labor to enforce provisions of act 4186
Ceiling or walls ..................................................... 4187
Under ground apartments, etc ............................. 4189
Penalty for violation .............................................. 4190
Receivers of appliances—Lever ............................. 4192
Scope of report ..................................................... 4194
Copies of settlement ............................................. 4197
Failure to report ................................................... 4197
Admissibility of report ........................................... 4197
Physicians to send notice of certain cases of poison to commissioner ........................................... 4198
Same—Failure a misdemeanor ................................ 4198
Commissioner to enforce ....................................... 4200
Interference with employment ............................... 4201
Conditions precedent not required ........................... 4202

Division of Boiler Inspection, §§ 4203-4209.
Division of boiler inspection established ................. 4202
Powers and duties ............................................... 4202
Boiler inspector to be head of division ................... 4204
Offices of officers terminate ............................... 4205
Fees ................................................................. 4207
Reports and notices ............................................. 4207
Inconsistencies repealed ...................................... 4207
Minimum Wages, §§ 4210-4232.
Duties of minimum wage commission transferred .... 4210
Secretary and employees transferred ..................... 4210
Minimum wage commission abolished ..................... 4212
Inconsistencies repealed ...................................... 4212
To investigate wages of women and minors .......... 4214
Duties—Register ................................................ 4215
Public hearings—Witnesses, etc. ........................... 4217
Legal minimum wages to be established ................. 4217

Wages, how determined—Order of commission— ..... 4218
Copies to be mailed and posted ............................ 4218
Advisory boards—Powers and duties of commission— 4219
Powers and duties of boards—Estimates of wages to be recommended ........................................ 4219
Commission to review day-to-day determination of wages in conformity ........................................ 4220
Wages to remain in force, etc—Money in trust ........ 4221
Employment at less wage—Special license ............. 4223
Employment at less than minimum wage prohibited .... 4224
Discrimination against certain employees prohibited 4225
Actions to recover full wages ................................ 4225
Commission to enforce, etc ................................ 4227
Biennial report .................................................... 4229
Expenses and salary ............................................ 4230
Appropriation ..................................................... 4231
Violation by employer misdemeanour ..................... 4232

Inspectors of Mines, §§ 4233-4245.
Appointment—Term—Compensation—Removal ........ 4233
Inspector of mines—Salary—Qualifications—Salary and Expenses—Oath—Bond—Secretary—Commiss- 4234
Duties .............................................................. 4235
Requiring employees to work after order to quit .......... 4236
Violations of order of employment—Penalty ............. 4236
Powers of inspector—Duties of owner—Penalty for... 4237
Safety and expenses—Penalty ................................ 4237
Demand for inspection—Examination ..................... 4239
Accidents—Duty of manager and inspector—Duty of... 4240
owner—Supervision, etc ........................................ 4240
Removal of fence, guard, etc—Penalty ..................... 4242
Annual report of inspector of mines ........................ 4242
Violation by owner, etc—Penalty ............................ 4244
Neglect of inspector—Penalty—Removal ................. 4245

Employment Bureaus, §§ 4245-4254.
Free employment bureaus ...................................... 4245
Powers of employers and other persons—Reports— 4246
Preservation of records ........................................ 4250
Persons aggrieved—Power of district court .......... 4251
Violation of local ordinances ............................... 4252
Giving of information, etc—misdemeanor ............... 4253
State to co-operate with federal government and municipalities in conduct of labor bureaus .... 4254

Employment Agencies, §§ 4254-1 to 4254-18.
Definitions ......................................................... 4254-1
Licenses required—Penalty ................................... 4254-2
Application for license—Issuance ................................ 4254-3
Duties .............................................................. 4254-3
Duration of license and fees for license ................. 4254-4
Bonds of applicants for license ............................ 4254-5
Forms and contents of license ................................ 4254-6
Duration of license—Renewal ................................ 4254-7
Suspension or revocation of license ........................ 4254-8
Transfer of license ............................................. 4254-9
Place of business of license ................................... 4254-10
Classification of licenses ...................................... 4254-11
Licenses posted—Schedule of charges posted .......... 4254-12
Returns of license ......... Contracts with applicants for employment ........................................... 4254-13
Theatrical agencies—Duplicates of applications for engagements—Licenses ............................... 4254-14
Rules governing agencies—Penalties .................... 4254-15
Involatile of law ................................................. 4254-16
Laws repealed ................................................... 4254-17
Existing licenses ............................................... 4254-18

Injunction and Restraining Orders, §§ 4255-4260.
Labor organizations declared not unlawful ............. 4255
When restraining order or injunction is not to be issued 4256
Not to curtail the power of the executive depart-ment of the courts under certain conditions ........ 4256

INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION

Department of Labor and Industries continued with state industrial commission. See §§ 53-37, 55-38, herein. 4032.
Office of commissioner of labor abolished—

The Department of Labor and Industries is hereby continued as a department of the state government, under the control and management of the Industrial Commission of Minnesota, hereinafter created, and the
office of Commissioner of Labor is hereby abolished. ('21 c. 81 § 1)

4033. Industrial commission—There is hereby created a commission to be known as the "Industrial Commission of Minnesota," hereinafter called the Commission. The Commission shall be composed of three Commissioners who shall be appointed by the Governor by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. The first three Commissioners shall be appointed within thirty (30) days after the passage of this act and before the adjournment of the present legislature, if practicable. One shall be appointed for a term commencing March 15, 1921 and ending June 30, 1923; one for a term commencing March 15, 1921 and ending June 30, 1927; and thereafter each Commissioner shall be appointed for a term of six years. Not more than two Commissioners shall belong to the same political party. Inasmuch as the duties to be performed by such Commission vitally concern the employers, employees, as well as the whole people of the state, it is hereby declared to be the purpose of this act that persons be appointed as Commissioners who shall fairly represent the interests of all concerned in its administration. Any vacancy on the Commission shall be filled by the Governor by and with the advice and consent of the Senate for the unexpired portion of the term in which the vacancy occurs. ('21 c. 81 § 2)

4034. Salaries—Chairman—Each Commissioner shall receive an annual salary of $4,500, payable in the same manner that other state salaries are paid. Each Commissioner shall devote his entire time to the duties of his office. The Commissioner whose term first expires shall be chairman. Each Commissioner, before entering upon the duties of his office, shall take the same oath as other state officers. ('21 c. 81 § 3)

4035. Governor may remove—The Governor may at any time remove a Commissioner for inefficiency, neglect of duty, or malfeasance in office. Before such removal he shall give such Commissioner a copy of the charges against him and fix a time when he shall be heard in his own defense, which shall not be less than ten (10) days thereafter, and such hearing shall be open to the public. If such Commissioner shall be removed, the Governor shall file in the office of the Secretary of State a complete copy of all the charges made against such Commissioner and his findings thereon, with a record of the proceedings. Such power of removal shall be absolute and there shall be no right of review in any court whatsoever. ('21 c. 81 § 4)

4036. Commissioners or employees not to take part in political campaigns—Every Commissioner and every officer or employee of the Commission, who by solicitation or otherwise exerts his influence, directly or indirectly, to induce other officers or employees of the state to adopt his political views, or to favor any particular person or candidate for office, or to contribute funds for campaign or political purposes, shall be removed from his office or position by the authority appointing him. ('21 c. 81 § 5)

4037. Office in St. Paul—The Commission shall keep its office at St. Paul and shall be provided by the custodian of state property with suitable rooms and necessary furniture. The Commission may, however, have an office at any other place in the state, when the convenience of the Commission and the parties interested so requires. ('21 c. 81 § 6)

4038. Organization—Quorum—Upon the taking effect of this act, the Commission shall meet at the state capital and organize. A majority of the Commission—
shall be itemized and sworn to by the persons incurring the expense, and be subject to the approval of the Commission. ('21 c. 81 § 12)

4044. Powers of department of labor and industries transferred to commission—On and after June 1, 1921, the Commission shall possess all the powers and perform all the duties now conferred and imposed by law on the Department of Labor and Industries and the State Board of Arbitration except that any power or duty vested in the Commissioner of Labor at the time of the taking effect of this act and requiring individual action, shall, on the taking effect of this act, be exercised or performed by such member of the Commission, or officer or employee of the Department, as shall be designated by the Commission. The State Board of Arbitration, as now constituted, is hereby abolished. ('21 c. 81 § 13)

4045. Divisions—The Department of Labor and Industries shall consist of the following divisions, to wit: Division of Workmen's Compensation, Division of Boiler Inspection, Division of Accident Prevention, Division of Statistics, Division of Women and Children, Division of Employment, Division of Mediation and Arbitration, and such other divisions as the Commission may deem necessary and establish. Each Division of the Department and persons in charge thereof shall be subject to the supervision and direction of the Commission and of any Commissioner assigned to supervise the work of such division, and, in addition to such duties as are or may be imposed on them by statute, shall perform such other duties as may be assigned to them by the Commission. ('21 c. 81 § 14)

4046. Powers and duties—The Commission shall have the following powers and duties:

(1) To exercise such powers and perform such duties concerning the administration of the Workmen's Compensation Laws of the state as may be conferred and imposed on it by such laws.

(2) To exercise all powers and perform all duties now conferred and imposed on the Department of Labor and Industries as heretofore constituted, and the bureaus of such department, so far as consistent with the provisions of this act.

(3) To establish and conduct free employment agencies, and after the first day of June, 1921, to supervise the work of private employment officers, all as now provided by law; to make law the opportunities for self-employment in this state, to aid in inducing minors to undertake promising skilled employments, to encourage wage earners to insure themselves against distress from unemployment, to investigate the extent and causes of unemployment in the state and remedy therefor, and to devise and adopt the most efficient means in its power to avoid unemployment.

(4) To promote the voluntary arbitration, mediation and conciliation of disputes between employers and employees in order to avoid strikes, lockouts, boycotts, blacklists, discriminations and legal proceedings in matters of employment. In pursuance of this duty it may appoint temporary boards of arbitration or conciliation to provide the necessary expenses of such boards, order reasonable compensation not exceeding $15.00 per day for each member engaged in such arbitration or conciliation, prescribe rules of procedure for such arbitration or conciliation boards, conduct investigations and hearings, issue or publish statements, findings of facts, conclusions, reports and advertisements, and may do all other things convenient and necessary to accomplish the purposes directed in this act. The Commission may designate a subordinate to be known as Chief Mediator and may detail other assistants or employees for the purpose of executing these provisions, without extra compensation. In order to carry out the provisions of this subsection, the Industrial Commission, or any Commissioner thereof, the Chief Mediator or any temporary board of conciliation or arbitration, shall have power to administer oaths to witnesses, and to issue subpoenas for the attendance of witnesses; and if any person refuses to comply with any subpoenas issued by the Commission, a Commissioner, the Chief Mediator or a temporary Board of Conciliation or Arbitration, or if any witness refuses to testify regarding that about which he may be lawfully interrogated, the judge of any district court of any county in the state, on application of the Commission or of a Commissioner, shall compel obedience by attachment proceedings, as in the case of the disobedience of a subpoena issued by such court.

(5) To adopt reasonable and proper rules and regulations relative to the exercise of its powers and duties, and proper rules to govern its proceedings and to regulate the mode and manner of all investigations and hearings. But the rules and regulations shall not be effective until ten days after their adoption. A copy of such rules and regulations shall be delivered to every citizen making application therefor.

(6) To collect, collate and publish statistical and other information relating to the work under its jurisdiction and to make public reports in its judgment necessary. On or before the first Monday in January of each year the Commission shall report its doings, conclusions and recommendations to the Governor, which report shall be printed and distributed biennially to the members of the Legislature and otherwise as the Commission may direct.

(7) To establish and maintain branch offices as needed for the conduct of its affairs. ('21 c. 81 § 15)

4047. Inconsistent acts repealed—All acts and parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions of this act are hereby repealed. ('21 c. 81 § 16)

4048. Qualifications of inspectors—No person shall be eligible to appointment as a chief factory inspector, elevator inspector, railroad inspector or factory inspector in the department if he is not possessed of practical experience and knowledge of and the operation of such machinery, appliances and work places as he may be called upon to inspect; and every person desiring such an appointment shall be required to pass such a competitive examination touching his general qualifications and his knowledge of the trade and technical phases of the work required in such position as may be deemed necessary by the board of examiners to the proper discharge of the duties of such position. No person shall be appointed to the position of deputy labor commissioner who is not possessed of such qualifications as the board of examiners may determine necessary. No person shall be appointed superintendent of the bureau of women and children who is not competent to investigate and report to the commissioner of labor upon the conditions under which women and children are at work in all factories, workshops, hotels, restaurants, mercantile establishments and other places where women and children are employed, with such recommendations as will promote the health and welfare of the women and children so employed in the state. No person shall be appointed as a local manager or other employee of the state free employment offices who is not possessed of such knowledge as the board of examiners may
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deem necessary for the proper fulfillment of the duties of such position. No person shall be competent for appointment as statistician in the department of labor who has not demonstrated his competency to the satisfaction of the board of examiners, by his fulfillment of similar duties at a previous time, or, in the absence of, or in addition to previous experience, cannot satisfactorily pass such examination as the board of examiners shall provide for the filling of such statistical position. Experts and special agents appointed by the commissioner to assist in statistical or investigation work shall have such qualifications and pass such examinations as the board of examiners may specify. The commissioner of labor shall be empowered to temporarily appoint properly qualified persons who have not passed such examinations as are provided in sections 2 and 3 of this act for a period of not to exceed sixty (60) days duration. Provided, that such appointments may not be renewed at the expiration of said sixty (60) days unless such appointee has passed the regular examination for such position. No person shall be eligible to appointment to any position in the department of labor who, in addition to passing such examinations or meeting such requirements as are specified by law, is unable to satisfy the board of examiners and the appointing officers of his moral, mental and physical fitness to hold such position. ('13 c. 518 § 3) [3814]

§ 4049. Terms defined—The words "factory" and "mill," as used in this chapter, shall mean any premises where water, steam, electrical or other mechanical power is used in the aid of manufacturing or printing process there carried on. The term "workshop," as so used, shall mean any premises, room or place, not factory or mill as above defined, wherein manual labor is exercised by way of trade or for purpose of gain in or incidental to a process of making, altering, repairing, cleaning, ornamenting, finishing or adapting for sale or use any article or part thereof. The term "engineering work," as so used, shall mean any work of construction, operation, alteration, or repair of a railroad or street railway, of the works or offices of any gas, telephone, telegraph, water, electric light, or mining company, or upon any sewer, bridge, tunnel, or building. The term "mercantile establishments" shall mean any wholesale or retail establishment, theater, bowling alley, pool room or other place of amusement, hotels, restaurants, photograph galleries, warehouses. But nothing herein shall interfere with the powers conferred by law upon the railroad and warehouse commissioners or the county mine inspectors. ('13 c. 518 § 7) [3819]

§ 4050. Enforcement of labor laws by labor department—The department shall enforce all laws regulating the employment of minors and women, the protection of the health, lives, limbs, and rights of the working classes, and those prescribing the qualifications of persons in trades and crafts, and shall be clothed with the same powers for the enforcement of the compulsory education and truancy laws as those conferred upon truant officers by section 1448, Revised Laws of 1905. It shall be empowered to gather statistics relating to all branches of labor, to labor troubles and unions, and to the economic and social conditions of the laboring classes. In the discharge of its duties the members and employees of the department may enter any factory, mill, work shop, warehouse, mercantile establishment, office, engineering work or other place where persons are employed, or any office from which such place of employment is directed or managed, at all reasonable times, give such direction as may be necessary to enforce the laws, and remain while engaged in their official duties. They may also enter any place where intoxicating beverages are sold, for the purpose of enforcing the child labor and school attendance laws or other duties imposed upon them. A members of the department of labor and industries may issue subpoenas and take testimony, and compel the attendance of witnesses, and shall have authority to administer oaths and take testimony under oath, but no person shall be compelled to attend as a witness unless he is paid the fees provided for witnesses in the district court.

The bureau of women and children shall have power to enforce and cause to be enforced, by complaint in any court or otherwise, all laws and local ordinances relating to the health, morals, comfort and general welfare of women and children. ('13 c. 518 § 8, amended '19 c. 110 § 1) [3819]

Explanatory note—For H. L. '05, § 1448, see § 3087, herein.

ELEVATORS.

4051. Operation of elevators—In any building occupied in whole or in part for factories, workshops, or offices, by two or more tenants, and in which building two or more tenants jointly use jointly the same elevator for the purpose of moving persons or freight from one floor to another, it shall be the duty of the owner of such building to provide a competent person or persons to regularly operate such elevator, and no other person shall operate such elevator. Provided, that such owner may arrange by agreement with one or more of such tenants to regularly employ such person or operators to run such elevator. ('19 c. 483 § 1)

4052. Lock or fastening device—Every elevator or the entrance to such elevator in any building mentioned in section 1 shall be provided with a lock or fastening device which shall prevent the use of such elevator except by a person authorized to operate the same, and such lock or fastening device shall be applied by the operator to the controlling apparatus or gate of such elevator before leaving the elevator without an authorized attendant. ('19 c. 483 § 2)

4053. Inspection by labor commissioner—It shall be the duty of the commissioner of labor and his assistant, whenever they find an elevator in use in violation of this act, to seal the entrances of such elevator and to issue a notice forbidding the use of such elevator except by a person authorized to operate the same, and such notice forbidding the use of such elevator except by a person authorized to operate the same, and such notice forbidding the use of such elevator except by a person authorized to operate the same shall be served upon the owner either at the place of erection, or at his place of business, or at his dwelling house, together with a copy of the act and of such notice. Provided, that any person, firm or corporation who violates any of the provisions of this act, or who removes any seal or notice forbidding the use of such elevator except by a person authorized to operate the same, shall be liable to the commissioner of labor and industries for a penalty not exceeding five hundred dollars, to be recovered in any court or otherwise, all laws and local ordinances relating to the health, morals, comfort and general welfare of women and children. ('19 c. 483 § 3)

FOUNDRIES.

4054. Definition of terms—An iron or steel foundry shall mean a place where iron or steel or both metals are melted and poured into sand molds in the making of castings, together with all cleaning, core-making, drying, and washing of the molten metal used in connection therewith. The term "entrance" as used in this act shall mean main doorways opening directly to the outer air.
The term "gangway" as used in this act shall mean well-defined passageways dividing the working floors of foundries, but not the spaces between molds. Spaces between molds shall be divided into three classes, which shall be known as "bull-ladle aisles," "hand-ladle aisles" and "buggie-ladle aisles." (19 c. 84 § 1)

4055. Exemption of foundries—Except as otherwise specified, the provisions of this act shall, as to the subjects covered herein, exempt foundries from the laws relating to factories and workshops. (19 c. 84 § 2)

4056. Protection of entrance to foundries—Entrances to foundries shall be protected from November first to April first of each year by a covered vestibule, either stationary or movable, which shall be so constructed as to eliminate drafts and of such dimensions as to answer ordinary purposes, such as the passage of wheel-barrows, trucks, and small industrial cars. Provided, this shall not apply to entrances used for railroad or industrial cars handled by locomotives or motors, or for traveling cranes; or for vehicles, or for large industrial cars moved by hand; these entrances may remain open only for such time as is necessary for the ingress and egress of such cars, truck and trains.

No locomotive shall be permitted to remain inside the foundry during the loading or unloading of the cars. (19 c. 84 § 3)

4057. Size of gangways, etc.—Main gangways where metal is carried by hand, bull or truck ladles shall be not less than five feet wide. Truck-ladle gangways which are not main gangways shall be not less than four feet wide. Bull-ladle aisles between floors shall be not less than three feet wide. Single hand-ladle or buggy-ladle aisles between floors shall be not less than eighteen inches wide. Where trolleys are used over molding floors for pouring metal, the aisles shall be of sufficient width to permit the safe ingress and egress of employees and the safe use of the ladles. The provisions of this section shall apply to all foundries hereafter established. In existing foundries, where it is impractical to widen the gangways and aisles to the width required in this section, the commissioner of labor, or assistants, may permit gangways and aisles to be of a narrower width. (19 c. 84 § 4)

4058. Gangways to be kept free and material of which same are to be constructed—During the progress of casting, every gangway or aisle shall be kept entirely free from pools of water or obstructions of any nature. Every gangway where industrial tracks are used shall be constructed of a hard material of substantial character, and the top of the rails shall be flush with the floor. Every gangway shall be kept in a good and safe condition at all times. (19 c. 84 § 5)

4059. Mechanical ventilation—Where smoke, steam, gases or dust arising from any of the operations of the foundry are dangerous to the health or eyes, and where a natural circulation of air does not carry off the greater part of such smoke, steam, gases, or dust, there shall be installed and operated adequate mechanical means of ventilation. (19 c. 84 § 6)

4060. Molding room—The cleaning and chipping of castings shall be done in cleaning rooms, except that castings may, when necessary, be chipped or cleaned in the molding room or where cast, provided sufficient protection is furnished by the use of a curtain or screen, or some other means equally good, to protect employees therein. This section shall not apply if mechanical appliances are used for cleaning castings and the dust and particles arising therefrom are effectively removed. (19 c. 84 § 7)

4061. Exhaust systems in tumbler mills—Where tumbler mills are used, exhaust systems shall be installed to effectively carry off the dust arising from the cleaning of castings, except where the mill is operated outside the foundry. This section shall not prohibit the use of a water barrel for cleaning castings. Sand blast operations shall be carried on in the open. The milling of cupola cinders, when done inside the foundry, shall be carried on by an exhaust mill or water mill. (19 c. 84 § 8)

4062. When compressed air can not be used—No cores shall be blown out of castings by compressed air unless such work is done outside of the foundry or in a special or dust proof enclosure. Employees engaged in cleaning castings by compressed air or sand blast shall wear eye guards and helmets, to be furnished by the employer. (19 c. 84 § 9)

4063. Hoods and pipes to be supplied—When fumes, gases and smoke are emitted from drying ovens in such quantities as to be detrimental to the health or comfort of the employees, hoods and pipes for the adequate means of ventilation shall be provided. (19 c. 84 § 10)

4064. Artificial light—Where natural light is insufficient to properly light the foundry, artificial light of sufficient power shall be provided.

The continuous use of hand torches or other lamps that emit injurious smoke and gases is prohibited. (19 c. 84 § 11)

4065. Heat—Proper and sufficient heat shall be provided and maintained in every foundry. The use of the open Salamander stove, or stoves of that type, for heating purposes shall be prohibited, except in cases of emergency. (19 c. 84 § 12)

4066. Drying of ladles—All hand and bull-ladles shall be dried outside of the foundry, or in accordance with section 6 of this act. A sufficient number of sheet iron shields shall be available in foundries for use in covering hand and bull-ladles. (19 c. 84 § 13)

4067. Drying of clothes—Suitable facilities shall be provided for drying the clothing of such employees as may be found necessary. (19 c. 84 § 14)

4068. Water closets—In every foundry where water closets or privy accommodations are permitted to remain outside of the foundry the passageway leading from the foundry to said water closets or privy accommodations shall be so constructed that the employees in passing thereto or therefrom shall not be exposed to outdoor atmosphere, and such passageways, water closets or privy accommodations shall be properly heated during cold weather. (19 c. 84 § 15)

4069. Number of closets—Water closets shall be provided in every foundry and for each sex according to the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Persons</th>
<th>Number of Closets</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 to 10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 to 25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 for 12 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 to 50</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 for 16 2/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 to 80</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 for 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 to 125</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1 for 25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(19 c. 84 § 16)

4070. Individual lockers—Individual lockers arranged for locking shall be provided for employees, and shall be placed either in a room used exclusively for that purpose, in the wash room, in the drying room, or
at convenient places in the foundry. The necessity for individual lockers shall be determined by the commis-
sioner of labor or his assistants. (19 c. 84 § 17)

4071. Instruction of lockers.—Ladies, shanks, tongs, slings and yokes, skimmers and slage hoes used in the pouring of molten metals shall, prior to their use, be inspected daily as their safety by the men preparing and using same; and in addition, a regular in-
spection, as to their safety shall be made once a month by a man designated for that purpose.

4072. Inspecting inspection shall be made of the chains and cables on counterweights in connection with drying ovens, and reports of such inspection shall be made on prescribed forms and be kept on file for ex-
amination by the state factory inspector. (19 c. 84 § 18)

4073. Females not to be employed in core rooms.—No female shall be employed in placing cores into ovens or in taking cores out of the ovens. (19 c. 84 § 20)

4074. Number of pounds specified.—No female em-
ployed in any core-making room shall be permitted to make or handle cores when the combined weight of core, core box and plate at which she is working shall exceed twenty-five pounds. (19 c. 84 § 21)

4075. Various definitions.—A brass foundry shall mean a place where brass, aluminum, copper, tin, zinc, gold, silver or composition metals containing any of the foregoing metals are melted or poured into sand molds in the making of castings. Provided, that foun-
dries where only aluminum is melted shall be covered by the provisions of this act governing iron and steel foundries.

4076. Application to brass foundries.—The provi-
sions of this act relative to dust, smoke, gases or fumes, ventilation, sanitation, heat, light, gangways and aisles, safety appliances, drying and locker accom-
modations, as specified for iron and steel foundries, shall apply to brass foundries.

4077. Detail construction in brass foundries.—In all brass foundries, where the crown plate of an upright melting furnace is elevated above the surrounding floor in excess of twelve inches, the furnace shall be equipped with a platform with a standard rail; such plat-
form shall be constructed of metal or other fireproof material, and shall extend along the front and sides of the crown flush with the crown plate, and shall be at least four feet in width, and shall be clear of all ob-
structions during pouring time. If the platform is elevated above the floor in excess of twelve inches the lower-
ing from same of crucibles containing molten metal shall be done by mechanical means.

Where the combined weight of crucible, tongs and molten metal exceeds two hundred fifty pounds, the same shall be removed from the furnace and deposited on the floor by mechanical means. (19 c. 84 § 24)

4078. Protection for legs and feet.—All persons remov-
ing pots containing molten metal from furnaces shall be provided with protection for legs and feet. (19 c. 84 § 25)

4079. Gangways, etc.—In all brass foundries gang-
way dirt and floor scrapings shall not be riddled in the room where workmen are employed, unless they are so dampened as to prevent dust arising therefrom. (19 c. 84 § 26)

4080. Casings for stoves—Stoves used for drying molds, when located in the rooms used by workmen, shall be surrounded by a casing of fireproof material to the full height of the stove. (19 c. 84 § 27)

4081. Clearances.—No brass foundry shall hereafter be constructed with a clearance of less than fourteen feet between the lowest point of the ceiling and the floor, except that where a peak, sawtooth, monitor or arch roof is constructed the side walls may be of a minimum height of twelve feet. (19 c. 84 § 28)

4082. Reopening of foundries.—In case any foundry that was legally operated in a cellar or basement on January 1, 1919, shall be discontinued or unused for a period of more than four consecutive months, it can be re-opened by complying with all the provisions of this act relating to future foundries. The occasional operation of a foundry for the purpose of evading this section shall not be deemed a continuance of use thereof. (19 c. 84 § 29)

4083. Commissioner of labor to enforce provisions.—The commissioner of labor and his assistants shall enforce the provisions of this act. Any person, firm or corporation violating any of the provisions of this act shall, if after written notice by the commissioner of labor or his assistants, of such violation they shall not after thirty days have complied with such notice be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be punished by a fine not exceeding one hundred ($100) dollars or by imprisonment not exceeding ninety (90) days. If an em-
ployee neglects to use the devices furnished under the provisions of this act he shall be guilty of a mis-
demeanor, punishable by a fine not exceeding ten dol-
ars or imprisonment for not exceeding ten days. (19 c. 84 § 30)

THE DEAF

4084. Division for deaf.—There shall be created in the bureau of labor a division devoted to the deaf. (13 c. 288 § 1) [3829]

The bureau of labor having been abolished, the effect of this act is not clear.

4085. Chief of division.—Duties.—The commissioner of labor shall appoint a competent man to take charge of such division who shall devote his time to the special work of labor for the deaf, under the supervision of the commissioner. He shall collect statistics of the deaf, ascertain what trades or occupations are most suitable for them, and best adapted to promote their interest, and shall use his best efforts to aid them in securing such employment as they may be fitted for. He shall keep a census of the deaf and obtain facts, information and statistics as to their condition in life with a view to the betterment of their lot. He shall endeavor to obtain statistics and information of the condition of labor and employment and education of the deaf in other states with a view to promoting the general welfare of the deaf of this state. (13 c. 288 § 2) [3829]

4086. Title of office.—He shall be designated as chief of the bureau of labor for the deaf. (13 c. 288 § 3) [3850]
HOURS OF, AND RESTRICTIONS ON, LABOR

4087. Ten hours to constitute one day’s work, except persons over 16 years may labor extra hours for extra pay—Unless a shorter time be agreed upon, or be provided by law, the standard day’s work for hire shall be ten hours. Every employer and other person having control who shall compel any person to labor more than ten hours in any one day, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, but persons of sixteen years of age and over, unless expressly forbidden by law, may labor extra hours for extra pay; and this section shall not apply to farm laborers, to domestic servants employed by the week or month, or to persons engaged in the care of live stock. (R. L. ’05 § 1798; G. S. ’13 § 3831, amended ’17 c. 248 § 1) 145-270, 177-344.

4088. Eight-hour labor law not to apply to road work—No person employed in manual labor upon any work for the state, whether such work be done by contract or otherwise, shall be required or permitted to labor more than eight hours in any calendar day except in cases of extraordinary emergency caused by fire, flood or danger to life and property, military or naval employment in time of war, and road work. (R. L. ’05 § 1799; G. S. ’13 § 3832, amended ’21 c. 388 § 1)

4089. Eight hours to constitute day’s labor by employees of state—Eight hours constitute a day’s work for all laborers, workmen, mechanics, prison guards, janitors of public institutions, or other persons now employed or who may hereafter be employed by or on behalf of the state of Minnesota, except in cases of extraordinary emergency which may arise in time of war, or in cases where it may be necessary to work more than eight hours per calendar day for the protection of property or human life. (19 c. 40 § 1)

4090. Stipulation in contracts—Every contract made by or in behalf of the state which may involve the employment of labor shall provide in terms for compliance with [R. L.] § 4088, and for the forfeiture by the contractor to the state of ten dollars for each and every violation thereof. Every inspector or other person whose duty it is to see that such contract is duly performed shall report all such violations to the proper disbursing officer, who shall withhold the amounts so forfeited from the contract price. No sum so withheld shall ever be paid unless the disbursing officer shall first certify to the governor, in writing, that the forfeiture was imposed through an error as to the facts. Every state officer, and every person acting for or in behalf of the state, who shall violate any provision of this section or § 4088, shall be guilty of a gross misdemeanor. (1860) [3833]

4091. Locomotive engineers, etc.—Hours—Locomotive engineers and firemen shall not be required to serve as such for more than fourteen consecutive hours. At least nine hours, or as many hours less as is asked for by said engineers or firemen, shall be allowed for rest before being again required to go on duty. But nothing herein shall permit any such engineer or fireman to desert his locomotive when, by reason of accident or of delay caused by the elements, another cannot immediately be procured to take his place, nor prohibit him, in any case, from serving longer than fourteen hours if he so desires. Every superintendent or other officer or employer of a railway company who shall order or require any service in violation of this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and such company shall be liable to any engineer or fireman for injuries sustained by him in consequence of such violation. (1801) [3834]

4092. Certain railroad employees—Hours—It shall be unlawful for any railroad company within the state of Minnesota, or any of its officers or agents, to require or permit any employe engaged in or connected with the movement of any rolling stock, engine or train, to remain on duty more than sixteen consecutive hours, or to require or permit any such employe who has been on duty sixteen consecutive hours to perform any further service without having had at least eight hours’ rest, or to require or permit any such employe to be on duty at any time to exceed its hours in any consecutive twenty-four hours; provided, however, that this section shall not apply to work performed in the protection of life or property in cases of accident, wreck or other unavoidable casualty; and, provided further, that it shall not apply to the time necessary for trainmen to reach a resting place when an accident, wreck, washout, snow blockade or other unavoidable cause has delayed their train. (’07 c. 253 § 1) [3835]

4093. Penalty for violation—Duty of railroad commission—Any officer of any railroad company in the state of Minnesota violating any of the provisions of this act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction, shall be punished by a fine of not less than one hundred dollars, and not more than five hundred dollars, for each offense, or by imprisonment in the county jail not more than sixty days, or both fine and imprisonment at the discretion of the court. It shall be the duty of the state railroad and warehouse commission, upon complaint properly filed with it alleging a violation of this act, to make a full investigation in relation thereto, and for such purpose it shall have the power to administer oaths, interrogate witnesses, take testimony and require the production of books and papers, and if such report shall show a violation of the provisions of this act the commission shall, through the attorney general, begin the prosecution of all parties against whom evidence of violation of the provisions of this act is found; but this act shall not be construed to prohibit any other person from beginning prosecution for violation of the provisions hereof. (’07 c. 253 § 2) [3836]

4094. Employment of children—Under 14 years—No child under fourteen (14) years of age shall be employed, permitted or suffered to work at any time, in or in connection with any factory, mill or workshop, or in any mine; or in the construction of any building, or about any engineering work; it shall be unlawful for any person, firm or corporation, to employ or exhibit any child under fourteen (14) years of age in any business or service whatever, during any part of the term during which the public schools of the district in which the child resides are in session, except pursuant to consent of the mayor or president of the council of the village, for participation by children in theatrical exhibitions or concerts, as provided in section 10 hereof. (’07 c. 299, amended ’12 c. 8 § 1; ’13 c. 516 § 1) [3839]

4095. Over 14 and under 16 years—Employment certificate—It shall be unlawful for any person, firm or corporation to employ any child over 14 years of age, and under 16 years of age, in any business or service whatever, during which the public schools of the district in which the child resides are in session, unless the employer procures and keeps accessible to
the truant officer of the town or city and to the commissioner of labor, assistant commissioner of labor, factory inspectors and assistants, an employment certificate as herein prescribed and a list of all such children employed. On termination of the employment of a child, such certificate shall be forthwith surrendered by the employer to the official who issued the same. (07 c. 299, amended '12 c. 8 § 2) [3849]


R. L. § 1809 was not in contravention of fourteenth amendment of federal Constitution (104-133, 116:475).

Time during which schools are "in session" is computed as meaning school hours and not the school term. 164:21, 204:634.

4096. Certificate, by whom issued—An employment certificate shall be issued only by the superintendent of schools, or by some one authorized by him so to do, or, where there is no superintendent of schools, by the chairman of the school board or the chairman of the board of education, or by a person authorized by such chairman, that is, the superintendent of schools, member of the school board or board of education or other person authorized, as aforesaid, shall have authority to issue such certificates for any child then in or about to enter his own employment or the employment of a firm or corporation of which he is a member, officer or employee. (07 c. 299, amended '12 c. 8 § 4) [3850]

4097. Certificate, how issued—To whom—The person authorized to issue an employment certificate shall not issue such certificate until he has received, examined, approved and retained in his possession for the inspection of the public, the following papers duly executed:

1. The school record of such child, properly filled out and signed by the principal of the schools which such child last attended, and if there is no principal, then by the teacher of such child in said school which shall be furnished on demand to a child entitled thereto.
2. A duly attested transcript of the births which shall be conclusive evidence of the birth of such child.
3. The affidavit of the parent or guardian or custodian of the child, showing the place and date of birth of said child, and that such child is 14 years of age or older, and that such child is of sound health and is physically able to perform the work which it intends to do. Every such employment certificate shall be signed in the presence of the officer issuing the same, and if there is no principal, then by the teacher of such child in said school which shall be furnished on demand to a child entitled thereto.

4098. Certificate shall state, what—Such employment certificate shall state the date and place of birth of the child, and as nearly as possible, the color of the hair and eyes and height and weight and any distinguishing facial marks of such child, and that the papers required by the preceding section have been duly examined, approved and retained for inspection by the public and that the child named in such certificate has appeared before the officer signing the certificate and been examined. (12 c. 8 § 5) [3843]

4099. Monthly report to commissioner of labor—The superintendent of schools and chairmen of school boards and of the boards of education, shall transmit between the first and tenth day of each month to the office of the commissioner of labor of the state a list of the names of the children to whom certificates have been issued. The report shall give the date of issuing the certificate and the date of expiration; the age and sex of the child; the name of the employers and the nature of the occupation the child is permitted to engage in, and any one failing to transmit the list herein provided for, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (07 c. 299, amended '12 c. 8 § 6) [3844]

4100. Children under 16—Hours of employment—Posted notice—No person under the age of 16 years shall be employed, and no child shall be employed in any gainful occupation more than 48 hours in any one week, nor more than 8 hours in any one day; or before the hour of 7 o'clock in the morning or after the hour of 7 o'clock in the evening. Every employer shall post in a conspicuous place in every room where such minors are employed, a printed notice stating the hours required of them each day of the week, the hours of commencing and stopping work, and the hours when the time or times allowed for dinner or for other meals begin and end. The printed form of such notice shall be furnished by the commissioner of labor of the state, and the employment of any minor for longer time in any day so stated, or between the hours of seven o'clock in the evening and seven o'clock in the morning, shall be deemed a violation of this section. (07 c. 299, amended '12 c. 8 § 7) [3845]

4101. Penalties for violation—Whoever employs a child under 16 years of age, and whoever, having under his control a child under such age, permits such child to be employed in violation of sections 1, 2 or 7 of this act, shall, for such offense, be fined not less than $25.00 nor more than $50.00; and whoever continues to employ any child in violation of any of said sections of this act, after being notified by truant officer of commissioner of labor of the state, shall, for every day thereafter, that such employment continues, be fined not less than $5.00 nor more than $20.00 additional for each day that such employment continues. A failure to produce to a truant officer or any official of the labor department, any employment certificate or list required by this act shall be prima facie evidence of the illegal employment of any person whose employment certificate is not produced, or whose name is not so listed. Any corporation or employer retaining employment certificates in violation of section 2 of this act shall be fined $10.00. Every person authorized to sign the certificate prescribed by section 5 of this act, who knows that such false statement therein shall be fined not more than $50.00. (07 c. 299, amended '12 c. 8 § 8) [3846]

90-431, 974:37.

4102. Visitorial powers of officials—Penalty—Officials of the labor department and the truant officers
may visit all factories, mills, workshops, mines, mercantile establishments and all other places where labor is employed and ascertain whether any minors are employed contrary to the provisions of this act, and they shall report any case of such illegal employment to the school superintendent or to the chairman of the school board or board of education and to the commissioner of labor of the state. Officials of the labor department and tramway officers may require that the employment certificates and lists provided for in this act of minors employed, shall be produced for their inspection. Complaints for offenses under this act may be brought by any official of the state labor department, and any one who shall refuse to allow visitation in this section provided for, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. ('07 c. 299; amended '12 c. 8 § 9) [3847]

4103. Children under 16 and 18—Prohibited employment—Penalty.—No person shall employ or permit any child under the age of sixteen (16) years to serve or work as an employee of such person in any of the following occupations:

Sewing or adjusting belts used on machinery; oiling or assisting in oiling, wiping, or cleaning machinery; operating or assisting in operating circular or band sawing machines; planers, sandpaper or wood polishing machinery; stamping machinery, machinery with a flywheel metal and tinware machinery, stamping machines in sheet metal and tinware manufacture, stamping machines in washer and nut factories; operating corrugating rolls used in roofing factories; operating a steam boiler, steam machinery, or other steam generating apparatus; setting pipes in boiler alleys; operating or assisting in operating baking dough grates or cracker machinery; operating wire or iron straightening machinery; operating or assisting in operating rolling mill machinery, punches or shears, washing, grinding or mixing mill; operating calendar rolls in rubber manufacturing; operating or assisting in operating laundry machinery; preparing or assisting in preparing any composition in which dangerous or poisonous acids are used; operating or assisting in operating any passenger or freight elevator; manufacturing of goods for immoral purposes; nor in any other employment or occupation dangerous to the life, limb, health or morals of such child.

No female under sixteen (16) years of age shall be employed where such employment requires such female to stand constantly during such employment.

No child under the age of eighteen (18) years shall be employed as a rope or wire walker, contortionist, or at flying rings, horizontal bars, trapeze or other aerial acts, pyramiding, weight lifting, balancing, or casting acts, or in any practice or exhibition dangerous or injurious to the life, limb, health or morals of such child.

Provided, that any child under sixteen (16) years of age may be employed or engaged in a theatrical exhibition only with the written permit of the mayor of the city or the president of the council of a village where such exhibition takes place. Such permit shall not be given for any child, local or transient, under ten (10) years of age, nor in any case unless written application be made to the officer empowered to give such permit. Such application and the permit based thereon shall specify the name of the child, its age, and the names and residence of its parents or guardian, the nature, kind, date when such performance will commence, duration and number of performances desired or permitted, together with the place and character of the exhibition. The mayor of the city or president of the council of the village, upon granting such permit, shall forthwith forward to the Industrial Commission of Minnesota a copy of such permit, and no such permit shall be granted unless there is a reasonable time for the copy of such permit to be received by the Industrial Commission and for investigation by said Commission prior to the date when such performance will commence. If it shall appear to the Industrial Commission that such permit is in violation of any existing law, or that the character of a performance is such as to be dangerous to the life or limb, or injurious to the health or morals of such child, then the Industrial Commission shall have power to suspend the operation of such permit. The applicant shall be promptly notified of any suspension or revocation of such permit.

Provided, further, that this section shall not apply to any child appearing as a singer, dancer, or musician in any church, school, or academy, or in any other place under the auspices of any church, school or academy, and any child under ten years of age may appear as singer, dancer, musician or actor in a theatrical exhibition with the written permit only of the Industrial Commission, after application for such appearance has been made to said Industrial Commission, and such application and the permit based thereon shall specify the name of the child, its age, and the names and residence of its parents or guardian, the nature, kind and date of such appearance, the duration and number of appearances desired or permitted, together with the place and character of such appearances.

The application for such permit shall be made sufficiently in time prior to the date when such appearance will commence, to permit the Industrial Commission to investigate such application.

Any person violating any of the provisions of this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. ('07 c. 299; amended '12, c. 8, § 10; '13, c. 120; '13, c. 516, § 2; '27, c. 388, § 1 [3848].

Employer used elevator without guard as provided by law, and the employee, a minor over 16 years old, was injured thereon. Held, that the language, "person who are legally permitted to work under the laws of the state" excludes from the act minors whose employment is prohibited by law. 158-495, 198+210. The employment be- comes "dangerous" whenever there is reasonable cause to anticipate injury to the person employed, whether it comes from the inherent character of the work, or whether it comes from the manner in which the work is done. 164-21, 204+634.

An employment is "dangerous" whenever there is reasonable cause to anticipate injury to the person employed, whether it comes from the inherent character of the work, or whether it comes from the manner in which the work is done. 164-21, 204+634. The complaint construed, and held not to state a cause of action arising out of an unlawful employment within the section. 184-21, 194+534. 103+118, 114+1151. 133+112, 157+306; 137+24, 162+460. The employment being "legally permitted" determines the character of liability. 124-141, 171+303.

4104. Employment of boys and girls as messengers—Penalty.—No boy under the age of 18 years shall be employed or permitted to work as a messenger for a telegraph or messenger company in the distribution, transmission or delivery of goods or messages before 5:00 o'clock in the morning or after 9:00 o'clock in the evening of any day; and no girl under the age of 21 years shall be thus employed at any time. Any person employing any child in violation of the provisions of this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. ('07 c. 299; amended '12 c. 8 § 11) [3849].

4105. Physician’s certificate—Failure to produce—Penalty.—In case any child appears to be unable to perform the labor at which he or she is employed, the officials of the labor department or tramway officers, shall require the employer of such child to procure a certifi-
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an adjudication of delinquency against any boy to
the discretion of the officer issuing the same; and upon
whom a permit and a badge have been issued as pro-
duced upon its return. Badges shall not be trans-
ferred to another. ('21 c. 318 § 3)

4106. Prohibited employments—Exceptions—No
boy under sixteen years of age and no girl under
eighteen years of age shall engage in or carry on or
be employed or permitted or suffered to be employed
in any city or town, school, or place of business, in
any occupation of peddling, bootblacking or distribut-
ing or selling newspapers, magazines, periodicals or circulars
upon streets or in public places; provided, however,
that any boy between fourteen and sixteen years of
age, upon application to the school authorities as in
the case of application for an employment certificate,
and upon compliance with all the requirements for the
issuance of an employment certificate, shall receive a
permit and badge from the officer authorized to issue
employment certificates which shall authorize the re-
cipient to engage in said occupations between the
hours of five o'clock A. M., and eight o'clock P. M., of
each day, but at no other time, except as provided in
section 5 hereof; and, providing further, that any boy
between twelve and sixteen years of age, upon appli-
cation as provided in the preceding section and upon
due proof of age and physical fitness in the manner
provided by law for the issuance of employment cer-
tificates, may receive a permit and a badge from the
officer authorized to issue employment certificates
which shall authorize the recipient to engage in said occupa-
tions in any city where such boy resides and not in session;
but at no other time except as provided in section 3 hereof.
('21 c. 318 § 1)

4107. Sale of extras—Any boy who has received a
permit and a badge may sell after eight o'clock in the
evening extra editions of daily newspapers; provided,
however, that no such edition shall be issued, sold or
worn by another. ('07 c. 299, amended '12 c. 8 § 12)[3850]

4108. Issue and use of badges—The sum of twenty-
five cents (25c) shall be deposited with the city treas-
urer for the use of each badge, which sum shall be re-
covered upon its return. Badges shall not be trans-
ferable and shall be good only in the city in which
they are issued. They shall be displayed by the recip-
ient at all times while engaged in any of the occupa-
tions hereby permitted, in such manner as may be
prescribed by the officer issuing the same. No boy to
whom a permit and a badge have been issued as pro-
vided herein shall permit the same to be carried, worn
or used by another. ('21 c. 318 § 2)

4109. Violation of act delinquency—Enforcement—
Any child who persistently violates any of the pro-
visions of this act shall be deemed a delinquent. The
school attendance officers of the cities to which this act applies are hereby charged with its enforcement.
('21 c. 318 § 3)

4110. Recall and surrender of badge—Any permit
or badge issued as provided herein may be recalled at
the discretion of the officer issuing the same; and upon
an adjudication of delinquency against any boy to
whom a permit and badge have been issued pursuant
to the provisions of this act, the court may, in addition
to such other correction as may be deemed advisable, re-
quire him to surrender his permit and badge for a
period to be determined by the court. ('21 c. 318 § 6)

4111. Act not applicable to carriers—Nothing in
this act shall be construed to apply to the regularly
employed newspaper carriers or to persons distrib-
uting newspapers, magazines or periodicals to regular
subscribers at their residences or established places of
business. ('21 c. 318 § 6)

4112. One day of rest in certain employments—No
person shall be employed in, or about, any mechanical
or mercantile establishment, factory, foundry, laundry,
power plant or stationary boiler or engine room, in this
state, more than six days in any one week; provided,
however, that this act shall not apply to employees of
any common carrier by steam or gasoline or electric
railway, nor employees of hospitals, clinics, sanatoriums
or dispensaries, who are directly employed in the care
of the sick nor to the employees of any telegraph or
telephone company or employees engaged in conducting
telegraph or telephone business, nor to employees
engaged in manufacture, distribution, or sales of ciga-
tery, nor to employees in the manufacture of tobacco,
or subdivision or Any telegraph or telephone
company, nor to persons engaged in caring for live stock,
or to employees of any creamery or cheese factory,
in any town, village or city of the third or fourth
class, nor employees engaged in the burning of lime
or hydrating of lime, nor employees engaged in the
manufacture of salt or refining of salt, nor
to places of public amusements, nor to automobile
garages, repair shops and oil filling stations, nor
to licensed pharmacists or assistant pharmacists,
nor to persons engaged in caring for live stock, nor
to employes working in or in connection with any
four mill or the operation thereof, or in or in connec-
tion with the milling industry or carrying on the same,
nor heating plants in any building or edifice, when
only one person is employed therein, nor to works of
necessity or emergency whether caused by fire, flood,
or danger to life and property, or otherwise, nor to
those engaged in military or naval service. Whenever
the Industrial Commission shall determine, after in-
vestigation upon application of an employer that an
extraordinary rush in the business, industry or estab-
lishment of such employer requires the employes there-
of or therein during any season or period of any calen-
dar year to work more than six days a week in order
to meet the demands of such business, industry or es-
establishment, or its patrons, an emergency within the
meaning of such term as used in this act, shall be
determined to exist therein; provided, however, that there
shall not be more than one such period or season and
the same shall not continue for more than three con-
secutive months in any one calendar year; and, pro-
vided, that no employee shall in any such case be re-
sulted to work more than six days in any one week without his consent; and, provided further, that
it shall be the duty of the Industrial Commission, upon
application of any employer in such form as the Com-
mmission shall prescribe, as herein provided, to deter-
mine whether or not any such extraordinary rush of
business exists, and make its order accordingly and
file and keep the same as a part of its records. ('23 c.
298 § 1)
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4113. Employer to arrange for enforcement of act—Every employer subject to the provisions of this act shall arrange the work of his, her or its employees in such a manner as to carry out the provisions hereof, and shall post in the place of employment, a schedule, showing the working period of each employee for each week, designating clearly the day of the week which shall be rest-day for each employee. The employer shall file with the Industrial Commission of this state a copy of such schedule, and of every change that may be made therein. (23 c. 298 § 2)

Invalid. 161-376, 201-610.

4114. Violations—Penalties—Any employer who shall require, permit or suffer, except as hereinbefore provided, any person to work in any of the places or employments mentioned in section 1 of this act and not excluded from the provisions thereof, more than the number of days provided for therein, during any week, or who shall fail, neglect or refuse to arrange the work of the persons in his, her or its employ so that they shall not work more than the number of days provided for therein during any one week, or who shall permit or suffer any superintendent or other agent of any such employer to violate any of the provisions of this act, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall, at the discretion of the court, be fined for each offense in the sum of not less than twenty-five dollars or more than one hundred dollars. (23 c. 422 § 2)

4115. Industrial Commission to enforce act—It shall be the duty of the Industrial Commission of this state to aid to the fullest possible extent in the enforcement of the provisions of this act, and in the prosecution of all violations thereof. (23 c. 298 § 4)

Invalid. 161-376, 201-610.

4116. Hours of female employes limited—No female shall be employed at any business or service whatever more than nine and a half hours in any one day and fifty-four hours in any one week; provided, that this act shall not apply to women employed as domestics in the home, or to persons engaged in the care of the sick or injured, or to cases of emergency in which the safety, health, morals or welfare of the public may otherwise be affected, or to cases in which night employes may be at the place of employment for no more than twelve hours and shall have opportunity for at least four hours of sleep; or to telephone operators in municipalities of less than 1,500 inhabitants. (23 c. 422 § 1)

4117. Employers not to permit violations of act—It shall be unlawful for any employer of labor to employ, cause to be employed or permit any female employee to labor any number of hours whatever, with knowledge that such female has heretofore been employed within the same date and day of twenty-four hours in any establishment and by any previous employer, for a period of time that will, combined with the period of employment by a previous employer exceed nine and a half hours; provided, that this shall not prevent the employment of any female in more than one establishment where the total number of hours worked by said employee does not exceed nine and a half hours in any one day or twenty-four hours. If any female shall be employed in more than one such place, the total number of hours of such employment shall not exceed nine and a half hours during any one day or twenty-four hours or fifty-four hours in one week. (23 c. 422 § 2)

4118. Penalties for violation—Any employer or any agent acting for an employer who shall require or permit or suffer any female to work at any business or service whatever more than the number of hours provided for in section 1 of this act, more than nine and a half hours in any one day or more than fifty-four hours in any one week; or who shall fail, neglect or refuse so to arrange the work of employees in his employ that they shall not work more than the number of hours provided for in this act during any one day or any one week, or who shall knowingly permit or suffer any overseer, superintendent, foreman or forelady, or any other agent of any employer to violate any of the provisions of this act, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall, at the discretion of the court, be fined for each offense in the sum of not less than twenty-five dollars or more than one hundred dollars, and whenever any person shall have been notified by the Industrial Commission of Minnesota, or by the service of a summons in a prosecution that he is violating such provision, he shall be punished by like penalty in addition for each and every day that such violation shall have continued after such notification. (23 c. 422 § 3)

4119. One hour for meals—Exceptions—In every establishment provided for in section 1 of this act at least sixty minutes shall be allowed for regular meals unless the Industrial Commission of Minnesota shall permit a shorter time.

Such permit must be in writing and conspicuously posted in the workroom of the establishment where women are employed and may be revoked at any time. (23 c. 422 § 4)

Section 1 is § 4116, herein.

4120. Abstract of act to be posted—Every employer to whom this act shall apply shall keep posted in a conspicuous place in the workroom where such females are employed or permitted to work, a printed abstract of the provisions of this act. (23 c. 422 § 5)

4121. Schedule of hours to be posted—A printed schedule stating the number of hours per day for each day of the week required of such persons and the time when such work shall begin and end, shall be kept posted in a conspicuous place in each room where females are employed or permitted to work, showing the working period of each employe for each week, designating clearly the day of the week which shall be rest-day for each employe. The employer shall file with the Industrial Commission of Minnesota a copy of such schedule, and of every change that may be made therein. (23 c. 298 § 2)

4122. Industrial Commission to provide schedules—The Industrial Commission of Minnesota shall supply the abstract of the provisions of this act and the form for the schedules of hours of labor required for this act to all employers to whom this act shall apply. (23 c. 422 § 6)

4123. Employers to keep time books—Every employer shall keep a time book or record for every female employee in his establishment, stating the number of hours worked by her each day and the total hours of each week, and the hours of beginning and stopping such work. Such time book or record shall be open to the inspection of the members of the Industrial Commission of Minnesota. The employer who wilfully fails to keep such a time book or record as required by this section, or makes any false statements therein, or refuses to exhibit such time book or record, or makes false statements to the members of the Industrial Commission of Minnesota in reply to any questions put in carrying out the provisions of this section, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
upon conviction thereof, shall, at the discretion of the court, be fined for each offense the sum of not less than five hundred dollars or more than twenty-five dollars, or by imprisonment for not exceeding ten days. (28 c. 422 § 8)

4124. Industrial Commission to enforce act—The Industrial Commission of Minnesota shall be charged with the duty of enforcing the provisions of this act and prosecuting all violations thereof. (23 c. 422 § 9)

4125. Each section independent—Each section of this act and every part thereof is hereby declared to be an independent section or part of a section, and if any section, sub-section, sentence, clause or phrase of this act shall for any reason be held unconstitutional, the validity of the remaining phrases, clauses, sentences, sub-sections and sections of this act shall not be affected thereby. (23 c. 422 § 10)

4126. Inconsistent act repealed—All acts and parts of acts in conflict with the provisions of this act are hereby repealed. (23 c. 422 § 11)

4126-1. Hours of employment of females in seasonal occupations—The provisions of Chapter 499, Laws 1909, of Chapter 581, Laws 1913, and of Chapter 422, Laws 1923, relating to hours of employment of female employees, shall not apply to employees engaged in the seasonal occupation of preserving perishable fruits, grain or vegetables, where such employment does not continue over a longer period than 75 days in any one year. (27 c. 349)

Explanatory note—Laws 1909, c. 499, was an act entitling the labor and time for meals for women and children in mercantile establishments; regulating the ventilation and sanitation of all manufacturing establishments and providing for the enforcement thereof. Section 4 thereof was amended by Laws 1913, c. 581, which was included in Gen St. 1913, as §§ 3851 to 3856. Laws 1913, c. 581, was omitted from Gen St. 1923 as having been repealed by Laws 1923, c. 422. Sections 3, 4 and 5, of Laws 1913, c. 581, were expressly repealed by Laws 1919, c. 431, § 20. For Laws 1923, c. 422, see §§ 4116 to 4126, herein.

WAGES

4127. Penalty for failure to pay wages promptly—Whenever any person, firm, company, association or corporation employing labor within this state discharges a servant or employe from his employment, the wages actually earned and unpaid at the time of such discharge shall become immediately due and payable upon demand of such employe, at the usual place of payment, and if not paid within twenty-four hours after such demand, whether such employment was by the day, hour, week, month or piece, such discharged employe may charge and collect wages at the rate agreed upon in the contract of employment, for such period, not exceeding fifteen days (after the expiration of said twenty-four hours) as the employer is in default, until full payment or other settlement, satisfactory to said discharged employe, is made. (19 c. 175 § 1)

4128. Notice to be given—Settlement of disputes—Whenever any such employe (not having a contract for a definite period of service), quits or resigns his employment, the wages earned and unpaid at the time of such quitting or resignation shall become due and payable within five days thereafter, at the usual place of payment, and any such employe failing or refusing to allow such wages, after they so become due, upon the demand of such employe at such place of payment, shall be liable to such employe from the date of such demand for an additional sum equal to the wages provided in said contract of employment, for every day (not, however, exceeding fifteen days in all), until such payment or other settlement satisfactory to said employe, is made; provided, that if any employe having such a contract as is above defined, gives not less than five days' written notice to his employer of his intention to quit such employment, the wages of the employe giving such notice shall become due at the usual place of payment and collection, within five days after he so quits or resigns, and payment thereof may be demanded accordingly, and the penalty herein provided shall apply in such case from the date of such demand; provided further, that if the employer disputes the amount of wages claimed by such employe under the provisions of this, or the preceding section, and the employe in such case can not, within a reasonable time, agree upon the amount which he in good faith claims to be due, he shall not be liable for any sum greater than the amount so tendered and interest thereon at the legal rate, unless, in an action brought in a court having jurisdiction, such employe recovers a greater sum than the amount so tendered with such interest thereon. Provided, if, in such suit, the court shall determine that the wages due to such employe have not been paid in a greater sum than that so tendered, with interest as aforesaid, he shall pay the cost of such suit; otherwise the cost thereof shall be paid by said employer; provided further, that in cases where such discharge or quitting employe was, during his employment intrusted with the collection, disbursement or handling of money or property, the employer shall have ten secular days after the termination of the employment, to audit and adjust the accounts of such employe before his or her wages shall become due and payable, and the penalty herein provided shall apply in such case only from the date of demand made after the expiration of such period allowed for such audit and adjustment; and if, upon such audit and adjustment of said accounts of such employe, it is found that an money or property intrusted to him by his employer has not been properly accounted for or paid over to the employer, as provided by the terms of the contract of employment, such employe shall not be entitled to the benefit of this act, but the claim for earned and unpaid wages of such employe, if any, shall be disposed of as provided by existing law. (19 c. 175 § 2)

4129. When employe shall not be entitled to benefits—No such servant or employe who secretes or absents himself to avoid payment to him or refuses to receive the same when fully tendered, shall be entitled to any benefit under this act for such time as he so avoids payment. Provided, when any number of employes enter upon a strike, the wages due such striking employes at the time of entering upon such strike shall not become due until the next regular pay day after the commencement of such strike. (19 c. 175 § 3)

4130. Construction—This act shall not be construed to apply to any person employed exclusively as a farm laborer, nor to any employer or an individual, co-partnership or corporation that is bankrupt, or where a receiver or trustee is acting under the direction of the court. Payment or tender by check drawn on a bank situated in the county where a laborer is employed shall be a sufficient payment or tender to comply with the provisions of this act. (19 c. 175 § 4)

4131. Costs to be paid by defendant—In any action by any such employe as is described in this act, for the recovery of unpaid wages after the time when such wages shall have become due, as herein provided,
there shall be allowed to the plaintiff, and included in any judgment rendered in his favor, in addition to his disbursement allowed by law, if the judgment be recovered in a justice court, five dollars costs, and a like sum if the judgment be recovered in municipal court and such plaintiff shall be allowed double statutory costs in any such action in any court in which statutory costs are now allowed by law in ordinary actions. ('19 c. 175 § 5)

4132. Inconsistent acts repealed—All acts, or parts of acts, inconsistent with this act, are hereby repealed. ('19 c. 175 § 6)

4133. Wages of minors—To whom paid—Any parent or guardian claiming the wages of a minor in service shall so notify his employer, and, if he fail so to do, payment to the minor of wages so earned shall be valid. (1812) [3857]

4134. Payment of salary or wages earned by non-negotiable instruments unlawful and penalty for same—it shall be unlawful for any person, firm or corporation other than public service corporations to issue to any employee in lieu of or in payment of any salary or wages earned by such employee, a non-negotiable time check or order. Any person, firm or corporation so issuing a non-negotiable instrument in lieu of or in payment of such salary or wages earned, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. ('17 c. 588 § 1)

4135. When assignment, sale or transfer of wage or salary is not to be effective—No assignment, sale or transfer, however made or attempted to be made, of any wages or salary, to be earned, shall give any right of action, either at law or in equity, to the assignee or transferee of such wages or salary, nor shall any action lie for the recovery of such wages or salary, or any part thereof, by any other person than the person to whom such wages or salary are to become due, unless a written notice, together with a true and complete copy of the instrument assigning or transferring such wages or salary, shall have been given within three days after the making of such instrument to the person, firm or corporation from whom such wages or salary are accruing, or may accrue. ('05 c. 309 § 1, amended '17 c. 321 § 1) [3858]

Certain assignments validated and legalized. '17 c. 454 § 1
125-211, 144-4550; 144-141, 174-827.

4136. Unearned wages—Consent of employer—Collecting fee—Penalty—No assignment, sale or transfer, however made or attempted, of any wages or salary shall be in any manner valid or effectual for the transfer of any salary or wages to be earned or accruing after the making of such assignment, sale or transfer, unless the person, firm or corporation from whom such wages or salary are to accrue shall consent thereto in writing. Any employer or agent of such employer accepting or charging any commis- sion for collecting the amount due on any such assignment, sale or transfer, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor. ('05 c. 309 § 2) [3859]

4137. Assignment void, when—Every assignment, sale or transfer, however made or attempted, of wages or salary to be earned or to become due, in whole or in part, in a justice court, five days from and after the day of the making of such transfer, sale or assignment, shall be absolutely void. ('05 c. 309 § 3) [3860]

4138. Assignment of unearned wages as security, etc.—No assignment of, or order for, wages to be earned in the future to secure a loan of less than two hundred dollars, shall be valid against an employer of the person making said assignment or order until said assignment or order is accepted in writing by the em-
tion shall be used when the same is known to be cracked or otherwise defective. If a machine or any part thereof is in a dangerous condition or is not provided with the use thereof, may be stopped, by the commissioner of labor or any factory inspector and a notice to that effect shall be attached thereto. Such unsafe or dangerous machinery shall not be used until made safe. (13 c. 316 § 1) [3862]

Object of statute to protect workmen, whether operating the machinery or working about it. To be construed so as to carry out this object. Immaterial that overhanging metal, wood-turning or boring machinery, emery or polishing wheels used for polishing metal, wood, glass, and other substances, may be in the regular course of business be operated by the employer, and the employee, a minor over 16 years old, who are legally permitted to work under the laws of the state" excludes from the act minors whose employment is prohibited by law. 158-495, 198+290.

Tires additional space to provide belt shifters or loose pulleys; and, whenever practicable, machinery shall be furnished or cause to be furnished, whenever practicable, belt shifters or other safe mechanical contrivance for the purpose of throwing belts on or off such machine, shall be used when the same is known to be cracked or otherwise defective. If a machine or any part thereof is in a dangerous condition or is not provided with the use thereof, may be stopped, by the commissioner of labor or any factory inspector and a notice to that effect shall be attached thereto. Such unsafe or dangerous machinery shall not be used until made safe. (13 c. 316 § 1) [3862]

Prime mover to be guarded—Whenever practicable the points of danger in any machine or mechanism shall be securely guarded by the maker, and the manufacturer or sale of any machine or mechanism not so guarded is hereby prohibited. (13 c. 316 § 5) [3866]

4144. Rails and foot guards—Stairways—All vats, pans or other receptacles containing molten metal or hot or corrosive liquids, or otherwise dangerous liquids, below the floor level, all pits or other openings in the floor or surface of the ground; all gangways and inclined footways, or other places from which a person might fall, shall be provided with adequate hand rails and foot guards or other equally effective protection, and in establishments where women are employed or where it is deemed necessary by the labor commissioner, stairways shall be built solid and without openings between the treads. (13 c. 316 § 6) [3867]

4147. Certain places, etc., to be lighted—All stairways and inclined footways, and all points where there is a break or change in the floor level or in the character of the floor surface, where persons may have to walk or pass, and all dangerous places, all prime movers and all moving parts of machinery where, on or about which persons work or pass, or may have to work or pass in emergencies, shall be kept properly and sufficiently lighted during working hours. (13 c. 316 § 7) [3868]

4149. Children under 16 not to be employed in certain occupations—No children, under the age of sixteen (16) years, shall be employed at sewing belts, or to assist in sewing belts in any capacity whatever; nor shall any such children adjust any belt to any machinery; they shall not oil, or assist in oiling, wiping or cleaning machinery; they shall not operate or assist in operating circular or band saws, wood shapers, wood-jointers, planers, and paper or wood polishing machinery, emery or polishing wheels used for polishing metal, wood-turning or boring machinery, stamp-
ing machines in sheet metal and tinware manufacturing, stamping machines in washer and nut factories; nor as placing in bowling alleys; they shall not operate nor assist in operating dough brakes or cracker machinery of any description; wire or iron straightening machines, nor shall they operate or assist in operating rolling mill machines, punches or shears, washing, grinding or mixing mill or calendar rolls in rubber manufacturing; nor shall they operate or assist in operating laundry machinery; nor shall they be employed in any capacity in preparing any composition in which dangerous or poisonous acids are used; and they shall not be employed in any capacity in the manufacture of paints, colors or white lead; nor shall they be employed in any capacity whatever in the manufacture of goods for immoral purposes, or any other employment dangerous to their lives or limbs or their health or morals. No woman shall be required or permitted to oil or clean moving machinery. ('13 c. 316 § 9) [3870]


4150. Same—No person shall employ or permit any child under the age of sixteen years to have the care, management or operation of any elevator, nor shall they be employed in operating any steam boiler or other steam generating apparatus. ('13 c. 316 § 10) [3871]

Student elevator operator 125-115, 157-496.

Duty of lessee and liability of lessor (103-189, 114+745).

Failure to guard as negligence per se (112-128, 127-485).

Duty of lessor and Liability of lessor (103-189, 114+745).

133-495, 194+285.

4151. Crowding of floor space prohibited—The floor space in any factory, mill, workshop or mercantile establishment, employer used elevator without guards as provided by law, and the employee, a minor over 16 years old, was injured therein. Held that the language, "minors who are legally permitted to work under the laws of the state" excludes from the act minors whose employment is prohibited by law. 158-495, 194+285.

4152. Protection of hoistways, elevators, etc.—Every hoisting apparatus used in the construction of any building, every hoistway, hatchway, elevator well, and wheel basket in any factory, mill, workshop, store, house, wareroom, or shop, shall be securely protected on each floor by a substantial barrier at least three feet and six inches high, which shall be kept closed except when necessarily opened for use. Every elevator car used for either freight or passenger shall be provided with some suitable mechanical device by which it can be securely held in the event of accident to the rope or hoisting machinery. ('13 c. 316 § 11) [3872]

4153. Scaffolds, hoists, etc.—Duty of inspector—Overhead walks, etc.—Whenever practicable, all scaffolds, hoists, cranes, stays, supports, or other mechanical contrivances, erected or constructed by any person, firm or corporation, in this state, for the use in erection, repairing, alteration, removal, cleaning or painting of any house, building, bridge, viaduct, or other structure shall be erected and constructed in a safe, suitable and proper manner, and shall be so erected and constructed, placed and operated, as to give proper and adequate protection to the life and limb of any person or persons employed or engaged therein, and to any persons or employees passing under or in proximity to the same. Whenever a state factory inspector shall find that the scaffolding or the slings, ropes, chains, hooks, or other similar device, used in the construction, alteration, repairing, removing, cleaning, or painting of buildings, bridges or viaducts within this state, or in factories, work shops, mills, or mercantile establishments, are unsafe or liable to prove dangerous to the life or limb of any person, he shall at once notify the person responsible for its creation or maintenance, either personally or by mail, and a notice of danger shall also be affixed to said scaffold, platform or other such device, which shall be made safe before further use. Wherever practicable, scaffolding, staging, runways, oiling platforms and all other overhead walks or standing places among or suspended from an overhead support, or rising from the ground floor more than fifteen (15) feet from the ground or floor, shall have a safety rail properly bolted or otherwise fastened, secured and braced, rising at least thirty-four (34) inches above the floor of said scaffolding, staging, platform or other overhead walk or standing place, and extending along the entire length of the outside and ends thereof, and properly attached thereto, unless equal protection is afforded in another manner, and such scaffolding or staging shall be so fastened as to prevent the same from swaying from the building or structure to which it is attached or toward which an employee must work. Persons employed upon swinging scaffolds shall use a life line securely fastened to their persons and to some secure support other than said swinging scaffolds. ('13 c. 316 § 10) [3873]

157-171, 195+893.

125-115, 157-496.

4154. Substantial construction—Repair—All floors, standing places, stairways, inclined footways and ladders and all hand rails or similar protection shall be of substantial construction and shall be kept in good order and repair and so as to be firm and safe for the uses to which they are put. ('13 c. 316 § 14) [3874]

4155. Buildings of 3 stories in construction—Planking iron or steel beams.—On all buildings three (3) stories or more in height where floor beams are of iron or steel, the contractor for the iron or steel work of such buildings in the course of construction, or the
owners of such buildings, shall plank over the entire tier of iron or steel beams on the floor next below the one on which such structural iron or steel is being erected, except such spaces as may be reasonably required for the proper construction of such iron or steel work, and for the raising and lowering of materials to be used in the construction of such buildings, or such spaces as may be designated by the plans and specifications for stairways, elevator-shafts and other openings. ('13 c. 316 § 15) [3876]

4156. Warning notices—The employer shall post such warning notices and instructions and cause dangerous places to be indicated in such manner as the labor commissioner shall require. ('13 c. 316 § 16) [3877]

4157. Fire escapes—Doors—Hand rails— Every building in which laborers are employed shall be provided with sufficient means of escape in case of fire, by more than one way of egress, each of which shall be at all times free from obstruction and ready for immediate use, and every such egress shall be provided with a sign having on it the word “exit” in letters not less than five inches in height and so as plainly to indicate to persons within the building the location of such egresses. Every door leading in or to any such building shall be so constructed as to open outward, when possible, and shall not be so fastened during the working hours as to prevent free egress. Substantial hand rails shall be provided on all stairways in every such building. ('13 c. 316 § 17) [3878]

4158. Fire escape—Counter balance stairs—If any such building where persons are employed be more than two stories high, it shall be the duty of the owner of such building to provide at least one fire escape, and as many more as the labor commissioner may require, not exceeding one additional escape for every one hundred persons employed above the first floor. Every such fire escape shall be on the outside of the building, connecting on each floor above the first with at least two openings; shall be well fastened and secured, with landings not less than six feet in length and three in width; guarded by an iron railing not less than three feet in height. Such landings shall be connected by iron stairs, not less than two feet wide, and with steps of not less than six-inch treads, placed at an angle of not more than forty-five degrees, and provided on both sides with a well-secured hand rail on both sides, with a counter-balanced stair, two feet wide, reaching from the lower platform to the ground. Such fire escape shall be sufficient if constructed on any other plan approved by the labor commissioner. The openings to each fire escape shall be as far as practicable from the stairway and elevator shafts, and the ladder of each fire escape shall extend to the roof. Stationary stairs or ladders shall also be provided on the inside from the upper story to the roof. All doors opening onto a fire escape shall be at all times free from obstruction and ready for immediate use, and every such egress shall be provided with the inside and outside standpipes, and with hose connected therewith, as required in the case of hotels of the same height, and with chemical fire extinguishers or pails of water or sand on each floor, always ready for use. Provided that when a building is equipped with an automatic sprinkler system, installed in accordance with the rules of the board of fire underwriters, inside standpipes or other extinguishing apparatus shall only be required when deemed necessary by the commission of labor. ('13 c. 316 § 18, amended '19 c. 108 § 1) [3879]

137-24, 192-680.

4159. Notices, etc., how served—Liability of owners, etc.—Every order, suggestion, or notice served upon any employer of labor, owner or manager of any building, or other person, shall be certified by a receipt for the same taken by the officer or employee of the labor department serving such order, suggestion or notice, which receipt shall be signed by the owner, manager or superintendent of said employer. No liability to any person other than an employee shall attach to any owner of any factory, mill, workshop, engineering works, or mercantile establishment, because of the provisions of this act, until notice to comply with the terms of this act has been served upon such owner by an officer or employee of the labor department of this state, and reasonable time to comply with such notice has elapsed. ('13 c. 316 § 19) [3880]

4160. Penalties for violations—Prosecution, when to be commenced—Every person who violates or fails to comply with any requirement of this chapter, or disregards any order, notice or direction of any member or employee of the labor department made in accordance with its provisions, or who obstructs or interferes with any inspection being made pursuant thereto, or who removes from any machine any notice stating that such machine is dangerous and unsafe, or who operates any such machine while such notice is attached and such machine is still unguarded and unsafe, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, the minimum penalty whereof shall be a fine of twenty-five dollars, or imprisonment for fifteen days. But whenever notice is required before prosecution, no criminal proceeding shall be commenced until thirty days after such notice, nor then, if within such time the requirements of the notice have been met; Provided, That if such requirement be to place a water-closet or privy in sanitary condition, where the only defect is due to carelessness in its management, or to put an elevator in safe condition, only forty-eight hours shall be allowed. In case of application to the court to restrain, the time aforesaid shall not begin to run until the decision thereon. ('13 c. 316 § 20) [3881]

1901-382.

4161. “Prime mover” defined—Other terms, how interpreted—The term “prime mover” as used in this act shall include all steam, gas, oil, or other kinds of engines, and also all electrical apparatus which generates, converts, or transmits power.

The words “guard,” “guarded,” “safeguard,” and “safeguarded,” and “protection,” shall be given a broad interpretation, so as to include any practicable method of mitigating or preventing a specific danger. ('13 c. 316 § 21) [3882]

4162. Laws repealed—Sections 1813, 1814, 1815, 1816, 1817, 1820 and 1824, Revised Laws of 1905, and sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 of chapter 288, General Laws of 1911, and all other acts or parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions of this act are hereby repealed. ('13 c. 316 § 22) [3883]

124-19, 144+431; 125-31, 145+628.
4163. Corn shredders, etc.—Safety devices to be approved by commissioner.—Sale, when prohibited.—No person, firm or corporation shall sell, offer or expose for sale any machine to be operated by steam or other power, for the purpose of husking or shredding corn, or corn stalks unless the said machine shall be provided with reasonable safety devices approved by the commissioner of labor for the protection from accidents from the snapping rollers and husking rollers, and shall be so guarded that the person feeding said machine shall be compelled to stand at a reasonable safe distance from the snapping rollers. "(11 c. 354 § 1) [3884]
Corn husking machine unguarded. 133-28, 1574-899.

4164. Machines purchased prior to act.—No person, firm or corporation shall use, operate or permit to be used or operated any such machine purchased prior to the passage and publication of this act, unless during all the time such machine shall be used and operated, it shall be in charge of a competent person, whose sole duty shall be to oversee and attend to the operating and use of the same. "(11 c. 354 § 2) [3885]

4165. Penalty for violation.—Any such person, firm or corporation, who shall violate any of the provisions of this act shall be punished by a fine of not less than twenty-five dollars ($25) or more than one hundred dollars ($100) for each offense. "(12 c. 354 § 3) [3886]

4166. Employer must furnish helmets.—It shall be unlawful for any employer of labor in this state to require or permit any employee to engage in any occupation or process of employment in which there is danger of serious injury to the eyes of such employees, or of surrounding workmen, from flying objects or particles thrown by machines or tools, or from the splashing of hot substances or chemicals, unless and until the employer shall furnish to each employee subjected to such hazards goggles, helmets, or other practical protective devices to prevent such injuries. "(21 c. 113 § 1)

4167. Employee must wear helmet.—It shall be unlawful for any employee to engage in any occupation or process of employment mentioned in section one of this act unless he shall wear or use the protective devices furnished by the employer during the entire time he is engaged in such occupation or employment. "(21 c. 113 § 2)

4168. Application. The provisions of this act shall not apply to persons employed in steam and electric transportation. "(21 c. 113 § 2A)

4(3) Commission to approve devices.—The goggles and helmets required in section 1 of this act shall be of a design and material approved by the commissioner of labor for the purposes required, and shall be furnished separately for each employee using them without cost to such employee, and no employer shall be required nor shall he use the goggles or helmet furnished to another until the same has been adequately sterilized to prevent the transmission of diseases. "(21 c. 119 § 8)

4170. Violations—Penalties.—Every employer neglecting or refusing to furnish the goggles, helmets, or other protective devices required in this act, after being notified to do so by the commissioner of labor or his assistants, or who requires an employee to use the goggles or helmet provided for another employee before the same has been properly sterilized, and any employee who neglects or refuses to use the devices furnished by the employer who furnishes the goggles or helmet furnished to another before it has been properly sterilized, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by a fine of not less than twenty-five ($25) dollars, or by imprisonment for not less than fifteen (15) days. Violations of this act shall not affect the right of an employee to compensation or to damages under the laws of this state for injury sustained by neglect to comply with the requirements of this act. Provided, however, that this act shall not apply to nor include farm labor. "(21 c. 113 § 4)

4171. Definition.—The term "all places of employment" as used in this act shall mean any place, either inside or outside, where any business or industry is carried on and in which persons are employed and shall include factories, mills, workshops, laundries, dyeing and cleaning establishments, mercantile establishments, offices and office buildings, hotels, restaurants, theatres and other places of amusement, transportation systems, public utilities, engineering works, the erection of buildings, and yards; but shall not be construed to apply to domestic service or agricultural labor. "(19 c. 401 § 1)

4172. Duty of employer.—In all places of employment it shall be the duty of the employer to keep the floors and walls of buildings or parts of buildings, the grounds surrounding such buildings, and the machinery, fixtures and utensils in such buildings, over which he may have control, in as clean and sanitary a condition as the nature of the industry will permit. Where wet processes are used, the floors must be so drained that there is no measurable depth of water in which employees must stand while working. Where practicable, dry standing room must be provided for all employees. Suitable receptacles shall be provided and used for the storage of waste and refuse; such receptacles shall be maintained in a sanitary condition. All waste, refuse, sweepings, and decomposed matter shall be removed from such buildings daily, and in such manner as not to cause a nuisance. All cleaning shall be done, as far as possible, out of working hours; but if done during working hours, shall be done in such a manner as to avoid unnecessary raising of dust or noxious odors. All such places of employment shall be well drained and the plumbing thereof at all times kept in proper repair and in a clean and sanitary condition. In all such places of employment the floors shall be scrubbed and the walls cleaned whenever and so often as the commissioner of labor deems it necessary. "(19 c. 401 § 2)

4173. Arrangements of, and sanitary conditions of interior of buildings.—Every place of employment used for the preparation, manufacture, sale, or storage of food products shall be properly lighted, drained, plumbed, and ventilated, and conducted with strict regard to the influence of such conditions upon the health of persons therein employed, and the purity and wholesomeness of the food products therein prepared, manufactured, sold or stored. The side walls and ceilings of all rooms used for the purposes named in this section shall be of a material that can easily be cleaned and kept clean, and shall be limewashed or painted whenever in the opinion of the commissioner of labor the same is necessary. The floors in such places shall be impermeable, and made of cement or tile laid in cement, brick, wood or other suitable, non-absorbent material which can be flushed and washed clean with water or otherwise kept in a clean and sanitary condition. The doors, windows, and other openings in such places shall, where practicable, be fitted with stationary or self-closing screen doors and wire window screens during such months as they are necessary to exclude flies and other insects. No employee of any
such place shall expectorate or discharge any substance from his mouth or nose on the floor or interior side wall of any room used for the purposes mentioned in this section. Cuspidors, for the use of employees, shall be provided, and each cuspidor shall be emptied and washed out daily with disinfectant solution and a portion of such solution shall be left in each cuspidor while in use. No water closet, earth closet, privy, ash pit, or sleeping room for employees shall be in, or communicate directly with any room used for the purposes mentioned in this section. All employees of such places, engaged in the manufacture and handling of bakery products shall wear clothing of washable material which shall be used for that purpose only, and such garments shall be kept clean at all times. (19 c. 491 § 8)

4174. Ventilation—In every place of employment, the employer shall provide in each workroom thereof, proper and sufficient means of ventilation, and shall maintain proper and sufficient ventilation. If excessive smoke, steam, gas, fumes, vapors, dust or other impurities are created or generated by the manufacturing process or handicraft carried on therein, in sufficient quantities to obstruct the vision, or to be irritating, obnoxious, or injurious to the health or safety of the persons therein, the rooms shall be ventilated in such manner as to remove them or render them harmless, so far as is practicable. If in the opinion of the commissioner of labor it is deemed necessary, he may order the installation of exhaust fans and other mechanical means of a proper construction to effectively remove from the point of origin such smoke, steam, gases, fumes, vapors, dust or other impurities. If the removal of such smoke, steam, gases, fumes, vapors, dust or other impurities is, because of the nature of the process, impracticable, the commissioner of labor may, if he deems it necessary to the health of the workers in any place of employment, order the isolation of such process or handicraft in a separate room or building. (19 c. 491 § 4)

Action for damages by employee becoming afflicted with disease. 161-240, 201-3-65.

4175. Certain employees in certain rooms—No more employees shall be required or permitted to work in a room in any place of employment than will allow to each of such employees not less than four hundred (400) cubic feet of air space, unless by a written permit of the commissioner of labor such amount of air space for any room may temporarily be reduced to not less than two hundred fifty (250) cubic feet of air space. Provided, that no such permit shall be issued for a room in which smoke, gas, fumes, dust or vapors are generated or in which there are fires consuming oxygen. (19 c. 491 § 5)

4176. Heat and ventilation—In every place of employment the workrooms shall, so far as the nature of the industry will permit, be properly heated during cold weather. In every place of employment where excessive heat be created in any of the workrooms by the nature of the process therein carried on it shall be the duty of the employer to provide heat deflectors, exhaust fans and such other mechanical means that are necessary to protect from the heat and to carry off, so far as practicable, such excessive heat and to cool off such workrooms. After the passage of this act it shall be unlawful in any place of employment to establish any process or handicraft which creates excessive heat in any workroom the ceiling of which is less than eight feet from the floor of such workroom or the floor of any balcony in such workroom.

The use of salamanders or other heaters that discharge smoke or gas into a workroom in which workers are employed is prohibited. (19 c. 491 § 6)

4177. Toilet facilities—In every place of employment there shall be provided adequate toilet facilities which shall be located conveniently to and easily accessible from all places where persons are employed. Each water-closet, urinal, lavatory or slop sink located in a toilet room, must be connected with a sewer system where a sewer system is available. Indecent or suggestive marks, pictures or words are forbidden in toilet rooms, and such defacement when found by the employer must be at once removed. (19 c. 491 § 7)

4178. Sanitation—All toilet rooms not having sewer connection and maintained outside of buildings where persons are employed, shall on new installations be at least twenty-five (25) feet from such buildings. In all places of employment where the workers are exposed to excessive heat, humidity, or fatigue from physical exertion, there shall be a covered passageway connecting said buildings with such toilet or toilets. (19 c. 491 § 8)

4179. Separate toilets—In all places of employment where five or more persons are employed and are of opposite sex, separate toilets for each sex shall be provided and maintained. Such toilets shall be so marked as to designate plainly and distinctly the sex for whose use they are intended, and no person shall be allowed to use the toilet room assigned to the opposite sex. (19 c. 491 § 9)

4180. Construction of toilets—The toilets in all places of employment must be so constructed as to insure privacy. The outside partitions of all toilet rooms shall be of solid construction, and may be opaque or translucent, but not transparent, and shall extend from floor to ceiling, or such rooms shall be independently ceiled over. All partitions separating toilet rooms provided for the different sexes shall be constructed of such materials as are not transparent or translucent, and they shall be sound-proof, and no opening in such partitions shall be permitted. If the water-closet is not located within a separate compartment in the toilet room, the entrance to such toilet room shall be provided with a screen of sufficient height and width to insure privacy. The floors of all toilet rooms shall be tight, smooth and constructed of material that can be kept in a sanitary condition. The walls and ceiling shall be tight and of such substance that can be readily cleaned and kept clean. (19 c. 491 § 10)

4181. To be kept in perfect condition—In all places of employment the toilet rooms, and every part thereof, including the floor, walls and ceiling, and all fixtures therein, must be kept in a clean condition. All toilet rooms and water-closet compartments shall be adequately illuminated by natural or artificial light. All toilet rooms not lighted by windows that open easily shall be adequately ventilated to the outside air by artificial means. All toilet facilities shall be adequately protected to prevent the entrance and breeding of flies, so far as practicable. All toilet rooms, wherever practicable shall be adequately heated at all times. (19 c. 491 § 11)

4182. Ratio of toilets—In all places of employment, water-closets shall be provided in the following numbers and ratio: When there are one hundred (100) or less persons on a shift employed, there shall be one water-closet for every twenty (20) persons; when there are one hundred (100) to five hundred (500) persons on a shift, there shall be one water-closet to every
factory for the use of all such women employes and of labor may determine when seats, with or without permitted to be used at such work. The commissioner backs where practicable, shall be supplied in every women are engaged in work which can be properly preservation of their health. In all places where §15) 491

er backs where practicable, for the use of such women and, if necessary, washing his or her face. ('19 c. 491 § 13)

4184. Dressing rooms—In every place of employ-

ment in which a change of clothing is necessary for any of the employees in doing their work, suitable dressing rooms shall be provided and shall be separate for the sexes. All such dressing rooms shall be kept in a clean and sanitary condition and be adequately ventilated. In all places of employment where poisonous compounds are handled by the employees, facilities for hanging and storing both working and street garments shall be provided so that they will not come in contact with each other, nor with the garments of others. All such dressing rooms installed after the passage of this act shall be enclosed by means of solid partitions or walls, shall be so separated from toilet rooms, and shall have at least one window opening to the outer air, or other means of properly ventilating such rooms. ('19 c. 491 § 14)

4185. Eating of food—In every place of employ-

ment it shall be unlawful to keep or eat any food in a room in which the dust or fumes of poisonous compounds are present. In such places of employment the employer shall provide a suitable place in which employees may eat their meals. No employee engaged in handling such poisonous compounds shall go out or be allowed to go out for lunch or to eat his or her lunch on the premises without first washing his or her hands, and, if necessary, washing his or her face. ('19 c. 491 § 15)

4186. Seating capacity—In all places of employ-

ment where women are employed, the employer thereof shall provide and maintain suitable seats, with proper backs where practicable, for the use of such women employees, and permit the use thereof by such employees to such an extent as may be reasonable for the preservation of their health. In all places where women are engaged in work which can be properly performed in a sitting posture, suitable seats, with backs where practicable, shall be supplied in every factory for the use of all such women employees and permitted to be used at such work. The commissioner of labor may determine when seats, with or without backs, are necessary and the number thereof. ('19 c. 491 § 16)

4187. Drinking water—Every place of employment shall provide, without expense to the employees, an adequate supply of pure drinking water. When practicable, ice used for cooling purposes shall be applied in such manner that the ice itself will not come in contact with the drinking water, and the water from the melting ice shall not become mixed with the drinking water. In all places of employment where no running water can be provided, the receptacle for holding the drinking water shall at all times be kept in a clean and sanitary condition, and must be kept covered to prevent dust or impurities from entering such receptacle. ('19 c. 491 § 17)

4188. Owner to carry out provision of act—When-

ever any building is occupied by more than one place of employment and the halls, stairs, toilets, or other portions of the building are used jointly by more than one tenant, or in which conditions prohibited by this act are jointly created by more than one tenant, it shall be the duty of the owner of such building to carry out the provisions of this act. Provided, that the owner of any such building may arrange by agreement, with one or more of his tenants to assume responsibility for carrying out the provisions of this act. ('19 c. 491 § 18)

4189. Commissioner of labor to enforce provisions—It shall be the duty of the commissioner of labor to enforce the provisions of this act. Thirty (30) days' notice shall be given for any new installations required by this act before any criminal proceeding shall be commenced; but the commissioner of labor may, for good cause shown, extend the time to a longer period. All orders to place toilets, floors and receptacles in a sanitary condition shall be complied with in forty-eight (48) hours. Any persons, firm or corporation violating the provisions of this act, or failing to comply, in the time specified, with any order of the commissioner of labor, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined not less than twenty-five dollars, nor more than one hundred dollars, nor less than twenty-five dollars, or by imprisonment for not more than thirty days, or by both such fine and imprisonment at the discretion of the court. Any person, firm or corporation aggrieved at any order of the commissioner of labor issued pursuant to this act may apply for a restraining order to the district court in the manner and as provided in chapter 3822, General Statutes of 1913. ('19 c. 491 § 19)

4190. Certain sections repealed—Sections 3837, 3838, 3839, 3890, 3853, 3854 and 3855, and all other acts or parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions of this act are hereby repealed. ('10 c. 491 § 20)

Sections repealed are sections of G. S. 1913.

4191. Underground apartments, etc.—No basement, cellar, underground apartments, or other place which the commissioner of labor shall condemn as unhealthy and unsuitable shall be used as a workshop, factory or place of business in which any person or persons shall be employed. ('09 c. 289 § 1) [3888]

4192. Penalty for violation—Any person, firm or corporation violating any of the provisions of this act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by a fine of not more than one hundred dollars, nor less than twenty-five dollars, or by imprisonment for not more than thirty days, or by both such fine and imprisonment, for each offense. ('09 c. 289 § 2) [3889]

4193. Report of accidents—Whenever any accident to an employee, resulting in death or requiring the aid of a surgeon, occurs in connection with any factory,
4194. **Scope of report**—It is hereby made the duty of every employer of labor, engaged in industrial pursuits, to make or cause to be made, report of any accident to an employee, which occurs in the course of his or her employment and which causes death or serious injury, within forty-eight hours of the occurrence of such injury and of all other accidents, which occur to any of its, his or their employes within the scope of their employment, and of which the employer or his foreman has knowledge, within fourteen days after the occurrence of such accident. Provided, that such injuries are sufficient to wholly or partially incapacitate the person injured from labor or service for more than thirty days.

Provided further, that an accident required to be reported within forty-eight hours may be reported by telegram, telephone or personal notice. The written report of such accident shall then be made within fourteen days or at such time as the commissioner of labor shall designate. The commissioner of labor may require such supplementary reports on any accident as he deems necessary for the securing of the information required by this law.

Provided, further, that when an accident has been reported which subsequently terminates fatally, a supplementary report shall be filed with the commissioner of labor by the employer within forty-eight hours after he receives knowledge of such death, stating that the injury has proved fatal. (13 c. 416 § 1, amended '19 c. 359 § 1) [3892]

4195. **Copies of settlement**—Copies of all settlements made or releases obtained in respect to industrial accidents occurring in the state of Minnesota shall be filed with the labor commissioner within ten days after such settlements are made and shall become part of the permanent records of the department. (15 c. 416 § 2, amended '19 c. 359 § 1) [3893]

4196. **Failure to report**—The failure to make such reports or file such copies of settlements or releases, on the part of any person, copartner or corporation required hereby to make or file the same, within the time herein specified, is hereby declared to be a misdemeanor. (13 c. 416 § 3, amended '19 c. 359 § 1) [3894]

4197. **Admissibility of report**—No report herein required to be made nor any part thereof, shall be admitted in evidence or referred to at the trial of any action, or in any judicial proceedings whatsoever, except prosecutions for the violation of this act.

No such report nor any part thereof, nor any copy of the same, nor any part thereof, shall be open to the public, nor shall any of the contents thereof be disclosed in any manner, by any official or clerk of the commissioner of labor or his agent or employee, but the same may be used for state investigations and statistics only. Any such disclosure is hereby declared to be a misdemeanor and punishable as such. (13 c. 416 § 4, amended '19 c. 359 § 1) [3895]

4198. Physicians to send notice of certain cases of poisoning to commissioner—Every physician attending on or called in to visit a patient whom he believes to be suffering from poisoning from lead, phosphorus, arsenic or mercury or their compounds, or from anthrax, or from compressed air illness, contracted as a result of the nature of the patient's employment shall send to the commissioner of labor a notice stating the name and full postal address and place of employment of the patient and the disease from which in the opinion of the physician, the patient is suffering, with such other specific information as may be required by the commissioner of labor and which may be ascertained by the physician in the course of his duties. (13 c. 21 § 1) [3899]

4199. Same—Failure a misdemeanor—If any physician, when required by section 1 of this act to send a notice, fails forthwith to send same, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be punished by a fine not exceeding ten dollars, or by imprisonment in the county jail for not exceeding ten days. (13 c. 21 § 2) [3900]

4200. Commissioner to enforce—It shall be the duty of the commissioner of labor to enforce the provisions of this section, and he may call upon the state and local boards of health for assistance. (15 c. 21 § 2) [3901]

4201. **Interference with employment**—No individual, corporation, member of any firm, or any agent, officer, or employee of any of them, shall contrive or conspire to prevent any person from obtaining or holding any employment, or discharge, or procure or attempt to procure the discharge of, any person from employment, by reason of his having engaged in a strike. (1822) [3902]

4202. Conditions precedent not required—No person, whether acting directly or through an agent, or as the agent or employee of another, shall require, as a condition precedent to employment, any written statement as to the participation of the applicant in a strike, or as to his personal record, save as to his conviction of a public offense, for more than one year immediately preceding the date of his application therefor; nor shall any person, acting in any of the aforesaid capacities, use or require blanks or forms of application for employment in contravention of this section. (1823) [3903]

DIVISION OF BOILER INSPECTION

4203. Division of boiler inspection established—On and after the first day of June, 1921, there shall be a division in the Department of Labor and Industries to be known as the Division of Boiler Inspection. The chief of such division shall be known as the Chief of
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES

the Division of Boiler Inspection" and he shall have an assistant to be known as the "Deputy Chief of the Division of Boiler Inspection." There shall also be in such division a District Boiler Inspector for each Boiler Inspection District then provided for by law. (21 c 83 § 1)

4204. Powers and duties—On and after the first day of June, 1921, the powers and duties then by law vested in and imposed on the Board of Boiler Inspectors, the District Boiler Inspectors, the Chief Boiler Inspector and his subordinates, shall be exercised and performed by the Industrial Commission and its subordinates as functions of the Division of Boiler Inspection. (21 c 83 § 2)

4205. Boiler inspector to be head of division—On the first day of June, 1921, the then incumbent of the office of Chief Boiler Inspector shall become "Chief of the Division of Boiler Inspection," the then incumbent in the office of Deputy Chief Boiler Inspector shall become "Deputy Chief of the Division of Boiler Inspection," and the then incumbents of the offices of District Boiler Inspectors shall become District Boiler Inspectors under this act; and all persons then holding subordinate positions in the office of Chief Boiler Inspector shall be transferred by the Industrial Commission to the Division of Boiler Inspection and assigned to such positions as the Industrial Commission shall designate. (21 c. 83 § 3)

4206. Offices of officials terminate—On and after the first day of June, 1921, the Board of Boiler Inspectors and, as now constituted, the offices of Chief Boiler Inspector and Deputy Chief Boiler Inspector shall terminate. (21 c. 83 § 4)

4207. Fees—All fees hereafter collected in the administration of functions heretofore exercised and performed by the Board of Boiler Inspectors, District Boiler Inspectors, Chief Boiler Inspector and Deputy Chief Boiler Inspector, except as otherwise provided by Chapter 240, Laws of 1919 shall be paid into the State Treasury in the manner provided by law for fees received by other state departments. (21 c. 85 § 5)

Explanatory note—For Laws 1919, c. 240, see §§ 5474 to 5484, herein.

4208. Reports and notices—All reports and notices heretofore required by law to be made, or given to the Board of Boiler Inspectors, District Boiler Inspectors, or the Chief Boiler Inspector, shall be hereafter made or given to the Industrial Commission. (21 c. 83 § 6)

4209. Inconsistent acts repealed—All acts and parts of acts so far as inconsistent with the provisions of this act and not otherwise are hereby repealed. (21 c. 83 § 7)

MINIMUM WAGES.

4210. Duties of minimum wage commission transferred—On and after the first day of June, 1921, the powers and duties then by law vested in and imposed upon the Minimum Wage Commission shall be exercised and performed by the Industrial Commission of Minnesota and its subordinates, as a part of the functions of the division of women and children in the Department of Labor and Industries. (21 c. 84 § 1)

4211. Secretary and employees transferred—On the first day of June, 1921, persons then serving as secretary and employees of the Minimum Wage Commission, shall be transferred by the Industrial Commission to the division of women and children in the Department of Labor and Industries and assigned to such positions as the Industrial Commission shall designate. (21 c. 84 § 2)

4212. Minimum wage commission abolished—On and after the first day of June, 1921, the Minimum Wage Commission, as heretofore constituted, shall have no further legal existence, except that it shall, within ten days after such date, submit to the Governor a report covering the period extending to such date from the date of the last report of such Minimum Wage Commission. (21 c. 84 § 3)

4213. Inconsistent acts repealed—All acts and parts of acts so far as inconsistent with the provisions of this act and not otherwise are hereby repealed. (21 c. 84 § 4)

4214. To investigate wages of women and minors—The commission may at its discretion investigate the wages paid to women and minors in any occupation in the state. At the request of not less than one hundred persons engaged in any occupation in which women and minors are employed, the commission shall forthwith make such investigation as herein provided. (13 c. 547 § 2) [3906]

4215. Duties of employers—Register—Every employer of women and minors shall keep a register of the names and addresses of and wages paid to all women and minors employed by him, together with the number of hours that they are employed per day or week; and every such employer shall on request permit the commission or any of its members or agents to inspect such register. (13 c. 547 § 3) [3906]

4216. Public hearings—Witnesses, etc.—The commission shall specify times to hold public hearings at which employers, employees, or other interested persons may appear and give testimony as to wages, profits and other pertinent conditions of the occupation or industry. The commission or any member thereof shall have power to subpoena witnesses, to administer oaths, and to compel the production of books, papers, and other evidence. Witnesses subpoenaed by the commission may be allowed such compensation for travel and attendance as the commission may deem reasonable, to an amount not exceeding the usual mileage and per diem allowed by our courts in civil cases. (13 c. 547 § 4) [3907]

131-120, 154+752; 145-265, 177+343.

4217. Legal minimum wages to be established—If after investigation of any occupation the commission is of opinion that the wages paid to one-sixth or more of the women or minors employed therein are less than living wages, the commission shall forthwith proceed to establish legal minimum rates of wages for such occupation, as hereinafter described and provided. (13 c. 547 § 5) [3906]

4218. Wages, how determined—Order of commission—Copies to be mailed and posted—The Industrial Commission of Minnesota shall determine the minimum wages sufficient for living wages for women and minors of ordinary ability and also the minimum wages sufficient for living wages for learners and apprentices. The commission shall then issue an order to be effective thirty days thereafter, making the wages thus determined the minimum wages in said occupation throughout the state, or within any area of the state if differences in the cost of living warrant this restriction.

Such order shall be published in one issue of a daily newspaper of general circulation published in each city of the first-class, at least 20 days before the same takes effect, and proof of such publication as required in the publication of legal notices, together with the original order shall be filed with the Commission. A copy of
such order and of the proofs of publication, duly certified by the Secretary of said Commission, shall be prima facie evidence of the existence of such order and the contents thereof, and of the facts of publication as contained in such certified copies, and the certificate of the Secretary of said Commission shall be prima facie evidence of the filing and of other acts required by law in relation to said order.

The Commission shall mail to each employer affected by said order, whose name and address is known to the Commission, or certified copies of said order with such general or particular directions for posting the same as the Commission may determine, and such employer shall post such order or orders and keep the same posted in his factory or place where women or minors are employed, as required by said Commission. Provided, however, that failure to mail such orders to any employer affected thereby shall not relieve such employer from the duty to comply with such order in relation to the payment of a wage not less than the minimum prescribed in such order. ('13 c. 547 § 6, amended '23 c. 153 § 1) [3909]

Who deemed persons of ability determined by courts. 150-125, 184+787.

4219. Advisory boards—Powers and duties of commission—The commission may, at its discretion establish in any occupation an advisory board which shall serve without pay, consisting of not less than three nor more than ten persons representing employers, and an equal number of persons representing the workers in said occupation, and of one or more disinterested persons appointed by the commission to represent the public; but the number of representatives of the public shall not exceed the number of representatives of either of the other parties. At least one-fifth of the membership of any advisory board shall be composed of women, and at least one of the representatives of the public shall be a woman. The commission shall make rules and regulations governing the selection of members and the modes of procedure of the advisory boards, and shall exercise exclusive jurisdiction over all questions arising with reference to the validity of the proceeding and determination of said boards. Provided: that the selection of members representing employers and employees shall be, so far as practicable, through election by employers and employees respectively. ('13 c. 547 § 7) [3910]

159-45, 164+496; 145-268, 177+434.

4220. Powers and duties of boards—Estimates of wages to be recommended—Each advisory board shall have the same power as the commission to subpoena witnesses, administer oaths, and compel the production of books, papers, and other evidence. Witnesses subpoenaed by an advisory board shall be allowed the same compensation as when subpoenaed by the commission. Each advisory board shall recommend to the commission an estimate of the minimum wages, whether by time rate or by price rate, sufficient for living wages for women and minors of ordinary ability, and an estimate of the minimum wages sufficient for living wages for learners and apprentices. A majority of the entire membership of an advisory board shall be necessary and sufficient to recommend wage estimates to the commission. ('13 c. 547 § 8) [3911]

131-120, 154+752; 139-45, 165+496; 145-266, 177+432.

4221. Commission to review—May determine wages in conformity—Upon receipt of such estimates of wages from an advisory board, the commission shall review the same, and if it approves them shall make them the minimum wages in said occupation, as provided in section 3. Such wages shall be regarded as determined by the commission itself and the order of the commission putting them into effect shall have the same force and authority as though the wages were determined without the assistance of an advisory board. ('13 c. 547 § 9) [3912]

4222. Wages to remain in force, etc.—New rates—All rates of wages ordered by the commission shall remain in force until new rates are determined and established by the commission. At the request of approximately one-fourth of the employers or employees in an occupation, the commission must reconsider the rates already established therein and may, if it sees fit, order new rates of minimum wages for said occupation. The commission may likewise reconsider old rates and order new minimum rates on its own initiative. ('15 c. 547 § 10) [3913]

4223. Employment at lesser wage—Special license—For any occupation in which a minimum time rate of wage has only been ordered the commission may issue to a woman physically defective a special license authorizing her employment at a wage less than the general minimum ordered in said occupation; and the commission may fix a special wage for such person. Provided: that the number of such persons shall not exceed one-tenth of the whole number of workers in any establishment. ('13 c. 547 § 11) [3914]

4224. Employment at less than minimum wage prohibited—Every employer in any occupation is hereby prohibited from employing any worker at less than the living wage or minimum wage as defined in this act and determined in an order of the commission; and it shall be unlawful for any employer to employ any worker at less than said living or minimum wage. ('13 c. 547 § 12) [3915]

Prohibits employing below a living wage. 139-37, 145+496; 146-268, 177+434.

Granting that the decision of the United States Supreme Court in Adkins v. Children's Hospital, 261 U. S. 525, 43 S. Ct. 394, 67 L. Ed. 785, 24 A. L. R. 1238, in effect rules that c. 547, L. 1913 (Minimum Wage Law for Women and Minors), infringes the federal Constitution so far as the act relates to adult women, nevertheless, since the court took pains to exclude consideration the right of the Legislature to fix a minimum wage for minors, the inference is that as to them said act is a valid exercise of the police power of the state. 161-444, 204+629.

4225. Discrimination against certain employees prohibited—It shall likewise be unlawful for any employer to discharge or in any manner discriminate against any employee because such employee has testified, or is about to testify, or because such employer believes that said employee is about to testify, in any investigation or proceeding relative to the enforcement of this act. ('13 c. 547 § 13) [3916]

4226. Actions to recover full wages—Any worker who receives less than the minimum wage ordered by the commission shall be entitled to recover in civil action the full amount due as measured by said order of the commission, together with costs and attorney's fees to be fixed by the court, notwithstanding any agreement to work for a lesser wage. ('13 c. 547 § 14) [3917]

4227. Commission to enforce, etc.—The commission shall enforce the provisions of this act, and determine all questions arising thereunder, except as otherwise herein provided. ('13 c. 547 § 15) [3918]

4228. Biennial report—The commission shall biennially make a report of its work to the governor and the state legislature, and such reports shall be printed.
and distributed as in the case of other executive documents. (13 c. 547 § 16) (3921)

4229. Expenses and salary—The members of the commission shall be reimbursed for traveling and other necessary expenses incurred in the performance of their duties on the commission. The woman member shall receive a salary of eighteen hundred dollars annually for her work as secretary. All claims of the commission for expenses necessarily incurred in the administration of this act, but not exceeding the annual appropriation hereinafter provided, shall be presented to the state auditor for payment by warrant upon the state treasurer. (13 c. 547 § 17) (3920)

4230. Appropriation—There is appropriated out of any money in the state treasury not otherwise appropriated for the fiscal year ending July 31st, 1914, the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00), and for the fiscal year ending July 31st, 1915, the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00). (13 c. 547 § 18) (3921)

4231. Violation by employer misconduct—Any employer violating any of the provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished for each offense by a fine of not less than ten nor more than fifty dollars or by imprisonment for not less than ten nor more than sixty days. (13 c. 547 § 19) (3922)

4232. Construction of terms—Throughout this act the following words and phrases as used herein shall be considered to have the following meanings respectively, unless the context clearly indicates a different meaning in the connection used:

(1) The terms "living wage" or "living wages" shall mean wages sufficient to maintain the worker and his family in health and supply him with the necessary comforts and conditions of reasonable life; and where the words "minimum wage" or "minimum wages" are used in this act, the same shall be deemed to have the same meaning as "living wage" or "living wages."

(2) The terms "rate" or "rates" shall mean rate or rates of wages.

(3) The term "commission" shall mean the minimum wage commission.

(4) The term "woman" shall mean a person of the female sex eighteen years of age or over.

(5) The term "minor" shall mean a male person under the age of twenty-one years, or a female person under the age of eighteen years.

(6) The terms "learner" and "apprentice" may mean either a woman or a minor.

(7) The terms "worker" or "employee" may mean a woman, a minor, a learner or an apprentice, who is employed for wages.

(8) The term "occupation" shall mean any business, industry, trade or branch of a trade in which women or minors are employed. (13 c. 547 § 20) (3923)

INSPECTORS OF MINES

4233. Appointment—Term — Compensation — Removal—That the board of commissioners of any county in this state where there are at least five mines situate and in operation is hereby authorized and directed on or before the first day of July, 1905, to appoint an inspector of mines, who shall hold office for the term of three years or until his successor is appointed and qualified for the purpose of discharging the duties hereinafter described; to fix the compensation and traveling expenses of such inspector and provide for the payment of the same, and to remove such inspector and appoint another in his place whenever in the judgment of said board the best interests of the owners and employees of such mines may so require, and to fill vacancies arising from any other cause than removal. (106 c. 166 § 1) (3924)

4234. Inspector of mines—Salary—Qualifications—Salary and Expenses—Oath—Bond—Such inspector of mines shall be at least twenty-five years of age, a citizen of the state of Minnesota and a resident of the county wherein he is appointed, shall have had previous to his appointment practical experience as a miner or otherwise engaged as an employee in mines of the state at least six years, or a mining engineer having had previous to his appointment at least two years' practical experience in iron mines and iron mining and having had at least one year's such experience in this state. He shall not while in office in any way be interested as an owner, operator, agent, stockholder or engineer of any mine. He shall make his residence or have his office in the mining district of the county for which he is appointed. The salary of the inspector of mines shall be such sum as shall be fixed by the board of county commissioners, not exceeding thirty-six hundred dollars per annum, and he shall in addition be allowed actual traveling expenses not to exceed nine hundred dollars in any one year. He shall file with the county auditor an itemized account of his expenses every three months, verified by his affidavit, showing that they have been incurred in the discharge of his official duties. He shall before entering upon the discharge of the duties of his office, take an oath before some person authorized by law to administer oaths that he will support the constitution of the United States and the constitution of the state of Minnesota and that he will faithfully, impartially and to the best of his ability, discharge the duties of his office, and he shall file a certificate of his having done so in the office of the auditor of the county for which he is appointed, and he shall also give bond payable to said board of commissioners in the penal sum of five thousand dollars, with good and sufficient sureties to be approved by the board of county commissioners of the county for which he is appointed, and he shall also give bond payable to said board of county commissioners in the penal sum of five thousand dollars, with good and sufficient sureties to be approved by the board of county commissioners of the county for which he is appointed, conditioned that he will faithfully discharge the duties of his office, and said bond shall be filed with the county auditor of such county. (106 c. 166 § 2, amended '11 c. 133 § 1; '21 c. 7 § 1) (3925)

4235. Duties—The duties of the inspector of mines shall be to visit all the working mines of his county at least once in every ninety days and oftener if requested to do so as hereinafter provided, and closely inspect the mines so visited and condemn all such places where he shall find that the employees are in danger from any cause, whether resulting from careless mining or defective machinery or appliances of any nature; he shall compel the erection of a partition between all shafts where hoisting of ore is performed, and where there are ladder ways, where men must ascend or descend going to and from their work. In case the inspector of mines shall find that a place is dangerous from any cause as aforesaid, it shall be his duty immediately to order the men engaged in work at the said place to quit work, and he shall notify the superintendent, agent or person in charge, to secure the place from the existing danger, which said notification or order shall be in writing, and shall clearly define the limits of the dangerous place, and specify the work to be done, or change to be made to render the same secure, ordinary mine risks excepted. It shall also be the duty of the inspector of mines to command the person, persons or
corporation working any mine, or the agent, superintendent, foreman or other person having immediate charge of the working of any mine, to furnish all shafts, open pits, caved and chutes of such mine where danger exists with some secure safeguard at the top of the shaft, open pit, cave or chute so as to guard against accidents by persons falling therein or by material falling down the same, also a covering overhead on all the carriages on which persons ascend or descend up and down the shaft, if in his judgment it shall be practicable and necessary for the purpose of safety. Provided, that when any mine is idle or abandoned it shall be the duty of the inspector of mines to notify the person, persons or corporation owning the land on which any such mine is situated or the agent of such owner or owners, to erect and maintain around all the shafts, caves and open pits of such mine a fence or railing suitable to prevent persons or domestic animals from accidentally falling into said shafts, caves or open pits. Said notice shall be in writing and shall be served upon such owner, owners or agent, personally, or by leaving a copy at the residence of any such owner or agent if they or any of them reside in the county where such mine is situated, and if said owners or agent are not residents of the county such notice may be given by publishing the same in one or more newspapers printed and circulating in said county if there be one, and if no newspaper be published in said county, then in a newspaper published in some adjoining county, for a period of three consecutive weeks. ('05 c. 166 § 3) [3920]

4236. Requiring employees to work after order to quit—Liability of employer.—If any person or persons are required to continue to work in any place or places in which the inspector of mines has ordered employees to quit work as aforesaid, except to do such work as may have been by him required to be done in order to render such place or places safe, ordinary risks of mining excepted, the person or persons or corporations so requiring employees to work in such place or places shall be liable for all accidents causing injury or death to any employee arising by reason of such place or places not having been repaired or changed as required by said inspector. ('05 c. 166 § 4) [3927]

4237. Powers of inspector.—Duties of Owner.—Penalty.—It shall be lawful for the inspector of mines to enter, examine and inspect any and all mines and machinery belonging thereto at all reasonable times by day or by night, but so as not to obstruct or hinder the necessary workings of such mines, and it shall be the duty of the owner, operator or agent of every such mine upon the request of the inspector of mines to furnish for his inspection all maps, drawings and plans of the mine, together with the plans of all contemplated changes in the manner of working the mine or any part thereof; to furnish him with some suitable person or persons as he may desire to accompany him through the mine or any part thereof, and also to furnish him suitable ladders and other necessary appliances to make a proper inspection and to furnish upon request the inspector of mines with all necessary facilities for such entry, examination and inspection, and if the said owner, operator or agent aforesaid shall refuse to permit such inspection or to furnish the necessary facilities for such entry, examination and inspection and shall continue so to refuse or permit, upon written request therefor made by the inspector of mines, such refusal or neglect shall be deemed a gross misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, such owner, operator or agent shall be punished by a fine of not less than one hundred or more than five hundred dollars for each and every offense. ('05 c. 166 § 5) [3928]

4238. Salary and expenses, how paid—Supplies.—The salary and expenses of the inspector of mines shall be paid out of the treasury of the county for which he is appointed by vouchers similar to those used by other county officials. The board of county commissioners shall furnish the inspector of mines with the necessary books, stationery and supplies. ('05 c. 166 § 6) [3929]

4239. Demand for inspection—Examination.—Whenever twenty or more persons working in any mine or place where mining is done, or the owner, operator or agent of any mine, shall notify the inspector of mines in writing that his services are needed, he shall immediately make an inspection thereof and shall examine as to the necessary precautions and general safety of the mines and see that all the provisions of this act are observed and strictly carried out. ('05 c. 166 § 7) [3930]

4240. Accidents—Duty of manager and inspector.—Whenever by reason of any accident in any mine, loss of life or serious personal injury shall occur, it shall be the duty of the manager or superintendent of the mine, and in his absence the person or persons having charge of the mine, where located, the owners, lessees or agents of any mine, to notify the inspector of mines in writing that his services are needed, he shall immediately make an inspection thereof and shall examine as to the necessary precautions and general safety of the employes of such mine and to prevent accidents of a like or similar nature. ('05 c. 166 § 8) [3931]

4241. Duty of owner—Supports, props, etc.—The owner, operators or agent of any mine shall at all times keep a sufficient and suitable supply of timber and logging on hand, when required to be used as supports, props or otherwise in the mining work, so that the workings of such mine may be rendered reasonably safe and secure. ('05 c. 166 § 9) [3932]

4242. Removal of fence, guard, etc.—Penalty.—Any workman, employee or other person who shall open, remove or disturb any fence, guard or rail and not close or replace or have the same closed or replaced again around or in front of any shaft, test pit, chute, excavation, cave or land liable to cave, injure or destroy, whereby accident, injury or damage results, either to the mine or those at work therein, or to any other person, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by a fine not exceeding fifty dollars or imprisonment for not more than sixty days in the county jail for each and every such offense. ('05 c. 166 § 10) [3933]

4243. Annual report of inspector of mines.—It shall be the duty of the inspector of mines appointed under this act to make and file no later than March 1st of each year with the auditor of the county for which he is appointed and with the state commissioner of labor a full and complete report of all his acts, proceedings and doing hereunder for each year ending December 31st, stating therein, among other things, the number of mines and inspections made, the number of mines in operation, the number not in operation, the names of the mines, where located, the owners, lessees or managers, the names of the officers, the quantity of ore shipped, the number of men employed, the average
wages for different kinds of work, the number of accidents, fatal or otherwise, the cause of such accidents, and such other information in relation to the subject of mines and mining inspection as he may deem of proper interest and beneficial to the mining interests of the state. Such report shall be included in the biennial report of the state commissioner of labor. The preceding half year for which no report has been rendered, there shall be substituted a report for the entire year and submitted not later than May 1, 1923. (95 c. 165 § 11, amended '23 c. 41 § 1; '23 c. 62 § 1) [3834]

County authorized to print inspectors' annual report. '15 c. 518 § 14.

4214. Violation by owner, etc.—Penalty—Any owner, operator or agent of any mine in this state violating the provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a gross misdemeanor, and for each offense upon conviction shall be fined not less than one hundred dollars or more than five hundred dollars. (95 c. 166 § 12) [3935]

4245. Neglect of inspector—Penalty—Removal—Any inspector of mines appointed hereunder failing to comply with the requirements of this act shall be guilty of a gross misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined not less than one hundred or more than one thousand dollars and be dismissed from office, and the said board of commissioners shall remove him from office for neglect of duty, drunkenness, incompetency, malfeasance in office and other good cause. (95 c. 166 § 13) [3936]

EMPLOYMENT BUREAUS

4246-4248. [Repealed.]

These sections, consisting of R. L. '85, §§ 1825 to 1827, as amended by Laws 1907, c. 363, Laws 1909, c. 424, and Laws 1911, c. 274, G. S. 1913, §§ 3527 to 3529, are repealed by Laws 1925, c. 457, § 17. See § 4246-17, herein.

4249. Free employment bureaus—The department may establish state free employment bureaus in the cities of St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth, Winona, and one in the northwestern portion of the state, for the purpose of receiving applications from persons seeking employment, and applications from employers desiring to employ labor. There shall be no fee or compensation charged or received, directly or indirectly, from persons applying for employment, or from those desiring to employ labor through said bureaus. Every applicant for an employment in the free employment bureau shall be void after thirty days from its receipt, unless the same be renewed by the applicant.

The managers of the state free employment offices shall cause to be received and recorded in books kept for that purpose, the names of all persons applying for employment, as well as the addresses of all persons, firms or corporations applying to employ labor, designating the name and address of each applicant the character of employment desired or offered. Such managers shall also perform such other duties pertaining to the work of the state free employment bureau in the collection of labor statistics and in keeping the books and accounts of such bureau as the commissioner may require, and shall report monthly all business transacted by such offices to the commissioner of labor. (95 c. 518 § 9) [3830]

4250. Duties of employers and other persons—Reports—Preservation of records—On request of the department, and within the time limited therein, every employer of labor, any officer of a labor organization, or any other person from whom the department of labor shall find it necessary to gather information, shall make a certified report to the department upon blanks furnished by it, of all matters covered by the request. The names of persons or concerns supplying such information shall not be disclosed. Every notice, order or direction given by the department shall be in writing, signed by any officer or inspector of the department, or a person specially designated for the purpose, and be served by him. Papers so served and all records and documents of the department are hereby declared public documents and shall not be destroyed within two years after their return or receipt by the department. (95 c. 518 § 10) [3831]

4251. Persons aggrieved—Powers of district court, etc.—Within ten days after the service of any order or direction of the department, any person aggrieved may apply to a judge of the district court for an order restraining its enforcement, and upon not more than thirty (30) days' notice a hearing may be held before such court, or before three impartial expert referees appointed by the court, who shall file their report within ten days after the hearing. The court may alter, annul or affirm the order or direction complained of; the decision to be based upon the hearing by the court, or upon the report of the referees. Such decisions shall take the place of the original order. In cases of affirmative, the losing parties shall pay a reasonable compensation to the referees, to be fixed by the court. In cases of decisions rendered adverse to the order of the department of labor, such compensation shall be paid out of the appropriation for the support of the department. (95 c. 518 § 11) [3832]

4253. Giving of information, etc., misdemeanors—Any officer, agent or employee of the department who shall disclose the name of any persons supplying information at the request of the department shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. Any person, having been duly subpoenaed, shall refuse to attend or testify in any hearing under the direction of said commissioner shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. Any owner or occupant of any factory, mill, work shop, engineering work, store or other place enumerated in section 8 of this act, or agent of such person, who shall refuse to admit thereto any officer, agent or employee of the department seeking in the discharge of his duty, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. Any person, firm or corporation, or any of its officers or agents, who or which shall refuse to file with the department such reports as are required by it under the provisions of this act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (95 c. 518 § 14, amended '17 c. 14 § 1) [3825]

4254. State to co-operate with federal government and municipalities in conduct of labor bureaus—The commissioner of labor is hereby authorized and empowered to co-operate with the federal government in the establishment and maintenance within the state of Minnesota, of one or more employment bureaus for the purpose of bringing together the man and the job. Said commissioner is also authorized and empowered to co-operate in a similar way, and for the same pur-
pose with a municipality or municipalities, or with the
governmental department and any municipalities.

Such co-operative employment bureaus, when estab-
lished, shall be under the joint management of the co-
operating parties, and the cost and expense of estab-
lishing and of carrying on any such bureau, shall be
borne by the co-operating parties, upon an equitable
basis to be agreed upon between them. ('17 c. 113 § 1)

EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES.

4254-1. Definitions—The term "Employment Agent"
or "Employment Agency" as used in this act means
any person, firm, corporation or association in this
State engaged for hire or compensation in the business
of furnishing persons seeking employment or chang-
ing employment, with information or other service
enabling or tending to enable such persons to procure
employment, by or with employers, other than such
employment agent; or furnishing any other person,
firm, corporation or association who may be seeking
to employ or may be in the market for help of any kind,
with information enabling or tending to enable such
other person, firm, corporation or association to pro-
cure such help.

The term "Employer" as used in this act means any
person, firm, corporation or association employing or
seeking to enter into an arrangement to employ any
person through the medium or service of an employ-
ment agent.

The term "Employee" as used in this act means any
person, whether employed or unemployed, seeking or
entering into any arrangement for employment or
change of employment through the medium or service
of an employment agent.

The term "Commission" as used in this act means
Industrial Commission of the State of Minnesota. (25,
c. 347, § 1)

4254-2. Licenses required—Penalty—No person,
firm, corporation or association shall open or carry on
an employment agency in the state, unless such per-
son, firm, corporation or association shall first pro-
cure a license from the Commission. Any person, firm,
corporation or association who shall open or conduct
any such agency without first procuring a license,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be punished
by a fine of not less than $25.00, and not more than
$100.00, or on failure to pay such fine, by imprison-
ment for a period not to exceed 90 days, or both, at
the discretion of the Court. ('25, c. 347, § 2)

4254-3. Applications for license—Granting or re-
jecting—Every applicant for a license shall file with
the Commission a written application stating the
name and address of the applicant, the kind of license
desired, the street and number of the building in
which the employment agency is to be maintained, the
name of the person who is to have the general man-
gagement of the office, the name under which the busi-
ness of the office is to be carried on, whether or not
the applicant is peculiarly interested in any other
business of a like nature, and if so, where. Such ap-
plication shall, also state whether the applicant is the
only person peculiarly interested in the business to
be carried on under the license and shall be signed by
the applicant and sworn to before a Notary Public.
If the applicant is a corporation, the application shall
state the names and addresses of the officers and di-
rectors of said corporation and shall be signed and sworn
through the President and Treasurer thereof. If
the applicant is a partnership, the application shall
also state the names and addresses of all partners
therein, and shall be signed and sworn to by all of
them. Said application shall also state whether or
not said applicant is at the time of making application,
or has at any previous time, been engaged or inter-
gested in, or employed by any one engaged in the busi-
ness of conducting an employment agency, either in this
State or any other, and if so, when and where.

Said application shall also give us reference the names
and addresses of at least three persons of reputed
business or professional integrity located in the city
or town where such applicant intends to conduct his
business. Every applicant for a license to engage in
the business of an employment agent shall, at the
time of making application for said license, file with
the commission a schedule of the fees or charges to
be collected by such employment agent for any serv-
ces rendered together with all rules or regulations
that may in any way affect the fees charged or to be
charged for any service. Such fees and such rules or
regulations may thereafter be changed by filing an
amended or supplemental schedule showing such
charges, with the commission. It shall be unlawful
for any employment agent to charge, demand, collect
or receive a greater compensation for any service per-
formed by him than is specified in such schedule filed
with the commission.

Upon the filing of an application as herefore pro-
vided, the Commission shall cause an investigation to
be made as to the character of the applicant, or if the
applicant is a corporation, of the officers thereof and
of the person who is to have general management of
the office and as to the location of the offices. The ap-
plication shall be rejected if the Commission shall find
that any of the persons named as applicants in the
application are not of good moral character and busi-
ness integrity, or if there is any good and sufficient
reason within the meaning and purpose of this act
for rejecting such application. Unless the applica-
tion shall be rejected for one or more causes specified
above, it shall be granted. ('25, c. 347, § 3)

4254-4. Duration of and fees for license—All such
licenses shall endure for a period of one year only, and
annual fees therefor shall be paid as follows: Every
employment agent engaged in placing male per-
sons shall pay a license fee of $100.00, or on failure to pay such fee, by imprison-
ment at the end of each fiscal year, the
funds to the city, village or other political subdivision.
Every employment agent engaged in placing male per-
sons only in employment shall pay a license fee of $75.00. Every employment agent engaged in placing female persons
only in employment shall pay a license fee of $100.00. Every employment agent placing both male
and female persons shall pay a license fee of $150.00. Such fees shall be paid into the revenue fund of the
state treasury and at the end of each fiscal year, the
state auditor shall cause to be paid out of said revenue
funds to the city, village or other political subdivision.
(25, c. 347, § 4)

4254-5. Bonds of applicants for license—Every
application for a license shall be accompanied by a bond
in the penal sum of $2,000 with one or more sureties
or a duly authorized surety company, to be approved
by the Commission and filed in the office of the Secre-
tary of State, and shall be conditioned that the agent
will conform to and not violate any of the terms or
requirements of this act or violate the covenants of
any contract made by such agent in the conduct of
said business. Action on this bond may be brought by
and prosecuted in the name of any person damaged
by any breach or any condition thereof and successive actions may be maintained thereon. ('25, c. 347, § 5)

4254-6. Form and contents of license—After an application for a license has been granted said license shall be issued to the applicant and shall state the name of the employment agent and if a corporation the names of the officers, if a partnership the names of the partners, the location of the office where the business is to be conducted and the name of the person who is to be charged with the general management of the business. The license shall also be numbered and dated and state whether it is a Class One, Class Two or Class Three license, as hereinafter provided. ('25, c. 347, § 6)

4254-7. Duration of license—Renewal—Every license unless previously revoked shall remain in force until one year next after its issue, and every employment agent shall upon payment of the amount of the license fee required and the filing of a new bond, have issued to it a license for the ensuing year, unless the Commission shall refuse to do so for any of the reasons hereinafter or hereinafter stated. ('25, c. 347, § 7)

4254-8. Suspension or revocation of license—If the Commission shall find that the employment agent has violated any of the provisions of this act, or has acted dishonestly in connection with his business, or has improperly conducted his business, or that any other good and sufficient reason exists within the meaning and purpose of this act, said Commission may suspend or revoke said license, or refuse to grant a new license to the employment agent upon the termination thereof; but in any case no such action shall be taken until a written notice has been given to said employment agent specifying the charges against him and he has been given a hearing if he requests, and a reasonable opportunity to disprove or explain said charges. ('25, c. 347, § 8)

An order of the Industrial Commission, revoking an employment agency license pursuant to Laws 1925, c. 347, § 8, cannot be reviewed in the district court under the provisions of G. S. 1923, § 4251. 211-524.

4254-9. Transfer of license—Consent to other persons becoming connected with licensees—No license granted under the terms of this act shall be transferable, except with the consent of the Commission. No employment agent shall permit any person not mentioned in the license to become connected with the business as a partner or as an active officer of a licensed corporation unless the consent of the Commission shall first be obtained. Such consent may be withheld for any reason for which an original application for a license might have been rejected, if the person in question had been mentioned therein. If such consent is given, the name or names of the person or persons so becoming connected with the employment agency shall be endorsed upon the license, and if such license is renewed shall be substituted for or added to the name or names of the person or persons originally mentioned therein. ('25, c. 347, § 9)

4254-10. Places of business of licensees—No employment agent shall open, conduct, or maintain an employment agency at any other place than that specified in the license without first obtaining the consent of the Commission. Such consent may be withheld for any reason for which an original application might have been rejected, if such place had been mentioned therein. If such consent is given, it shall be endorsed upon the license, and if such license is renewed such other place shall be substituted for the place originally named in said license. So long as any employment agent shall continue to act as such under his license, he shall maintain and keep open an office or place of business at the place specified in the license. ('25, c. 347, § 10)

4254-11. Classification of licenses—Licenses granted under the provisions of this act shall be designated as Class One, Class Two or Class Three.

A Class One license shall entitle the holder thereof to engage in a business of serving those seeking employment and those seeking employees as woodsmen, agricultural hands, coachmen, grooms, hosts, wardresses, cooks, waiters, waitresses, scrubwomen, laundresses, maids, nurses, except professionals, and all domestics and servants, unskilled workers and general laborers.

A Class Two license shall entitle the holder thereof to engage in the business of serving those seeking employment and those seeking employees in technical (engineering or otherwise) educational, clerical, executive and like pursuits not provided for under either a Class One or a Class Three license.

A Class Three license shall entitle the holder thereof to engage in the business of serving those seeking employment and those seeking employees in circuses, vaudeville, theatrical or other entertainments, exhibitions or performances, or allied pursuits.

Nothing in this act shall be construed to prohibit an employment agent holding a Class One license from serving those included under a Class Two license, provided the business is conducted in accordance with the rules and regulations applicable to a Class One license; but under no circumstances shall a licensee be allowed to conduct a theatrical agency under any but a Class Three license.

Any question of classification arising under the provisions of this act shall be determined by the Commission. ('25, c. 347, § 11)

4254-12. Licenses posted—Schedule of charges posted and printed on receipts—Sections of law posted—Reference of applicants for employment to other agencies—(a) Every employment agent licensed under a Class One license shall post in a conspicuous place in every room used for business purposes in the employment office conducted by him and shall have printed on the back of every receipt given, a schedule showing the amount of the service charges to be made to either employees, employers or both. In no case shall the amount collected exceed the schedule of charges so indicated.

(b) Every employment agent licensed under a Class One license shall post in a conspicuous place in every room used for business purposes in the employment office conducted by him a copy of Sections 12 and 15 of this act to be furnished said employment agent by the Commission.

(c) No employment agent holding a Class One license shall direct any applicant to apply for employment at any place outside of the office of such employment agent without first giving to such applicant in written form the name and address of the employment agent, the name of the applicant, the name and address of the person to whom the applicant is referred, and the kind of employment supposed to be obtainable at such place, provided that nothing herein shall be construed to prohibit an employment agent from directing an applicant by telephone, to apply for employment but such telephone message must be confirmed in writing by the employment agent within 24 hours after the telephone conversation, and a carbon
4254-13. Contracts with applicants for employment—Every employment agent licensed under a Class Two license shall contract in writing with every applicant for employment for services to be rendered by said applicant, by said employment agent, which contract shall contain the date, the name and address of the employment agency, the name of the employment agent, the service charge to be made to the applicant, and the time and method of payments, and, on either the face or back of said contract shall appear the definition of "accept," "method of payment," "temporary position" and "charge for permanent position which proves to be temporary." (25, c. 347, § 12)

4254-14. Theatrical agencies—Duplicates of applications for engagements—Every employment agent conducting a theatrical agency who shall procure for or offer to an applicant a theatrical engagement shall have executed in duplicate a contract containing the name and address of the applicant, the name and address of the employer, and of the employment agent acting for such employer; the time and duration of such engagement; the amount to be paid to such applicant; character of entertainment to be given or services to be rendered and the name of the person by whom the transportation is to be paid. One of such duplicate contracts shall be delivered to the person engaging the applicant and the other shall be delivered to the applicant. The employment agency procuring the engagement for such applicant shall keep on file or enter in a book provided for that purpose, a copy of such contract. (25, c. 347, § 13)

4254-15. Rules governing agencies—Penalties—In addition to the foregoing rules governing specific classifications the following rules shall govern each and every employment agent:

(a) Every license, of whatever classification, shall be hung in a conspicuous place in the main office of the employment agency.

(b) No fee shall be solicited or accepted as an application or registration fee by any employment agent for the purpose of being registered as an applicant for employment.

(c) Every employment agent shall give to every person from whom the payment of a service charge is received for services rendered or to be rendered, or assistance given or to be given, a receipt bearing the name and address of the employment agency, the name of the employment agent, the amount of the payment, the date of the payment and for what it is paid. Every receipt to an applicant by an employment agent shall be numbered and bound in duplicate form. Duplicate copy of each receipt shall be kept at least one year.

(d) Every employment agent shall keep a record of all services rendered employers and employees. Said record shall contain the name and address of the employer by whom the services were solicited, the name and address of the employee, kind of position offered by the employer, kind of position accepted by the employee, probable duration of employment, rate of wage or salary to be paid the employee, amount of the employment agent's service charge, dates and amounts of payments, date and amount of refund if any, and for what, and a space for remarks under which shall be recorded anything of an individual nature to amplify the foregoing report and as information in the event of any question arising concerning the transaction. Such records shall during business hours be open to the inspection of the Commission at the address where said employment agency is conducted, for the purpose of satisfying said Commission that they are being kept in conformity with this rule. Upon written complaint being made by the Commission any of the employment agent against whom the complaint is made, a detailed account under oath in writing of the transaction referred to in the complaint. In the event the Commission has reason to question the detailed report so submitted by the employment agent the Commission shall have authority to demand of the employment agent the production of said records for examination by it or its agent at such place as the Commission may designate.

(e) No employment agent shall send out any applicant for employment without having obtained either orally or in writing a bona fide order, and if no employment of the kind applied for existed at the place to which said applicant was directed, the said employment agent shall refund to said applicant on demand any sum paid by such applicant for transportation in going to and returning from said place, and all fees paid by said applicant. Provided that nothing in this act shall be construed to prevent an employment agent from directing an applicant to an employer where said employer has previously requested that he be accorded interviews with applicants of certain types and qualifications, even though no actual vacancy existed in said employers organization at the time the applicant was so directed; nor shall it prevent an employment agent from attempting to sell the services of an applicant to the employer even though no order has been placed with said employment agent, provided, however, that in any case the applicant is acquainted with the facts when directed to said employer, in which event no employment agent shall be liable to any applicant as provided in this rule.

(f) No employment agent shall, by himself, or by his agent or agents, solicit, persuade or induce any employee to leave any employment in which employment agent or his agents has placed said employee. Nor shall any agent by himself or through any of his agents, persuade or induce or solicit any employee to discharge any employee.

(g) No employment agent shall knowingly cause to be printed or published a false or fraudulent notice or advertisement for help or for obtaining work or employment.

(h) Any employment agent who knowingly procures, entices, aids or abets in procuring, enticing or sending a woman or girl to practice prostitution or to enter as an inmate or a servant, a house of ill fame, or other place resorted to for prostitution, the character of which, upon reasonable inquiry could have been ascertained by said employment agent, shall be deemed guilty of gross misdemeanor and punishable by a fine of not less than $100, and not more than $1,000 or on failure to pay such fine by imprisonment for a period not to exceed one year, or both, at the discretion of the Court.

(i) No employment agent shall place or assist in placing any person in unlawful employment.

(j) No employment agent shall fail to state in any advertisement, proposal or contract for employment that there is a strike or lockout at the place of pro-
posed employment, if he has knowledge that such condition exists.

(k) Any person, firm or corporation who shall split, divide, or share, directly or indirectly any fee, charge, or compensation received from any employee with any employer, or person in any way connected with the business thereof, shall be guilty of a gross misdemeanor and shall be punished by a fine of not less than $100, and not more than $1,000, or on failure to pay such fine, by imprisonment for a period not to exceed one year, or both at the discretion of the Court. ('25, c. 347, § 16)

4254-16. Partial invalidity of law—The sections and provisions of this act are separable. In case any section or provision of this act shall be held by any Court to be unconstitutinal or invalid, such invalidity shall not affect any other section or provision thereof. ('25, c. 347, § 16)

4254-17. Laws repealed—Sections 4246, 4247 and 4248, General Statutes 1923, and all other acts or parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions of this act, are hereby repealed. ('25, c. 347, § 17)

4254-18. Existing licenses—This Act shall take effect and be in force from and after July 1, 1925. Existing licenses unless sooner revoked for cause shall continue in effect until their expiration. ('25, c. 347, § 18)

INJUNCTIONS AND RESTRAINING ORDERS

4255. Labor organizations declared not unlawful—It shall not be unlawful for working men and women to organize themselves into, or carry on labor unions for the purpose of lessening the hours of labor or increasing the wages or bettering the conditions of the members of such organizations, or carrying out their legitimate purposes as freely as they could do if acting singly. ('17 c. 493 § 1)

161-227, 186a:47a.

4256. When restraining order or injunction is not to be issued—No restraining order or injunction shall be granted by any court of this state, or any judge or judges thereof in any case between an employer and employees or between employer and employees or between employers or between persons employed and persons seeking employment, involving or growing out of a dispute concerning terms or conditions of employment, unless necessary to prevent irreparable injury to property, or to a property right of the party making the application, for which injury there is no adequate remedy at law, and such property or property right must be described with particularity in the application, which must be in writing and sworn to by the applicant or by his agent or attorney. ('17 c. 493 § 2)

4257. Not to be issued to prevent termination of employment—No restraining order or injunction shall prohibit any person or persons, whether singly or in concert, from terminating any relation of employment or from ceasing to perform any work or labor; or from recommending, advising or persuading others by peaceful means so to do; or from attending at any place where any person or persons may lawfully be, for the purpose of peacefully obtaining or communicating information, or from peacefully persuading any such person to abstain from working; or from ceasing to patronize any party to such dispute; or from recommending, advising or persuading others by peaceful and lawful means, so to do; or from paying or giving to, or withholding from, any person engaged in such dispute, any strike benefits or other moneys or things of value; or from peaceably assembling in a lawful manner, and for lawful purposes; or from doing any act or thing which might lawfully be done in the absence of such dispute by a single individual; or shall any of the acts specified in this section be considered or held to be illegal or unlawful in any court of the state. ('17 c. 493 § 3)

4258. Labor declared not a commodity or article of commerce—The labor of a human being is not a commodity or article of commerce, and the right to enter into the relation of employer and employee, or to change that relation; or to assume and create a new relation for employer and employee; or to perform and carry on business with any person in any place; or to work and labor as an employee, shall be held and construed to be a personal, and not a property right. In all cases involving the violation of the contract of employment, either by the employee or employer where no irreparable damage is about to be committed upon the property or property right of either, no injunction shall be granted, but the parties shall be left to their remedy at law. ('17 c. 493 § 4)

4259. When no indictment is to be returned—No person shall be indicted, prosecuted or tried in any court of this state for entering into or carrying on any arrangement, agreement or combination between themselves made with a view of lessening the number of hours of labor or increasing wages or bettering the condition of working men, or for any act done in pursuance thereof, unless such act is in itself forbidden by law if done by a single individual. ('17 c. 493 § 5)

4260. Not to curtail the power of the executive department or of the courts under certain conditions—Nothing in this act shall hamper or curtail or in any manner take away the power of the executive department of government, or of the courts where there has been threatened any irreparable injury to business or property by reason of violence, threats or other unlawful acts, or where criminal syndicalism, as hereinafter defined, or the acts constituting the same, are involved; and criminal syndicalism is hereby defined to be the doctrine which advocates crime, sabotage, violence or other unlawful methods of terrorism as a means of accomplishing industrial, social or political reform. ('17 c. 493 § 6)
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Part 1

COMPENSATION BY ACTION AT LAW—MODIFICATION OF REMEDIES

4281. Injury or death of employee—When personal injury or death is caused to an employee by accident arising out of and in the course of his employment, of which injury the actual or lawfully imputed negligence of the employer is the natural and proximate cause, he, or, in case of death, his personal representative, for the exclusive benefit of the surviving spouse and next of kin, shall receive compensation by way of damages therefor from his employer, provided the employee was himself not wilfully negligent at the time of receiving such injury; and the question of whether the employee was wilfully negligent shall be one of fact to be submitted to the jury, subject to the usual powers of the court over verdicts rendered contrary to the evidence, or to law. (21 c. 82 § 1)

See also notes under 4231.
Acts necessary to the comfort and convenience of the employee while at work, though strictly personal to himself, and not to be of service, are incidental to the service, and when required by the performance thereof, are deemed to have arisen out of the employment. Act 157-290, 196-261.


Intent of legislature was that employee's recovery should be speedy, certain, and definite. Act 157-290, 196-261.

A workman afflicted with arterio sclerosis was injured by falling and striking a concrete floor, with the result that death was caused by the accidental injury. Under the evidence, the finding cannot be held to have been the result of speculation and conjecture. Acts 153-401, 198-132.

Finding that accident arose out of and in the course of the employment sustained by evidence. Act 218-64.

Dependents of employee killed by robbers were entitled to compensation. Act 210-1603.

Firemen on way to fire. Act 212-461.

Disability is not necessarily placed outside the protection of the Workmen's Compensation Act. Act 153-3, 192-576.

4262. Certain defenses excluded—In all cases brought under part 1 of this act, it shall not be a defense (a) that the employee was negligent, unless and except it shall also appear that such negligence was willful; (b) that the injury was caused by the negligence of a fellow employee; (c) that the employee has assumed the risks inherent in, or incidental to the work, or arising out of and in the course of his employment from the failure of the employer to provide and maintain safe premises and suitable appliances, which grounds of defense are hereby abolished except as provided in section 4. (21 c. 82 § 2)

Section 4 is § 4264, heretofore.

The Compensation Act is liberally construed to secure to employees the benefits intended, and an employee is not necessarily placed outside the protection of the act by disobeying an order. Act 210-64.

4263. Defenses—When excluded—If the employer does not elect to come under part 2 of this act, he loses the right to interpose the three defenses named in section 2 in any action brought against him for personal injury or death of an employee; provided, that this section shall not be held to apply to any employer of farm labor, whether or not he has elected to accept part 2 of this act. (21 c. 82 § 3)

4264. Defenses—When available—If the employer becomes subject to part 2 of this act and the employer does not, then the employer may set up such defenses as are available at the time of the passage of this act. (21 c. 82 § 4)

4265. Death claimed—The provisions of Sections 1, 2, 3 and 4 shall apply to any claim for the death of an employee arising under section 403 of chapter 474, Revised Laws of Minnesota 1905, and the acts or parts of acts amendatory thereof, concerning death by wrongful act. (21 c. 82 § 5)

Explanatory note—For R. L. '03, § 4504, see § 9667, herein.

4266. Burden of proof—In all actions at law brought pursuant to part 1 of this act, the burden of proof to establish willful negligence of the injured employee shall be upon the defendant. (21 c. 82 § 6)
Farm Laborers.

One employed upon a steam dredge in a drainage project is not excluded from the compensation act as coming within the class designated as "farm laborers." 157-257, 196-256.

Casual Employment.

Although he may have been a casual employee, his employment was in the usual course of the business of the employer, and his remedy is under the Workmen's Compensation Law. An action at law will not lie. 164-199, 204-241.

The workmen's employment was not casual, but was in the usual course of the performance by the town of its duty to keep its roads in repair. 164-258, 209-248.

Employment, though casual and not otherwise excepted from the operation of the Workmen's Compensation Act, held subject thereto if within the "usual course of the trade, business, occupation," etc. of the employer. 167-72, 208-421.

A person owning but one small building which he rents out, and having no trade, business, profession, or occupation, does not subject himself to the Workmen's Compensation Act by hiring a workman at an hourly wage to reshaple the building. 212-192.

Violation of law as defense.

Violation of law as defense. 215-454.

4269. Agreement to be subject to provisions of part 2—If both employer and employee shall, by agreement expressed or implied, or otherwise, as herein provided, become subject to part 2 of this act, compensation payable as nearly as may be. No agreement by any employer or employee to take as compensation an amount less than that prescribed by law shall be valid. ('21 c. 82 § 9."

In General.


The Industrial Commission found that Louis Beld died from injuries arising out of and in the course of his employment. The record does not establish conclusively that his injuries were sustained while in a place of danger in disobedience of orders to leave it. 191-257, 201-513.

Rights of Action by Parents of Injured Minor.

The Workmen's Compensation Act destroys the parent's common-law action to recover for loss of services of an injured minor child who is an employee, and for the expenses incurred incident to such injuries. 158-465, 198-254.

If the parent desires to retain the common-law remedy, he must cause an election to be made by the employee not to be bound by part 2 of the act; and, if he fails to cause such election to be made, he accepts the provisions of part 2, unless otherwise expressly stated in the contract in writing, and a copy of such contract or the portion of the contract containing such provision shall be filed with the Industrial Commission; or unless written or printed notice has been given by either party to the other, as hereinafter provided that he does not accept the provisions of part 2. Every employer and every employee is presumed to have accepted and come under part 2 hereof, unless prior to the accident, he shall have signified his election not to accept or be bound by the provisions of part 2. This election not to accept part 2 shall be by notice as follows:

The employer shall post and keep posted in a conspicuous place in his shop or place of business and such other places as the Industrial Commission may order, a written or printed notice of his election not to be bound by part 2 hereof and file a duplicate thereof with the Industrial Commission.

The employee shall give written or printed notice to the employer of his election not to be bound by part 2, and file a duplicate with affidavit of service attached thereto with the Industrial Commission.

All such notices of election or re-election shall be on forms prescribed by the Industrial Commission and the election shall become effective when the copy of the notice is filed with the Industrial Commission. ('21 c. 82 § 11, amended '23 c. 300 § 2)


Occupational diseases. 161-254, 201+305.

4272. Termination of acceptance or election—Notice—Either party may terminate his acceptance, or his election not to accept the provisions of part 2 by thirty (30) days' written notice to the other, such notice to be given as provided in section 11. A duplicate of such notice with affidavit of service attached thereto shall be filed with the Industrial Commission and the
time shall not begin to run until the notice is so filed. (21 c. 82 § 12)

Section 11 is § 4271, hereinafter 211-227.

197-70, 149a-562, 149-272, 181-449.

4273. Minors have power to contract, etc.—Minors who are permitted to work by the laws of this state shall, for the purpose of part 2 of this act, have the same power to contract, make election of remedy, make settlements, and receive compensation as adult employees; subject, however, to the power of the Industrial Commission, in its discretion at any time to require the appointment of a guardian to make such settlement and to receive moneys thereunder or under an award. (21 c. 82 § 13)

The Workmen's Compensation Act destroys the parent's common-law action to recover for loss of services of an injured minor child who is an employee, and for the expenses incurred incident to such injuries. If the parent desires to retain the common-law remedy, he may cause an election to be made, by the employee not to be bound by part 2 of the act; and, if he fails to cause such election to be made, he accepts the provisions of the statute, and thereby surrender his right to any other award or form of compensation.

When the Compensation Act applies it is exclusive of all other remedies. 158-105, 198-294.

4274. Schedule of compensation—Following is the schedule of compensation: (a) For injury producing temporary total disability, sixty-six and two-thirds per centum of the daily wage at the time of injury subject to a maximum of twenty ($20.00) dollars per week and a minimum of eight ($8.00) dollars per week; provided that if at the time of injury the employee receives wages of eight ($8.00) dollars or less per week, then he shall receive the full amount of such wages per week. This compensation shall be paid during the period of such disability; not, however, beyond three hundred (300) weeks, payment to be made at the intervals when the wage was payable, as nearly as may be.

(b) In all cases of temporary partial disability the compensation shall be sixty-six and two-thirds per centum of the difference between the daily wage of the workman at the time of injury and the wage he is able to earn in his partially disabled condition. This compensation shall be paid during the period of such disability, not, however, beyond three hundred (300) weeks, payment to be made at the intervals when the wage was payable as nearly as may be and subject to the same maximum as stated in clause (a).

(c) For the permanent partial disability from the loss of a member, the compensation during the healing period to be determined by the commission but not exceeding fifteen weeks shall be sixty-six and two-thirds per centum of the difference between the daily wage of the workman at the time of injury and the wages he shall be able to earn, if any, in his partially disabled condition, unless on application to the Industrial Commission, made in the same manner as provided in section 19 for additional medical service, the period is extended by the Commission for not to exceed an additional ten weeks; and thereafter, and in addition thereto, compensation shall be named in the following schedule:

1. For the loss of a thumb, sixty-six and two-thirds per centum of the daily wage at the time of injury during thirty (30) weeks.
2. For the loss of a first finger, commonly called index finger, sixty-six and two-thirds per centum of the daily wage at the time of injury during thirty-five (35) weeks.
3. For the loss of a second finger, sixty-six and two-thirds per centum of the daily wage at the time of injury during thirty-five (35) weeks.

For the loss of a third finger, sixty-six and two-thirds per centum of the daily wage at the time of injury during twenty (20) weeks.

For the loss of a fourth finger, commonly called the little finger, sixty-six and two-thirds per centum of the daily wage at the time of injury during fifteen (15) weeks.

The loss of the first phalanx of the thumb, or of any finger, shall be considered equal to the loss of one-half of such thumb or finger and compensation shall be paid at the prescribed rate during one-half the time specified above for such thumb or finger.

The loss of one and one-half or more phalanges shall be considered as the loss of the entire finger or thumb; provided, however, that in no case shall the amount received for more than one finger exceed the amount provided in this schedule for the loss of a hand.

For the loss of a great toe, sixty-six and two-thirds per centum of the daily wage at the time of injury during thirty (30) weeks.

For the loss of one of the toes other than a great toe, sixty-six and two-thirds per centum of the daily wage at the time of injury during ten (10) weeks.

The loss of the first phalanx of any toe shall be considered to be equal to the loss of one-half of such toe and compensation shall be paid at the prescribed rate during one-half the time specified above for such toe.

The loss of one and one-half or more phalanges shall be considered as the loss of the entire toe.

For the loss of a hand, not including the wrist movement, sixty-six and two-thirds per centum of the daily wage at the time of injury during one hundred and fifty (150) weeks.

For the loss of a hand, including the wrist movement, sixty-six and two-thirds per centum of the daily wage at the time of injury during one hundred and seventy-five (175) weeks.

For the loss of an arm, sixty-six and two-thirds per centum of the daily wage at the time of injury during two hundred (200) weeks.

Amputation of the arm below the elbow shall be considered as the loss of a hand including wrist movement, if enough of the forearm remains to permit the use of an effective artificial member, otherwise it shall be considered as the loss of an arm.

For the loss of a finger movement, sixty-six and two-thirds per centum of the daily wage at the time of injury during one hundred and twenty-five (125) weeks.

For the loss of a foot including ankle movement, sixty-six and two-thirds per centum of the daily wage at the time of injury during one hundred and seventy-five (175) weeks.
For the loss of a leg, sixty-six and two-thirds per centum of the daily wage at the time of injury during three hundred (300) weeks.

For the loss of two arms, sixty-six and two-thirds per centum of the daily wage at the time of injury during four hundred (400) weeks.

For the loss of two hands, sixty-six and two-thirds per centum of the daily wage at the time of injury during four hundred (400) weeks.

For the loss of one arm and the other hand, sixty-six and two-thirds per centum of the daily wage at the time of injury during four hundred (400) weeks.

For the loss of one leg and the other foot, sixty-six and two-thirds per centum of the daily wage at the time of injury during four hundred (400) weeks.

For the loss of one leg and one hand, sixty-six and two-thirds per centum of the daily wage at the time of injury during four hundred (400) weeks.
In addition to the compensation provided in the foregoing schedule for loss or loss of the use of a member, the compensation during the period of retraining for a new occupation as certified by the division of re-education, operating under Chapter 385, Laws of Minnesota 1919, shall be sixty-six and two-thirds per cent of the daily wage at the time of the injury, not exceeding twenty-five (25) weeks, provided the injury is such as to entitle the workman to compensation for at least seventy-five (75) weeks in the schedule of indemnities for permanent impairments and provided the Industrial Commission on application thereto shall find that such retraining is necessary and make an order for such compensation.

**Explanatory note:** For Laws 1919, c. 356, see §§ 2382 to 2386, herein.

(44) In all other cases of permanent partial disability not above enumerated the compensation shall be sixty-six and two-thirds per cent of the difference between the wage of the workman at the time of the injury and the wage he is able to earn in his partially disabled condition subject to a maximum of twenty ($20.00) dollars per week. Compensation shall continue during disability, not, however, beyond three hundred (300) weeks.

(d) For permanent total disability as defined in subsection (e) below, sixty-six and two-thirds per cent of the daily wage at the time of the injury, subject to a maximum compensation of twenty ($20.00) dollars per week, and a minimum compensation of eight ($8.00) dollars per week; provided, that if at the time of the injury the employee was receiving wages of eight ($8.00) dollars or less per week, then he shall receive the full amount of his wages per week. This compensation shall be paid during the permanent total disability of the injured person, but the total amount payable under this subsection shall not exceed ten thousand ($10,000) dollars in any case; payments to be made at the intervals when the wage was payable as nearly as may be. Provided, however, that in case an employee who is permanently and totally disabled becomes an inmate of a public institution, then no compensation shall be payable to such employee for an injury to an eye which necessitates its removal or the sum stated in the schedule of compensation for the loss of an eye. The word "necessary" therein should not be construed to mean "indispensable." but such compensation shall continue during disability, not, how- ever, beyond thirty (30) weeks.

(c) The total and permanent loss of the sight of both eyes or the loss of both arms at the shoulder, or both legs so close to the hips that no effective artificial members can be used, or complete and permanent paralysis, or total and permanent loss of mental faculties, or any other injury which totally incapacitates the employee from working at an occupation which brings him an income, shall constitute total disability.

(f) In case a workman sustains an injury due to accident arising out of and in the course of his employment, and during the period of disability caused thereby, death results proximately therefrom, all payments previously made as compensation for such injury shall be deducted from the compensation, if any, due on account of the death. Accrued compensation due to the deceased prior to death but not paid, shall be payable to such dependent persons, or legal heirs, as the Industrial Commission may order without probate administration. ('21, c. 82, § 14; amended '23, c. 300, § 3; '23, c. 408, § 1; amended as to subsec. par. 40 by '25, c. 219; amended as to subsections d and f by '26, c. 161, §§ 1, 2).

Section 15 is § 4276, in full.

**In General.**


In this, a proceeding under the Workmen's Compensation Act, it is held as a matter of law that there was an insufficient allowance for medical attendance, and an insufficient award for temporary disability. 162-71, 305-422.


**Temporary Total and Permanent Partial Disability.**

Where an employee sustained concurrent permanent partial disabilities in the same injury, and where the combined injuries produce temporary total disability, and permanent partial disability not above enumerated the compensation under the Workmen's Compensation Act, as follows:

(1) For such total disability, 66-2/3 per cent of the weekly wage at the time of the injury, during such total disability, not exceeding 300 weeks. 157-456, 196-546.

(2) For the permanent partial loss, 66-2/3 per cent of the difference between the wage at the time of the injury and the wage he is able to earn in his partially disabled condition, not beyond 300 weeks in all. 157-456, 196-546.

**Loss of Eye Already Impaired.**

Under the Workmen's Compensation Act, the amount to be paid an employee for an injury to an eye which necessitates its removal is the sum stated in the schedule of compensation for the loss of an eye. The evidence In this proceeding held sufficient to make an order for compensation.

"Necessity" for Retraining.

The evidence in this proceeding held sufficient to make an order for compensation.

Hernia and Recurring Disability.

The evidence sustains the finding of the Industrial Commission of recurring disability from a hernia, and its award of compensation is sustained. 214-332.

"Necessity" for Retraining.

The word "necessary" therein should not be construed to mean "indispensable." but such compensation shall be sixty-six and two-thirds per cent of the weekly wage at the time of the injury, during such partial disability, not beyond 300 weeks in all. 157-456, 196-546.

**Injury to Finger.**

The evidence in this proceeding held sufficient to make an order for compensation.

**Hernia and Recurring Disability.**

The evidence sustains the finding of the Industrial Commission of recurring disability from a hernia, and its award of compensation is sustained. 214-332.

"Necessity" for Retraining.

The word "necessary" therein should not be construed to mean "indispensable." but such compensation shall be sixty-six and two-thirds per cent of the weekly wage at the time of the injury, during such partial disability, not beyond 300 weeks in all. 157-456, 196-546.

**Injury to Finger.**

The evidence in this proceeding held sufficient to make an order for compensation.
(2) Children between sixteen and eighteen years of age, or those over eighteen if physically or mentally incapacitated from earning, shall prima facie, be considered dependent.

(3) Wife, child, husband, mother, father, grandmother, grandfather, grandchild, sister, brother, mother-in-law, father-in-law who were wholly supported by the deceased workman at the time of his death and for a reasonable period of time immediately prior thereto, shall be considered his actual dependents, and payment of compensation shall be made to them in the order named.

(4) Any member of a class named in subdivision (3), who regularly derived part of his support from the wages of the deceased workman at the time of his death and for a reasonable period of time immediately prior thereto, shall be considered his partial dependent, and payment of compensation shall be made to such dependents in the order named.

(5) In death cases, compensation payable to dependents shall be computed on the following basis, and shall be paid to the persons entitled, thereto, or to a guardian or such other person as the Industrial Commission may direct, for the use and benefit of the persons entitled thereto.

(6) If the deceased employe leave a widow and no dependent child, there shall be paid to the widow forty per centum of the daily wage at the time of the injury of the deceased.

(7) If the deceased employe leave a widow or widower and one dependent child, there shall be paid to the widow or widower for the benefit of herself or himself and such child, fifty per centum of the daily wage at the time of injury of the deceased.

(8) If the deceased employe leave a widow or widower and two dependent children, there shall be paid to the widow or widower for the benefit of herself or himself and such children, sixty per centum of the daily wage at the time of injury of the deceased.

(9) If the deceased employe leave a widow or widower and three or more dependent children, there shall be paid to the widow or widower for the benefit of herself or himself and such children, sixty-six and two-thirds per centum of the daily wage at the time of injury of the deceased.

(10) In all cases where compensation is payable to the widow or widower for the benefit of herself or himself and dependent child or children, the Industrial Commission shall have power to determine in its discretion what portion of the compensation shall be applied for the benefit of any such child or children and may order the same paid to a guardian.

(11) In the case of remarriage of a widow without dependent children, she shall receive a lump sum settlement equal to one-half of the amount of the compensation remaining unpaid, without deduction for interest, but not to exceed two full years compensation. In case of remarriage of a widow who has dependent children, the unpaid balance of compensation which would otherwise become her due shall be payable to the mother, guardian, or such other person as the Industrial Commission may order, for the use and benefit of such children, during dependency; provided, that if the dependency of the children ceases before the equivalent of two years of the mother's compensation has been paid to the children, the remainder of the two years compensation shall be payable in a lump sum to the mother, without deduction for interest. The payments as provided herein shall be paid within sixty (60) days after written notice to the employer of such remarriage, or that dependency of children has ceased.

(12) If the deceased employe leave a dependent orphan, there shall be paid forty-five per centum of the daily wage at the time of injury of the deceased, with ten per centum additional for each additional orphan with a maximum of sixty-six and two-thirds per centum of such wages.

(13) If the deceased employe leave a dependent husband and no dependent child, there shall be paid to the husband thirty per centum of the daily wage at the time of injury of the deceased.

(14) If the deceased employe leave no widow or child, or husband entitled to any payment hereunder, but leaves both parents wholly dependent on deceased, there shall be paid to such parents jointly forty-five per centum of the weekly wage at the time of the injury of the deceased; provided, that in case of the death of either of the wholly dependent parents the survivor shall receive thirty-five per centum of the weekly wage thereafter. If the deceased employe leaves one parent wholly dependent on said deceased, there shall be paid to such parent thirty-five per centum of the weekly wage at the time of the injury of the deceased; provided, that the compensation payable under this paragraph shall not exceed the actual contributions made by the deceased to the support of such parent or parents, for a reasonable time immediately prior to the injury which caused the death of the said decedent.

(15) If the deceased should leave no widow or child or husband, or parent entitled to any payment hereunder, but should leave a grand-parent, grandchild, brother, sister, mother-in-law, or father-in-law wholly dependent on him for support, there shall be paid to such parent, if but leaves both parents wholly dependent on deceased, or husband thirty per centum of the daily wage at the time of injury of the deceased, or if more than one, thirty-five per centum of the daily wage at the time of injury of the deceased, divided between or among them share and share alike.

(16) If compensation is being paid under part 2 of this act to any dependent, such compensation shall cease upon the death or remarriage of such dependent, unless otherwise provided herein.

(17) Partial dependents shall be entitled to receive only that proportion of the benefits provided for actual dependents which the average amount of wages regularly contributed by the deceased to such partial dependent at, and for a reasonable time immediately prior to the injury; hence to the total income of the dependent during the same time.

(18) In all cases where death results to an employe caused by accident arising out of and in the course of employment, the employer shall pay in addition to the expenses provided for in section 19, the expense of burial, not exceeding in amount one hundred and fifty ($150.00) dollars, except in cases where an insurer or benefit association is liable therefor, or for a part thereof; in which case the employer shall not be required to pay any part of such expense, for which such insurer or a benefit association is liable, unless such non-payment by the employer would diminish the benefits received by the dependent of the deceased from any such insurer or a benefit association. In case any dispute arises as to the reasonable value of the services rendered in connection with the burial, the same shall be determined and approved by the Industrial Commission before payment, after such reasonable notice to interested parties as the Industrial Commission shall require.
the deceased leave no dependents, no compensation shall be payable except as provided by this subsection or section 16 hereof.

(19) The compensation payable in case of death to provide for the said partial dependents shall be subject to a maximum compensation of twenty ($20.00) dollars per week and a minimum of eight ($8.00) dollars per week; provided that if at the time of injury the employee receives wages of eight ($8.00) dollars or less per week, then the compensation shall be the full amount of such wages per week. The compensation payable to partial dependents shall be subject to a maximum of twenty ($20.00) dollars per week and a minimum of eight ($8.00) dollars per week; provided that if the income loss of the said partial dependents by such death is eight ($8.00) dollars or less per week; then the dependents shall receive the full amount of their income loss. This compensation shall be paid during dependency, but shall not exceed seventy-five hundred ($7,500.00) dollars in case of a dependent wife, child, children or orphan, and shall not exceed three hundred (300) weeks in case of any other dependent, payments to be made at the intervals when the wage was payable as nearly as may be.

(20) Actual dependents shall be entitled to compensation in the order named in Sub-section (3) such dependency proceedings to be divided among all actual dependents of the deceased employee at the time of injury shall have been exhausted, provided that such compensation shall not exceed seventy-five hundred ($7,500.00) dollars in case of a dependent wife, child, children or orphan, and shall not exceed three hundred (300) weeks in case of any other dependent, payments to be made at the intervals when the wage was payable as nearly as may be. 

Substantial regularity of contribution toward support.

4276. Injury increasing disability—If an employee receive an injury, which of itself, would only cause a permanent partial disability, but which combined with a subsequent injury, the employer shall only be liable for the temporary partial disability caused by the subsequent injury.

Provided, however, that in addition to compensation for such permanent partial disability and after the cessation of the payments for the prescribed period of weeks, the employee shall be paid by the state the remainder of the compensation that would be due for permanent total disability, out of a special fund known as the Special Compensation Fund, and created for such purpose in the following manner:

Every employer shall pay to the state treasurer for every case of injury occurring in his employ and causing death in which there are no persons entitled to compensation the sum of two hundred ($200.00) dol-

lers, which is to be placed into this special compensation fund and to be used to pay the benefits provided by this section. All moneys heretofore arising from the provisions of this section shall be transferred to this special compensation fund. All penalties collected for violation of any of the provisions of this act shall be credited to this special compensation fund.

The State Treasurer shall be the custodian of this special fund and the Industrial Commission shall direct the distribution thereof, the same to be paid as other payments of compensation are paid. In case deposit is on the advice of the provisions of this section, the same shall be payable except as provided by this section, and dependency later is shown, the state treasurer is hereby authorized to refund such deposit. (21 c. 82 § 16, amended '23 c. 300 § 5)

§ 4277. Loss of Eye After Loss of Use.

Loss of eye ball after injury to eye. 166-506, 208-138.

Liability of employers who employ employee for whose injury or death compensation is payable under part 2 of this act shall, at the time of the injury, be employed and paid jointly by two or more employers subject to this act, such employers shall contribute the payment of such compensation in the proportion of their several wage liability to such employers. If one or more employers not all of such employers should be subject to part 2 of this act, and otherwise subject to liability for compensation hereunder, then the liability of such of them as are so subject, shall be to pay the proportion of the entire compensation which their proportionate wage liability bears to the entire wages of the employee; provided, however, that nothing in this section shall prevent any arrangement between such employers for a different distribution, as between themselves, of the ultimate burden of such compensation. (21 c. 82 § 17)

4278. When compensation begins—In cases of temporary total or temporary partial disability no compensation shall be allowed for the first week after the disability commenced except as provided by section 19, nor in any case unless the employer has actual knowledge of the injury or is notified thereof within the period specified in section 20. Provided, however, that if such disability continues for four weeks or longer, such compensation shall be computed from the commencement of such disability. (21 c. 82 § 18)

4279. Medical and surgical treatment—The employer shall furnish such medical, surgical and hospital treatment, including nursing, medicines, medical and surgical supplies, crutches and apparatus, including artificial members, as may reasonably be required at the time of the injury, and during the disability for not exceeding ninety (90) days to cure and relieve from the effects of the injury, provided that in case of his inability or refusal seasonably to do so, the employer shall be liable for the reasonable expense incurred by or on behalf of the employee in providing the same; provided further that upon request by the employee made during or after said period of ninety (90) days, the Industrial Commission may require the above treatment, articles and supplies for such further time as the Industrial Commission may determine, and a copy of such order shall be forthwith mailed to the parties in interest. Any party in interest within ten days.
from the date of mailing, may demand a hearing and review of such order.

The Commission may at any time upon the request of an employee or employer order a change of physicians and designate a physician suggested by the injured employee or by the Commission itself and in such case the expense thereof shall be borne by the employer upon the same terms and conditions as hereinbefore provided in this section for medical and surgical treatment and attendance.

The pecuniary liability of the employer for the treatment, articles and supplies herein required, shall be limited to such charges therefor as prevail in the same community for similar treatment, articles and supplies furnished to injured persons of a like standard of living, when the same are paid for by the injured persons. The Industrial Commission may on the basis above stated determine the reasonable value of all such service and supplies and the liability of the employer shall be limited to the amount so determined. (21 c. 82 § 19, amended '23 c. 300 § 6)

Section 5 is § 4581, herein.

156-14, 158-710; 146-335, 178-503; 146-425, 182-597; 109-694.

167-424, 209-312.

In this, a proceeding under the Workmen's Compensation Act, as amended, it is held as a matter of law that there was an insufficient allowance for medical attendance, and an insufficient award for temporary disability. 163-71.

The right to medical and hospital treatment, governed by law in force at time of injury. 212+430.

§ 20 is § 4280, herein.

An order of the Industrial Commission, providing for an employee a change of physicians and hospitalization, is not reviewable by certiorari. 212+435.

§ 20 is § 4280, herein.

24S21. Notice of injury, etc.—Unless the employer shall have actual knowledge of the occurrence of the injury, or unless the injured worker, or a dependent, or someone in behalf of either, shall give notice thereof to the employer in writing, within fourteen (14) days after the occurrence of the injury, then no compensation shall be due until such notice is given or knowledge thereof is acquired, and no compensation shall be allowed, unless the knowledge obtained within thirty (30) days from the occurrence of the injury, no want, failure, or inaccuracy of a notice shall be a bar to obtaining compensation, unless the employer shall show that he was prejudiced by such want, defect or inaccuracy, and then only to the extent of such prejudice. If the notice is given, or the knowledge obtained within ninety (90) days, and if the employee, or other beneficiary, shall show that his failure to give prior notice was due to his mistake, inadvertence, ignorance of fact or law, or inability, or to the fraud, misrepresentation or deceit of the employer or his agent, then compensation may be allowed, unless the employer shall show that he was prejudiced by failure to receive such notice, in which case the amount of compensation shall be reduced by such sum, as shall fairly represent the prejudice shown. Unless knowledge be obtained or notice given, within ninety (90) days after the occurrence of the injury, no compensation shall be allowed. (21 c. 82 § 20)


The evidence justified finding that worker failed to give notice of the injury within the time prescribed, because of mistake and ignorance of the law, and that the town was not prejudiced by the delay. 164-355, 206-523.

Right of alien worker, or his dependents were lost, by failure to take steps within time limited. 210-47.

4281. Service and form of notice.—The notice referred to in section 20 may be served personally upon the employer, or upon any agent of the employer upon whom a summons may be served in a civil action, or by sending it by registered mail to the employer at the last known residence or business place thereof within the state, and shall be substantially in the following form:

NOTICE.

"You are hereby notified that an injury was received by (name) .................... who was in your employment at (place) ...................... while engaged as (kind of work) ...................... on or about the day of (date) ...................... and who is now located at (give town, street and number) ...................... that so far as now known, the nature of the injury was .......................... and that compensation may be claimed therefor.

(Signed) ......................

(giving address) ......................

Dated .......................... 19......................"

But no variation from this form shall be material if the notice is sufficient to advise the employer that a certain employee, by name, received a specified injury in the course of his employment on or about a specified time or at near a certain place specified. (21 c. 82 § 21)

Section 20 is § 4280, herein.


4282. Limit of actions.—The time within which the following acts shall be performed under part 2 of this act shall be limited to the following periods, respectively:

(1) Actions or proceedings by an injured employee to determine or recover compensation; two years after the employer has made written report of the injury to the Industrial Commission but not to exceed six years from the date of the accident.

(2) Actions or proceedings by dependents to determine or recover compensation two years after the receipt by the Industrial Commission of notice in writing of death given by the employer but not to exceed six years from the date of the accident; provided that in any such case, if a dependent of the deceased or any one in his behalf shall give notice of such death to the Industrial Commission, said Commission shall forthwith notify in writing the employer of the time and place of such death. In case the deceased was a native of a foreign country, and leaves no known dependent or dependents within the United States, it shall be the duty of the Industrial Commission to give written notice of said death to the consul or other representative of said foreign country forthwith.

(3) In case of physical or mental incapacity, other than minority, of the injured person or his dependents to perform or cause to be performed any act required within the time by this section specified, the period of limitation in any such case shall be extended for two years from the date when such incapacity ceases. (21 c. 82 § 22, amended '23 c. 300 § 7)

The trial court rightly ordered the dismissal of an action on the showing made, the clerk having mistakenly entered a memorandum indicating that the case was stricken from the calendar, when in fact it was dismissed by the court on the motion of the defendant. 156-486.

Such order, under the circumstances of this case, should not have been entered nunc pro tunc, when the effect of such entry would prevent the plaintiff or the beneficiary of the action from obtaining a reinstatement of the action, so that he might proceed with it as a
4283. Examination and verification of injury—
(1) The injured employe must submit himself to examination by the employer's physician, if requested by the employer, and at reasonable times thereafter upon the employer's request. The employe shall be entitled upon request to have his own physician present at any such examination. Each party shall defray the cost of his own physician.

(2) In case of dispute as to the injury, the Industrial Commission, or in case of a hearing, the commissioner or referee conducting the hearing, may, upon its or his own motion, or upon request of any interested party designate a neutral physician of good standing and ability to make an examination of the injured person and report his findings to the Commission, a commissioner or referee as the case may be. A copy of the signed certificate of such neutral physician shall be mailed to the parties in interest and either party within five days from date of mailing may demand that such physician be produced for purpose of cross-examination. Such signed certificate of neutral physician shall be competent evidence of the facts stated therein. The expense of such examination shall be paid as ordered by the Commission, commissioner or referee.

(3) If the injured employe refuses to comply with any reasonable request for examination, his right to compensation may be suspended by order of the Commission and, in such case, no compensation shall be paid while he continues in such refusal.

(4) In all death claims where the cause of death is obscure or disputed, any interested party may request an autopsy and if denied, the Commission may upon petition order the same; the cost of such autopsy shall be borne by the party demanding the same.

(5) Any physician designated by the Commission, or by the employer, or by any attorney, professional person or agency representing the interests of the insured, to whom the injured employe or his dependents are required to submit, or pay for his services or treatment by the employer or by the Industrial Commission, shall operate as a satisfaction of the compensation liability as to the employer. Payments from said fund shall be made by the trustee in the same amounts and at the same time as are herein required of the employer until said fund and interest shall be exhausted, excepting as the Commission shall otherwise order. In the appointment of the trustee, preference shall be given, in the discretion of the Industrial Commission, to the choice of the injured employe or the dependents of the deceased employe, as the case may be.

See notes under prior sections.

4284. Compensation to alien dependents—In case a deceased employe, for whose injury or death compensation is payable, leaves surviving him an alien dependent or dependents residing outside of the United States, the Industrial Commission shall direct payment of all compensation due to the deceased or to his dependents, to be made to the duly accredited consular officer of the country of which the beneficiaries are citizens, if such consular officer resides within the State of Minnesota, or if not, to his designated representative residing within the state, and such consular officer or his representative shall be the sole representative of such deceased employe and of such dependents to settle all claims for compensation and to receive for distribution to the persons entitled thereto, all compensation arising hereunder. The settlement and distribution of said funds shall be made only on order of the Commission. Such consular officer or his representative shall furnish, if required by the commission, a good and sufficient bond, satisfactory to the commission, conditioned upon the proper application of the moneys received by him. Before such bond is discharged, such consular officer or representative shall file with the commission a verified account of the items of his receipts and disbursements of such compensation.

Such consular officer or his representative shall, before receiving the first payment of such compensation, and thereafter, when so ordered to do by the commission, furnish to the commission a sworn statement containing a list of the dependents with the name, age, residence, extent of dependency and relationship to the deceased of each dependent. (21 c. 82 § 24)

4285. Payment in lump sum—The amounts of compensation payable periodically hereunder may be computed to one or more lump sum payments on any reasonable request for examination, his right to compensation may be suspended by order of the Commission, conditioned upon the proper application of the moneys received by him. Before such bond is discharged, such consular officer or representative shall file with the commission a verified account of the items of his receipts and disbursements of such compensation.

In making such commutations the lump sum payments shall, in the aggregate, amount to a sum equal to the present value of all future installments of compensation calculated on a six percent basis. (21 c. 82 § 25)

4286. Payment to trustee—At any time after the amount of any award or commutation has been finally determined by the commission, a sum equal to the present value of all future installments of the compensation calculated on a six percent basis may (where death or the nature of the injury renders the amount of future payments certain) by leave of the commission, be paid by the employer to any savings bank or trust company of this state to be approved and designated by the commission, and such sum, together with all interest thereon, shall, thereafter, be held in trust for the employe or the dependents of the employe, who shall have no further recourse against the employer. The payment of such sum by the employer, evidenced by receipt of the trustee, filed with the Industrial Commission, shall operate as a satisfaction of the compensation liability as to the employer. Payments from said fund shall be made by the trustee in the same amounts and at the same time as are herein required of the employer until said fund and interest shall be exhausted, excepting as the Commission shall otherwise order. In the appointment of the trustee, preference shall be given, in the discretion of the Industrial Commission, to the choice of the injured employe or the dependents of the deceased employe, as the case may be. (21 c. 82 § 26)

See notes under prior sections.

4287. Compensation preferred claim—Assignment—Exemption—The right to compensation and all compensation awarded any injured employe or for death claims to his dependents, shall have the same preference against the assets of the employer as other unpaid wages for labor, but such compensation shall not become a lien on the property of third persons for any reason of such preference. Claims for compensation owned by an injured employe or his dependents, shall not be assignable and shall be exempt from seizure or sale for the payment of any debt or liability except as otherwise provided herein. (21 c. 82 § 27)

4288. Employer to insure employers—Exceptions—Violations—Penalties—Every employer except the state and the municipal subdivisions thereof, liable under this act to pay compensation shall insure payment
of such compensation with some insurance carrier authorized to insure such liability in this state unless such employer shall be exempted from such insurance by the Industrial Commission; provided that nothing herein contained shall prevent any employer with the approval of the Commission from excluding medical and hospital benefits as required in Section 19. Provided, also, that an employer conducting distinct operations or establishments at different locations may either insure or self-insure each separate establishment, or operation and such other portion of his operations, which may be determined by the Industrial Commission to be a distinct and separate risk. An employer desiring to be exempted from insurance his liability shall make application to the Commission by written order which makes such exemption, wherein the employer desiring to be exempted from insuring his liability for compensation, showing his financial ability to pay such compensation, whereupon the Commission by written order may make such exemption, as it deems proper. The Commission may, from time to time, require further statement of financial ability of such employer to pay compensation and may upon ten days' notice, in written revocation its order granting said exemption, in which case such employer shall immediately insure his liability. As a condition for the granting of an exemption, the Commission shall have authority to require the employer to furnish such security as it may consider sufficient to insure payment of all claims under compensation. Where the security is in the form of a bond or other personal guaranty, the Commission may, at any time, either before or after the entry of an award, upon at least ten days' notice, and opportunity to be heard, require the surety to pay the amount of the award, the same to be enforced in like manner as the award itself may be enforced.

Any employer who shall fail to comply with the provisions of this section to secure payment of compensation for injuries or death, according to the full benefits of part 2 of this act, shall be liable for five (5) times the lawful premium, as determined by the Compensation Insurance Board, for compensation insurance for such employer for the period he fails to comply with such provisions, commencing upon ten (10) days' notice revoking its order granting such exemption, in which case such employer shall immediately insure his liability. As a condition for the granting of an exemption, the Commission shall have authority to require the employer to furnish such security as it may consider sufficient to insure payment of all claims under compensation. Where the security is in the form of a bond or other personal guaranty, the Commission may, at any time, either before or after the entry of an award, upon at least ten days' notice, and opportunity to be heard, require the surety to pay the amount of the award, the same to be enforced in like manner as the award itself may be enforced.

The insurer must be one authorized by law to conduct such business in the state of Minnesota and authority is hereby granted to all insurance companies writing such insurance to include in their policies in addition to the requirements now provided by law, the additional requirements and terms and conditions in this section provided. No agreement by an employer to pay to an employer any portion of the cost of insuring his risk under this act shall be valid. But it shall be lawful for the employer and the workman to agree to carry the risk covered by part 2 of this act in conjunction with other and greater risks and providing other and greater benefits such as additional compensation, accident, sickness or old age insurance or benefits, and the fact that such plan involves a contribution by the workman shall not prevent its validity if such plan has been approved in writing by the Industrial Commission. Any employer who shall make any charge or deduction prohibited by this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. If the employer shall insure to his employees the payment of the compensation provided by part 2 of this act in a corporation or association authorized to do business in the state of Minnesota, and approved by the insurance commissioner of the state of Minnesota, and if the employer shall post a notice or notices in a conspicuous place or in conspicuous places about his place of employment, stating that he is so insured and stating by whom insured, and if the employer shall further file copy of such notice with the Industrial Commission, then, and in such case, any proceedings brought by an injured employee or his dependents shall be brought directly against the insurer, and the employer or insured shall be released from any further liability.

Provided that in case of insolvency or bankruptcy of such insurance company the employer shall not be released from liability under the provisions of this act.

The return of any execution upon any judgment of an employee against any such insurance company un-

| 4289 | Who may insure—Policies, etc.—Any employer who is responsible for compensation as provided under part 2 of this act may insure such risk in any manner or manner authorized by law. But those writing such insurance shall, in every case, be subject to the conditions of this section hereinafter named.

If the risk of the employer is carried by any insurer doing business for profit, or by an insurance association or corporation formed of employers, or of employers and workmen, to insure the risks under part 2 of this act, operating by the mutual assessment or other plan or otherwise, then insofar as policies are issued on such risks they shall provide for compensation for injuries or death, according to the full benefits of part 2 of this act.

Such policies shall contain a clause to the effect that as between the workman and the insurer, that notice to and knowledge by the employer of the occurrence of the injury shall be deemed notice and knowledge on the part of the insurer; that jurisdiction of the employer for any purpose shall be jurisdiction of the insurer, and that the insurer will, in all things, be bound by and subject to the awards rendered against such employer upon the risks so insured.

Such policies must provide that the workman shall have an equitable lien upon any amount which shall become owing on account of such policy to the employer from the insurer, and in case of the legal incapacity or inability of the employer to receive the said amount and pay it over to the workman or dependents, the said insurer will pay the same direct to said workman or dependents, thereby discharging all obligations under the policy to the employer, and all of the obligations of the employer and insurer to the workman; but such policies shall contain no provision relieving the insurance company from payment when the employer becomes insolvent or discharged in bankruptcy or otherwise, during the period the policy is in force, if the compensation remains owing.
satisfied in whole or in part, shall be conclusive evidence of the insolvency of such insurance company, and in case of the adjudication of bankruptcy or insolvency of such insurance company by any court of competent jurisdiction proceedings may be brought by the employee against the employer in the first instance, or against such employer and insurance company jointly or severally or in any pending proceedings against any insurance company, the employer may be joined at any time after such adjudication. ('21 c. 82 § 29, amended '23 c. 282 § 2)

4281. Insurance rates discriminating against employment of physically handicapped persons—Prohibition against—No person, partnership, association or corporation, or their agents or employees writing workmen's compensation insurance in this state shall make or charge any rate which discriminates against the employment by the insured of any person who is physically handicapped by reason of loss or loss of use of any member due to accident or other cause. ('19, c. 367, § 1)

4282-1. Same—Penalty—Any person, partnership, association or corporation, or their agents or employees, offering a rate of compensation insurance forbidden by section 1 of this act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. ('10, c. 367, § 2)

4282-2. Same—Cancellation of license—Whenever any company or its agents or employees shall have been convicted of a violation of this act, such fact shall be sufficient cause for the cancellation of its license by the commissioner of insurance. ('19, c. 367, § 3)

4282-4. Licenses to write workmen's compensation insurance—Revocation grounds—The license now or hereafter granted to any insurer to write workmen's compensation insurance in the state of Minnesota shall be revoked by the commissioner of insurance in case it or its agents have been guilty of fraud, misrepresentation, or culpable, persistent and unreasonable delay in making settlements under the provisions of the workmen's compensation act and acts amendatory thereof. Such action may be taken by the commissioner upon his own motion, the recommendation of the commissioner of labor or the complaint of any interested person. A complaint against any such insurer shall be in writing and shall clearly specify the grounds upon which the revocation of such insurer is sought, and such insurer shall have the right to answer the complaint in writing and be heard before the commissioner of insurance in its own behalf, and the method of procedure for the hearing shall be prescribed by said commissioner, who shall set a time and place therefor and shall give all parties interested at least ten days' notice thereof by mail. The commissioner of insurance shall make and file his findings and order and shall send a copy thereof to the commissioner of labor, to the complainant, and to the insurer against whom the charges were made. Within ten days after the service of the findings and order of the commissioner of insurance, revoking the license of any insurer, which service may be made by mail, said insurer may appeal from such order to the district court of the district in which the office of the commissioner is located by serving written notice of appeal upon the commissioner. The commissioner of insurance shall thereupon file with the clerk of such court a certified copy of his findings and order, which shall be prima facie evidence of the facts therein stated. Thereupon the court shall summarily hear and determine the questions involved on said appeal. ('10, c. 508)

4289-1. Certain persons liable as employers—Contractors—Sub-contractors, etc.—(1) Any person who creates or carries into operation any fraudulent scheme or artifice to evade the provisions of this act or any part thereof, or who engages in work without himself being responsible to the workman for the provisions of this act, shall himself be included in the term "employer" and be subject to all the liabilities of the employees under this act. But this section shall not be construed to cover or mean anyone who lets a contract to a contractor in good faith nor a contractor, who, in good faith, lets to a subcontractor a portion of his contract. Provided, however, that no person shall be deemed a contractor or subcontractor, so as to make him liable to pay compensation within the meaning of this section, who performs his work upon the employers' premises and with the employers' tools or appliances and under the employers' directions; nor one who does what is commonly known as "piece work" or in any way where the system of employment used merely provides a method of fixing the workman's wages.

(2) Where compensation is claimed from, or proceedings taken against a person under subdivision 1 of this section, the compensation shall be calculated with reference to the wage the workman was receiving from the person by whom he was immediately employed at the time of the injury, or if he was not so employed, at the time of the injury.

(3) The employer shall not be liable or required to pay compensation for injuries due to the acts or omissions of third persons not at the time in the service of the employer, nor engaged in the work in which the injury occurs, except as provided in Section 31, or under the conditions set forth in Section 66-J. ('21 c. 870 § 3)

4289. Liability of party other than employer—Procedure—(1) Where an injury or death for which compensation is payable under part 2 of this act is caused under circumstances also creating a legal liability for damages on the part of any party other than the employer, such party also being subject to the provisions of part 2 of this act, the employee, in case of injury, or his dependents in case of death may, at his or their option, proceed either at law against such party other than the employer for recovery of damages, or against the employer for compensation under part 2 of this act, but not against both.

If the employee in case of injury, or his dependents in case of death, shall bring an action for the recovery of damages against such other party than the employer, the amount thereof, manner in which, and the persons to whom the same are payable, shall be as provided for in part 2 of this act, and not otherwise; provided, that in no case shall such party be liable to payment of any damages to any party other than the employee for any damages growing out of or resulting from such injury or death.

If the employer or his dependents shall elect to receive compensation from the employer, then the latter shall be subrogated to the right of the employee or his dependents to recover against such other party, and may bring legal proceedings against such party and recover the aggregate amount of compensation payable by him to such employee or his dependents here-
under, together with the costs and disbursements of such action and reasonable attorney's fees expended by him therein.

The provisions of Subdivision 1 of this section shall apply only where the employer liable for compensation under part 2 of this act, and the other party or parties legally liable for damages were engaged in the due course of business, (a) in furtherance of a common enterprise, or (b) the accomplishment of the same or related purposes in operation on the premises where the injury was received at the time thereof, and not otherwise.

(2) Where an injury or death for which compensation is payable under part 2 of this act is caused under circumstances also creating a legal liability for damages on the part of any party other than the employer, such party also being subject to the provisions of part 2 of this act but where the provisions of subdivision 1 of this section do not apply or where said party or parties other than the employer are not subject to the provisions of part 2 of this act legal proceedings may be taken by the employer or dependents against such other party or parties to recover damages, notwithstanding the payment by the employer or his liability to pay compensation hereunder, but in such case if the action against such other party or parties is brought by the injured employee, or in case of his death, by his dependents, and a judgment is obtained and paid or settlement is made with such other party either with or without suit, the employer shall be entitled to deduct from the compensation payable by him, the amount actually received by such employee or dependents after deducting costs, reasonable attorney's fees and reasonable expenses incurred by such employee or dependents in making such collection or enforcing such liability; provided that in such case action be not diligently prosecuted by the employer or dependents against such other party or parties to recover damages, notwithstanding the payment by the employer or his liability to pay compensation hereunder, but in such case if the action against such other party or parties is brought by the injured employee, or in case of his death, by his dependents, and a judgment is obtained and paid or settlement is made with such other party either with or without suit, the employer shall be entitled to deduct from the compensation payable by him, the amount actually received by such employee or dependents after deducting costs, reasonable attorney's fees and reasonable expenses incurred by such employee or dependents in making such collection or enforcing such liability; provided that in such case he brings an action for the recovery of damages, the amount thereof and the manner of payment shall be as provided in part 2 of said act.

Where an employee pursues the employer for compensation under the mistaken impression that the law afforded him no other remedy or an additional remedy, equity, in the absence of injury to others or of facts creating an estoppel, may relieve him from his apparent election.

Subdivision 1.

Subdivision 2.

Where the award to the employee is paid by an insurance company, pursuant to a policy held by the city, and the city has paid nothing, it has suffered no damage, it is not the real party in interest, and cannot maintain an action against the defendant third party who caused the injury. § 212-461.

When employee claims and receives compensation from the employer, the common law action passes to the employer by virtue of subrogation. The payment or obligation to pay the award on the part of the employer is a condition precedent to his right to prosecute such action. § 212-54, 204-622.

4292. Penalties for unreasonable delay—In any case where any proceeding has been instituted or carried on or any defense interposed by any employer or insurer liable to pay compensation hereunder, which does not present a real controversy but is merely frivolous or for delay, or where there has been any unreasonable or vexatious delay of payment, or neglect or refusal to pay, or intentional underpayment of any compensation due to any employer or dependent under part 2 of this act, the industrial commission or the Supreme Court on appeal may, after reasonable notice and hearing or opportunity to be heard, as in cases of dispute arising under part 2 of this act, make an order in each such case compelling the employer to become payable, an amount equal to not more than twenty-five per centum of the compensation payable or to become payable as aforesaid. To secure information as to any act or omission specified in this section the Industrial Commission, by itself or employees, may examine from time to time the books and records of any employer or insurance carrier, relative to the payment of compensation hereunder, or require any such employer or insurance carrier to furnish any other information relating to the payment of compensation hereunder. In case of an insurer persisting in any act resulting from such injury or death. (21 c. 82 § 31, amended '23 c. 279 § 1)

In General.

§ 4292
or omission hereinafter specified in this section, or refusing or failing to allow the Industrial Commission to examine its books and records or to furnish such information, the Industrial Commission shall make complaint in writing to the insurance commissioner, setting forth the facts and recommending the revocation of the license of such insurer to do business in this state, whereupon the commissioner of insurance shall hear and determine the matter as provided in chapter 508 of the General Laws of Minnesota for 1919; and if any such charge is found true, the commissioner of insurance shall revoke the license of such insurer and thereafter it shall be unlawful for such insurer to write or effect insurance in this state. (21 c. 82 § 32)

Laws 1919, c. 508, referred to in this section is set forth ante, as section 4285-4.

4293. Employers must report accidents—Reports.

Duty of physicians—Penalties—It is hereby made the duty of every employer subject to the provisions of part 2 of this act to make or cause to be made a report to the Industrial Commission of any accident to any employee which occurs in the course of his employment, and which causes death or serious injury within forty-eight (48) hours of the occurrence of such accident, of all other accidents which occur to any employee in the course of his employment, and of which the employer or his foreman has knowledge within seven days after the occurrence of such accident, provided that such injuries are sufficient wholly or partially to incapacitate the person injured from labor or service for more than the remainder of the day, shift or turn on which the injury was sustained, which reports shall be made upon a form to be prescribed by the Industrial Commission.

The Industrial Commission shall include in the form of report prepared by it a statement that the employer will pay the compensation as required by law, to be signed by the employer, or his representative, where a liability to pay compensation is admitted.

Accidents required by this section to be reported within 48 hours may be reported by telephone, telegraph or personal notice and a written report of such accident shall then be made within seven days, or at such time as the Industrial Commission shall designate, and the Commission may require such supplementary reports of any accident as it may deem necessary for the securing of the information required by law, provided that when an accident has been reported which subsequently terminates fatally, a supplemental report shall be filed with the Industrial Commission within forty-eight (48) hours after receipt of knowledge of such death, stating that the injury has proved fatal and any other facts in connection with such death or as to the dependents of such deceased employee which the Industrial Commission may require.

Every physician or surgeon who shall examine, treat or have special knowledge of any injury to any employee compensable under part 2 of this act and the extent of any disability resulting therefrom and the rights of such employee to compensation, to request in writing and procure from any physician or surgeon examining, treating or having special knowledge of any such injury, a report of the facts within his knowledge relative thereto.

Any employer or physician or surgeon who shall fail to make any report required by this section, in the manner and within the time herein specified, shall be liable to the state of Minnesota for a penalty of fifty ($50.00) dollars for each such failure and such penalty shall be recovered in a civil action brought in the name of the State by the Attorney General in any court having jurisdiction thereof, and it shall be the duty of the Industrial Commission, whenever any such failure to report occurs, to immediately certify the fact thereof to the Attorney General, and upon receipt of any such certification the Attorney General shall forthwith commence and prosecute such action. All penalties recovered by the State hereunder shall be paid into the state treasury.

Any such report made at any time, nor any copy of the same or part thereof shall be open to the public, nor shall any of the contents thereof be disclosed in any manner by any official or clerk or other employee or person having access thereto, but the same may be used upon the hearings under this act or for state investigations and for statistics only, and any such disclosure is hereby declared to be a misdemeanor and punishable as such.

Any employer or insurer or injured employees shall, upon request of the Industrial Commission, file with said Commission all medical reports in the possession of such employer or insurer having any bearing upon the case or showing the nature and extent of disability; provided that duly verified copies of such reports may be filed with the Industrial Commission in lieu of the originals. (21 c. 82, § 33; amended '25, c. 161, § 8, by addition of paragraph)

4294. Duties of commission when employee is injured.

On receipt of notice or information that an employee governed by part 2 of this act has sustained an injury which may be compensable, the Industrial Commission shall forthwith mail to such employee, if his postoffice address be known or ascertainable, a written or printed notice in the form of a letter, giving a brief statement in simple language of such employee's general rights and duties under this act. In addition to such other matters as in the discretion of the Commission may be incorporated in this notice, it shall summarize the employer's duty to furnish medical and hospital treatment, and to pay compensation, and shall, also, invite such employee to ask the advice of the Commission in case any doubt or dispute arises concerning his rights under this act on account of such injury. The notice shall be accompanied by an envelope addressed to the Industrial Commission, for use by the employee in making any reply. (21 c. 82 § 34)

4295. Employer to notify commission of discontinuance of payments.

Before discontinuing the payment of compensation in any case coming under part 2 of this act, the employer shall, if it is claimed by or on behalf of the injured person or his dependents that his right to compensation still continues, or if such employee or his dependents shall refuse to sign or object to signing a final receipt, notify the Industrial Commission, in writing, of such proposed discontinuance of payment, with the date of discontinuance and the reason therefor, and that the employee or depend-
rent, as the case may be, objects thereto, and such employer shall also file with such notice of discontinuance any medical reports in his possession bearing upon the physical condition of the injured employee at or about the time of the discontinuance of compensation, or duly verified copies of such reports in lieu of the originals; and until such notice is given, and such reports filed, as aforesaid, the liability for and the making of such payments shall continue unless otherwise ordered by the Commission; provided, that the receipt of any such notice of discontinuance, together with such reports, by the Commission, as herein provided, shall operate as a suspension of payment of compensation until the right thereto can be investigated, heard and determined, as herein provided. It is hereby made the duty of the Industrial Commission forthwith, upon receipt of any such notices of discontinuance, to notify the employee of the receipt thereof and mail him a copy of the same, together with copies of the reports filed with such notice, at his last known place of residence, and to make such investigations and inquiries as may be necessary to ascertain and determine whether the right to compensation in any such case has terminated in accordance with law, and if upon investigation it shall appear that the right to compensation in any such case has not terminated or will not terminate upon the date specified in any such notice of discontinuance the Industrial Commission shall set down for hearing before the Commission, or some commissioner or referee, the question of the right of the employee, or dependent, as the case may be, to further compensation, such hearing to be held within twenty-five (25) days of the receipt by the Commission of any such notice of discontinuance, and eight (8) days notice of such hearing shall be given by the Commission to the interested parties.

After the hearing by the Commission, commissioner or referee, and due consideration of all the evidence submitted, the Commission, commissioner or referee, shall promptly enter an order or award for such further amount of compensation to be paid by the employer, if any, as may be due and payable. If upon investigation it shall appear that the right to compensation in any such case has terminated, the Commission shall forthwith notify the employer in writing of such fact and the receipt of such notice by the employer shall operate to relieve him and the insurance carrier, as of the date when payment of compensation became suspended as provided by this section, from any further liability for payment of compensation in such case, subject to the right of review provided by this act.

In addition to the filing of the reports required by law, all employers subject to part 2 of this act shall promptly file or cause to be filed with the Industrial Commission all current interim and final receipts for the payments of compensation made, and it is hereby made the duty of the Industrial Commission periodically to check the records of such commission in each case, and require such employers to file or cause to be filed all such receipts for compensation payments as and when due, it being the intention of this section that the Industrial Commission shall definitely supervise and require full compliance with all provisions for the payment of compensation as required by law. Any insurance carrier insuring any employer in this State against liability imposed by this Act shall be and hereby is authorized and empowered for and on behalf of said employer to perform any and all acts required of the employer under the provisions of this Act; provided, that the employer shall be responsible for all authorized acts of an insurer in his behalf and for any omission or delay or any failure, refusal or neglect of any such insurer to perform any such act, and nothing herein contained shall be construed to relieve the employer from any penalty or forfeiture provided by this act. ('21, c. 82, § 35; amended as to par. 1, '25, c. 161, § 9)

Explanatory note—The first par. of this section only is amended by Laws 1925, c. 161, § 9. 165-354, 296-423.

4296. Commission may advise—Shall report to legislature—The Industrial Commission may, upon demand of an employer or an employee or his dependent designate one or more of its employees who shall advise such party or parties of his or their rights under this act, and shall assist so far as possible in adjusting the differences between the employer or his dependents and the employer under part 2 hereof and the employee or employees of the Commission so designated are hereby empowered to appear in person before the Commission, Commissioner or referee in any proceeding under part 2 of this act, as the representative or advisor of any such party; and in any such case, such party shall not be required to be also represented by an attorney at law.

The Industrial Commission shall observe in detail the operation of the act throughout the state and shall make report thereof to each session of the legislature, together with such suggestions and recommendations as to changes as it may deem necessary or advisable for the improvement thereof. ('21 c. 82 § 36)

4297. Proceeding begun by petition—All proceedings before the Industrial Commission shall be by petition addressed to the Commission. All petitions shall be in writing and in such form as may be prescribed by the commission, except as otherwise provided by this act. ('21 c. 82 § 37)

4298. Papers filed in main office—All papers to be filed or acted upon by the Industrial Commission shall be delivered to it at its principal office, except as the Commission may otherwise order. ('21 c. 82 § 38)

4299. Papers shall be filed immediately—All papers delivered to the Industrial Commission for filing under the provisions of this act or the rules and regulations of the Commission shall be immediately filed. ('21 c. 82 § 39)

4300. Orders and decisions filed—Every order, decision or award made by any commissioner or referee shall be forthwith filed with the Industrial Commission, and the Commission shall immediately serve or cause to be served upon every party in interest a copy of every order, decision or award made by it or him, together with a notification of the time when the same was filed. ('21 c. 82 § 40)

4301. Service by mail—All papers and notices to which any party shall be entitled under part 2 of this act shall be served by mail, or in such other manner as the Industrial Commission may direct. Any such paper or notice shall be deemed served on the date when mailed, properly stamped and addressed, and shall be presumed to have reached the party to be served; but any party may show by competent evidence that any paper or notice was not received, or that there was an unusual or unreasonable delay in its transmission through the mails. In such case proper allowance shall be made for the party's failure within the prescribed time to assert any right given him by this act. The Industrial Commission, its secre-
4302. Procedure in case of dispute—In cases of dispute as to any question of law or fact in connection with any claim for compensation, either party, or in case of default for a period of at least ten (10) days, in payment of compensation due and payable, the person so defaulting shall, upon request of the party in default, present a verified petition to the Industrial Commission setting forth in addition to such other facts as the rules of the Commission may require, the names and residences of the parties and the facts relating to employment at the time of injury, the injury, its extent and character, the amount of wages being received, the knowledge of the employer or notice of the occurrence of said injury, and such other facts as may be necessary and proper for the information of the Commission, and shall state the matter or matters in dispute and the contention of the petitioner with reference thereto. (21 c. 82 § 42)

4302A. Action where employer is non-resident—Venue—Complaint—Attachment or garnishment—Appearance by employer—At any time after the filing of a petition for compensation, the petitioner, his agent or attorney, may file an affidavit stating that the employer named in said petition is a non-resident or is a foreign corporation, and that the service of said petition and other notices as provided by this act cannot be made on said employer. Thereupon the petitioner may commence an action in the District Court of the county where the employee in respect to whom compensation is claimed resided at the time of injury or death, as the case may be. Such action shall be commenced and proceed in the same manner as is provided by law for actions in the District Court. The complaint in such action shall contain a statement that a petition for compensation in said matter has been filed with the Industrial Commission of Minnesota, together with the affidavit as hereinafore provided, and a statement of the facts upon which the right to compensation or other relief is based, as provided in this chapter. In any such action the property of defendant may be attached by general order of attachment or proceedings in garnishment, and the summons may be served by publication as provided in other actions in the District Court. Provided, that in the event the employer makes a general appearance in the proceedings upon the petition so filed with the Industrial Commission and shall file therein such bond or security as may be fixed and approved by said commission, or in the event any insurance company authorized to do business in this state shall appear in said proceedings for said employee and assume liability for any award that may be entered in said proceedings against such employer, the proceedings in said District Court shall be dismissed. (27, c. 417, § 1)

4302B. Same—Determination of issues—Reference to Supreme Court—When issue is joined in any such case in the District Court, said court may try and fully determine the same without a jury, or the court may refer the matter to the Industrial Commission of Minnesota, and thereupon the said commission shall proceed to determine the matter as in cases originally commenced before said commission, and said commission shall report its findings and decisions therein to the said District Court, which said findings and decision may be approved or disapproved by the court in the same manner as is provided by law and the rules of such court for the approval or disapproval of the report of a referee, and shall order judgment which shall be entered accordingly as in other cases. An appeal shall lie from such decision and judgment of the District Court to the Supreme Court in the same manner as in other cases. (27, c. 417, § 1)

4303. Commission to give hearing on claim petition—When a claim-petition or other petition is presented to the Industrial Commission, the Commission shall, by general rules or special order, either direct it to be heard by the Commission or assign it to a commissioner or a referee for hearing: Provided, that petitions to commute further compensation payments shall be heard by the Commission.

The Secretary of the Commission shall within ten days after the same is presented serve upon each adverse party a copy of the petition, together with a notice that the petition will be heard by the Commission or the commissioner or referee to whom it has been assigned (giving his name and address) as the case may be, and if the petition shall be assigned to a commissioner or a referee, shall deliver the original petition to the notice served on the adverse parties. (21 c. 82 § 43)


4304. Rehearing—Any time before an award or disallowance of compensation or order has been made by a commissioner or referee to whom a petition has been assigned, the Commission may order such petition heard before it or may reassign it to another commissioner or referee. Unless the Commission shall otherwise order, the testimony taken before the original commissioner or referee shall be considered as though taken before the Commission or substituted commissioner or referee. (21 c. 82 § 44)

Upon the facts stated in the ‘opinion it is held that whether a claimant shall have a rehearing before the Industrial Commission rests in its discretion. 219-624.

4305. Answer to petition—Within ten days after a copy of any petition has been served on the adverse party, he may file with the Industrial Commission and serve upon the petitioner or his attorney, a verified answer to the petition, which shall admit or deny the substantial averments of the petition and shall state the contention of such adverse party with reference to the matter in dispute as disclosed by the petition. Within five days after the service of the answer, the petitioner may file with the Commission and serve on the adverse party or his attorney, a verified reply, admitting or denying the matter set forth in the answer.

Every fact alleged in a petition not specifically denied by an answer so filed by an adverse party shall be deemed to be admitted by him. But the failure of any adverse party or of all of them to deny a fact so alleged shall not preclude the Commission, commissioner or referee before whom the petition is heard from requiring, of its or his own motion, proof of such fact. (21 c. 82 § 45)

4306. Commission to fix time and place of hearing—When the reply has been filed or the time in which to file a reply has expired, the commission shall fix a time and place for hearing, said petition not less than ten (10) days after the filing of the reply or the expiration of the time within which a reply can be filed. Notice of such hearing shall be given by mailing a copy
to the interested parties not less than five days before the date fixed for such hearing. Such hearing may be had before the commission, or before a commissioner or referee designated by the secretary by written order, copy of which said written order shall be mailed to such commissioner or referee, so designated, and hearing shall be held in the county where the injury occurred unless otherwise ordered by the commission or the commissioner or referee conducting the hearing. The secretary, if the petition has been directed to be heard by the commission, or the commissioner or referee to whom the petition has been assigned, shall serve upon all parties in interest a notice of the time and place of hearing, at least five days prior to such hearing. ('21 c. 82 § 46, amended '23 c. 300 § 9)

4307. Award by default—Upon failure of an adverse party in any case to serve and file an answer as provided by this act, the commission, upon proof of service of the petition and failure to answer being made and filed with the commission, shall forthwith make its award based upon the petition, if facts stated therein are sufficient to support the same, of such compensation as the claimant is shown thereby to be entitled to; provided, that the commission may require proof of any fact alleged in the petition, and, in such case, the commission shall promptly and summarily hear and determine the matter and promptly make its award. If the petition does not state facts sufficient to support an award, the commission shall promptly notify the petitioner or his attorney of such fact in writing, and another petition may be filed as in the case of an original petition. ('21 c. 82 § 47)

4308. Commission shall administer oaths and issue subpoenas—The Industrial Commission by a member, or by a commissioner or referee assigned to hear any case to which a party may be entitled, may issue subpoenas for the attendance of witnesses, and such commissioner or referee, or the commissioner or referee to whom a cause may be assigned by the commission for hearing, shall administer oaths to all witnesses, and, upon its or his own motion or the written request of any interested party, may issue subpoenas for the attendance of witnesses and the production of such books, papers, records and documents, material in the cause as shall be designated in such request or required by the commission, commissioner or referee. Provided, that the applicants for subpoenas shall advance necessary service and witness fees, which shall be the same as the service and witness fees provided by law for civil causes in the district court; the Industrial Commission shall pay for the attendance of all witnesses subpoenaed by it on its own motion or on any person's cause to comply with any order or subpoena issued by the commission, or any commissioner or referee in a cause assigned to him by the commission, or if any person refuses to permit an inspection of any place or premises or to produce any books, papers, records or documents, material in the cause, or if any witness refuses to appear or testify regarding that which he may be lawfully interrogated by any judge of the district court in the cause in which the cause is pending, on application of the commission, or the commissioner or referee hearing the cause, shall compel obedience by attachment proceedings as for contempt as in the case of disobedience of a similar order or subpoena issued by such court. ('21 c. 82 § 48)

4309. Commission to make award—Who may intervene—The Industrial Commission, if a petition is directed to be heard by it, or the commissioner or referee to whom a petition is assigned for hearing, shall hear all competent evidence produced and shall make, in writing, and as soon as may be after the conclusion of the hearing, such findings of fact, conclusions of law, and award or disallowance of compensation or other order, as the pleadings and the evidence produced before it or him and the provisions of this act shall, in its or his judgment require. Any person having such an interest in any matter before the commission, a commissioner or referee, that he may either gain or lose by any order or decision relating thereto, shall, upon written application to the commission, commissioner or referee, setting forth the facts which show such interest, be permitted to intervene under such rules and regulations as the commission may prescribe. ('21 c. 82 § 49)

4310. Commission may appoint referee—The Industrial Commission may refer any question of fact arising under any petition, including a petition for commutation of compensation heard by it, to a commissioner or referee in a cause assigned to him and the commission may direct. If any sum so taxed shall not be paid by the party directed to repay, the same may be collected as costs are now collectible. ('21 c. 82 § 50)

4311. Commission or referee may make investigation—The Industrial Commission, commissioner or referee, if it or he deem it necessary, may, of its or his own motion, either before, during or after any hearing, make an investigation of the facts set forth in the petition or answer. The commission, or a commissioner, or referee, with the consent of the commission, may appoint one or more impartial physicians or surgeons to examine the injuries of the claimant and report thereon, and may employ the services of such other experts as shall appear necessary to ascertain the facts. The report of any physician, surgeon or expert appointed by the commission or by a commissioner or referee shall be filed with the commission and shall be a part of the record and open to inspection as such.

The commission shall fix the compensation of such physicians, surgeons and experts, which when so fixed, shall be paid out of the funds appropriated to the department of labor and industries for the maintenance of the department, and shall be taxed as a part of the costs of the proceedings to be awarded to the party or parties or both, or otherwise, as the commission may direct. If any sum so taxed shall not be paid by the party directed to repay, the same may be collected as costs are now collectible. ('21 c. 82 § 51)

4312. Hearings shall be public—All hearings before the commission, a commissioner or a referee shall be public. ('21 c. 82 § 52)

4313. Commission not bound by rules of evidence—The commission, or a commissioner, or a referee, in making an investigation or conducting a hearing under this act, shall not be bound by common law or statutory rules of evidence or by technical or formal rules of pleading or procedure, except as provided by this act.
act; and shall make such investigation or inquiry or conduct such hearing in such manner as to ascertain the substantial rights of the parties. But all findings of fact shall be based only upon competent evidence. (21 c. 82 § 53)

A decision of the Industrial Commission in a workmen's compensation case will not be reversed on a mere matter of procedure. 151-122, 1954:784.

The undisputed, unimpeached testimony, not inherently improbable by itself or circumstances in the case, required a finding that relates suffered an accidental injury, via a hernia, "arising out of and in the course of his employment." 151-122, 1954:784.

The Industrial Commission is subject to the rules of evidence governing courts, and their decisions will not be disturbed because incompetent evidence may have been admitted. 157-407, 260:42.

The reception of incompetent evidence before the referee or commissioner will not be reversed in this court, when there is sufficient competent evidence in the case to sustain the findings. 209:425.

4314. Depositions—Evidence—Depositions may be taken as now provided by law for civil cases, except as otherwise ordered by the commission, commissioner or referee. The records kept by a hospital of the medical or surgical treatment given to an employee in such hospital shall be admissible as evidence of the medical and surgical matters stated therein, but shall not be conclusive of such matters. (21 c. 82 § 54)

4315. Appeal—Expense—Transcript—Any party in interest may, within twenty days after notice of a commissioner's or referee's award or disallowance of compensation, or other order involving the merits of the case, shall have been served on him, take an appeal to the Industrial Commission on the ground: (1) That the award or disallowance of compensation or other order appealed from is not in conformity with the terms of this act, or that the commissioner or referee committed any other error of law; (2) That the findings of fact and award or disallowance of compensation, or other order appealed from was unwarranted by the evidence, or was procured by fraud, coercion or other improper conduct of any party in interest. The commission may, upon cause shown, within thirty days after such notice has been served as aforesaid, extend the time for taking such appeal or for filing of an answer or other pleading.

The filing of such notice or appeal to the commission as aforesaid, shall prepare and sign a written notice specifying the award or order appealed from, and that the said appellant appeals therefrom as it shall deem proper. (21 c. 82 § 56)

4316. Appeal based on error—Whenever an appeal to the commission shall be based upon an alleged error of law, it shall be its duty to grant a hearing thereon. The commission shall fix a time and place for such hearing, and shall give at least five days' notice thereof in writing to all parties in interest. As soon as may be after any such hearing, the commission shall either sustain or reverse the commissioner, or referee's award of disallowance of compensation, or other order appealed from or make such modification thereof as it shall deem proper. (21 c. 82 § 56)

4317. Appeal based on fraud or insufficiency of evidence—Whenever an appeal shall be taken to the commission on the ground that the commissioner or referee's award or disallowance of compensation was unwarranted by the evidence, or because of fraud, coercion, or other improper conduct by any party in interest, the commission may, in its discretion, grant a hearing de novo before the commission or assign the petition for re-hearing to any commissioner or referee designated by it or sustain the commissioner or referee's award or disallowance of compensation. If the commission shall grant a hearing de novo, it shall fix a time and place for same, and shall give at least five days' notice in writing to all parties in interest. As soon as may be after any hearing de novo by the commission, it shall in writing state its findings of fact and award or disallowance of compensation in accordance with the provisions of this act. (21 c. 82 § 57)

4318. Proceedings in case of default in payment of compensation—On at least thirty days' default in the payment of compensation due under any award made under part 2 of this act, the employee or dependents entitled to such compensation may file a certified copy of such award with the Industrial Commission of any county in the state, and on ten days' notice in writing to the adverse parties served as provided by law for service of a summons, may apply to the judge appeal fee, the commission shall immediately cause the transcript of testimony and proceedings to be typewritten, which said transcript shall be certified as true and correct by the official reporter transcribing the same.

On any such appeal the commission may disregard the findings of fact of the commissioner or referee, and may examine the testimony taken before such commissioner or referee and referred to in the transcript and may hear other evidence, and may substitute for the findings of the commissioner or referee such findings of fact as the evidence taken before the commissioner or referee or the commission, as hereinbefore provided, may, in the judgment of the commission, require, and may make such disallowance or award of compensation or other order as the fact so found by it may require. The commission, at its expense, shall cause a complete record of its proceedings to be made and shall provide a stenographer to take the testimony and record of proceedings at the hearings before a referee, commissioner or the commission, and said stenographer shall furnish a transcript of such testimony or proceedings to any person requesting it upon payment of reasonable fees therefor; reasonably calculated for the performance of the commission. (21 c. 82 § 55, amended '23 c. 300 § 10)

So far as the statute specifies the form of the notice of appeal from the findings of a referee, it is directory rather than mandatory, and, if there is objectionable indenditiveness, it should be rectified by an order rather than punished by dismissal of the appeal. 162-394, 264:161.

The remanding of a proceeding to the Industrial Commission for rehearing does not thereby necessitate a trial de novo nor the remuneration of the evidence already in. 166-212, 207:495.
of any district court for judgment thereon. On such hearing the judge of such court shall have the right to determine only the facts on which the award is based, and shall order judgment accordingly; and such judgment shall have the same force and effect, and may be vacated, set aside or satisfied as other judgments of the same court; provided, that no judgment shall be entered on an award while an appeal is pending. The loser of a case heard and determined by the clerk for services in each case under this section, and said fee shall cover all services performed by him. (21 c. 82 § 58, amended '23 c. 300 § 11)

4319. New hearing may be granted.—At any time after an award has been made and before the same has been reduced to judgment or writ of certiorari issued by the Supreme Court, the commission may for cause, upon application of either party and not less than five days' notice in writing to all interested parties, set aside the award and grant a new hearing and thereon determine the matter on its merits and make such findings of fact, conclusions of law, and award or disallowance of compensation or other order, as the pleadings and the evidence produced before it and the provisions of this act shall in its judgment require. (21 c. 50 § 58, amended '21 c. 423 § 2)
The Industrial Commission acted within the discretion conferred upon it by the statute in refusing to grant a rehearing. 163-264. 203-662.

4320. Appeal to Supreme Court—Grounds—Fees.—Any party in interest may, within thirty days after the service of notice on him of any award or disallowance of compensation or order involving the merits of the case or any part thereof made by the commission, have the same reviewed on certiorari by the Supreme Court on any of the following grounds: (1) That the award or disallowance of compensation or other order sought to be reviewed is not in conformity with the terms of the act, or that the commission committed any other error of law; (2) that the findings of fact and conclusions of law made by the commission or that the order sought to be reviewed was unwarranted by the evidence. The Supreme Court may, upon cause shown within said thirty (30) days, extend the time provided in this section for review on certiorari, or for filing any paper required to be filed in such court. To render certiorari effective, the petitioner or relator shall, within thirty (30) days after notice of such final award or disallowance or other order, serve upon the Industrial Commission a writ of certiorari showing that a review is to be had in the Supreme Court of the proceedings of the commission, on which such final award or disallowance of compensation is based, together with a bond with such surety or securities, and in such amount as the commission or the commissioner shall appoint and approve, conditioned to pay the cost of such review. The petitioner or relator shall also pay to the secretary of the Industrial Commission $10.00, to be paid, in turn, by such secretary to the clerk of the Supreme Court as the filing fee provided by Chapter 177 of Laws 1916. On serving of such writ of certiorari and filing bond and the payment of the amount aforesaid, the secretary of the commission shall immediately transmit to such clerk the filing fee aforesaid, together with the return to such writ of certiorari and bond. The receipt by the clerk of such fee and the filing of such return shall vest the Supreme Court with jurisdiction of the matter. Within thirty days from the receipt of the amount aforesaid filed with the commission of the return to writ of certiorari and bond, the secretary shall transmit to the clerk of the Supreme Court a true and complete return of the proceedings of the commission in the cause sought to be reviewed, or such part thereof as accordance with the law enable the Supreme Court properly to review the questions presented to it. Such return shall be certified to the by the secretary under the seal of the commission, and the petitioner or relator shall pay to the secretary the reasonable expense of preparing the return. On the filing of the return in the Supreme Court, the matter shall be set for hearing and no other order shall be entered upon the return. As the filing of the return in the Supreme Court, the matter shall be set for hearing and no other order shall be entered upon the return. The Supreme Court may adopt such rules not inconsistent with the provisions of this act as may be deemed necessary or convenient for the impartial and speedy disposition of such matters. (21 c. 82 § 60, amended '21 c. 423 § 2; '23 c. 300 § 12)

Explanatory note.—For Laws 1915, c. 177, see § 4921, herein.

Determinations of law and fact. 160-185, 196-57.

Certiorari to review a judgment awards compensation. 163-264, 203+676. The only questions presented are questions of fact not within the province of this court to determine. 161-153, 201+441.

The commission made no findings in respect to the claim that the Petitioner for Compensation was unable to work and his claim is remanded, with directions to make findings upon that claim in accordance with the evidence, and award commission thereto. 166-251, 207+424.

Certiorari, 164-335, 208+18.

An order of the Industrial Commission, providing for an injured employee a change of physicians and hospitalization, is not reviewable by certiorari. 212-415.

4321. Supreme Court to have original jurisdiction.—The Supreme Court, on review taken under the proceeding section, shall have and take original jurisdiction and may reverse, affirm or modify the award or order of disallowance reviewed and enter such judgment as may be just and proper; and where necessary, may remand the cause to the Industrial Commission for a new hearing or for further proceedings, with such directions as the court may deem proper. (21 c. 82 § 61, amended '21 c. 423 § 3)


On the evidence in this case, reasonable minds might differ as to whether an infection of relator's arm resulted from a compensable injury to his hand received some time before. Hence, the decision of the Industrial Commission awarding compensation will not be disturbed. 160-195, 204+232.

Findings of fact not conflicting evidence not disturbed. 160-251, 209+475.

The finding of the Industrial Commission on questions of fact is binding upon the Supreme Court. 161-141, 209+419.

Upon conflicting evidence, the findings of the Industrial Commission on question of fact will not be disturbed. 165-435, 204+635.

In reviewing proceedings before the Industrial Commission, findings on questions of fact will not be disturbed, unless consideration of the evidence and the inference permissible therefrom clearly require reasonable minds to adopt a conclusion contrary to the one at which the commission arrived. 161-141, 209+419.

Upon a record, in a compensation matter, where the Industrial Commission could find either way on the facts, its determination must control. 212-157.

In this claim under the Workmen's Compensation Act the finding that the accident to the employee caused no "disablement" was made on conflicting testimony, and cannot be disturbed on appeal. 212-513.

4322. Writ to stay proceedings.—A writ perfected under the provisions of this act shall stay all proceedings for the enforcement of collection of the award sought to be reviewed, or any part thereof, until the final disposition of the cause in the Supreme Court or before the Industrial Commission when the cause is remanded for a new hearing or further proceedings. (21 c. 82 § 62, amended '21 c. 423 § 4)
4323. Attorney general to appear for commission—On all such reviews the attorney general shall, unless otherwise directed by the commission, appear as attorney for the Industrial Commission, and he shall present to the commission, after due notice to interested parties, briefs and arguments as he shall deem proper and necessary to a fair presentation of the questions involved, in support of the award or order of disallowance sought to be reviewed. ('21, c. 82 § 63, amended '21 c. 423 § 5)

4324. Costs—Reimbursements to prevailing party—Attorney’s fees—Costs on certiorari—No costs shall be awarded against either party in hearings before the Commission, commissioner or referee, except as especially provided by this act, but in the discretion of the Industrial Commission, commissioner, or referee conducting a hearing, or in the discretion of the Commission in an appeal to it the prevailing party may be awarded reimbursement for actual necessary disbursements, to be taxed and allowed by the Commission, commissioner, or referee on five days’ notice in writing to the adverse party. The Commission in affirming, or modifying and affirming, or reversing a disallowance and awarding an award may include in its award reasonable attorney’s fees incident to the review on appeal, or may fix and allow a reasonable attorney’s fee in such cases in a proceeding to tax disbursements thereon. On writs of certiorari the supreme court costs and disbursements shall be taxed the same as on civil appeals. Provided, that if upon such review by the supreme court any award in favor of the injured employee or his dependents is affirmed, modified and affirmed, or reversed, the court may allow reasonable attorney’s fees incident to such review, which shall be included as a part of the judgment order of the supreme court. ('21, c. 82 § 64; amended '21, c. 423, § 6; '25, c. 101, § 10).

Attorney’s fees in Supreme Court allowed. 161-471. 291-924.

The provision authorizing the allowance of actual and necessary “disbursements” to the prevailing party does not include attorney’s fees. 211-934.

4325. Definitions—“Daily Wage” as used in this act shall mean the daily wage of the employee in the employment in which he was engaged at the time of the injury, and if at the time of the injury the employee is working on part time for the day, his daily wage shall be arrived at by dividing the amount received or to be received by him for such part time service for the day by the number of hours of such part time service and multiplying the result by the number of hours of the normal working day for the employment involved. Provided, that in the case of persons performing services for municipal corporations in case of emergency, the normal working day shall be considered and computed as eight hours, and in cases where such services are performed gratis or without fixed competition the daily wage of the person injured shall, for the purpose of calculating compensation payable under this act, be taken to be the usual going wage paid for similar services in municipalities where such services are performed by paid employees.

The weekly wage shall be arrived at by multiplying the daily wage by the number of days and fractional days normally worked in the business of the employer for the employment involved; provided that the weekly wage shall not be less than five and one-half times the daily wage. Occasional overtime shall not be considered in computing the weekly wage, but if such over-

time is regular or frequent throughout the year for the employment involved, then it shall be taken into consideration.

Where board or other allowances of any character extra to gratuities are made to an employee in addition to wages as a part of the wage contract, they shall be deemed a part of his earnings and computed at the value thereof to the employee. ('21, c. 82, § 65; amended '25, c. 300, § 13; '25, c. 175; '27, c. 216).

Fireman was paid $2 for each call and $1 per hour for time spent at a call over one hour. His employment did not afford employment for any fixed or regular number of days in any one week. Held, compensation was properly determined pursuant to section 15, c. 300, Laws 1923, and pursuant to subdivision 19, § 16, c. 370, Laws 1921. 161-50, 200957.

4326. Definitions, continued—Throughout this act the following words and phrases as used therein shall be considered to have the following meaning respectively, unless the context shall clearly indicate a different meaning in the connection used:

(a) The word “compensation” has been used both in parts 1 and 2 of this act to indicate the money benefits to be paid on account of injury or death. Strictly speaking, the benefit which an employee may receive by action at law under part 1 of this act is damages, and that which is indicated by the word “compensation” has been used in both parts of the act, but it should be understood that under part 1 the compensation by way of damages is determined by an action at law.

(b) “Child” or “children” shall include posthumous children and all other children entitled by law to inherit as children of an deceased, also stepchildren who were members of the family of the deceased at the time of his injury and dependent upon him for support.

(c) The terms “husband” and “widower” are used interchangeably and have the same meaning in this act.

(d) The term “employer” as used herein, shall mean every person not excluded by section 8, who employs another to perform a service for hire and to whom the “employer” directly pays wages, and shall include any person or corporation, co-partnership or association or group thereof, and shall include state, county, village, borough, town, city, school district and other public employers.

(e) The term “physician” shall include “surgeon,” and in either case shall mean one authorized by law to practice his profession within one of the United States and in good standing in his profession at the time.

(f) The term “worker” shall include the plural and all ages and both sexes.

(g) The terms “employee” and “workman” are used interchangeably and have the same meaning throughout this act and shall be construed to mean: (1) Every person in the service of the state, or any county, city, town, village, borough or school district therein, under any appointment or contract of hire, expressed or implied, oral or written, but shall not include any official of the state or of any county, city, town, village, borough or school district therein, whose services have been hired by the state, or county, city, town, borough or school district, but shall include any person employed by the state, or county, city, town, village, borough or school district, who were members of the family of the deceased at the time of his injury and dependent upon him for support; provided, however, that sheriffs, deputy sheriffs, constables, marshals, policemen and firemen shall be deemed employees within the meaning of this section; provided further, that where in any city operating under a Home Rule Charter, a mode and manner of compensation is provided by said char-
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An employee who has become afflicted with a disabling ailment, not among those enumerated, through negligence of the employer amounting to the omission of a statutory duty, has an action at law for damages. 161-101, 291-505.

The findings that the accident arose out of and in the course of the employment, that the employment was not casual in its nature, and that the employee was not a farm laborer, are supported by the evidence. 163-315, 204-32.

Employer. 211-287, not under § 4326 (g).

The evidence supports the finding and justifies the conclusion that the overseer had authorized the work to be done and, in having the road graded over the railroad crossing at the expense of the railroad company, was acting within the scope of its authority. 211-447.

Employee. 165-29, 205-638.

One employed upon a steam dredge in a drainage project not excluded from the compensation act as coming within the class designated as "farm laborers." 157-355, 205-635.

Employer used elevator without guards as provided by law, and the employee, a minor over 16 years old, was injured thereon. Held, that the language, "minors who are legally permitted to work under the laws of the state" excludes from the act minors whose employment is prohibited by law. 174-105, 205-339.

In the employment of the county at the time of the accident caused the injuries for which he seeks compensation. 163-203, 204-460.

Upon the facts stated in the opinion, the commission was justified as a matter of law in holding that decedent was not an employee. 162-405, 204-435.

By auditing, allowing, and paying the bill of a workman employed by another, the employer knew that decedent was not an employee. 174-105, 205-339.

The undisputed facts show that the claimant was in the employment of the county at the time of the accident caused the injuries for which he seeks compensation. 163-203, 204-460.

The evidence in this case compels a finding that the employee received a hernia, being an injury to the physical structure of his body, from an accident arising out of and in the course of his employment. 164-211, 207-133.

The transaction amounted to a substitution of the father for the son; and that he having been killed in an accident arising out of and in course of his employment, his dependents were entitled to compensation. 165-338, 208-39.

The evidence in this case compels a finding that the employee received a hernia, being an injury to the physical structure of his body, from an accident arising out of and in the course of his employment. 164-211, 207-133.

The transaction amounted to a substitution of the father for the son; and that he having been killed in an accident arising out of and in course of his employment, his dependents were entitled to compensation. 165-338, 208-39.

Respondent held an employee and hot an independent contractor. 167-72, 208-42.

There is evidence supporting the finding of the Industrial Commission that the deceased was an employee of the town, hired by the overseer, in virtue of the statute mentioned, under conditions existing which gave him authority to act for the town. 209-510.

An employee who receives compensation for his services in the form of commissions instead of wages is within the scope of the Compensation Act. 210-100.

Construing a written contract, it is held that relator's husband was not an employee, but an independent contractor, but an employee or servant of the corporation he served. 210-104.

A partnership is not a legal entity. The members thereof may become the individual employees of a person who hires them to perform services for him. 210-104.

A well driller, who was hired to sink a well for the owner of a building under the circumstances related in...
the opinion, was not an independent contractor, but an "employee." 211+313.

In graveling a town road the town board paid the farmer who presented himself with a team and wagon a certain price for each load loaded, hauled and un- loaded, and required the proper ticket, and supervised the loading of the proper quantity and kind of material, and designated the place of unloading. It is held: The relation established between the town and the hauler was that of employer and "employee." 211+327.

Firemen are within the operation of the Workmen's Compensation Act. Truckman held independent contractor. 313+459.

**Accidental Injuries.**

A sudden and violent rupture or break in the physical structure of the body of an employee, caused by some strain or exertion in the employment of the master, is an "accidental injury" within the meaning of the Workmen's Compensation Act, even though no external unforeseen event, such as slipping, falling, or being struck, contributes thereto. 157-122, 195+784.

An inguinal hernia, the development of which is caused by some strain, is an "accidental injury" within the Workmen's Compensation Act and is compensable. 265+461, 202+340.

If an unforeseen accident to an employee, while engaged in the performance of his work, directly causes an injury to the physical structure of his body, the injury is compensable under the Workmen's Compensation Act, even though the employee had a natural weakness predisposing him to such an injury. 166+41, 207+183.

The existence which does not impair the employee's ability to work will not prevent a recovery if an accidental accelerates the disease to a degree of disability. 209+635.

An actual aggravation of an existing infirmity caused by accident in the course of employment is compensable, even though the accident would have caused no injury to a normal person. 263+335.

Compensation follows because of the effect of the injuries upon the employee's ability to work. 210+491.

Whether parcels, primarily caused by asphyxia, is lightened up or accelerated by injuries is a question of fact. 206+418.

**Injuries arising out of employment.**

Injury during lunch hour. 165-354, 206+433; 165-473, 206+523.

Claimant was employed to act as Santa Claus about and in a store. In his work children pulled at his clothes, and because of that he sought seclusion in a room in the rear of the store, and there removed the mask half from his face and attempted to light and smoke a cigarette. The beard caught fire, injuring his face and hands. Held, the injuries arose out of and in the course of his employment. 167+290, 196+261.

An employee who suffers injury in a street brawl brought on by some violence to third persons for purposes to which he is entitled to compensation, even though he was engaged in services outside the scope of his employment as a volunteer. 166+251, 207+636.

An employee suffers injury in his employer's business just before the fracas, and intended to resume it immediately afterwards. 157+428, 196+477.

Where the employee enters the premises of the employer on her way to or from work and pursues the proper course to the place of her labor, while there in the performance of her duties, and until she leaves the premises by the ordinary means of exit, she is entitled to the protection and is subject to the limitations of the Compensation Act. 158+405, 198+390.

An employee necessarily using an elevator on premises of employer is at common law an employee, and not a passenger. 168+495, 198+290.

Such employee using such elevator 20 minutes before time to begin work is there within a reasonable time, and is on premises "during the hours of service." 155+495, 198+790.

Some general characteristics indicated: (1) Employee is under the control of his employer and does those things which his contract with his employer expressly or imply permits him to do. (2) It "arises out of" the employment, and reasonably appears for the facts and circumstances that there is a casual connection between the conditions and the employment of the accident to the employee and the resulting injury. (3) It is compensation, by contributing proximate cause and which results from the accident sustained in performing his duties. 211+1003.

The word "reasons" as there used refers to the provocation for the assault, and if the proper work of the employee furnishes the "provocation for the assault," it is to be considered as directed against him because of his employment. 166+185, 199+473.

If a death results from assault by third person is compensable. 160+185, 199+473.

Voluntary firearm held within scope of employment. 161+304, 204+551.

Finding that death caused by shock of accident sustained. 161+471, 204+934.

Whether claimant's disability resulted from the injury of a prior disease was a question of fact for the Industrial Commission to determine. 161+343, 204+80.

Worker not protected while going to or returning from work. 152+213, 204+485.

Respondent was sent upon a special errand which required his presence out several miles from the office until 10 o'clock at night. He was returning to his home when injured. Held that he was under his duties called in the course of his employment, and is entitled to compensation. 162+455, 204+442.

There being no evidence contra, there is required a finding of the facts and circumstances that there is a casual connection between the accident and the disability resulting therefrom. 210+5, 204+433.

Medical testimony attributed the cancer to the injury. 161+8.

Finding that death caused by shock of accident sustained. 161+357, 204+123.

Repairing automatic machines. 164+199, 204+641.

Employee on way home not in course of employment. 165+354, 206+737.

A strain to which the relator was subjected in his work was the existing or immediate cause of a hernia which developed, and he is entitled to compensation under the Workmen's Compensation Act. 160+45, 204+185.

Where employer and employee are residents of this state, and the employer has his business localized in this state, and the employer performs services pertaining to his business under a contract made in this state, he is within the protection of the Compensation Law, although his services may be performed outside the state. 165+149, 204+458.

An employee is not within the act while performing services outside the scope of his employment as a volunteer, accommodation to his employer or to others. 165+251, 207+636.

An employer, who directs an employee to perform services for a third party, remains liable under the act for injuries sustained, if the relation of employer and employee continued to exist between them during the performance of the act. 211+368.

A police officer, while on duty, went to his home where he kept his weapons to get his revolver. It accidentally fell upon his foot, and was discharged, breaking his leg. Held, that the compensation law applied. 167+107, 204+436.

The evidence establishes that a strain to which the relator was subjected in the course of his work was the immediate or exciting cause of a ruptured inguinal hernia, and that he is entitled to compensation for the disability resulting therefrom. 167+424, 205+312.

Employee on way home not in course of employment. 206+417, 205+445.

There should have been an award, under the Compensation Act, for a strain resulting to the relator from accidental injury. 204+487.

Injury during lunch hour. 204+488.

Dependents of employee killed by robbers were entitled to compensation. 211+365.

The finding of the Industrial Commission that a hernia was caused by a workman's attempt to lift a can of garbage is sufficiently supported by competent evidence. 211+8.

To relieve the hernia, a surgical operation was performed. It was followed by a continued exposure to danger and the death of the workman. The commission sustained a finding of the referee that the "operation did not set into activity delirium tremens," and that death was, the result of the operation and the subsequent complications. Held, that the finding is supported by the evidence. 211+8.

The undisputed evidence shows that the claimant's disability resulted from an injury sustained in performing the duties of his employment. 212+420.

Injury from accidental discharge of gun carried for employer's own purposes not compensable. 211+339.

An employee with his own team was hauling dirt at a stated price per day or hour, and, as the noon hour approached, with the permission of the employer, he
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ow 'happening of an accident within the meaning of Part
the service of such employers, and shall be determined
portioned to the time such employe was employed in
ploye in the employment to the nature of which the
commission for an apportionment of such compen-
however, such disease was contracted while such em-
disease was due and in which it was contracted. If,
ploye in the employment to the nature of which the
able from the employer who last employed the em-
payable.
not previously suffered from the disease which is the
wilfully and falsely represents in writing that he has
ment, whether under one or more employers.
(5) The total compensation due shall be recover-
ployee to a from which the disease was due and in which it was contracted. If,
ployee was in the employment of a prior employer, the
employee who is made liable for the total compensa-
tion among the several employers who alone the con-
traction of such disease shall have employed such em-
ployee in the employment to the nature of which the
disease was due. Such apportionment shall be pro-
portioned to the time such employe was employed in the
service of such employers, and shall be determined only after a hearing, notice of the time and place of
which shall have been given to every employer alleged
to be liable for any portion of such compensation. If
the commission find that any portion of such compensa-
tion is payable by an employer prior to the em-
ployer who is made liable to the total compensation as
provided by this sub-section, it shall make an award
accordingly in favor of the last employer, and such
award may be enforced in the same manner as an
award for compensation.
(6) The employer to whom notice of death or dis-
ability is to be given, or against whom claim is to be
made by the employer shall be the employer who last
employed the employee during the said twelve months
in the employment to the nature of which the disease
was due and in which it was contracted, and such no-
tice and claim shall be deemed seasonable as against
prior employers.
(7) The employee or his dependents, if so requested,
furnish the last employer or the commission with
such information as to the names and addresses of all
his other employers during the said twelve months, as
he or they may possess; and if such information is not
furnished, or is not sufficient to enable such last em-
ployer to take proceedings against a prior employer
under sub-section (5) of this section, unless it be es-
ablished that the disease actually was contracted
while the employee was in his employment, such last
employer shall not be liable to pay compensation, or,
if such information is not furnished or is not sufficient
to enable such last employer to take proceedings
against other employers under sub-section (5) such
last employer shall be liable only for such part of the
total compensation as under the particular circum-
stances the commission may deem just; but a false
statement in the information furnished as aforesaid
shall not impair the employee's rights unless the last
employer is prejudiced thereby.
(8) If the employee, at or immediately before the
date of disablement, was employed in any process men-
tioned in the second column of the schedule of diseases
in sub-section (9) of this section, and his disease is
the disease in the first column of such schedule set
opposite the description of the process, the disease
presumptively shall be deemed to have been due to the
nature of that employment.
(9) For the purposes of this act only the diseases
enumerated in column one, following, shall be deemed
to be occupational diseases:
Column 1.
Description of Diseases. Description of Process.
1. Anthrax. 1. Handling of wool, hair, bristles, hides or skins.
2. Lead poisoning or its sequelae. 2. Any process involving the use of lead or its preparations or compounds.
3. Mercury poisoning or its sequelae. 3. Any process involving the use of mercury or its preparations or compounds.
4. Phosphorous poisoning or its sequelae. 4. Any process involving the use of phosphorus or its preparations or compounds.
5. Arsenic poisoning or its sequelae. 5. Any process involving the use of arsenic or its preparations or compounds.
6. Poisoning by wood alcohol.
7. Poisoning by nitro and amido-derivatives of benzene (dinitrobenzol, anilin and others), or its sequelae.
8. Poisoning by carbon bisulphide or its sequelae.
9. Poisoning by nitrous fumes or its sequelae.
10. Poisoning by nickel carbonyl or its sequelae.
11. Dope poisoning (poisoning by tetrachloro-methane or any substance used as or in conjunction with a solvent for acetate of cellulose or its sequelae).
12. Poisoning by gonioma kamassi (African boxwood) or its sequelae.
13. Chrome ulceration or its sequelae.
14. Epitheliomatous cancer or ulceration of the skin or of the corneal surface of the eye, due to tar pitch, bitumen, mineral oil, or paraffin, or any compound, product or residue of any of these substances.
15. Glanders.
16. Compressed air illness or its sequelae.
17. Ankylostomiasis.
18. Miner’s nystagmus.
19. Subcutaneous cellulitis of the hand (beet hand).
20. Subcutaneous cellulitis over the patella (Miner’s beet knee).
21. Acute bursitis over the elbow (Miner’s beet elbow).
22. Inflammation of the synovial lining of the wrist joint and tendon sheaths.

6. Any process involving the use of wood alcohol or any preparation containing wood alcohol.
7. Any process involving the use of a nitro or amido-derivative of benzene or its preparations or compounds.
8. Any process involving the use of carbon bisulphide or its preparations or compounds.
9. Any process in which nitrous fumes are evolved.
10. Any process in which nickel carbonyl gas is evolved.
11. Any process involving the use of any substance used as or in conjunction with a solvent for acetate of cellulose.
13. Any process involving the use of chromic acid or bichromate of ammonium potassium, or soda, or their preparations.
14. Handling or use of tar, pitch, bitumen, mineral oil, or paraffin, or any compound, product, or residue of any of these substances.
15. Care or handling of any equine animal or the carcass of any such animal.
16. Any process carried on in compressed air.
17. Mining.
18. Mining.
19. Mining.
20. Mining.
21. Mining.
22. Mining.
23. Processes in the manufacture of glass involving exposure to the glare of molten glass.

10. Nothing in this section shall affect the rights of an employer to recover compensation in respect to a disease to which this section does not apply if the disease is an accidental personal injury within the meaning of the other provisions of Part 2 of this act.

11. The provisions of this section shall not apply to disability or death resulting from a disease contracted prior to the date on which this act takes effect. (21 c. 82 § 67)

4328. Not retroactive—All rights and liabilities arising on account of accidents or injuries occurring prior to the taking effect of this act shall be governed by the then existing law. (21 c. 82 § 68)

4329. Invalidity of part not to affect all—In case for any reason any paragraph or any provision of this act shall be questioned in any court of last resort, and shall be held by such court to be unconstitutional or invalid, the same shall not be held to affect any other paragraph or provision of this act, except that parts 1 and 2 are hereby declared to be inseparable, and if either part be declared void or inoperative in an essential part, so that the whole of such part must fail, the other part shall fail with it and not stand alone. Except as otherwise expressly provided, Part 1 of this act shall not apply in cases where part 2 becomes operative in accordance with the provisions thereof, but shall apply in all other cases, and in such cases shall be in extension or modification of the common law. (21 c. 82 § 69)

4330. Laws repealed—Chapter 467, General Laws Minnesota for 1913, and all acts amendatory thereof, and all acts and parts of acts inconsistent with this act are hereby repealed; provided, however, that this act shall not be deemed to repeal chapter 359, Laws of Minnesota for 1919, insofar as the same applies to employers not under part 2 of this act. (21 c. 82 § 70)

GENERAL PROVISIONS.

4331. Workmen’s compensation for employes of highway department—The Commissioner of Highways shall report to the Industrial Commission of Minnesota any accident which may occur to any person in the employ of the highway department in the same manner and upon the same conditions as is prescribed in Section 32 of Chapter 82, Laws of 1921, relating to reports of employers, except that such report shall not be required to contain any statement in relation to liability to pay compensation as is required in cases of other employers. (23 c. 242 § 1)

4332. Duties and powers of industrial commission—The Industrial Commission of Minnesota shall be vested with the same powers and duties with reference to claims for compensation or other benefits of any employee of the Highway Department as in cases of employees of any other employer, and the same procedure shall be used in determining any such liability as in other cases of liability under the Workmen’s Compensation Laws of this State, except as in this Act otherwise provided. (23 c. 242 § 2)

4333. Same—Report of commission—Upon the filing of any such report, or upon information received by the Industrial Commission of any injury for which liability for compensation from the Highway Depart-
ment may arise, it shall be the duty of the Industrial Commission to make a preliminary investigation to determine whether there is a probable liability for compensation. The Industrial Commission may require the assistance of the Highway Department or any of the employes thereof in making such investigation, and shall be furnished with all facts which may appear in the records of such Highway Department bearing upon facts relating to such employe or such accident or injury. The Industrial Commission shall thereupon make Findings of Fact indicated by such preliminary investigation, and the award or other determination which the Commission may determine should be made with reference to the liability for compensation, and a copy of such Findings of Fact and proposed award or other determination shall be furnished to such injured person, the Commissioner of Highways and the Attorney General by mailing a copy to each thereof. Within ten days after the mailing of such Findings of Fact and proposed award or other determination, or such further time as the Industrial Commission may fix, the injured person, Commissioner of Highways or the Attorney General may file with the Industrial Commission an objection to such proposed award or other determination. If such objection is filed, the Industrial Commission shall reconsider such proposed award or determination and may set aside or correct any such findings, award or other determination made as aforesaid without formal hearing. In the event that an award or other determination cannot be made in conformity with the performance of the Workmen's Compensation Laws of this state and the Industrial Commission to make upon such preliminary investigation or reconsideration aforesaid, shall be final, subject to the right of the Commission to reopen or modify as provided in the Compensation Laws with reference to other awards or determinations of compensation claims. ('23 c. 242 § 3)

§ 4334. Rate of compensation—All compensation or other benefits due to employes of the Highway Department as the same may be determined by the Industrial Commission shall be paid pursuant to the Workmen's Compensation Laws of this state and the award or determination that the Industrial Commission may make, out of the part of the trunk highway fund apportioned to the department in which the employe was engaged at the time of the accident. Provided also that the same receipts for payment of compensation and reports as are required to be filed with the Industrial Commission showing payment of compensation in other cases shall be taken for such payments by the Highway Department and filed with the Industrial Commission. ('23 c. 242 § 4)

§ 4334-1. Injuries prior to June 1, 1921—That the powers and duties vested in the Industrial Commission of Minnesota by this act shall apply to injuries to any employe of the Highway Department which arose out of and in the course of his employment since and including June 1, 1921, and which have not been settled and paid by specific appropriation of the Legislature of the State of Minnesota; provided, that all claims based on injuries resulting from accident, that occurred prior to April 12, 1921, shall be forever barred unless proceedings for the enforcement thereof are commenced prior to January 1, 1926, and any award of the Industrial Commission for such claims shall be paid out of the Trunk Highway Fund, as other awards under said fund. ('25 c. 242 § 5; amended '25, c. 26; '25, c. 121)

§ 4335. Compensation for injury preferred claim in certain cases—That whatever compensation has herefore been awarded, or shall hereafter be awarded against any county, city, town, village or school district by any court or commission, having jurisdiction, to any injured employe, or to the dependents of any deceased employe, under the provisions of any workmen's compensation law of this state, such compensation shall be a preferred claim against such county, city, town, village or school district and it shall be the duty of the proper officers of any such county, city, town, village or school district to pay any such claim for workmen's compensation at such times and in such amounts as shall be ordered by the court or commission, out of the general fund of such county, city, town, village or school district, and from the current tax apportionments received by any such employer for the credit of said fund. ('21 c. 26 § 1)

§ 4336. Warrants are preferred claims—That in any and all cases where the orders or warrants of such county, city, town, village or school district, have herefore been issued, or shall hereafter be issued, in payment of any such compensation, and shall remain unpaid all such orders or warrants shall be preferred claims and shall be paid out of said fund, from current tax apportionments received for the credit of said fund, in preference to any other claims for compensation arising under said law subsequent to the issuing of any such orders or warrants by said employer. ('21 c. 26 § 2)

§ 4337. Act construed liberally—This act shall be liberally construed in order to effect the prompt payment of claims for workmen's compensation against any county, city, town, village or school district by any injured employe, or the dependents of any deceased employe of such county, city, town, village or school district. ('21 c. 26 § 3)

§ 4337-1. State employees—Application of workmen's compensation act—Employees of highway department excepted—This act shall apply to all employes of the State of Minnesota employed in any department thereof, except the highway department, whose employes are already provided for by Chapter 242 Laws of 1923, and wherever in this act the terms "heads of departments" or "employees of the State of Minnesota" are mentioned it is understood that said highway department and the employes thereof are excepted and nothing in this act shall be construed as modifying, amending or repealing Chapter 242, General Laws of 1923. ('27, c. 436, § 1)

Explanatory note—For Laws 1923, c. 242, see §§ 4318 to 4334-1, herein.

§ 4337-2. Same—Reports by heads of state Departments to Industrial Commission—The head of every department of the State of Minnesota shall report to the Industrial Commission of Minnesota any accident which may occur to any person in the employment of the State of Minnesota in such department in the same manner and upon the same conditions as prescribed in Section 32, Chapter 82, Laws of 1921, relating to reports of employers, except that such report need not contain any statement in relation to liability to pay compensation. ('27, c. 436, § 2)

Explanatory note—For Laws 1921, c. 82, § 32, see § 4329, herein.
shall make and subscribe an oath of office in the usual duties of his office, the commissioner of immigration board, shall receive such compensation as said board may designate. Before entrance upon the migration shall hold office during the pleasure of said commissioner of immigration. The said commissioner of immigration shall be officially known and styled, commissioner of immigration. See § 53-22.

powers of the board and Commissioner are transferred to commissioner of immigration. See § 53-45. The powers of the Commissioner are transferred to the Department of Conservation. See § 53-45.

Advertising: and disposal of public lands

injured person, head of said department, and Attorney General may file with the Industrial Commission an further time as the Industrial Commission may fix, the fact, proposed award or other determination, or such which he is an employee, and the Attorney General, ten (10) days after the mailing of such findings of fact and proposed award or determination shall be furnished to such injured person, the head of the department in which he is an employee, and the Attorney General, by mailing a copy thereof to such official. Within ten (10) days after the mailing of such findings of fact, proposed award or other determination, or such further time as the Industrial Commission may fix, the injured person, head of said department, and Attorney General may file with the Industrial Commission an objection to such proposed award or determination. After such objection is filed the Industrial Commission shall reconsider such proposed award or determination and may set aside or correct any such findings, award or other determination without formal hearing. In the event that an award or other determination cannot be made in conformity with the provisions of the Workmen’s Compensation Law and the approval of the injured person or other persons filing such objections without formal hearing as aforesaid, the matter shall be set down for a formal hearing and determination by the Commission as in other conlicated cases. If no such objections are filed, as provided herein, such proposed findings, award or other determination that the Commission shall have made upon such preliminary investigation or reconsideration aforesaid shall be final, subject to the right of the Commission to reform or modify the same as provided in the compensation laws with reference to other awards or determination of compensation claims. ('27, c. 436, § 4)

337-5. Same—Payment of compensation awarded

A certified copy of the said findings and final award of the Commission, as herein provided, shall be filed with the Attorney General and with the State Auditor, and payment of compensation or other benefits as the same may be determined by the Industrial Commission in such final award shall be paid to the persons entitled thereto by the State Treasurer upon warrants prepared and signed by the Industrial Commission and approved by the State Auditor, pursuant to said final award, out of any money appropriated for the purpose of paying such compensation claims against the State of Minnesota. Provided that it shall not be necessary to take and file receipts with the Industrial Commission for the payment of installments of compensation or other compensation benefits paid under the provisions of this act to employees of the State of Minnesota or in compliance with the final awards of the Commission herein provided. ('27, c. 436, § 5)

CHAPTER 23B

IMMIGRATION

Sec.

Commissioner of immigration—Term—Compensation, etc.—Other agents .......................... 4340
Office ............................................ 4341
Duties of board—Annual report .......................... 4342
Advertising and disposal of public lands .......................... 4343

4338, 4339. [Superseded.]  
State board of immigration and the office of Commissioner of immigration are abolished. See § 53-45. The powers of the board and Commissioner are transferred to the Department of Conservation. See § 53-22.

4340. Commissioner of immigration—Term—Compensation, etc.—Other agents—The said board of immigration shall appoint a qualified elector of this state to be the general executive agent of said board, and such agent shall be officially known and styled, commissioner of immigration. The said commissioner of immigration shall hold office during the pleasure of said board, shall receive such compensation as said board shall determine, and shall perform such functions as said board may designate. Before entrance upon the duties of his office, the commissioner of immigration shall make and subscribe an oath of office in the usual form and shall execute and deliver to the governor a bond to the state of Minnesota, in the sum of ten thousand dollars, with sufficient sureties, to be approved by said board, conditioned upon the honest and faithful performance of his duties as such commissioner. The said board shall also employ such other servants and agents as in the judgment of said board shall be necessary, and shall define the duties, terms of service and compensation of the persons so employed. ('07 c. 267 § 3) [3949]

Office of commissioner of immigration abolished. See § 53-45. The powers of the Commissioner are transferred to the Department of Conservation.

4341. Office—The Minnesota state board of immigration shall be provided with an office and suitable furniture and stationery at the expense of the state. ('07 c. 267 § 4) [3950]

4342. Duties of board—Annual report—The duties of said board of immigration, so far as practicable, shall be to collect and arrange statistics and other information in reference to the lands and general and
special resources of the state of Minnesota, and the advantages of this state as a place of residence; to spread knowledge of the same throughout the civilized world by correspondence, by lectures and all forms of legitimate advertising; to facilitate the immigration of such persons of good moral character as may desire a change of domicile, and to answer all inquiries from persons residing within or without the state, upon the subjects aforesaid. At each session of the state legislature, the board shall make a report of all its transactions during the biennial period next preceding the first day of session. (‘07 c. 267 § 6) [3961]

§ 4343. Advertising and disposal of public lands—The Minnesota state board of immigration shall, in addition to the performance of the duties hereinbefore described, co-operate, as far as practicable, with the state land commissioner, in and about the advertising and disposal of public lands. (‘07 c. 267 § 6) [3962]

CHAPTER 24

SOLDIERS’ HOME, RELIEF, ETC.


See following section.

4345. Persons who may be admitted to Soldiers’ Home—The object of the soldiers’ home shall be to provide a home for all honorably discharged ex-soldiers, sailors and marines who served in the army or navy of the United States during the War of the Rebellion, or the Mexican War, or in the war begun in the year, 1861, between the Kingdom of Spain and the United States or the Philipines, or in the Boxer Rebellion, or members of the Minnesota National Guard mustered into Federal Service in 1916 and served on the Mexican Border, or the war of 1917 and 1918, commonly called "The World War," who now are or may hereafter become citizens of the State of Minnesota. All persons who are otherwise entitled under the provisions unable to earn their living, who, by reason of wounds, disease, or old age or infirmities are unable to earn their living, and who have no adequate means of support. No applicants shall be admitted to the soldiers’ home who has not been a resident of the State of Minnesota for one year next preceding the time of having his application, unless he served in a Minnesota regiment or was accredited to the State of Minnesota. All persons who are otherwise entitled under the provisions of this section to admission to said soldiers’ home who actually served in any campaign against the Indians in Minnesota in the year 1862 shall be entitled to admission to such soldiers’ home, notwithstanding such person were not regularly enlisted, mustered into or discharged from the military service of the United States.

The Board of Trustees are hereby authorized to admit wives with their husbands, and the widows or
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4031-88. County may assume bonds.—Any county wherein any such project or portion thereof is located, may voluntarily assume in the manner hereinafter specified the obligation to pay that portion of the principal and interest of the bonds issued before the approval and acceptance of such project and remaining unpaid at maturity, of any such school district or town-ship situated in said county and wholly or partly lying within said project, which portion bears the same proportion to the whole of said unpaid prin-cipal and interest as the last assessed valuation, prior to said date of sale, of said project, of lands then acquir-ed by the state pursuant to this Act, in such school districts or townships bears to the total assessed val-uation for the same year of such school district or town-ship. Such assumption shall be evidenced by a resolution of the county board of said county, a copy of which shall be certified to the county auditor of said county within one year after the acceptance of such project; and thereafter, if any of such bonds shall remain unpaid at maturity the county board shall upon demand of the governing body of such school district or township of the holder of any such bond provide for the payment of the portion thereof so assumed, and such county shall levy general taxes on all the taxable property of the county therefor, or shall issue its bonds to raise such sums as may be needed in conformity to the provi-sions of law respecting the issuance of county refunding bonds. The proceeds of such taxes or bonds shall be paid over by the county treasurer to the treasurer of the school district or township; provided, however, that no such payments shall be made by the county until such time as the moneys in the treasury of such school district or township together with the moneys so to be paid by said county shall be sufficient to pay in full each of said bonds as each may become due.

In the event that any such county shall fail or neglect so to adopt and certify such resolution, the state auditor shall withhold from the payments to be made to such county under the provisions of Section 3 of this Act, a sum equal to that portion of the principal and interest of such outstanding bonds which bears the same proportion to the whole thereof as the above determined assessed valuation of lands acquired by the State within such project bears to the total assessed valuation for the same year of such school district or township. Said moneys so withheld from the county shall be set aside in the State Tree Fund, and shall be expended only as provided herein (Act Apr. 22, 1933, c. 402, §4.)

4031-87. Violation of rules a misdemeanor.—Any person who shall be guilty of any such project shall willfully violate or fail to comply with any rule or regulation of the Department of Conservation adopted and promulgated in accordance with the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor. (Act Apr. 22, 1933, c. 402, §13.)

4031-88. Provisions separable.—This Act shall be held unconstitutional only in the event that some major provisions of the Act are found unconstitutional and invalid that would make the Act unworkable. If any minor provisions of this Act are held unconstitu-tional it shall in no way affect or invalidate any other provision or part thereof; and this Act shall be deemed workable if Section 5 thereof is constitutional. (Act Apr. 22, 1933, c. 402, §14.)

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE IN TREE PLANTING

4031-89. Assistance in tree planting.—The Agricultur-al Extension Department of the University of Minnesota is hereby authorized and directed to cooperate with the Secretary of Agriculture of the United States in providing assistance in tree planting to owners of land by the procurement of forest tree planting stock, not including fruit or ornamental trees, shrubs or plants, and in the distribution to planters of such forest tree planting stock at cost, plus trans-portation and administrative charges. Such bonds only as such planting stock so distributed shall be used for the purpose of establishing windbreaks, sheltersbelts and farm woodlots upon denuded or nonforested lands; and for protecting farm buildings, crops, and fields from wind erosion, and for furnishing forest cover beneficial to water conservation and bird life. (Act Apr. 21, 1939, c. 385, §1.)

4031-90. Number of trees.—Not less than 1000 trees shall be sold for an individual planting; no trees may be resold by the succeeding purchasers. The term forest planting stock shall be considered to mean one or two year old seedling stock of deciduous trees and 2-2 or 3-2 coniferous trees customarily used for the purposes mentioned above, and such other specifications as may be necessary to ensure successful growth. (Act Apr. 21, 1939, c. 385, §2.)

4031-91. Home grown trees given preference.—In all purchases of forest planting stock under the provisions of this Act, preference shall be given to trees grown in this state by duly inspected Minnesota nurseries, and such purchases shall be paid for out of the fund hereinafter created and accruals thereto from sale of trees purchased. If suitable stock for this purpose cannot be obtained from Minnesota nurseries, it will be permissible to secure such nursery stock from nurseries outside this state. All moneys received from the sale of trees purchased in the State Tree Fund, which said fund is hereby created. (Act Apr. 21, 1939, c. 385, §3.)

4031-92. Appropriation.—The sum of $2,500 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and the sum of $2,500 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1941, is hereby appropriated for the payment of the expenses for the carrying out the provisions of this Act. Such funds, together with any funds received from the United States Government for tree planting aid, under the Clark-McNary Act or other acts, shall be placed in the State Tree Fund, and shall be expended only as herein previously stated under the direction of the Extension Department of the University of Minnesota. (Act Apr. 21, 1939, c. 385, §4.)

Sec. 6 of Act Apr. 21, 1939, cited, provides that the act shall take effect from its passage.

CHAPTER 23

Department of Labor and Industries

INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION


4041. Secretary—Salary—Duties. Salary of secretary placed at maximum of $500 may be fixed under Laws 1939, c. 391, §37, at $500, notwithstanding that the amount he was receiving at the passage of the act. Op. Atty. Gen. (231a), July 19, 1935.
4041-1. Certain Industrial Commission records may be destroyed.—The Secretary of the Industrial Commission of the Department of Labor and Industry of the State of Minnesota hereby is authorized, with the consent and approval of the three commissioners composing the Industrial Commission, to destroy the following files and records of said commission at the times and under the conditions herein specified:

(1) All files, records and correspondence in the office of the Industrial Commission, covering the period prior to June 1, 1921.

(2) All files and records of said commission subsequent thereto, covering the period of one year on June first of each succeeding year. (Act Apr. 8, 1939, c. 149.)


Industrial commission has power without restriction or (Act Jan. 29, 1931, c. 5, §3.)....

4043. Duration of employment program. The State Industrial Commission may operate a laboratory experiment or demonstration station or stations. (Act Jan, 29, 1931, c. 5, §2.)

Editorial note.—Power conferred on the industrial commission to perform the functions of operation and control of said industrial commission, may be exercised by the three commissioners by a majority vote, and by the secretaries appointed by said commissioners. Op. Atty. Gen., Dec. 21, 1929; note under §4043-4052.

4044. Powers of department of labor and industries transferred to commission. G. S. 1213. §§3940-3946 are still applicable under this section.

4046. Powers and duties. *

(4). [Repealed.]

Editorial note.—Power conferred on the industrial commission is transferred to the director of employment and security by Act Apr. 22, 1939, c. 431, Art. 7, §2(11)(d), ante §3199-102(11)(d).

State regulations providing minimum wage in excess of $2.00 per day for industrial inspectors shall not control the laborers working in the roadway under the NRA are controlling. Op. Atty. Gen., Oct. 23, 1933.

4047. Strikes and boycotts—right to picket in non-labor disputes. 1931 Minn.Law Rev. 817.


Unincorporated business under the title "cause of action accrues, applies to an action to recover damages for flooding caused by a dam erected by a public service corporation for the purpose of generating electric current, whether integrated and sold to public lighting, heating and power purposes. Zamani v. O. 182 Minn. 294, 234 NW 467. See Dun. Dig. 6005 (79), 6655.


4050-1. Industrial commission to make study of conditions.—For the purpose of improving the State employment offices and other employment agencies under its supervision, and to enable it to more efficiently and economically perform the duties imposed upon it, and in cooperation with the federal authorities in an intelligent, long-time employment program, the State Industrial Commission is hereby authorized to make a thorough, comprehensive, scientific and objective study of labor conditions, and to gather and record authentic and scientific data in relation thereto, and in this connection to operate a laboratory experiment or demonstration station or stations. (Act Jan. 29, 1931, c. 5, §1.)

4050-2. May receive gifts.—The industrial commission is hereby authorized to receive and accept gifts or contributions of funds to be used in carrying out the purposes of Section 1 [§4050-1] hereof, and to assist in the supervision and conduct of said study. The compensation, in whole or in part, the cost of said work. (Act Jan. 29, 1931, c. 5, §2.)

4050-3. Supervision of funds.—Any funds or contributions so made shall be under the exclusive supervision and control of said industrial commission, may be deposited in such bank or banks as it may select, and may be disbursed in such manner and for such purposes as said industrial commission shall determine, consistent however, with the provisions of this act and with the conditions and purposes of any such gift or contribution. (Act Jan. 29, 1931, c. 5, §3.)

Sec. 4 provides that the act shall take effect from and after its passage.

4052. Lock or fastening device. One entering dimly lighted office building lobby after elevator service had terminated for the night was guilty of contributory negligence as matter of law in further opening elevator door and stepping into shaft without ascertaining whether elevator car at floor was still on the shaft. Although he was relied on custom of leaving shaft door ajar when car was at that floor. Murray v. A., 202 Minn. 341, 271 NW 424. See Dun. Dig. 7422.

4075. Exceptions. See §§1620-4112.

HOURS OF AND RESTRICTIONS ON LABOR

4087. Ten hours to constitute one day's work, etc. Employee working over time limits is not liable to be crimination. Thibault v. N., 198 Minn. 246, 269 NW 466. See Dun. Dig. 5686.

An adult man may agree to work in any employment a longer or shorter period than 10 hours each day for any compensation acceptable to him. Id.

Where an adult man agrees to serve as manager of a store at a stipulated weekly salary which is paid at end of each week, he cannot after employment terminates, recover extra pay for time he worked in excess of ten hours a day. Id. See Dun. Dig. 22 Minn. Law Rev.

The purpose of House File No. 23 of Special Session of 1923 which would amend §§4091 and 4092 is to regulate interstate commerce in light and fire insurance commerce, and is thus construed would be constitutional. Op. Atty. Gen., Dec. 21, 1933.


4094. Employment of children under fourteen years.—No child under fourteen (14) years of age shall be employed, permitted or suffered to work at any time, in or in connection with any factory, mill or workshop, or in any mine; or in the construction of any building, or about any engineering work; it shall be unlawful for any person, firm or corporation, to employ or exhibit any child under the age of fourteen years of age in any business or service whatever, during any part of the term during which the public schools of the district in which the child resides is in session. (1931 c. 955; 12, c. 8; §1; G. S. '13, §3853; 12, c. 115, §1; Apr. 18, 1929, c. 254, §1.)


"While school is in session," means hours from 9:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M. each day and not full school year. Op. Atty. Gen., Apr. 22, 1933.


The fact that the beneficiaries, the parents of the decedent, violated §§4100 and 4101 does not constitute contributory negligence as matter of law to avoid liability for death was not contributory negligence. Thibault v. N., 198 Minn. 246, 269 NW 466. See Dun. Dig. 5686.


The fact that the beneficiaries, the parents of the decedent, violated §§4100 and 4101 does not constitute contributory negligence as matter of law to avoid liability for death was not contributory negligence. Thibault v. N., 198 Minn. 246, 269 NW 466. See Dun. Dig. 5686.


4094. Employment of children under fourteen years.—No child under fourteen (14) years of age shall be employed, permitted or suffered to work at any time, in or in connection with any factory, mill or workshop, or in any mine; or in the construction of any building, or about any engineering work; it shall be unlawful for any person, firm or corporation, to employ or exhibit any child under the age of fourteen years of age in any business or service whatever, during any part of the term during which the public schools of the district in which the child resides is in session. (1931 c. 955; 12, c. 8; §1; G. S. '13, §3853; 12, c. 115, §1; Apr. 18, 1929, c. 254, §1.)


"While school is in session," means hours from 9:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M. each day and not full school year. Op. Atty. Gen., Apr. 22, 1933.


Children under 16 years of age appearing in singing and dancing acts after 7 P. M., for which father is paid compensation, are engaged in a gainful occupation within the meaning of this section. Op. Att'y Gen. (270a-5), Aug. 25, 1934.

4101. Penalties for violation.

Weber v. B., 182 M 486, 234 NW 682; note under 4101.

"Whoever" means any person, including a father, who has under his control a child under 16 years of age and who permits such child to be employed without permit in violation of §4100. Op. Att'y Gen. (270a-5), Aug. 25, 1934.

4103. Children under specified ages—Prohibited occupations—Penalties. — No person shall employ or permit any child under the age of sixteen (16) years to serve or work as an employee of such person in any of the following occupations:

1. Sawing, wood shapers, wood jointers, planers, sanders, with either or both of their parents in instrumental music; teaching dance teachers and the performers are her pupils. Op. Att'y Gen., Aug. 21, 1931.

2. Operating power saws, wood shapers, wood jointers, planers, sanders, or woodworking machinery; or operating sawing wheels used for polishing metal, wood turning or boring machinery, stamping machines in sheet metal and tin-ware manufacture, stamping machines in washer and nut factories; operating corrugating rolls, rolling mill machinery; setting pins in bowling alleys; operating or assisting in operating dough grates or cracker machinery; operating wire or iron straightening machinery; operating or assisting in operating rolling mill machinery; setting pins in bowling alleys; operating or assisting in operating laundry machinery; preparing or assisting in preparing any mixture used in which acids are used: operating or assisting in operating any freight or passenger or freight elevator; manufacturing of goods for immoral purposes; nor in any other occupation or employment dangerous to the life, limb, health or morals of such child.

3. No female under sixteen (16) years of age shall be employed where such employment requires such female to stand constantly during such employment.

4. No child under the age of eighteen (18) years shall be employed as a rope or wire walker, contortionist, or at flying rings, horizontal bars, trapeze or other acrobatic performance nor any practice or exhibition of Women and Children, Investigate each application for any permit under this act shall be made at least 72 hours before the first performance at which it is desired to exhibit such child.

The Industrial Commission shall, through its Division of Women and Children, investigate each application and shall have power to grant a permit for such employment or exhibition not prohibited by law and for any period during which such employment or exhibition is not prohibited by law after it shall first find that the health, education or school work, morals and welfare will not be detrimentally affected by such employment or exhibition or by the environment in which the same is rehearsed or given. Such permit shall specify the name and residence of the child and the nature and date of performances and the number and duration thereof permitted.

The Industrial Commission shall revoke any permit whenever, in its opinion the exhibition of any child in any occupation is detrimental to its health, welfare or morals or is interfering with its education.

Nothing contained in this section or in Section 4004, General Statutes 1923, prohibiting the employment of any child in an entertainment given by one or more religious or educational organizations or by a neighborhood association of parents of the children who may perform before it or in any recital connected with the teaching of the art or practice of music. Though the exhibition is put on by a neighborhood association of parents of the children who may perform before it or in any recital connected with the teaching of the art or practice of music, the evidence supports the finding of the jury that negligence of both defendants caused the death of plaintiff's intestate. Webster v. B., 182 M 486, 234 NW 682. See Dun. Dig. 103544. (47)

As to the power company, the jury could find that the defendant employer, because of its violation of sec. 27, c. 1929, §1; 27, c. 1929, §2.)

Nothing contained in this section or in Section 4004, General Statutes 1923, prohibiting the employment of any child in an entertainment given by one or more religious or educational organizations or by a neighborhood association of parents of the children who may perform before it or in any recital connected with the teaching of the art or practice of music.

The evidence supports the finding of the jury that negligence of both defendants caused the death of plaintiff's intestate. Webster v. B., 182 M 486, 234 NW 682. See Dun. Dig. 103544. (47)
4106. Certain employments forbidden—penalties.

—No boy under sixteen years of age and no girl under eighteen years of age shall engage in or carry on or be employed or permitted or suffered to be employed any child in violation of this section, or any person who knowingly and wilfully aids or abets any child to violate the provisions of this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Ch. 23—Department of Labor and Industries)

4111-2. Certain acts a misdemeanor—penalties.

—Any person who knowingly and wilfully employs or permits or suffers to be employed any child in violation of any provision of this section, or any person who knowingly and wilfully aids or abets a parent to employ a child in violation of this section, or any person who knowingly and wilfully employs or permits or suffers to be employed any person in violation of this section, or any person who knowingly and wilfully procures or consents to the employment, or to such use or exhibition of such child, or who neglects or refuses to restrain such child from engaging or acting in any occupation prohibited by this section, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Act Apr. 5, 1935, c. 109, §2.)
for at least four hours of sleep, or to employees engaged in the seasonal occupation of preserving perishable goods, in order that such employment does not continue over a longer period than seventy-five days in any one year, or to telephone operators in municipalities of less than fifteen hundred inhabitants; provided, however, that upon application by the employees, the Industrial Commission may, in its discretion, for cause shown exempt any employer or class of employers from the provisions of this Act.

 Provided further, that during emergency periods of not to exceed four weeks in the aggregate in any calendar year, the Industrial Commission of Minnesota may, in its discretion, allow longer period of employment for such female employees under such general rules and regulations as the Commission may prescribe and adopt. (Act Apr. 20, 1933, c. 354, §1.)


Hours of women employees other than telephone operators, janitresses and elevator operators in banks and offices subject to regulations in this act. “Public housekeeping” embraces kitchen employees, waitresses and chamber maids in a girl’s private school and at home. Op. Atty. Gen., Sept. 15, 1933.

4126-3. Industrial commission to print schedule.—The Industrial Commission of Minnesota shall supply the abstract of the provisions of this act and the form for the schedules of hours of labor required for this act. All employers to whom this act shall apply shall give to the Industrial Commission a copy of the abstract. (Act Apr. 20, 1933, c. 354, §2.)

4126-4. Violations a misdemeanor.—Any employer or any agent acting for an employer who shall require or suffer any such employee to work at any business, establishment or company to which this act applies more than the number of hours provided in this act, or who shall fail, neglect or refuse to arrange the work of such employees in his employ so that they shall not work more than the number of hours provided for in this act during any one week; or who shall knowingly permit or suffer any overseer, superintendent, foreman or forelady, or other agents of any employer to violate any of the provisions of this act, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined not more than two hundred dollars. Whenever any person shall have been notified by the Industrial Commission or any duly accredited representatives in reply to questions submitted for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this act, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be subject to a fine for each offense in the sum of not less than ten dollars ($10.00) nor more than twenty-five dollars ($25.00). (Act Apr. 20, 1933, c. 354, §4.)

4126-5. Employer to keep record.—Every employer having in his employ more than six female employees shall keep time book or record stating the number of hours worked by each female employee in his employment on each day of such employment, and the total hours of each week, and the hours of beginning and of ending of such work. Such time book or record shall be open to the inspection of the Industrial Commission of Minnesota, or any duly accredited representative of said commission, during any period of employment. Any employer who willfully fails to keep such time book or record, or who makes any false statements therein or refuses to exhibit such time book or record, or makes any false statement to the Industrial Commission or any duly accredited representatives in reply to questions submitted for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this act, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be subject to a fine for each offense in the sum of not less than twenty-five dollars ($25.00). (Act Apr. 20, 1933, c. 354, §4.)

4126-6. Industrial commission to enforce act.—The Industrial Commission of Minnesota shall be charged with the duty of enforcing the provisions of this act, prosecuting all violations thereof. (Act Apr. 20, 1933, c. 354, §5.)

4126-7. Provisions separable.—Each section of this Act every part thereof is hereby declared to be an independent section or part of a section, and if any section, subsection, sentence, clause or phrase of this act shall for any reason be held unconstitutional the validity of the remaining phrases, clauses, sentences, subsections and sections of this act shall not be affected thereby. (Act Apr. 20, 1933, c. 354, §6.)

4126-8. Inconsistent acts repealed.—All Acts and parts of Acts in conflict with the provisions of this act hereby are repealed, and Laws 1909, Chapter 499, Laws 1915, Chapter 581, Laws 1923, Chapter 422, hereby are repealed. (Act Apr. 20, 1933, c. 354, §7.)


4126-9. Definitions.—Throughout this Act the following words and phrases as used herein shall be considered to have the following meanings:

1. The term “laundry” shall mean processes connected with the receiving, marking, washing, cleaning, ironing, and distribution of washable or cleaning materials.

2. The term “public housekeeping” shall mean the work of waitresses in restaurants, hotel dining rooms, boarding houses, and all attendants employed at ice cream and light lunch stands and steam table or counter work in cafeterias and delicatessens where freshly cooked foods are served, and the work of chambermaids in hotels and lodging houses and boarding houses and hospitals, and the work of janitresses and ear cleaners and of kitchen workers in hotels and restaurants and hospitals and elevator operators.

3. The term “manufacturing” and “mechanical” shall mean processes in the production and distribution of commodities, and manual labor with the aid of machines and tools.

The term “mercantile” shall mean the sales force, the wrapping employees, the shipping department employees, the receiving marking and stockroom employees, all employees in any way directly or indirectly connected with the sale, purchase and disposition of goods, wares, and merchandise. (Act Apr. 20, 1933, c. 354, §8.)

4126-10. Effective July 1, 1933.—This act shall take effect and be in force from and after July 1, 1933. (Act Apr. 20, 1933, c. 354, §9.)

4126-11. Employers to give written statement to employees in certain cases.—Whenever a contract of employment is consummated by any employer and an employee for work to be performed in this state, or for work to be performed in another state for an employer localized in this state, the employer shall give to the employee a written and signed agreement of hire, which shall clearly and plainly state:

(a) The date on which the agreement was entered into.

(b) The date on which the services of the employee are to begin.

(c) The rate of pay per unit of time, or of commission or by the piece, so that wages due may be readily computed.

(d) The number of hours a day which shall constitute a regular day’s work, and whether or not additional hours the employee is required to work shall
constitute overtime and be paid for, and, if so, the rate of pay for overtime work.

(e) A statement of any special responsibility undertaken by the employee, not forbidden by law, which, if not properly performed by the employee, will entitle the employer to make deductions from the wages of the employee; and the terms upon which such deductions may be made. (Act Apr. 16, 1933, c. 250, §1.)

4126-12. Burden of proof on employer if no statement given. — Where no such written agreement is entered into, the burden of proof shall be upon the employer to establish the terms of the verbal agreement in case of a dispute with the employee as to its terms. (Act Apr. 15, 1933, c. 250, §2.)

4126-13. Application of act. — This Act shall not apply to farm labor. Nor shall it apply to casual employees, temporarily employed nor employers employing less than 10 employees. (Act Apr. 15, 1933, c. 250, §3.)

WAGES

Evidence held to sustain finding that failure to return to work after resignation nor termination of employment, nor a surrender of seniority rights. George v. C., 183M610, 258NW673. See Dun. Dig. §5808, §5827.

Discharge of railroad fireman for failure to respond to call for emergency run held unjustified. George v. C., 183M610, 258NW673. See Dun. Dig. §5822, §5832.

Evidence held not to support finding that acceptance of reinstatement held without waiver of right to be paid for the time which he was fully deprived. George v. C., 183M610, 258NW673. See Dun. Dig. §5832.

4127. Penalty for failure to pay wages promptly. — Whenever any person, firm, company, association or corporation employing labor within this state discharges a servant or employee from his employment, the wages and/or commissions so earned and unpaid at the time of such discharge shall become immediately due and payable upon demand of such employee, at the usual place of payment, and if not paid within twenty-four hours after such demand, whether such employment was by the day, hour, week, month or piece or by commissions, such discharged employee may charge and collect the amount of his average daily earnings at the rate agreed upon in the contract of employment, for such period, not exceeding wages days (after the expiration of which such day shall be deemed a special responsibility), for quitting or resigning his employment with such employer, or in any manner which the employe is entitled under his contract of employment with such employer, or in any manner which the employe any rebate or refund from the wages to be earned or to become due in whole or in part, shall constitute overtime and be paid for, and, if so, the rate of pay for overtime work.

Employer to establish the terms of the verbal agreement given, if any, shall be disposed of as provided by existing law. (19, c. 175, §1; Apr. 8, 1933, c. 173, §2.)


The Wagner Labor Act cases. 22MinnLawRev. 882

4128. Notice to be given — settlement of disputes. — Whenever any such employee (not having a contract for a definite period of service), quits or resigns his employment, the wages and/or commissions earned and unpaid at the time of such quitting or resignation shall become due and payable within five days thereafter, at the usual place of payment, and any such employer falling or refusing to pay such wages and/or commissions, after they so become due, upon the demand of such employee at such place of payment, shall be liable to such employee from the date of such demand for an additional sum equal to the amount of his average daily earnings provided in said contract of employment, for every day (not however, exceeding fifteen days in all), until such payment or other settlement satisfactory to said discharged employee, is made. (19, c. 175, §1; Apr. 8, 1933, c. 173, §1.)

When any such assignment, sale, or transfer is made, the penalty herein provided shall apply in such case from the date of such demand; provided further, that if the employer disputes the amount of wages and/or commissions claimed by such employee under the provisions of this, or the preceding section, and the employer in such case waives a legal tender of such wages and/or commissions, the employer first making a legal tender, and if such claim is held just, such employee shall not be liable for any sum greater than the amount so tendered and interest thereon at the legal rate, unless, in an action brought in a court having jurisdiction, such employer fails to recover a greater sum than the amount so tendered with such interest thereon; and if, it is found that the said employee fails to recover a greater sum than that so tendered, with interest as aforesaid, he shall pay the cost of such suit; otherwise the cost thereof shall be paid by said employer; provided further, that in cases where such discharge or quitting employee was, during his employment intrusted with the collection, disbursement or handling of money or property, the employer shall have ten secular days after the termination of the employment, to audit and adjust the accounts of such employee. Claims for wages and/or commissions shall become due and payable, and the penalty herein provided shall apply in such case only from the date of demand made after the expiration of such period allowed for such audit and adjustment; and, upon suit being brought, and adjudge and set out the amount of such accounts of such employee, it is found that any money or property intrusted to him by his employer has not been properly accounted for or paid over to the employer, as provided by the terms of the contract of employment, such employer shall not be entitled to the benefit of this act, but the claim for earned and unpaid wages and/or commissions of such employee, if any, shall be disposed of as provided by existing law. (19, c. 173, §2.)

Ten-day time limit was only applicable provided employer had not done some act which relieved employees from making demand. Harris v. N., 193M480, 269NW16. See Dun. Dig. §5815.

4134. Payment of salary or wages earned by non-negotiable instruments unlawful. etc.


4134-1. Certain acts relating to payment of wages to a mis­dem­eanor.—By person, firm, company, association or assigns, who or which direct­ly or indirectly, and with­out the consent of the employer, as provided by the terms of the contract of employment, shall make a legal tender of the amount which he in good faith claims to be due, he shall not be liable for any sum greater than the amount so tendered and interest thereon at the legal rate, unless, in an action brought in a court having jurisdiction, such employee fails to recover a greater sum than the amount so tendered with such interest thereon; and if, it is found that the said employee fails to recover a greater sum than that so tendered, with interest as aforesaid, he shall pay the cost of such suit; otherwise the cost thereof shall be paid by said employer; provided further, that in cases where such discharge or quitting employee was, during his employment intrusted with the collection, disbursement or handling of money or property, the employer shall have ten secular days after the termination of the employment, to audit and adjust the accounts of such employee. Claims for wages and/or commissions shall become due and payable, and the penalty herein provided shall apply in such case only from the date of demand made after the expiration of such period allowed for such audit and adjustment; and, upon suit being brought, and adjudge and set out the amount of such accounts of such employee, it is found that any money or property intrusted to him by his employer has not been properly accounted for or paid over to the employer, as provided by the terms of the contract of employment, such employer shall not be entitled to the benefit of this act, but the claim for earned and unpaid wages and/or commissions of such employee, if any, shall be disposed of as provided by existing law. (19, c. 173, §2.)

4135. When assignment, sale or transfer of wage or salary is not to be effective. — Other police power provision may reasonably regulate assignment of unearned wages or salary. Murphy v. C., 187M655, 244NW335. See Dun. Dig. §4135 to §4137, apply to both wages and salaries. Murphy v. C., 187M655, 244NW335. See Dun. Dig. §4135 to §4137 apply to and contract of employment with the employer, as provided by the terms of the contract of employment, such employer shall not be entitled to the benefit of this act, but the claim for earned and unpaid wages and/or commissions of such employee, if any, shall be disposed of as provided by existing law. (19, c. 173, §2.)


Right of partial assignee to sue. 1MinnLawRev. 882.

The wage assignment problem. 19MinnLawRev. 536.


4137. Assignment of wages in certain cases—Payroll deductions. Every assignment, sale, or transfer, however made or attempted, of wages or salary to be earned or to become due in whole or in
part more than sixty (60) days from and after the date of making such transfer, sale or assignment shall be absolute and provided, however, that a written contract may be entered into between an employer and employe wherein the employe authorizes the employer to make payroll deductions for the purpose of paying premiums on any life insurance group accident and health insurance, group term life insurance, group annuities or contributions to Credit Unions, a community chest fund, for periods longer than such 60 days. (As amended Mar. 24, 1937, c. 95, §1.) Sec. 24. Such an assignment of the salary of any school teacher shall be void if made more than sixty (60) days from and after the date of assignment is void. Op. Atty. Gen., June 14, 1937.

In absence of consent by school board in writing an assignment of school teacher's salary to be earned or to become due is void. Id.


4140. Wages to be paid every fifteen days in certain cases.—Every person, firm, corporation or association employing any person or persons to labor or to perform service on any project of a transitory nature, such as the construction, paving, repair or maintenance of roads or highways, sewers or ditches, clearing land or the production of forest products, or any other work which requires the employe to change his place of abode while performing the service required by the employment, is terminated, either by the completion of the work or by the discharge or quitting of the employe, the wages or earnings of such employe shall be paid within 24 hours, and if not then paid the employer shall pay to the employe the average earnings of such person or persons at intervals of not more than fifteen days, and payment thereof shall be made at the place of employment or in close proximity thereto. (Act Apr. 13, 1933, c. 223, §1.)

4140.2. Discharged employe must be paid within 15 days. When any such temporary or seasonal employe as is described in section one hereof, which requires an employe to change his place of abode while performing the service required by the employment, is terminated, either by the completion of the work or by the discharge or quitting of the employe, the wages or earnings of such employe in such employment shall be paid within 24 hours, and if not then paid the employer shall pay to the employe his reasonable expenses of remaining in the camp or elsewhere away from his home while awaiting the arrival of payment of his wages or earnings, and if such wages or earnings are not paid within 3 days after the termination of such employment for any cause the employer shall pay to the employe the average amount of his daily earnings in such employment from the time of the termination of the employment until payment has been made in full, but not for a longer period of one than fifteen days. (Act Apr. 13, 1933, c. 223, §2.)

4140.3. Railroad pay checks to show amount of deduction.—Every railroad corporation doing business within this state shall state clearly on each pay check, or a statement accompanying such check, issued to an employe for services rendered to such corporation in this state the amount of any deduction made from the regular wage of such employe, the reason therefor and the date or period covered by such deduction. If there are several deductions on one pay check, each shall be set down separately.

Any railroad corporation willfully violating the provisions of this act shall be subject to a fine of $25.00 for each and every violation thereof. Provided, however, if a railroad corporation willfully violates the provisions of this act, with the same employe, two or more times in any one year it shall be prima facie evidence of a willful violation of the act. (Act Apr. 11, 1935, c. 141, §1; Apr. 8, 1939, c. 169.)

DANGEROUS MACHINERY, STRUCTURES, AND PLACES

4141. Dangerous machinery, how guarded—Defective machines, etc. The evidence supports the finding of the jury that negligence of both defendants caused the death of plaintiff's intestate, killed by contact with a wire carrying deadly electrical current—the power company in stringing the wire too close to where employees in the packing corporation worked, and the latter in employing a boy under 16 in an occupation dangerous to life and limb. Weber v. B., 182M486, 234NW682. See Dun. Dig. 4144-1.

An employer does not owe the duty of inspecting simple tools and appliances, and the latter in employing a employe to change his place of abode while performing the service required by the employment. Hedrick v. H., 185M757, 232NW 896. See Dun. Dig. 4145.

The ordinary crane used in the delivery of a two-gallon kerosene water bottle is a simple appliance, and the mere fact that a silver therefrom entered the employe's lung, causing infection, does not preclude finding of negligence of the employer. Hedrick v. H., 185M757, 232NW 896. See Dun. Dig. 4145.


Simple tool doctrine discussed. 18MnlnLawRev 429.

Grain elevators come within provision of section. Close v. CNL, 191 M 596, 598, 261 NW 200. See Dun. Dig. § 568.

Recovery by employee predicated solely upon violation of ventilating statutes, defense of assumption of risk. Id. See Dun. Dig. § 577, 578, 7668a.

In action for damages for pulmonary tuberculosis alleged to have been contracted while in defendant's employ though violation of §§ 4172, 4174, 4176, court properly ordered judgment for defendant because cause of complaint was the result of voluntary assumption of risk and conjecture. O'Connor v. F., 213 M 53, 267 NW 345. See Dun. Dig. § 578.

Whether an employee suffering from silicosis by reason of improper ventilation was guilty of contributory negligence. See Dun. Dig. § 6106.

4176. Heat and ventilation.

Whether creamery employee was guilty of contributory negligence in continuing to work in a cold room with wet floors held for Jury. Fredrickson v. A., 202 M 12, 208 NW 277. See Dun. Dig. § 5869.

Evidence justifying finding liability against employers who failed to meet statutory requirements relating to ventilation of premises where employee was required to do clerical work was causal connection between violations of ventilation and silicosis. Golden v. I., 203 M 211, 281 NW 249. See Dun. Dig. § 5869.

Evidence that employer's ventilation was inadequate to prevent silicosis held for Jury. Id. See Dun. Dig. § 5869.

4177. Toilet facilities.

Violation of this section, held, for the question for the jury. 179 M 225, 229 NW 138.

4181. To be kept in perfect condition.

Violation of this section, held, for the question for the jury. 175 M 225, 229 NW 138.

4194. Scope of report.


4201. Admissibility of report.

Prohibiting admission of reports into evidence applies only to those reports submitted to Industrial Commission after final orders to insurance companies or others. Hectol Const. Co. v. B., 194 M 516, 259 NW 456. See Dun. Dig. § 5341.


Any person having an interest present or prospective is entitled to inspect and make copies of orders, suggestions or notices served under 4159, but not report filed under 4137. Op. Atty. Gen., Nov. 22, 1933.

4209-1. Executive council may appropriate money for safety inspection work. — The State Executive Council is hereby authorized and empowered to expend out of any relief funds available therefor, such sums as are necessary, for the protection of employees engaged upon such state and federal projects as may be designated by the council. (Act Apr. 22, 1935, c. 233, § 1.)

Sec. 2 of Act Apr. 22, 1935, cited, provides that the act shall take effect from passage.

4211. To investigate wages of women and minors. — The commission at its discretion investigate the wages paid to women and minors in any occupation in which a reasonable number of persons, more than one hundred persons engaged in any occupation in which women and minors are employed, the commission shall forthwith make such investigation as herein provided.

The term minor, for the purpose of such investigation, means any person, male or female, under the age of 21 years. (As amended Mar. 18, 1937, c. 79, § 1.)


This section was not superseded by Laws 1932, c. 354, § 4 (§ 1209-5), and is calculated to afford commission facilities for inquiry and determination under the later act. Op. Atty. Gen. (276g-5), Oct. 13, 1938.

4216. Public hearings — Witnesses, etc. — Unless action of state industrial commission in determining what constitute minimum wage for women and minors is executive remedy, its procedure must include a full hearing and there must be evidence. Western Union Telegraph Co. v. I., (DC-Minn), 246 Supp. 370.

4217. Legal minimum wages to be established. — Establishment of minimum wages for women and minors employed in wholesale and retail nurseries was executive merely. Its procedure must include a full hearing and there must be evidence. Western Union Telegraph Co. v. I., (DC-Minn), 246 Supp. 370.


4218. Wages, how determined — Order of commission — Copies to be mailed and posted. — Subdivision 1. — The industrial commission of Minnesota shall determine the minimum wages sufficient for living wages for women and minors or [sic] ordinary ability and also the sufficient minimum wage for learners and apprentices. The commission shall then issue an order to be effective 30 days thereafter, making the wages thus determined the minimum wages in said occupation throughout the state, or within any area of the state, differing from state or federal code. Provided, however, that those provisions of any order hereafter or here and after issued by the commission with reference to the minimum of pay for each hour of employment in excess of the minimum number of hours established by the commission, shall not apply to cases in which telephone operators may be at their place of employment for no more than 12 hours and shall have an opportunity for at least 4 hours of sleep during the said 12 hours of employment, and shall not apply to telephone operators employed in cities, towns, villages, boroughs and townships of less than 1,500 inhabitants.

Subdivision 2. — Such order shall be published in one of the daily newspapers of general circulation published in each city of the first class, at least once a week before the order is taken effect. Such orders shall be published in such form and in such manner as the state minimum wage commission shall determine. The order shall be published in such form and in such manner as the commission shall determine. The commission shall have authority to regulate the publication of orders and to prescribe the form and manner in which such orders shall be published.

Subdivision 3. — The commission shall mail to each employer affected by said order, whose name and address is known to the commission, a copy or copies of said order with such general or particular directions for posting the same as the commission may determine, and such employer shall, and shall keep the same as the commission shall prescribe, for publication in such manner and at such time and place as the commission shall prescribe, of the existence of such order and the contents thereof, and of the facts of publication as contained in such certified copies, and the certificate of the secretary of said commission shall be prima facie evidence of the existence of such order and the contents thereof, and of the facts of publication as contained in such certified copies, and the certificate of the secretary of said commission shall be prima facie evidence of the filing of and of other acts required by law in relation to said order.

Subdivision 4. — The commission shall not, in any case, require that such employer shall, and shall keep the same posted in his factory or place of business where women or minors are employed, as required by said commission. Provided, however, that the commission shall be prima facie evidence of the existence of such order and the contents thereof, and of the facts of publication as contained in such certified copies, and the certificate of the secretary of said commission shall be prima facie evidence of the existence of such order and the contents thereof, and of the facts of publication as contained in such certified copies, and the certificate of the secretary of said commission shall be prima facie evidence of the filing of and of other acts required by law in relation to said order.
It shall be the duty of the industrial commission, and they shall have power, jurisdiction and authority to issue licenses to employment agents, and to refuse to issue such license whenever, after due investigation, the commission or a majority of the members thereof finds that the character of the applicant makes him unfit to be an employment agent, or when the premises being conducted the business of an employment agency is found upon investigation to be unfit for such use, or whenever, upon investigation by the commission, it is found and determined, that the number of licensed employment agents or that the employment agency operated by the United States, or by a municipality or by two or more thereof jointly in the community in which the applicant for a permit proposes to operate is sufficient to supply the needs of employers and employees. Any such license granted by the commission may also be revoked by it upon due notice to the holder of said license, and upon due cause shown. Failure to comply with the duties, terms, conditions or provisions of Sections 1 to 18 [Mason's Minn. Stat., 1927, §§ 4254-1 to 4254-18], inclusive, of this act, or with any lawful orders of the commission, shall be deemed due cause to revoke such license. Provided, however, that no employment agency duly licensed to do business at the time of the passage of this act shall be denied a renewal of its license or be deemed an offense, under the provisions of this act, or be subject to the penalty thereof, on the ground that public necessity does not require such an agency. (25, c. 347, §3; Apr. 23, 1929, c. 289, §3.)

The industrial commission shall issue a license unless reasons for rejecting it, pointed out by the statute, are found to exist. The commission has power to limit the number of agencies. 173 Minn. 417, 216 N.W. 322.

Attempt to confer power upon industrial commission to license any employment agency to operate an employment agency upon ground that field is already sufficiently occupied. This is denial of due process and equal protection. Engberg v. D., 194 Minn. 294, 260 N.W. 629. See Dun. Dig. 1619 (4).

MINNESOTA LABOR RELATIONS ACT

4254-21. Definitions.—When used in this act the word or term:

(a) "Person" includes individuals, partnerships, associations, corporation, trustees, and receivers; the singular includes the plural, and the masculine includes the feminine.

(b) "Employer" includes all persons employing others and all persons acting in the interest of an employer, but does not include the state or any political or governmental subdivision thereof, nor any person subject to the Federal Railway Labor Act, as amended from time to time.

(c) "Employee" includes, in addition to the accepted definition of the word, any employee whose work has ceased because of any unfair labor practice as defined in section 11 of this act, on the part of the employer or because of any current labor dispute and who has not obtained other regular and substantially equivalent employment, but does not include any individual employed in agricultural labor or by his parent or spouse or in domestic service of any person at his own home.

(d) "Representative of employees" means a labor organization or one or more individuals selected by a group of employees as provided in Subsection 15 of this act.

(e) "Labor organization" means any organization of employees which exists for the purpose, in whole or in part, of collective bargaining or of dealing with employers concerning grievances or terms or conditions of employment.

(f) "Labor dispute" includes, any controversy concerning employment, tenure or conditions or terms of employment or concerning the association or right of representation of persons in negotiating, fixing, maintaining, changing or seeking to arrange terms, tenure, or other conditions of employment, regardless of whether or not the relationship of employer and employee exists as to the disputants.


4254. Employment at less than minimum wage prohibited.

ciliators—Salary.—There is hereby established in the 

Apr. 22, 1939, c. 440, § 1.)

(iii) “Commission” means the commission of three 

members which may be appointed by the governor to 

conduct hearings under this act.

(ii) “Unfair labor practice” means any unfair labor 

practice defined in sections 11 and 12 of this act.

(k) “Competent evidence” means evidence admissi 

ble in a court of equity and such other evidence 

other than hearsay as is relevant and material to the 

issues and in of such character that it would be ac 

cepted by reasonable men as worthy of belief. (Act 

Apr. 22, 1939, c. 440, § 1.)

(b). Private hospitals are employers, and employees there 


(c). Nursery employees engaged in cultivation or growing 

operations are not "employees" under act. Op. Att'y 

Gen. (270), July 20, 1939.

§4254-22. Division of conciliation established—Con 

ciliators—Salary.—There is hereby established in the 

department of labor and industries a division of con 

ciliation, under the supervision and control of a labor 

conciliator, who shall be appointed by the governor with the advice

and consent of the senate. He shall receive an annual salary of $4,500 and shall hold office for a term of four years. The term of the first labor conciliator hereunder shall expire March 1, 1945. The governor may from time to time appoint special conciliators to act in the settlement of particular labor disputes or controversies, and such special conciliators so appointed shall have the same power and authority as the labor conciliator and such appointment shall be for the duration only of the particular dispute. Such special conciliators shall be paid a per diem of $15.00 per day while so engaged, and their necessary expenses. The labor conciliator shall prepare a roster of persons qualified to act as such special conciliators and keep the same revised at all times and available to the governor and the public.

The labor conciliator may employ and discharge clerks and other assistants, as needed, fix their compensation and assign to them their duties. (Act Apr. 22, 1939, c. 440, § 1.)

§4254-23. May be removed for political activities—Any labor conciliator or employee under the provisions of this act, who exerts his influence, directly or indirectly, to induce any other person to adopt his political views, or to favor any particular candidate for office, or to contribute funds for political purposes, shall forthwith be removed from his office or position by the authority appointing him; provided that before removal the labor conciliator shall be entitled to a hearing before the governor, and any other employees shall be entitled to a hearing before the labor conciliator. (Act Apr. 22, 1939, c. 440, § 3.)

§4254-24. Expenses of Conciliator and employees.—The labor conciliator and his employees or any special conciliator shall be paid their actual and necessary expenses incurred in the performance of their duties. Vouchers for such expenses shall be itemized and sworn to by the person incurring the expense. (Act Apr. 22, 1939, c. 440, § 4.)

§4254-25. Conciliator to adopt rules and regulations.—The labor conciliator shall adopt reasonable and proper rules and regulations relative to and regulating the conduct of the hearings. Such rules and regulations shall be printed and made available to the public and a copy delivered with each notice of hearing; provided that every such rule or regulation shall be filed with the secretary of state, and any change therein or additions thereto shall not take effect until 20 days after such filing. (Act Apr. 22, 1939, c. 440, § 5.)

§4254-26. Notice to employer.—Notice by employer of change in conditions.—Notice of intent to strike.—Requisites of notices.—Conference.—Whenever any representative of employees or labor organization shall desire to negotiate a collective bar 

kong agreement, or shall desire any changes in the rates of pay, rules or working conditions in any place of employment, it shall give written notice to the employer of its demand, and it shall thereupon be the duty of the employer and the representative of employee or labor organization to endeavor in good faith to reach an agreement respecting such demand. An employer shall give a like notice to his employees, representatives or labor organizations of any intended change in the labor dispute and the matters involved in the dispute, as defined herein or additions thereto shall not take effect until 20 days after such filing. (Act Apr. 22, 1939, c. 440, § 6.)

Under a collective bargaining agreement between au 

tomobile retail salesmen's association and automobile 

dealers whereby dealers agreed to hire additional sales 

men through association and not to employ any other persons, and one of dealers obtained applications for membership in association from only part of its sales 

force, others refusing to join, and refused to turn these applications over to association until all salesmen should join association, there was violation of the agreement by continuing to employ salesmen who were not mem 

bers of association, a violation of the agreement. Such salesmen may contest such withholding of applications and seek a strike or bring suit for damages, but first make a demand for arbitration as provided in agreement. Op. Att'y Gen. (270d-12), May 8, 1939.

§4254-27. Business affected with public interest—Notice to governor.—Appointment of commission—De 

lay of strike or lockout.—If the dispute is in any in 

dustry, business or institution affected with a public interest, which includes, but is not restricted to, any industry, business or institution engaged in supplying the necessities of life, safety, or health, so that a temporary suspension of its operation would endanger the life, safety, health or well being of a substantial number of employees or the public, the provisions of section 6 shall apply and the labor conciliator shall also notify the Governor who may appoint a commis 

sion of three, to conduct a hearing and make a re 

port on the issues involved and the merits of the
respective contents of the parties to the dispute. If the commission is appointed by the Governor, the labor conciliator shall immediately notify the parties to the labor dispute and shall also inform them of the date of the notification to the Governor. The members of such commission shall be on account of vocations, employers, employees and the public respectively. Such report shall be filed with the Governor and may be published as he may determine in one or more legal newspapers in the counties where the dispute exists. If the commission shall be appointed by the parties to the dispute in such a manner or shall make any change in the situation affecting the dispute and no strike or lock-out shall be instituted until the report of the commission shall have been filed or thirty (30) days shall have elapsed after the notification to the Governor.

(Act Apr. 22, 1939, c. 440, §7.)

It is duty of conciliator to notify governor as soon as he determines that dispute is affected with public interest, but such notice must be given before expiration of ten days from time when conciliator has been served with notice.


2854-28. Commission to subpoena witnesses—Contempt—Conciliator may take jurisdiction on request—Arbitration.—Whenever a labor dispute arises which is not settled by negotiation and no strike is in progress and no arbitration is pending or in which the parties to the dispute have agreed to submit the dispute to arbitration, either by the commission or by an arbitrator appointed by the parties to the dispute, the labor conciliator shall immediately notify the party to the dispute that the conciliator shall have jurisdiction. Such conciliator shall maintain a list of labor organizations and employers organizations. A labor organization to be recognized and included in the list by the conciliator must file, with the list of labor organizations and employers organizations, the date of its organization, and its affiliations if any, with other labor organizations or bodies. An employer's organization to be recognized and included in the list by the conciliator must file with him a statement under oath of its name, the name and address of its secretary or other officer to whom notices may be sent, the dates and addresses of its business agents, the name and address of its secretary or other officer to whom notices may be sent, the name and addresses of the principal agent, the date of its organization, and its affiliations, if any, with other employer organizations or groups. Such information shall be for the use of the conciliator only and shall not be open to public inspection, but the conciliator may furnish such information upon request to the parties to a labor dispute.

(Act Apr. 22, 1939, c. 440, §10.)

2854-29. Labor disputes may be submitted to arbitration.—Whenever a labor dispute arises which is not settled by conciliation, such dispute may be submitted to arbitration by the parties to the dispute, by the commission or by an arbitrator appointed by the parties to the dispute, by an arbitrator appointed by the commission or by an arbitrator appointed by the Governor on the recommendation of the commission, among other methods, the arbitration procedure under the terms of Sections 5913 to 5919, inclusive, of Mason's Minnesota Statutes of 1927, and acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto, and arbitration under the Voluntary Industrial Arbitration Tribunal of the American Arbitration Association. If any such agreement so provides, the labor conciliator may act as a member of any arbitration tribunal created by any such agreement, and, if the agreement so provides, the conciliator may appoint one or more of such arbitrators. The commission shall have power to administer oaths to witnesses and to issue subpoenas for the attendance of witnesses and the production of evidence, which subpoenas shall be enforced in the same manner as subpoenas issued by the commission. The labor arbitration tribunal shall file with the conciliator a copy of its report duly certified by its chairman.

(Act Apr. 22, 1939, c. 440, §9.)

There is no authorization for conciliator to pay arbitrators but the act provided for in §9515, Op. Atty. Gen. (270), June 6, 1939.

2854-30. Employees to have right to join labor organization—Lists or organizations.—(a) Employees shall have the right of self-organization and the right to form, join or assist labor organizations, to bargain collectively through representatives of their own choosing, and to engage in lawful, concerted activities for the purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid or protection; and such employees shall also have the right to refrain from any and all of such activities.

(b) Employers shall have the right to associate together for the purpose of collective bargaining.

(c) The conciliator shall maintain a list of labor organizations and employers organizations. An employer's organization to be recognized and included in the list by the conciliator must file with him a statement under oath of its name, the name and address of its secretary or other officer to whom notices may be sent, the names and addresses of its principal agent, the date of its organization, and its affiliations, if any, with other employer organizations or groups. Such information shall be for the use of the conciliator only and shall not be open to public inspection, but the conciliator may furnish such information upon request to the parties to a labor dispute.

(Act Apr. 22, 1939, c. 440, §10.)

2854-31. What are unfair labor practices by employees.—It shall be an unfair labor practice:

(a) For any employee or labor organization to institute a strike if the calling of such strike is in violation of any valid collective agreement between any employer and his employees or labor organization and the employer is at the time in good faith complying with the provisions of the agreement.

(b) For any employee or labor organization to institute a strike if the calling of such strike is in violation of sections 6 or 7 of this act.

(c) For any person to seize or occupy property unlawfully during the existence of a labor dispute.

(d) For any person to picket or cause to be picketed a place of employment of which place said person is an employee, except where a strike is in progress affecting said place of employment, unless the majority of persons engaged in picketing said place of employment at said times are employees of said place of employment.
4254-32. What are unfair labor practices by employers.—It shall be an unfair labor practice for an employer:

(a) To institute any lockout of his employees in violation of any valid collective bargaining agreement between the employer and his employees or labor organization if the employees at the time are in good faith complying with the provisions of the agreement.

(b) To institute any lockout of his employees in violation of sections 6 or 7 of this act.

(c) To encourage or discourage membership in any labor organization by discrimination in regard to hire or tenure of employment or any terms or conditions of employment; provided, however, that this subsection shall not apply to the provisions of collective bargaining agreements entered into voluntarily by an employer and his employees or a labor organization representing said employees as a bargaining agent as provided by section 16 of this act.

(d) To discriminate against an employee because he has signed or filed any affidavit, petition or complaint or given any information or testimony under this act.

(e) To distribute or circulate any blacklist of individuals exercising any legal right or of members of a labor organization for the purpose of preventing individuals so blacklisted from obtaining or retaining employment.

(f) To violate sub-sections (b), (e), (f) and (g) of this section are hereby declared to be unlawful acts. (Act Apr. 22, 1939, c. 440, §11.)

4254-33. What are unlawful practices.—It shall be unlawful for any person to picket or cause to be picketed a single entrance to any place of employment where no strike is in progress at the time.

(a) To any person to picket or in any manner with the operation of a vehicle or the operator thereof when neither the owner nor operator of said vehicle is at said time a party to a strike.

(g) To any person, labor organization or officer, agent or member thereof to compel or attempt to compel any person to join or cease to join any labor organization or any strike against his will.

(h) The violation of sub-sections (b), (e), (d), (e), (f) and (g) of this section are hereby declared to be unlawful acts. (Act Apr. 22, 1939, c. 440, §11.)

It makes no difference where owner or employee operator of vehicle resides or whether he is regularly or casually engaged in operating a motor vehicle. Op. Atty. Gen. (2706-7), August 11, 1939.

If neither owner nor operator of a vehicle is a party to a strike, it is unlawful for any person to interfere in any manner with operation of vehicle or operator thereof whether he be upon any of the public streets or highways or upon the premises of any business establishment or elsewhere, and such violation is a misdemeanor within meaning of §4254-32. Punished by §4226.

4254-32. Not to be entitled to benefit of act in certain cases.—Any employer, employee or labor organization who has violated any of the provisions of this act with respect to any labor dispute shall not be entitled to any of the benefits of this act respecting such labor disputes and such employer, employees, or labor organization shall not be entitled to maintain in any court of this state an action for injunctive relief with respect to any matters growing out of that labor dispute; until he shall have in good faith made use of all means available under the laws of the state of Minnesota for the peaceful settlement of the dispute. (Act Apr. 22, 1939, c. 440, §14.)

4254-34. Suit to enjoin unfair labor practices.—Whenever any unfair labor practice is threatened or actual unlawful interference with any labor organization or any strike against his will which is at said time a party to a strike.

(g) To any person, labor organization or officer, agent or member thereof to compel or attempt to compel or attempt to compel any person to join or cease to join any labor organization or any strike against his will.
representatives, but the labor conciliator shall not certify any labor organization which is dominated, controlled or maintained by an employer. If the labor conciliator has certified the representatives as herein provided, he shall not be required to again consider the matters for a period of one year unless it appears to him that sufficient reason exists. (Act Apr. 22, 1939, c. 440, §16.)

Where there is a conflict as to certification of bargaining agents, the National Labor Board and the labor conciliator, state board must yield. Op. Atty. Gen. (279), July 20, 1939.

4254-37. Appropriation.—The sum of $25,000 is hereby appropriated to be immediately available and sufficient to cover the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940 and the sum of $15,000 is hereby appropriated for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1941, for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this act. (Act Apr. 22, 1939, c. 440, §17.)

4254-38. Provisions severable.—If any provision of this act, or the application of such provision to any person or circumstance, shall be held invalid, the remainder of this act, or the application of such provision to persons or circumstances other than those as to which it is held invalid, shall not be affected thereby. (Act Apr. 22, 1939, c. 440, §18.)

4254-39. Citation of act.—This act may be cited as the "Minnesota Labor Relations Act". (Act Apr. 22, 1939, c. 440, §19.)

4254-40. Laws repealed.—Subsection (4) of Section 4046, Mason's Minnesota Statutes of 1927 and all acts or portions of acts inconsistent herewith are hereby repealed. (Act Apr. 22, 1939, c. 441, §20.)

INJUNCTIONS AND RESTRAINING ORDERS

4255. Labor organizations declared not unlawful. See §§4260-1 to 4260-5, post.

Laws 1933, c. 416, should be construed as supplemental to §§4255 to 4259 and not as repealing any part of those sections. Op. Atty. Gen., May 31, 1933.


Judicial intervention in internal affairs of labor unions. 20MinnLawRev657.

Study of judicial attitude toward trade unions and labor legislation. 23MinnLawRev855.

4256. When restraining order or injunction not to restrain labor disputes may be granted. When a restraining order or injunction shall be granted by any court of this state, or by any judge thereof, it is hereby declared to be contrary to the public policy of this state. (Act Apr. 22, 1933, c. 416, §2.)

4257. Whether written or oral, express or implied, constituting a contract or agreement of hiring or employment, or containing or consisting in any contract or agreement of hiring or employment between any individual firm, company, association, or corporation, and any employee or prospective employee of the same, whereby

Either party to such contract or agreement undertaken or promises not to join, become, or re-
main a member of any labor organization or of any employer organization; or

(b) Either party to such contract or agreement undertakes or promises that he will withdraw from an employment relation in the event that he joins, becomes, or remains a member of any labor organization or of any employer organization. (Act Apr. 22, 1933, c. 416, §3.)

4260-4. Court may not issue restraining orders in certain cases.—No court of the State of Minnesota shall have jurisdiction to issue any restraining order or temporary or permanent injunction in any case involving or growing out of any labor dispute to prohibit any person participating in or interested in such dispute (as these terms are herein defined) from doing, whether singly or in concert, any of the following acts:

(a) Cessing or refusing to perform any work or to remain in any relation or employment;

(b) Becoming or remaining a member of any organization or of any employer organization, regardless of any such undertaking or promise as is described in section 3 of this Act;

(c) Paying or giving to, or withholding from any person participating or interested in such labor dispute, any strike or unemployment benefits or insurance, or other moneys or things of value;

(d) By all lawful means aiding any person participating or interested in any interstate dispute why is being proceeded against in, or is prosecuting, any action or suit in any court of this state.

(e) Giving publicity to the existence of, or the facts involved in, any labor dispute, whether by advertising, speaking, or any other method not involving fraud or violence;

(f) Assembling peaceably to act or to organize to act in promotion of their interests in a labor dispute;

(g) Advising or notifying any person of an intention to do any of the acts heretofore specified;

(h) Agreeing with other persons to do or not to do any of the acts heretofore specified; and

(i) Advising, urging, or otherwise causing or inducing without fraud or violence the acts heretofore specified, regardless of any such undertaking or promise as is described in section 3 of this Act. (Act Apr. 22, 1933, c. 416, §4.)

A claim for damages for past breach of contract is not a sufficient foundation for an injunction and acting to force a settlement is not forbidden. Jensen v. S., 194M85, 235NW811. See Dun. Dig. 9674.

4260-5. Same.—No court of the State of Minnesota shall have jurisdiction to issue a restraining order or temporary or permanent injunction upon the ground that any of the persons participating or interested in a labor dispute constitute or are engaged in an unlawful combination or conspiracy because of the doing in concert of the acts enumerated in section 4 of this Act. (Act Apr. 22, 1933, c. 416, §5.)

4260-6. Associations not to be responsible for acts of individuals.—No officer or member of any association or organization, and no association or organization, submit to an undertaking or promise in a labor dispute, shall be held responsible or liable in any court of the State of Minnesota for the unlawful acts of individual officers, members, or agents, except upon clear proof of actual participation in, or personal authorization of, such acts. Such inactivity of such acts after actual knowledge thereof. (Act Apr. 22, 1933, c. 416, §6.)

4260-7. Jurisdiction of court in certain cases.—No court of the State of Minnesota shall have jurisdiction to issue a temporary or permanent injunction in any case involving or growing out of a labor dispute, as herein defined, except after heard of evidence of such acts after actual knowledge thereof. (Act Apr. 22, 1933, c. 416, §6.)

(a) That unlawful acts have been threatened and will be committed unless restrained or have been committed and will be continued unless restrained, but no injunction or temporary restraining order shall be issued on account of any threat or unlawful act except against the person or persons, association, or organization making the threat or committing unlawful acts, and the unlawful act for actually authorizing or ratifying the same after actual knowledge thereof;

(b) That substantial and irreparable injury to complainant's property will follow;

(c) That as to the granting of relief granted greater injury will be inflicted upon complainant by the denial of relief than will be inflicted upon defendants by the granting of relief;

(d) That complainant has no adequate remedy at law; and

(e) That the public officers charged with the duty to protect complainant's property have failed to furnish adequate protection.

Such hearing shall be held after due and personal notice thereof has been given in such manner as the court shall direct, to all persons or persons from whom relief is sought, and also to the chief of those public officials of the county and city within which the unlawful acts have been threatened or committed charged with the duty to protect complainant's property. Provided, however, that if a temporary restraining order shall be issued without notice, a substantial and irreparable injury to complainant's property will be unavoidable, such a temporary restraining order may be issued upon testimony under oath, if sustained, to justify the court in issuing a temporary injunction upon a hearing after notice. Such a temporary restraining order shall be effective until hearing and decision on the petition for a temporary injunction unless there is a restraining order stayed by the court, which hearing shall be held within ten days after issuance of a temporary restraining order unless defendants ask for additional time, provided that any temporary restraining order so issued shall become void at the expiration of said period of 10 days, unless renewed. No temporary restraining order or temporary injunction shall be issued except on condition that complainant shall first file an undertaking with adequate security in an amount to be fixed by the court sufficient to recompense those enjoined for any loss, expense, or damage caused by the improvident or erroneous issuance of such order or injunction, including reasonable costs (together with a seasonable attorney's fee) and expense of defense against the order or before the granting of any injunctive relief sought in the same proceeding and subsequently denied by the court.

The undertaking herein mentioned shall be underwritten to signify an agreement entered into by the complainant and the surety upon which a decree may be rendered in the same suit or proceeding against said complainant and surety, upon a hearing to assess damages of which hearing complainant and surety shall have reasonable notice, the said complainant and surety having such a hearing, may appear and set up the defense in the court for that purpose. But nothing herein contained shall deprive any party having a claim or cause of action under or upon such undertaking from electing to pursue his remedy by suit at law or in equity. (Act Apr. 22, 1933, c. 416, §7.)

Bill to enjoin minority of plaintiff's employees from interfering by violence or intimidation with contracts between plaintiff and its minority employees. If injunction suit be erroneously decided and, without finding of fact, an injunction issue upon ground that no labor dispute is presented, decision, even though erroneous, is not subject to collateral attack in proceedings to punish a violator for contempt. Hold v. L., 260M 489, 273NW260. See Dun. Dig. 4944.
ers or associations of employers and one or more em-

(4620-8. Same.—No restraining order or temporary or permanent injunction shall be granted in a case involving or growing out of a labor dispute, except on the basis of findings of fact made and filed by the court in the record of the case prior to the issuance of such restraining order or injunction; and every restraining order or injunction granted in which an injunc-
tion shall include only a prohibition of such specific act or acts as may be expressly complained of in the bill of complaint or petition filed in such case and as shall be expressly included in said findings of fact made and filed by the court as provided herein. (Act Apr. 22, 1933, c. 416, §8.)

4620-9. Court to certify proceedings to Supreme Court.—Whenever any court of the State of Minnesota shall issue or deny any temporary injunction in a case involving or growing out of a labor dispute, the court shall, upon the petition of the party in interest, and on his filing the usual bond for costs, forthwith certify as in ordinary cases the record of the case to the Supreme Court for its review. Upon the filing of such record in the Supreme Court, the appeal shall be heard in the temporary or permanent order, modified, or set aside with the greatest possible expedition, giving the proceedings precedence over all other matters except older matters of the same character. (Act Apr. 22, 1933, c. 416, §9.)

In coram corte to review conviction for contempt in violation of a temporary injunction, latter is under col-
lateral attack which must fail unless injunction is shown to be a nullity. Reid v. /. 296 M290, 275 NW 300. See Dun. Dig. 4504.

4620-10. Right to speedy trial.—In all cases arising under this Act in which a person shall be charged with contempt in a court of the State of Minnesota (as hereinafter defined), the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial by an impartial jury of the county and district wherein the contempt shall have been committed. Provided, that this right shall not apply to contempts committed in the presence of the court and in the administration of justice or to apply to the misbe-
havior, misconduct, or disobedience of any officer of the court in respect to the writs, orders, or process of the court. (Act Apr. 22, 1933, c. 416, §10.)

4620-11. Proceedings in contempt cases.—The de-
taint of any proceeding for contempt of court may file with the court a demand for the retirement of the judge sitting in the proceeding, if the contempt arises from an attack upon the character or conduct of such judge and if the attack occurred elsewhere than in the presence of the court or near thereto as to interfere directly with the administration of justice. Upon the filing of any such demand the judge shall thereupon proceed no further, but another Judge shall be designated in the same manner as is provided by law. The demand shall be filed prior to the hearing in the contempt proceeding. (Act Apr. 22, 1933, c. 416, §11.)

4620-12. Definitions.—When used in this Act and for the purposes of this Act—
(a) A case shall be held to involve or to grow out of a labor dispute when the case involves persons who are engaged in the same industry, trade, craft or occupation; or have direct or indirect interests therein; or who are employees of the same employer; or who are members of the same or affiliated organizations of employees or employers; whether such dispute is (1) between one or more employers or associations of employers and one or more employees or associations of employees; (2) between one or more employers or associations of employers and one or more em-
ployers or associations of employees; or (3) between one or more employees or associations of employees and one or more employees or associations of employees or when the case involves any conflicting or compet-
ing interests in a "labor dispute" (as hereinafter defined) of "persons participating or interested" therein (as hereinafter defined).
(b) A person or association shall be held to be a person participating or interested in a labor dispute if relief is sought against him or it, and if he or it is engaged in the same industry, trade, craft, or occupation in which the dispute exists, or has a direct or indirect interest therein, or is a member, officer, or agent of any association composed in whole or in part of employers or employees engaged in such industry, trade, craft, or occupation.
(c) The term "labor dispute" includes any contro-
versy concerning terms or conditions of employment, or concerning association or representation of persons in negotiating, fixing, maintaining, changing, or seeking to arrange terms or conditions of employment, regardless of whether or not the disputants stand in the proximate relation of employer and em-
ployee.
(d) The term "court of the State of Minnesota" means any court of the State of Minnesota whose jurisdiction has been or may be conferred or defined or limited by Act of Legislature. (Act Apr. 22, 1933, c. 416, §12.)

What constitutes a labor dispute is a mixed question of law and fact. Held v. v., 298 M298, 275 NW396. See Dun. Dig. 4574.

A labor dispute is presented in action of employer against labor union which threatens to resort to picketing because of employer’s proposal to reduce prices charged his customers and thereby lessen compensation of numerous employees working on commission. Though issue is not between employer and his own employees. Lucicnicni v. L., 295 M10, 252 NW 635. See Dun. Dig. 4574.

This section had no application to picketing of home of employer who discharged chauffeur and houseman, threatening to strike "labor disputes" and "labor racket." Picket was properly convicted of disorderly conduct under city ordinance. Sta. v. Cooper, 285 NW969. See Dun. Dig. 4574.

(e) A claim for damages for past breach of contract is not a "labor dispute," and an injunction to prohibit picketing to force a settlement is not forbidden. Jensen v. v., 190 M59, 252 NW81. See Dun. Dig. 4574.

4620-13. Provisions separable.—If any provision of this Act or the application thereof to any person or circumstances held unconstitutional or otherwise invalid, the remaining provisions of the Act and the application of such provisions to other persons or circumstances shall not be affected thereby. (Act Apr. 22, 1933, c. 416, §13.)

4620-14 Inconsistent acts repealed.—All Acts and parts of Acts in conflict with the provisions of this Act are hereby repealed. (Act Apr. 22, 1933, c. 416, §14.)

4620-15. Application.—This Act shall not be held to apply to policemen or firemen or any other public officials charged with duties relating to public safety. (Act Apr. 22, 1933, c. 416, §15.)

4620-21. Injunctions between employers in labor disputes.—Whenever any group of employers of la-
bor, residing or operating in this state, have, by written agreement between themselves, agreed upon certain minimum wages to be paid to their employ-
ees, hours of labor, and/or other conditions of employment, and such agreement is willfully violated, then, in that event, any one or more of such employ-
ers, parties to the agreement, may, by an appropriate act, in a district court to which application for a re-
straining order, and/or temporary injunction, and/or per-
mance injunction, against the party or parties so violating said agreement, to restrain the violation thereof as to the intermediate period and/or any and all of the other conditions of employment specified in said agreement, and proof of willful violation of said agree-
ment in respect to any or either thereof, shall be suffi-
cient grounds for the issuance of such restraining
The apprenticeship council shall establish standards for apprentice agreements which in no case shall be lower than those prescribed by this act; to adopt and issue such rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the intent and purposes of said act; to perform such other duties as shall be necessary to accomplish related ends. (Act Apr. 20, 1939, c. 363, §1.)

24260-32. Industrial commission to appoint apprenticeship council—Members—Duties—Meetings—Standards—Reports.—Subdivision 1. The Industrial Commission of Minnesota, hereinafter called the commission, shall appoint an apprenticeship council, composed of three representatives each from employer and employee organizations respectively, and of two representatives of the general public. The state official who has been designated by the state board for vocational education as being in charge of trade and industrial education shall ex officio be a member of said council. The terms of office of the members of the apprenticeship council first appointed by the commission shall expire at the time of making the appointment: One representative each of employers, employees, and the public being appointed for one year, one representative each of employers, employees, and the public being appointed for two years, and one representative each of employers and employees for three years. Thereafter, each member shall be appointed for a term of three years. Any member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring prior to the expiration of the term of his predecessor shall be appointed for the remainder of said term.

Subdivision 2. The apprenticeship council shall meet at the call of the commission and shall aid it in formulating policies for the effective administration of this act. Subject to the approval of the commission, the apprenticeship council shall establish standards for apprentice agreements which in no case shall be lower than those prescribed by this act, shall issue such rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the intent and purposes of said act, and shall perform such other functions as the commission may direct. The apprenticeship council shall make a report through the commission of labor and industry of its activities and findings to the legislature and to the public. (Act Apr. 20, 1939, c. 363, §2.)

24260-33. Commission to appoint director of apprenticeship and assistants.—The commission is hereby directed to appoint a director of apprenticeship, which appointment shall be subject to the confirmation of the state apprenticeship council by a majority vote. The commission is further authorized to appoint and employ such clerical, technical, and professional help as shall be necessary to carry on the business and accomplish the purposes of this act. (Act Apr. 20, 1939, c. 363, §3.)

24260-34. Director and council to administer act.—The director, under the supervision of the commission and with the advice and guidance of the apprenticeship council, is authorized to administer the provisions of this act; in cooperation with the apprenticeship council and local and state joint apprenticeship committees, to set up conditions and training standards for apprentice agreements, which conditions or standards shall in no case be lower than those prescribed by this act; to act as secretary of the apprenticeship council and of such state joint apprenticeship committees; to approve, if in his opinion approval is for the best interest of the apprentice, any apprentice agreement which meets the standards established under this act; to terminate or cancel any apprentice agreement in accordance with the provisions of such agreement; to keep a record of apprentice agreements and their disposition; to issue certificates of completion of apprenticeship; and to perform such other duties as are necessary to carry out the intent of this act; provided, that the administration and supervision of related and supplemental instruction for the apprentices, coordination of instruction with job experiences, and the selection and training of teachers and coordinators for such instruction shall be the responsibility of state and local boards responsible for vocational education. (Act Apr. 20, 1939, c. 363, §4.)

24260-35. Local and state committees to be appointed.—Local and state joint apprenticeship committees shall be appointed, in any trade by the apprenticeship council, whenever the apprentice training needs of such trade justify such establishment. (Act Apr. 20, 1939, c. 363, §5.)

24260-36. Who are apprentices.—The term "apprentice" as used herein, shall mean a person at least 16 years of age who has entered into a written agreement, hereinafter called an apprentice agreement, with an employer, an association of employers, or an organization of employees, which apprentice agreement provides for not less than 400 hours of reasonably continuous employment for such person and for his participation in an approved program of training through employment and through education in related and supplemental subjects. (Act Apr. 20, 1939, c. 363, §6.)

24260-37. Apprentice agreements—Contents.—Every apprentice agreement entered into under this act shall contain:

(1) The names of the contracting parties.
(2) The date of birth of the apprentice.
(3) A statement of the trade, craft, or business which the apprentice is to be taught, and the time at which the apprenticeship will begin and end.
(4) A statement showing the number of hours to be spent by the apprentice in work and the number of hours to be spent in related and supplemental instruction, which instruction shall be not less than 144 hours per year. Provided, that in no case shall the combined weekly hours of work and of required related and supplemental instruction of the apprentice exceed the maximum number of hours of work prescribed by law for a person of the age and sex of the apprentice.
(5) A statement setting forth a schedule of the processes in the trade or industry divisions in which the apprentice is to be taught and the approximate time to be spent at each process.
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(6) A statement of the graduated scale of wages to be paid the apprentice and whether the required school time shall be compensated.

(7) A statement providing for a period of probation exceeding 500 hours of employment and instruction extending over not more than four months, during which time the apprentice agreement shall be terminated by the director at the request in writing of either party, and providing that after such probationary period the apprentice agreement may be terminated by the director by mutual agreement of all parties thereto, or cancelled by the director for good and sufficient reason.

(8) A provision that all controversies or differences concerning the apprentice agreement which cannot be adjusted locally shall be submitted to the director for determination as provided for in section nine.

(9) A provision that an employer who is unable to fulfill his obligation under the apprentice agreement may with the approval of the director transfer such contract to any other employer, provided, that the apprentice consents and that such other employer agrees to assume the obligations of said apprentice agreement.

(10) Such additional terms and conditions as may be prescribed or approved by the director not inconsistent with the provisions of this act. (Act Apr. 20, 1939, c. 363, §7.)

4260-38. To be approved by director.—No apprentice agreement under this act shall be effective until approved by the director. Every apprentice agreement shall be signed by the employer, or by an association of employers or an organization of employees and by the apprentice, and if the apprentice is a minor, by the minor's father; provided, that if the father be dead or legally incapabe of giving consent or has abandoned his family then by the minor's mother; if both father and mother be dead or legally incapable of giving consent, then by the guardian of the minor. Where a minor enters into an apprentice agreement under this act for a period of training extending into his majority, the apprentice agreement shall likewise be binding for such a period as may be covered during the apprentice's majority. (Act Apr. 20, 1939, c. 363, §8.)

4260-39. Investigations by director.—Appeals.—Subdivision 1. Upon the complaint of any interested person or upon his own initiative, the director may investigate to determine if there has been a violation of the terms of an apprentice agreement, made under this act, and he may hold hearings, inquiries, and other proceedings necessary to such investigation and determination. The parties to such agreement shall be given a fair and impartial hearing, after reasonable notice thereof. All such hearings, investigations and determinations shall be made under authority of reasonable rules and procedures prescribed by the apprenticeship council, subject to the approval of the commission.

Subdivision 2. The determination of the director shall be final with the commission. If no appeal therefrom is filed with the commission within ten days after the date thereof, as herein provided, such determination shall become the order of the commission. Any person aggrieved by any determination or action of the director, may appeal therefrom to the commission, which shall hold a hearing thereon after due notice to the interested parties. Any person aggrieved or affected by any determination or order of the commission, may appeal therefrom to the district court having jurisdiction, at any time within thirty days after the date of such order by service of a written notice of appeal on said commission, or its secretary. Upon service of said notice of appeal, said commission, by its secretary, shall forthwith file, with the clerk of said district court to which said appeal is taken, a certified copy of the order appealed from, together with findings of fact upon which the same is based. The person giving such notice of appeal shall, within five days after the service thereof, file with the same, proof of service, with the clerk of the court to which such appeal is taken; and thereupon said district court shall have jurisdiction over said appeal, and the same shall be entered upon the records of said district court and shall be tried therein as herein provided, and the same is hereby made applicable to any person or any appeal made to the supreme court in the same manner as provided by law for the appeal of civil action. (Act Apr. 20, 1939, c. 363, §9.)

There is no section 10 in the act.

4260-41. Inapplicable to apprenticeships created by state board of control.—The provisions of this act shall have no application to those infants who are apprenticed by the state board of control pursuant to Mankato's Minnesotan statutes of 1937, c. 4473 and 4621. (Act Apr. 20, 1939, c. 363, §11.)

4260-42. Provisions severable. If any provision of this act, or the application thereof to any person or circumstances, is held invalid, the remainder of the act, and the application of such provision to other persons and circumstances, shall not be affected thereby. (Act Apr. 20, 1939, c. 363, §12.)

COMMON LAW

DECISIONS RELATING TO TRADE UNIONS

IN GENERAL

1. Rank and seniority. A rule, which provides that a fireman who fails in his third examination for promotion to the position of engineer "shall be assigned and rank as the oldest extra fireman on the seniority list at the time he fails," retards such fireman on list as if he had originally come into service as of a date prior to senior on extra board and junior to lowest man on regular ranks. Casey v. B., 197 Minn. 46, 265 N.W. 737. See Dun. Dig. 4874.

In action by employee of railroad for damages for breach of contract of employment and to loss of any civil service rights. Id. * * * * * * 

2. Remedies of members. Provisions of the constitution of a voluntary nonprofit labor organization, requiring: as a condition precedent to a resort to the courts, in any matter in which a member thereof feels aggrieved by the action of the organization or its officers, that such member first exhaust all remedies open to him within the organization, are valid, if the remedies so provided are reasonable. Skrivanek v. B., 198 Minn. 41, 269 N.W. 111. See Dun. Dig. 4874.

3. Public employees. Minneapolis Board of Education has no legal right to delegate its discretionary power to an arbitration committee in a labor dispute, but may appoint a committee to confer with a labor union to make proposals of adjustment. Op. Atty. Gen. (270-9), March 23, 1929.

School Janitors have right to unionize and to strike, subject to consequences accruing from violation of their contracts of employment and to loss of any civil service rights. Id. * * * * * * 

4. Picketing. "Home" is not an industrial or a business enterprise which may be picketed by a discharged employee; nor is it acquired or maintained for pecuniary gain or profit, but is rather, an institution used and maintained as a place of abode. (Divided court.) State v. Cooper, 285 N.W. 963. See Dun. Dig. 4874.

An enterprise not conducted as a means of livelihood, or for profit, does not come within the ordinary meaning of such terms as "business," "trade," or "industry." (Divided court.) Id. See Dun. Dig. 4874, 6893.
CHAPTER 23A

Workmen's Compensation Act

PART I

COMPENSATION BY ACTION AT LAW—MODIFICATION OF REMEDIES

4201. Injury or death of employee. [Repealed.]

Repealed, effective July 1, 1937, by Laws 1937, c. 64, §10, §4272-10, post.

1. In general.

See also notes under §4326.

174M359, 219NW292; 174M362, 218NW293; 174M491, 219

M503, 226NW428.

Liberal construction of law 174M257, 218NW882; 177

M503, 226NW428.

Evidence supports finding that burns on face and hands caused combined degeneration of the spinal cord. Sorenson v. L., 190M291, 251NW274. See Dun. Dig. 10385.

Death of employee at railroad crossing while on way to work, held not compensable. Kelley v. N., 190M291, 251NW274. See Dun. Dig. 10385.

10403, 10405.

Evidence supports finding that burns on face and hands caused combined degeneration of the spinal cord. Sorenson v. L., 190M291, 251NW274. See Dun. Dig. 10400.

10404.

Liberal construction of law 174M257, 218NW882; 177

M503, 226NW428.

Evidence supports finding that burns on face and hands caused combined degeneration of the spinal cord. Sorenson v. L., 190M291, 251NW274. See Dun. Dig. 10400.

10405.

Act to be liberally construed. Keegan v. K., 194M

238NW888. See Dun. Dig. 5974.

Decedent's death caused by poison gas used in fumilizing mill where he was employed held not to arise out of and in course of his employment because he violated his employer's instructions in entering mill. Gren v. C., 193M62, 257NW661. See Dun. Dig. 10386.

Defendant's death caused by accidental injury while working under orders of his chief, in attempt to rescue men asphyxiated in cement oven. Unjustifiable action on the part of the plaintiff had been due to accidental arising out of and in course of his employment. Hertz v. W., 184M1, 237NW610. See Dun. Dig. 10385.

Injury was caused by willful negligence of employee. Rosefeldt v. M., 201M113, 275NW698. See Dun. Dig. 10385.

Finding that bank officer on a "good will tour" was not acting within the scope of his employment, sustained. Quast v. S., 184M353, 235NW577. See Dun. Dig. 10394.

Finding that one cleaning and painting smokestack for specified amount was employee, sustained. Fuller v. N., 248NW756. See Dun. Dig. 10394.

Injuries of an employee cannot be classified under both §4263 and §4273. Clark v. E., 195M185, 264NW685. See Dun. Dig. 10394.

Conflict of laws. 20MinnLawRevl9.

A servant who unnecessarily exposes himself to the hazards of flying particles of rock which result from the unloading of large rocks upon other rocks by a derrick equipped with a grappling contrivance, assumes the risk of injury as a matter of law. Wicken v. P., 183M195, 233NW888. See Dun. Dig. 10574.

Evidence held to support finding that employee removing tire from rim was not guilty of violating explicit orders of his employer in using tools with which he was instructed. Chamber v. T., 183M254, 266NW625. See Dun. Dig. 10400.

Amendments under §4262.

Where employee is injured from defect in a simple tool, an employer not under the Workmen's Compensation Act has no need of the defenses of which he is deprived by that act. Hedicke v. II., 185M79, 235NW856. See Dun. Dig. 5888.

PART II

ELECTIVE COMPENSATION

4298. [Repealed.]

Repealed, effective July 1, 1937, by Laws 1937, c. 64, §526-15, post.

1. In general.

Cited without application. 172M178, 216NW294.

2. Accident.

Persons subject to and within the terms of the Wisconsin Workmen's Compensation Act are confined to it for their remedy. Nyberg v. L., 192M404, 256NW732. See Dun. Dig. 10394.

Finding that bank officer on a "good will tour" was not acting within the scope of his employment, sustained. Quast v. S., 184M353, 235NW577. See Dun. Dig. 10394.

Finding that one cleaning and painting smokestack for specified amount was employee, sustained. Fuller v. N., 248NW756. See Dun. Dig. 10394.

Farm laborer. 17GM100, 222NW525.

Where an injury does not fall within act, the common law remedy is not affected by it. Id.

Id. 224. See Dun. Dig. 10383.

Occupational diseases. 22MlnnLawItev77.

Conflict of laws. 20MinnLawRevl9.

One, otherwise an employee of a township, is not deprived of right to compensation because, at time of injury, he happened to be working out relief thereof furnished by government agencies. Cristello v. T., 195M264, 262NW632. See Dun. Dig. 10394.

Whether one painting cornices of a building for a lump sum employer furnishes his own equipment, he is an employee of the employer who was an employee or an independent contractor, held question of fact for industrial commission. Rick v. N., 196M185, 264NW685.

An employee engaged in maintenance and upkeep of a home and whose duties include care of gardens, lawns, and like things, as well as miscellaneous duties of a caretaker, is a domestic servant. Anderson v. U., 175M518, 267NW517. See Dun. Dig. 10394.

Section excludes both domestic servants and persons whose employment is casual, and domestic servants' employment need not be casual. Id.

True test of domestic service is nature of employment and its relation to home, and it is not material that servant's wages are paid by another than one who uses premises as a home. Id.

Conflict of laws. 20MinnLawRev19.

2. Farm laborers.

An employee engaged in maintenance and upkeep of a home and whose duties include care of gardens, lawns, and like things, as well as miscellaneous duties of a caretaker, is a domestic servant. Anderson v. U., 175M518, 267NW517. See Dun. Dig. 10394.

An employee of commercial thresherman and cornshredder, held not a "farm laborer," though operating all fertilizer at time of injury. 176M513, 277NW947. See Dun. Dig. 10384.

Employees of commercial thresherman and cornshredder, held not a "farm laborer," though operating all fertilizer at time of injury. 176M513, 277NW947. See Dun. Dig. 10384.

Employees of commercial thresherman and cornshredder, held not a "farm laborer," though operating all fertilizer at time of injury. 176M513, 277NW947. See Dun. Dig. 10384.

Employees of commercial thresherman and cornshredder, held not a "farm laborer," though operating all fertilizer at time of injury. 176M513, 277NW947. See Dun. Dig. 10384.

Employees of commercial thresherman and cornshredder, held not a "farm laborer," though operating all fertilizer at time of injury. 176M513, 277NW947. See Dun. Dig. 10384.
Farmer electing to come under compensation act, held within such act at time of injury to one caring for sheep. Wilson v. T., 188M97, 246NW542. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

3. Casual employment—See note under §4326.

4. Casual employment—See note under §4326.

4290. [Repealed.]

Repealed, effective July 1, 1937, by Laws 1937, c. 64, §10, post, §4272-10.

§4272.

1. In general. — Commission Act is contractual in the sense that neither employer nor employee is obliged to accept its provisions nor is bound by them unless he agrees to be bound. Green v. C., 189M527, 250NW870; note under §4326.

Commission Act is contractual in the sense that neither employer nor employee is obliged to accept its provisions nor is bound by them unless he agrees to be bound. Green v. C., 189M527, 250NW870; note under §4326.

Commission Act is contractual in the sense that neither employer nor employee is obliged to accept its provisions nor is bound by them unless he agrees to be bound. Green v. C., 189M527, 250NW870; note under §4326.

Commission Act is contractual in the sense that neither employer nor employee is obliged to accept its provisions nor is bound by them unless he agrees to be bound. Green v. C., 189M527, 250NW870; note under §4326.

Commission Act is contractual in the sense that neither employer nor employee is obliged to accept its provisions nor is bound by them unless he agrees to be bound. Green v. C., 189M527, 250NW870; note under §4326.

Commission Act is contractual in the sense that neither employer nor employee is obliged to accept its provisions nor is bound by them unless he agrees to be bound. Green v. C., 189M527, 250NW870; note under §4326.

Commission Act is contractual in the sense that neither employer nor employee is obliged to accept its provisions nor is bound by them unless he agrees to be bound. Green v. C., 189M527, 250NW870; note under §4326.

Commission Act is contractual in the sense that neither employer nor employee is obliged to accept its provisions nor is bound by them unless he agrees to be bound. Green v. C., 189M527, 250NW870; note under §4326.

Commission Act is contractual in the sense that neither employer nor employee is obliged to accept its provisions nor is bound by them unless he agrees to be bound. Green v. C., 189M527, 250NW870; note under §4326.

Commission Act is contractual in the sense that neither employer nor employee is obliged to accept its provisions nor is bound by them unless he agrees to be bound. Green v. C., 189M527, 250NW870; note under §4326.

Commission Act is contractual in the sense that neither employer nor employee is obliged to accept its provisions nor is bound by them unless he agrees to be bound. Green v. C., 189M527, 250NW870; note under §4326.

Commission Act is contractual in the sense that neither employer nor employee is obliged to accept its provisions nor is bound by them unless he agrees to be bound. Green v. C., 189M527, 250NW870; note under §4326.

Commission Act is contractual in the sense that neither employer nor employee is obliged to accept its provisions nor is bound by them unless he agrees to be bound. Green v. C., 189M527, 250NW870; note under §4326.

Commission Act is contractual in the sense that neither employer nor employee is obliged to accept its provisions nor is bound by them unless he agrees to be bound. Green v. C., 189M527, 250NW870; note under §4326.

Commission Act is contractual in the sense that neither employer nor employee is obliged to accept its provisions nor is bound by them unless he agrees to be bound. Green v. C., 189M527, 250NW870; note under §4326.

Commission Act is contractual in the sense that neither employer nor employee is obliged to accept its provisions nor is bound by them unless he agrees to be bound. Green v. C., 189M527, 250NW870; note under §4326.

Commission Act is contractual in the sense that neither employer nor employee is obliged to accept its provisions nor is bound by them unless he agrees to be bound. Green v. C., 189M527, 250NW870; note under §4326.

Commission Act is contractual in the sense that neither employer nor employee is obliged to accept its provisions nor is bound by them unless he agrees to be bound. Green v. C., 189M527, 250NW870; note under §4326.

Commission Act is contractual in the sense that neither employer nor employee is obliged to accept its provisions nor is bound by them unless he agrees to be bound. Green v. C., 189M527, 250NW870; note under §4326.

Commission Act is contractual in the sense that neither employer nor employee is obliged to accept its provisions nor is bound by them unless he agrees to be bound. Green v. C., 189M527, 250NW870; note under §4326.

Commission Act is contractual in the sense that neither employer nor employee is obliged to accept its provisions nor is bound by them unless he agrees to be bound. Green v. C., 189M527, 250NW870; note under §4326.

Commission Act is contractual in the sense that neither employer nor employee is obliged to accept its provisions nor is bound by them unless he agrees to be bound. Green v. C., 189M527, 250NW870; note under §4326.

Commission Act is contractual in the sense that neither employer nor employee is obliged to accept its provisions nor is bound by them unless he agrees to be bound. Green v. C., 189M527, 250NW870; note under §4326.

Commission Act is contractual in the sense that neither employer nor employee is obliged to accept its provisions nor is bound by them unless he agrees to be bound. Green v. C., 189M527, 250NW870; note under §4326.

Commission Act is contractual in the sense that neither employer nor employee is obliged to accept its provisions nor is bound by them unless he agrees to be bound. Green v. C., 189M527, 250NW870; note under §4326.

Commission Act is contractual in the sense that neither employer nor employee is obliged to accept its provisions nor is bound by them unless he agrees to be bound. Green v. C., 189M527, 250NW870; note under §4326.
4272-1. Employer's right to elect abolished.—The right of an employer and employee, as it has heretofore existed under section 4271, Mason's Minnesota Statutes, 1927, to elect not to be bound by the Workmen's Compensation Act is hereby abolished as to all employers and employees after the effective date of this Act except professional baseball players under contract for hire which contract gives compensation equal to or greater than that provided by the Workmen's Compensation Act provided the professional baseball club and the professional baseball player agrees in writing before the effective date of this Act with the Industrial Commission a written consent signed by both parties not to be bound by the Workmen's Compensation Statutes and the same approved by the Industrial Commission. On and after the effective date of this Act all employers and employees, except those excluded by Section 4 hereof, and those professional baseball players who have elected not to be bound by this Act as hereinbefore set forth, shall be subject to the provisions of the Workmen's Compensation Law, and every such employer shall be liable for compensation, medical and other benefits according to the schedules of the Workmen's Compensation Law, and all acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto, and shall pay compensation for the benefit of creditors. It is hereby made a provision to this effect. Op. Atty. Gen. (523c), Feb. 2, 1939.

4272-2. All employers shall be insured—exceptions. Every employer except the state and the municipal subdivisions thereof liable under this Act to pay compensation shall insure payment of such compensation in a manner hereinafter set forth, subject to the provisions of the Workmen's Compensation Law with or without the necessity of any agreement or order of the Industrial Commission, payments to be made at the intervals when the wage was payable as nearly as may be. No agreement by any employer or dependent whether made before or after the injury or death to take as compensation an amount less than that prescribed by law shall be valid. (Mar. 12, 1937, c. 64, §4, L.S.A.)

Sec. 2 of Act Apr. 15, 1939, provides that the act shall take effect at its passage.

A contract made by an employee's election not to be bound by the Workmen's Compensation Act made prior to its enactment. Schuler v. B., 253 Minn. 45, 281 N.W. 783. See Dun. Dig. 10355.

Since Sunny Rest Sanatorium is owned and operated by Polk and Norman Counties, an election not to be insured under the act was of no effect. Op. Atty. Gen. (566c), August 9, 1939.

4272-3. Liability of employer exclusive.—The liability of an employer prescribed by the preceding sections shall be exclusive and in the place of any other liability whatsoever to such employee, his personal representative, surviving spouse, parents, child or children, dependents or next of kin, or any other person entitled to recover damages at common law or otherwise on account of such injury or death, except that if an employer other than state and the municipal subdivisions thereof, shall fail to insure or self-insure his liability for compensation, medical and other benefits, to his insured employees and their dependents, as provided in Section 2 of this Act, an injured employee, or his legal representatives or his dependents in case death results from the injury, may, at his or their option, have such proceeding against such employer under the Workmen's Compensation Law or to maintain an action in the courts for damages on account of such injury or death, and in such action it shall be necessary to prove the contributory negligence, nor may the defendant plead as a defense that the injury was caused by the negligence of a fellow servant, nor that the employee assumed the risk of his employment, nor that the injury was due to contributory negligence of the employee, unless it shall appear also that such negligence was willful on the part of the employee, but the burden of proof to establish such willful negligence shall be upon the defendant.

The State of Minnesota and the several municipal subdivisions thereof, when not carrying insurance at the time of such injury or death shall be regarded and construed or held to apply to any common carrier by steam or electric railroad, domestic servants, farm laborers or others whose employment at the time of the injury is casual, and not in the usual course of the trade, business, profession, or occupation of his employer; and any person or firm or domestic or domestics may assume the liability for compensation and benefits imposed by Sections 1 and 2 hereof.
upon employers, and the purchase and acceptance by such employer of a valid claim or policy of insurance to which the coverage a classification of farm laborers or domestics, shall constitute as to such employer an assumption by him of such liability without any further act on his part, and such assumption of liability shall take effect and continue from the effective date of such policy and as long only as such policy shall remain in force. If during the life of any such insurance policy, an employer, who is a farm laborer or domestic, shall suffer personal injury or death by an accident arising out of and in the course of his employment, the exclusive remedy of such employer or his dependents shall be to accept compensation and benefits according to the Workmen's Compensation Act. (Mar. 12, 1937, c. 64, §4.) Act excludes from its operation only those employees whose employment is both casual and not in usual course of trade, business, profession, or occupation of employer. Ober V. D., 263 M. 74, 279 N. W. 221. See Dun. Dig. 10394, 10404.

Caretaker of resort held not farm labor because he was doing work on farm. In re Dun. Dig. 10395. Employee of cow testing association is not a "farm laborer" and is protected by act. Op. Atty. Gen. (293b-6), Nov. 4, 1937.

4272-5. Liability of others than employer.—(1) Where an injury or death for which compensation is payable under circumstances also creating a legal liability against such party to recover damages, or against the other party or parties legally liable in such case of injury, or his dependents in case of death, for the recovery of damages, provided that, in such case, if such action be not diligently prosecuted by the employer, or if, for any reason, the court deem it necessary or advisable in the interest of the employe, the court may, upon application, grant the right to the employe or his dependents to intervene in any such action for the recovery of damages, provided that in case such party other than the employer or his dependents for any damages growing out of or resulting from such injury or death.

If the employe or his dependents shall elect to recover damages from the employer, then the latter shall be subrogated to the right of the employe or his dependents to recover against such other party, and may bring legal proceedings against such other party and may recover damages against such other party for the recovery of damages against such party other than the employer, the amount thereof, manner in which, and the persons to whom the same are payable, shall be as provided for by the Compensation Act, and not otherwise provided, that in no case shall such party be liable to any person other than the employer or his dependents for any damages growing out of or resulting from such injury or death.

The provisions of subdivision 1 of this section shall apply only where the employer liable for compensation and the other party or parties legally liable for damages were both either insured or self-insured and were engaged in the due course of business, (a) in a common enterprise, (b) in the accomplishment of the same or related purposes in operation on the premises where the injury was received at the time thereof, and not otherwise.

(2) Where an injury or death for which compensation is payable is caused under circumstances also creating a legal liability for damages on the part of any party other than the employer, such party being at the time of such injury or death insured or self-insured in accordance with Section 2 of this Act, the employer in case of injury, or his dependents in case of death, may, at his or their option, proceed either at law to recover damages or against such other party for the recovery of damages, provided that in such case, if such action be not diligently prosecuted by the employer, or if, for any reason, the court deem it necessary or advisable in the interest of the employe, the court may, upon application, grant the right to the employe or his dependents, as the case may be, to intervene in any such action for the recovery of damages, provided that in case such party be liable to any person other than the employer or his dependents for any damages growing out of or resulting from such injury or death. (Mar. 12, 1937, c. 64, §5.)

4272-6. Joint employers shall contribute.—In case any employee for whose injury or death compensation is payable under this Act shall be employed and paid jointly by two or more employers liable for compensation under this Act, such employers shall contribute the payment of such compensation in the proportion of their several wage liabilities to such employee. If some of such employers shall be liable from the Act and not liable for compensation, then the liability of such of them as are liable for compensation shall be to pay the proportion of the entire compensation which their wage liabilities bears to the entire wages of the employee provided, however, that nothing in this Act shall prevent any arrangement between such employers for a different distribution as between themselves of the ultimate burden of such compensation. (Mar. 12, 1937, c. 64, §6.)

4272-7. Application of act.—All accidents and deaths of employees occurring out of and in the course of their employment which have and will occur under contracts of employment entered into prior to the effective date of this Act shall be governed by the Workmen's Compensation Law in force at the time of such injury or death. (Mar. 12, 1937, c. 64, §7.)

4272-8. Legal services an enforceable lien.—No claim for legal services or disbursements pertaining to any demand made or suit or proceeding brought
Evidence held to sustain finding that when employers discontinued paying compensation to a fractured leg, the employee was totally disabled and might have been permanently partially disabled. Lund v. E., 153M424, 239NW216. See Dug. 10410.

Discontinuation of compensation to one with a fractured leg was unwarranted and was not declared to be partially disabled at the time, and it could not be determined what permanent partial disability might be, and such employee was entitled to full compensation. Lund v. E., 153M424, 239NW216. See Dug. 10410.

Finding that one suffering partial, total paralysis and subsequent injury causing a 75% limitation of motion of right arm and hand, amounts to total disability, 245NW151. See Dug. 10410.

Evidence held to sustain finding that when employers discontinued paying compensation to a fractured leg, the employee was totally disabled and might have been permanently partially disabled. Lund v. E., 153M424, 239NW216. See Dug. 10410.

Discontinuation of compensation to one with a fractured leg was unwarranted and was not declared to be partially disabled at the time, and it could not be determined what permanent partial disability might be, and such employee was entitled to full compensation. Lund v. E., 153M424, 239NW216. See Dug. 10410.

Finding that one suffering partial, total paralysis and subsequent injury causing a 75% limitation of motion of right arm and hand, amounts to total disability, 245NW151. See Dug. 10410.
as matter of law, entitling unskilled laborer to compensation from special compensation fund, Green v. S., 212M452, 271NW597. See Dun. Dig. 10418.

19. Waiver.

Scarc on face of salesman as affecting necessity of permitting examination by employer's physician, Nelson v. K., 201M123, 271NW624. See Dun. Dig. 10415.

4275. Dependents and allowances. * * * * * (11) Compensation on remarriage of widow.—In the case of remarriage of a widow without dependents, she shall receive a lump sum settlement equal to one-half of the amount of the compensation remaining unpaid, without deduction for interest, but not to exceed two years' compensation. In case of remarriage of a widow who has dependents, the amount and duration of compensation which would otherwise become her due shall be payable to the mother, guardian, or such other person as the Industrial Commission may order for the use and benefit of such children during dependency; provided that employer and insurer made settlement with injured employee on basis of total disability, and such settlement was approved by industrial commission. Lewis v. C., 196M106, 234NW521. See Dun. Dig. 10416.

10. Amended. Laws 1933, c. 61.

Where upon remarriage of widow employer made final lump sum settlement by paying lump sum to the mother without deduction for interest. The payments as provided herein shall be paid within sixty (60) days after written notice to the employer of such remarriage or that the dependency of children has ceased; provided, however, that no widow who remarries shall be held to be a widow without dependent children when the deceased employee leaves a dependent child or children as defined by paragraph (b) Section 4326, General Statutes of 1923. (As amended Mar. 7, 1933, c. 61, § 1.) * * * * * Sec. 2 of Act Mar. 7, 1933, cited, provides that the act shall take effect from its passage.

Father of young man killed held not a partial dependent. 177M320, 225NW78.

Subdivision 19 is operative only when there is a partial dependent. 173M428, 217NW77.

Minor children under age of eighteen if he is not "physically or mentally incapacitated for providing for his own support more than $8.00 per week. Olson v. D., 190M426, 217NW78. See Dun. Dig. 10389.

Evidence held to sustain finding that sister and half-sister were not dependents, though deceased made many contributions by way of gifts to them. Segerstrom v. N., 198M298, 259NW641. See Dun. Dig. 10411.

Evidence held to sustain finding that sister and half-sister were not dependents, though deceased made many contributions by way of gifts to them. Segerstrom v. N., 198M298, 259NW641. See Dun. Dig. 10411.

Evidence held to support finding that at time of death employee was earning and contributing to support of his mother. Miller v. B., 192M424, 255NW838. See Dun. Dig. 10413.

Circumstance that decedent's dependent widow was a member of employer's household and that $454 received by her was to compensate her to total disability of at least two members. 177M589, 225NW695.

If death resulting from injury. Where one engaged in hauling bottled goods in his own truck at $1.25 per hour worked at irregular hours for only two days from July 3 and received checks amounting to $45.11, award of $18 per week during dependency, not to exceed two years, paid, held not to be compensation for his death. Anderson v. C., 190M152, 251NW3. See Dun. Dig. 10412.

Dependants of a workman have a separate and independent right in event of his death, and where death occurs within six years of accident, dependents are entitled to compensation for death, notwithstanding that employer and insurer made settlement with injured employee on basis of total disability, and such settlement was approved by industrial commission. Lewis v. C., 196M106, 234NW521. See Dun. Dig. 10416.

Evidence held to support finding that sister and half-sister were not dependents, though deceased made many contributions by way of gifts to them. Segerstrom v. N., 198M298, 259NW641. See Dun. Dig. 10411.

Evidence held to sustain finding that sister and half-sister were not dependents, though deceased made many contributions by way of gifts to them. Segerstrom v. N., 198M298, 259NW641. See Dun. Dig. 10411.

Evidence held to support finding that at time of death employee was earning and contributing to support of his mother. Miller v. B., 192M424, 255NW838. See Dun. Dig. 10413.

Circumstance that decedent's dependent widow was a member of employer's household and that $454 received by her was to compensate her to total disability of at least two members. 177M589, 225NW695.

If death resulting from injury. Where one engaged in hauling bottled goods in his own truck at $1.25 per hour worked at irregular hours for only two days from July 3 and received checks amounting to $45.11, award of $18 per week during dependency, not to exceed two years, paid, held not to be compensation for his death. Anderson v. C., 190M152, 251NW3. See Dun. Dig. 10412.

Dependants of a workman have a separate and independent right in event of his death, and where death occurs within six years of accident, dependents are entitled to compensation for death, notwithstanding that employer and insurer made settlement with injured employee on basis of total disability, and such settlement was approved by industrial commission. Lewis v. C., 196M106, 234NW521. See Dun. Dig. 10416.

Evidence held to support finding that sister and half-sister were not dependents, though deceased made many contributions by way of gifts to them. Segerstrom v. N., 198M298, 259NW641. See Dun. Dig. 10411.

Evidence held to sustain finding that sister and half-sister were not dependents, though deceased made many contributions by way of gifts to them. Segerstrom v. N., 198M298, 259NW641. See Dun. Dig. 10411.

Evidence held to support finding that at time of death employee was earning and contributing to support of his mother. Miller v. B., 192M424, 255NW838. See Dun. Dig. 10413.

Circumstance that decedent's dependent widow was a member of employer's household and that $454 received by her was to compensate her to total disability of at least two members. 177M589, 225NW695.

If death resulting from injury. Where one engaged in hauling bottled goods in his own truck at $1.25 per hour worked at irregular hours for only two days from July 3 and received checks amounting to $45.11, award of $18 per week during dependency, not to exceed two years, paid, held not to be compensation for his death. Anderson v. C., 190M152, 251NW3. See Dun. Dig. 10412.

Dependants of a workman have a separate and independent right in event of his death, and where death occurs within six years of accident, dependents are entitled to compensation for death, notwithstanding that employer and insurer made settlement with injured employee on basis of total disability, and such settlement was approved by industrial commission. Lewis v. C., 196M106, 234NW521. See Dun. Dig. 10416.

Evidence held to support finding that sister and half-sister were not dependents, though deceased made many contributions by way of gifts to them. Segerstrom v. N., 198M298, 259NW641. See Dun. Dig. 10411.

Evidence held to sustain finding that sister and half-sister were not dependents, though deceased made many contributions by way of gifts to them. Segerstrom v. N., 198M298, 259NW641. See Dun. Dig. 10411.

Evidence held to support finding that at time of death employee was earning and contributing to support of his mother. Miller v. B., 192M424, 255NW838. See Dun. Dig. 10413.

Circumstance that decedent's dependent widow was a member of employer's household and that $454 received by her was to compensate her to total disability of at least two members. 177M589, 225NW695.
to the compensation provided for in said paragraphs as a pay to the industrial commission for the benefit of the special compensation fund a lump sum, without interest deductions, equal to two per cent of the total compensation to which the employee is entitled to under said paragraph (c) for said permanent partial disability, said sum to be paid to the industrial commission as the total amount of the permanent partial disability payable for the particular injury is determined by the industrial commission, or as arrived at by the agreement of the parties and such agreement is approved by the industrial commission.

Such sums as are paid to the industrial commission pursuant to the provisions hereof shall be by it deposited with the state treasurer for the benefit of the special compensation fund and be used to pay the benefits provided by this act. All moneys hereafter arising from the provisions of this section shall be transferred to this special compensation fund.

All penalties collected for violation of any of the provisions of this act shall be credited to this special compensation fund.

The state treasurer shall be the custodian of this special fund and the industrial commission shall direct the distribution thereof, the same to be paid to the employee or his dependents or, if the employee at the time of injury or death is survived by a spouse or child or children, as he shall elect, on an equal basis. With respect to any injury, the state treasurer shall be the custodian of any moneys or property received by the state under the provisions of this act, including all monies made payable to or received by any state officer, or the state or any political subdivision thereof, as reimbursement for any moneys paid, or for the payment of which an order of the industrial commission has been directed; or any moneys received by a local political subdivision from the state under the provisions of this act.

The state treasurer shall be the custodian of this special fund and the industrial commission shall direct the distribution thereof, the same to be paid to the employee or his dependents or, if the employee at the time of injury or death is survived by a spouse or child or children, as he shall elect, on an equal basis.

Section 2 of Act Apr. 29, 1935, cited, provides that the act shall be effective from its passage.

Where partial disability from an injury is combined with a previous disability causing total disability the injured person is entitled to the additional compensation provided by this section.

The employee's physical condition was predisposing disability and subsequent partial disability are due to accident by employees furnished to injured persons of a like standard and surgical supplies, crutches and apparatus, including artificial members, as may reasonably be required at the time of the injury, and during the disability to cure and relieve from the effects of the injury, provided that in the case of his injury or disability the employer did so or caused the employer to do so for the reasonable expense incurred by or on behalf of the employee in providing the same; provided further, that upon request by the employee, the industrial commission may require the employer to furnish the articles and supplies for such further time as the industrial commission may determine, and a copy of such order shall be forthwith mailed to the parties in interest.

Any party in interest, within ten days from the date of mailing, may demand a hearing and review of such order.

The commission may at any time upon the request of an employee or employer order a change of physicians and designate a physician suggested by the injured employee or employer to act for itself, and in no case the expense thereof shall be charged to the employee upon the same terms and conditions as hereinbefore provided in this section for medical and surgical treatment and attendance.

Where an employee is injured by the negligence of another employer for the treatment, articles and supplies herein required shall be limited to such charges therefor as prevail in the same community for similar treatment, articles and supplies furnished to injured persons of a like standard and surgical supplies, crutches and apparatus, including artificial members, as may reasonably be required at the time of the injury, and during the disability to cure and relieve from the effects of the injury, provided that in the case of his injury or disability the employer did so or caused the employer to do so for the reasonable expense incurred by or on behalf of the employee in providing the same; provided further, that upon request by the employee, the industrial commission may require the employer to furnish the articles and supplies for such further time as the industrial commission may determine, and a copy of such order shall be forthwith mailed to the parties in interest.

Any party in interest, within ten days from the date of mailing, may demand a hearing and review of such order.

The commission may at any time upon the request of an employee or employer order a change of physicians and designate a physician suggested by the injured employee or employer to act for itself, and in no case the expense thereof shall be charged to the employee upon the same terms and conditions as hereinbefore provided in this section for medical and surgical treatment and attendance.

Where an employee is injured by the negligence of another employer, the treatment, articles and supplies herein required shall be limited to such charges therefor as prevail in the same community for similar treatment, articles and supplies furnished to injured persons of a like standard.

The medical commission may on the basis above stated determine the reasonable value of all such medical and surgical supplies, and the liability of the employer shall be limited to the amount so determined.
Where employee is hurt in accident producing injury to physical structure which does not result in disability, no time for employee to comply with conditions in this section begins to run from occurrence of injury. Actual knowledge of occurrence of injury by employer and dispensed with necessity of written notice. Clausen v. M., 186M890, 242NW397. See Dun. Dig. 10419.

Actual knowledge of occurrence of injury by employer's superintendent and foreman was knowledge of employer. Reab v. M., 186M890, 242NW397. See Dun. Dig. 10420.

Defence that compensation was barred by section, not presented to Industrial Commission, cannot be raised on appeal. Kras v. J., 196M580, 253NW809. See Dun. Dig. 10420.

Amendments to Workmen's Compensation Act for certain counties, 4283. Examination and verification of injury.

Provisions held the reopening of a proceeding and not a new proceeding and not barred by section. 177M555, 225NW889.

Defense that compensation was barred by section, not presented to Industrial Commission, cannot be raised on appeal. Kras v. J., 196M580, 253NW809. See Dun. Dig. 10420.

Where employer has made no written report of accident, there can yet be no recovery of compensation unless commission be commenced within six years from date of accident. 10.

Dependants of a workman have a separate and independent right in event of his death, and where death occurs within six years of accident, dependents are entitled to compensation for the death, notwithstanding that employer and insurer made settlement with injured employee during his lifetime, tolls limitation and to recover same must be commenced within six years from date of death. 10.

Where employer is required to make payment to special compensation fund, his liability is one created by statute, and proceeding to recover same must be commenced within six years from date of accident. 10.

Six-year limitation on proceedings by dependents commenced by 54294. Id. See Dun. Dig. 10420.


Statute of limitations was waived. Worwa v. M., 192M77, 259NW809. See Dun. Dig. 10420.

Refusal to order examination of an injured employee by a neutral physician is an administrative matter within discretion of Industrial Commission. Asta v. C., 301M708, 225NW889. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

Refusal to order examination of an injured employee by a neutral physician is an administrative matter within discretion of Industrial Commission. Asta v. C., 301M708, 225NW889. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

(4)

Employer which did not apply to commission cannot complain that it was refused autopsy. Bramel v. A., 186M382, 242NW465. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

Compensation to alien dependents. In case a deceased employee, for whose injury or death compensation is payable, leaves surviving him an alien dependent or dependents residing outside of the United States, the Industrial Commission shall direct the payment of all compensation due to such dependent or dependents, to be made to the duly accredited consular officer of the United States, or if no such officer resides in the state where the deceased employee was employed, to the duly accredited consular officer of the United States residing within the state of Minnesota, or to his designated representative residing within the state, or if the Industrial Commission believes that the interests of such alien dependent will be better served, and such alien dependent shall at any time prior to final settlement file with the commission a power of attorney designating any other suitable person residing in this state to act as attorney in fact in such proceedings, then the said Industrial Commission may in its discretion appoint such person. Provided that, if it appears necessary to institute or carry on any proceedings to enforce payment of compensation due to such dependent or dependents, the Industrial Commission may permit the said consular officer to commence and institute said proceedings, and if during the pendency of the same, following the death of the alien employee, such power of attorney is filed by said alien dependent, the Industrial Commission shall then summarily exercise its discretion and determine whether such attorney in fact shall be substituted to represent said alien dependent or if the said consular officer or his representative shall continue therein. Such person so appointed may institute and carry on proceedings to settle all claims for compensation and to receive for compensation arising hereunder. The settlement and distribution of said funds shall be made only on order of the commission. Such person so appointed shall furnish a good and sufficient bond, satisfactory to the commission, conditioned upon the proper application of the monies received by him. Before such bond is discharged, such person so appointed shall file with the commission a verified account of the receipt and disbursements of such compensation.

Such person so appointed shall, before receiving the first payment of such compensation and thereafter when so ordered so to do by the commission, furnish to the commission a sworn statement containing a list of the dependents, with the name, age, residence, extent of dependency, and relationship to the deceased of each dependent. In any proceedings heretofore taken to enforce compensation for any dependent where the same have been instituted prior to the date of the Act of 1929, and kept on books and carried on for a period of at least five years in the name of a person as petitioner, designated by power of attorney from the alien dependent, the right of such designated petitioner to conclude said proceedings or final settlement and to fulfill bond made by the parties thereto, is hereby legalized in all respects. See §24; Apr. 19, 1929, c. 251; Apr. 22, 1929, c. 416.)
§4285. Payment in lump sum.—The amounts of compensation payable periodically hereunder may be commuted to one or more lump sum payments only by order of the commission, and on such terms and conditions as the commission may prescribe.

In making such commutations the lump sum payments shall, in the aggregate, amount to a sum equal to the present value of all future installments of compensation calculated on a five per cent basis. (*21, c. 82, 1929, c. 400.) Stutz v. R., 192M297, 256NW173; note under §8121.

Worwa v. M., 192M725, 256NW250; note under §428. 1.

Employers' Mut. L. Ins. Co. v. E., 192M395, 256NW665; note under §156.

Lump sum settlement is made in absence of a periodic award, commission has jurisdiction to entertain a petition to set aside settlement for purpose of determining whether or not compensation should be paid for subsequently appearing disability. Johnson v. P., 187M 362, 245NW619. See Dun. Dig. 10412.

Dependent of a workman have a separate and independent right in event of his death, and where death occurs within six years of accident, dependents are entitled to compensation for the death, notwithstanding that employer and insurer made settlement with injured employee on basis of total disability, and such settlement is not otherwise void. Lewis v. C., 190M108, 244NW515. See Dun. Dig. 10412.

Lump sum settlement can be obtained only by order of Industrial commission; settlement may be optional with insurer. Hennepin C. v. C., 203M446, 265NW681; note under §428. 2.

§4286. Payment to trustee.—Where compensation is commuted under §428, and dependent of workman dies before receiving whole sum placed in trust for his benefit under §428, depositing insurer becomes entitled to the balance unexpended at time of beneficiary's death. Employers' Mut. L. Ins. Co. v. E., 192M395, 256NW665. See Dun. Dig. 10414.

§4287. Compensation preferred claim.—An award of the corporation for workmen's compensation is not a "debt incurred to any laborer or servant for labor or service rendered," within meaning of Code of Civil Procedure, §183, and is not a lien upon the employer's homestead. 173M226, 220NW421.

Insurance policy issued on an employee from other causes while receiving compensation for injury terminates all rights to compensation to accrue to him thereafter. 173M244, 221NW771.

Award is not assignable, and attorney fees cannot be collected out of award unless approved by commission. 180M390, 221NW183.

An agreement between an injured employee and his employer, to pay employee same wage weekly he was earning before injury, regardless of his ability to work, and to pay over to employee balance unexpended at time of beneficiary's death, is not a lien upon the employer's homestead. 173M226, 220NW421.

Where compensation is commuted under §4285, and dependent of workman dies before receiving whole sum placed in trust for his benefit under §428, depositing insurer becomes entitled to the balance unexpended at time of beneficiary's death. Employers' Mut. L. Ins. Co. v. E., 192M395, 256NW665. See Dun. Dig. 10414.

In action by employee to recover employer part of manslaughter, superior court held policies such as those of employer, and the court held they were invalid and that policies such as those of employer, and the court held they were invalid and that they did not provide for full compensation prescribed by law. Hennepin C. v. C., 192M595, 257NW501. See Dun. Dig. 10414.

In action by employee to recover employer part of manslaughter, superior court held policies such as those of employer, and the court held they were invalid and that policies such as those of employer, and the court held they were invalid and that they did not provide for full compensation prescribed by law. Hennepin C. v. C., 192M595, 257NW501. See Dun. Dig. 10414.


§4288. Employer to insure employees.—Exclusions. Stutz v. R., 192M297, 256NW173; note under §8121, note 1.

This section provides the exclusive method for a separation of the risks assumed by an insurer for an employer's obligation under the compensation act. 173M354, 217NW358.

There is but one risk for the purpose of compensation insurance and the parties thereto cannot without the approval of the commissioner of commerce create double risk with respect to the same risk. 173M354, 217NW358.

The insurer of an employee may question cancellation of alleged co-insurer's contract for purpose of showing that coinsurance was in effect at time of loss. Byers v. E., 193M261, 260NW318. See Dun. Dig. 4806.

Industrial commission may bring in alleged co-insurer as a party in interest for purposes of determining if coinsurance exists. Id. See Dun. Dig. 4806.

Proceedings by an injured employee or his dependent may be brought directly against the company at the same time. Keegan v. R., 194M261, 260NW318. See Dun. Dig. 4806.

Where new corporation was formed taking over business and assets of old corporation and corporation worked for new corporation with knowledge of the fact, he must recover his compensation for injury from the new corporation unless the new corporation carrier of old corporation would not be liable. Yoselowitz v. R., 201M600, 277NW221. See Dun. Dig. 10391.

Statute does not prevent employer and insurer from governing their respective rights and duties by agreement, and long as stipulation does not abridge or impair protection thrown around employees by statute. Mary- land Casualty Co. v. A. M., 204M644, 262NW903. See Dun. Dig. 10391.


Who may insure—policies.—Any employer who is responsible for compensation as provided under part 2 of this act may insure the risk in any manner authorized by law. Writing such insurance shall in every case, be subject to the conditions of this section hereinafter named.

If the risk of the employer is carried by any insurer doing business for profit, or by an insurance association, the employer and the workmen, to insure the risks under part 2 of this act, operating by the mutual assessment or attempt to do otherwise, then insurer as policies are issued on such risks they shall provide for compensation for injuries or death, according to the full benefits of part 2 of this act.

Such policies shall contain a clause to the effect that as between the workman and the insurer, that notice to and knowledge by the employer of the occurrence of the injury shall be deemed notice and knowledge on the part of the insurer and any jurisdiction of the employer for any purpose shall be jurisdiction of the insurer, and that the insurer will, in all things, be bound by and subject to the awards rendered against such employer upon the risks so insured.

It is lawful for the employer and the workman, or the workmen, or the workmen, to agree to carry the risk covered by part 2 of this act, operating by the mutual assessment or otherwise, during the period the policy is in force, if the compensation remains owing.

The insurer must be one authorized by law to conduct such business in the state of Minnesota and authority is hereby granted to all insurance companies writing such insurance to include in their policies in addition to the requirements now provided by law, the additional requirements, terms and conditions in this section provided for. No agreement by an employer to pay to an employer any portion of the cost of insuring his risk under this act shall be valid. But it shall be lawful for the employer and the workman to agree to carry such insurance in any manner permitted by law in conjunction with other and greater risks and providing other and greater benefits such as addi-
tional compensation, accident, sickness or old age insurance or benefits, and the fact that such plan involves a contribution by the workman shall not prevent its validity if such plan has been approved in writing by the Industrial Commission. Any employer who charges, or requires, or approves of the charge prohibited by this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

If the employer shall insure to his employees the payment of the compensation provided by part 2 of this act in a corporation or association authorized to do business in the state of Minnesota, and approved by the Insurance commissioner of the state of Minnesota, and if the employer shall post a notice or notices in a conspicuous place or in conspicuous places about his place of employment, stating that he is so insured and stating by whom insured, and if the employee shall be further filed copy of such notice with the Industrial Commission, then, and in such case, any proceedings brought by an injured employee or his dependents shall be brought directly against the insurer, and the employee insured shall be released from any further liability.

Provided that in case of insolvency or bankruptcy of such insurance company the employer shall not be released from liability under the provisions of this act.

The return of any execution upon any judgment of an employee against any such insurance company unsatisfied in whole or in part, shall be conclusive evidence of the insolvency of such insurance company, and in case of the adjudication of bankruptcy or insolvency of any such insurance company by any court of competent jurisdiction proceedings may be brought by the employee against the employer in the first instance, or against such employer and insurance company jointly or severally or in any pending proceedings against any insurance company, the employer may be joined at any time after such adjudication.

(1) The provisions of this section to the extent that they apply to disabled employees exempted from insuring his liability for compensation as provided in section 4258 shall insure any part of his liability for said compensation. ('21, c. 85, §29; '23, c. 352, §2; Apr. 25, 1931, c. 362, §1.)

Sec. 5 of Laws 1931, c. 362, provides that the act shall take effect from and after July 1, 1931.

175M527, 222NW72.

A binder and policy of insurance held not to have imposed upon the insurer liability for a premium paid to former insolvent insurer. 177M335, 224NW571.

First day was excluded and last day included in determining time of cancellation of workman's compensation insurance policy. Olson v. M., 183M307, 247NW571. See Sun. Dig. 9625.

Where police officer injured foot resulting in osteomyelitis during period covered by one insurance carrier, and suffered another injury making a latent condition become acute during the existence of policy of another insurance carrier, evidence held to support decision that prior carrier was not liable. 178M562, 224NW572.

Peniston v. C., 189M134, 248NW756. See Dun. Dig. 10394.

One paid by the job to wash windows of a school building under construction and nearing completion held an employer and not an independent contractor. Wansa v. B., 185M720, 240NW464. See Sun. Dig. 10395.

Finding that one cleaning and painting smokestack was employee, held not real party in interest in action against third party. Prebeck v. V., 185M303, 244NW856. See Dun. Dig. 10395.

Finding that one painting cornices of a building for a lump sum, employer furnishing materials and painter the tools, was an employee and not an independent contractor, held question of fact for Industrial commission. Rick v. N., 196M185, 254NW865. See Sun. Dig. 10395.

Whether one painting cornices of a building for a lump sum, employee furnishing materials and painter the tools, was an employee and not an independent contractor, held question of fact for Industrial commission. Rick v. N., 196M185, 254NW865. See Sun. Dig. 10395.

Subdivision 1.

Widow accepting compensation for death of husband has not real party in interest in action against third party. Prebeck v. V., 185M303, 244NW856. See Sun. Dig. 10407.

County held not a "general contractor," "intermediate contractor" or "subcontractor" within meaning of subdivision. Carpenter v. A., 194M729, 255NW536. See Sun. Dig. 10391.

County held not be a "general contractor," "intermediate contractor" or "subcontractor" within meaning of subdivision. Carpenter v. A., 194M729, 255NW536. See Sun. Dig. 10391.

County engaging an independent contractor is not liable for liability insurance premium to insurer of county. Id.

4291. [Repealed.]

Repealed, effective July 1, 1937, by Laws 1937, c. 64, §40. See note, 4272-10.

4290. Certain persons liable as employers—Contractors—Subcontractors, etc.—(1) Any person who creates or carries into operation any fraudulent scheme, artifice or device to enable him to execute work without himself being responsible to the workman for the workman's injury, and this act prohibited by this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

(2) The employer shall not be construed to cover or mean an owner who lets a contract to a contractor in good faith.

Provided that if the employer shall have been deemed a contractor or sub-contractor, so as to make him liable to pay compensation within the meaning of this section, who performs his work upon the employers' premises and with the employers' tools or appliances and under the employers' directions; and any person who does what is commonly known as "piece work" or in any way where the system of employment used merely provides a method of fixing the workman's wages.

Where compensation is claimed from or proceedings taken against a person under subdivision (1) of this section, the compensation shall be calculated with reference to the wage the workman was receiving from the person by whom he was immediately employed at the time the injury occurred.

(3) The employer shall not be liable or required to pay compensation for injuries due to the acts or omissions of third persons not at the time in the service of the employer, nor engaged in the work in which the injury occurred and the compensation sought to be recovered, unless the employer is liable because of his own negligence.

(4) Whenever any subcontractor fails to comply with provisions of Section 4288, General Statutes 1923, the general contractor, intermediate contractor or subcontractor shall be liable for all compensation benefits to employees, of all subsequent sub-contractors engaged upon the subject matter of the contract, and the compensation shall be paid to the employee by any person paying such compensation benefits under the provisions of this paragraph shall be subrogated to the rights of the injured employee against his immediate employer, or any person whose liabilities for compensation benefits to the employee is prior to the liability of the person paying such compensation benefit. The liabilities arising under this paragraph may be determined by the Industrial Commission. ('21, c. 80, §2; Apr. 19, 1929, c. 252, §1.)

Every employer shall file with the Industrial Commission a certificate of insurance with a company authorized to do business in this state and acceptable to the Commission, evidencing that the employer is protected by such compensation insurance for his employees.
though he had received compensation from his employer. Lindahl v. Co. N. D. 66F2d 669.

Increased workmen's compensation insurance premiums which plaintiff had to pay in consequence of an employee of a common enterprise or of a subcontractor, are too remote and indirect results of the injury of an employe in the course of his employment to be recoverable. Northern States Power Co. v. O., 193M66, 253NW31. See Dun. Dig. 10406.

It is held that plaintiff previously had received workmen's compensation for injury now sued for should not be admitted on new trial evidence there for (C.C.A.8), 66F2d 678.

See same as on first trial. Guile v. G., 192M548. 257NW649.

A farmer employed for and received compensation from his employer was not in a position to claim that he was employed of another farmer to whom he was loaned by his employer to repay money owed. Egan v. E., 193M66, 253NW61. See Dun. Dig. 10407.

A company owning a large warehouse and leasing part of it to another company for the purpose of storing milk, employees of the lessee of its warehouse, and employees of the lessee's employer, and workmen's compensation act did not apply. Helfrich v. R., 193M107, 253NW256. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

Farm employees having applied for and received compensation from their employer was not in a position to claim that he was employed of another farmer to whom he was loaned by his employer to repay money owed. Egan v. E., 193M66, 253NW61. See Dun. Dig. 10407.

A company owning a large warehouse and leasing part of it to another company for the purpose of storing milk, employees of the lessee of its warehouse, and employees of the lessee's employer, and workmen's compensation act did not apply. Helfrich v. R., 193M107, 253NW256. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

Farm employees having applied for and received compensation from their employer was not in a position to claim that he was employed of another farmer to whom he was loaned by his employer to repay money owed. Egan v. E., 193M66, 253NW61. See Dun. Dig. 10407.

A company owning a large warehouse and leasing part of it to another company for the purpose of storing milk, employees of the lessee of its warehouse, and employees of the lessee's employer, and workmen's compensation act did not apply. Helfrich v. R., 193M107, 253NW256. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

Farm employees having applied for and received compensation from their employer was not in a position to claim that he was employed of another farmer to whom he was loaned by his employer to repay money owed. Egan v. E., 193M66, 253NW61. See Dun. Dig. 10407.

A company owning a large warehouse and leasing part of it to another company for the purpose of storing milk, employees of the lessee of its warehouse, and employees of the lessee's employer, and workmen's compensation act did not apply. Helfrich v. R., 193M107, 253NW256. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

Farm employees having applied for and received compensation from their employer was not in a position to claim that he was employed of another farmer to whom he was loaned by his employer to repay money owed. Egan v. E., 193M66, 253NW61. See Dun. Dig. 10407.

A company owning a large warehouse and leasing part of it to another company for the purpose of storing milk, employees of the lessee of its warehouse, and employees of the lessee's employer, and workmen's compensation act did not apply. Helfrich v. R., 193M107, 253NW256. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

Farm employees having applied for and received compensation from their employer was not in a position to claim that he was employed of another farmer to whom he was loaned by his employer to repay money owed. Egan v. E., 193M66, 253NW61. See Dun. Dig. 10407.

A company owning a large warehouse and leasing part of it to another company for the purpose of storing milk, employees of the lessee of its warehouse, and employees of the lessee's employer, and workmen's compensation act did not apply. Helfrich v. R., 193M107, 253NW256. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

Farm employees having applied for and received compensation from their employer was not in a position to claim that he was employed of another farmer to whom he was loaned by his employer to repay money owed. Egan v. E., 193M66, 253NW61. See Dun. Dig. 10407.

A company owning a large warehouse and leasing part of it to another company for the purpose of storing milk, employees of the lessee of its warehouse, and employees of the lessee's employer, and workmen's compensation act did not apply. Helfrich v. R., 193M107, 253NW256. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

Farm employees having applied for and received compensation from their employer was not in a position to claim that he was employed of another farmer to whom he was loaned by his employer to repay money owed. Egan v. E., 193M66, 253NW61. See Dun. Dig. 10407.

A company owning a large warehouse and leasing part of it to another company for the purpose of storing milk, employees of the lessee of its warehouse, and employees of the lessee's employer, and workmen's compensation act did not apply. Helfrich v. R., 193M107, 253NW256. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

Farm employees having applied for and received compensation from their employer was not in a position to claim that he was employed of another farmer to whom he was loaned by his employer to repay money owed. Egan v. E., 193M66, 253NW61. See Dun. Dig. 10407.

A company owning a large warehouse and leasing part of it to another company for the purpose of storing milk, employees of the lessee of its warehouse, and employees of the lessee's employer, and workmen's compensation act did not apply. Helfrich v. R., 193M107, 253NW256. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

Farm employees having applied for and received compensation from their employer was not in a position to claim that he was employed of another farmer to whom he was loaned by his employer to repay money owed. Egan v. E., 193M66, 253NW61. See Dun. Dig. 10407.

A company owning a large warehouse and leasing part of it to another company for the purpose of storing milk, employees of the lessee of its warehouse, and employees of the lessee's employer, and workmen's compensation act did not apply. Helfrich v. R., 193M107, 253NW256. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

Farm employees having applied for and received compensation from their employer was not in a position to claim that he was employed of another farmer to whom he was loaned by his employer to repay money owed. Egan v. E., 193M66, 253NW61. See Dun. Dig. 10407.

A company owning a large warehouse and leasing part of it to another company for the purpose of storing milk, employees of the lessee of its warehouse, and employees of the lessee's employer, and workmen's compensation act did not apply. Helfrich v. R., 193M107, 253NW256. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

Farm employees having applied for and received compensation from their employer was not in a position to claim that he was employed of another farmer to whom he was loaned by his employer to repay money owed. Egan v. E., 193M66, 253NW61. See Dun. Dig. 10407.

A company owning a large warehouse and leasing part of it to another company for the purpose of storing milk, employees of the lessee of its warehouse, and employees of the lessee's employer, and workmen's compensation act did not apply. Helfrich v. R., 193M107, 253NW256. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

Farm employees having applied for and received compensation from their employer was not in a position to claim that he was employed of another farmer to whom he was loaned by his employer to repay money owed. Egan v. E., 193M66, 253NW61. See Dun. Dig. 10407.

A company owning a large warehouse and leasing part of it to another company for the purpose of storing milk, employees of the lessee of its warehouse, and employees of the lessee's employer, and workmen's compensation act did not apply. Helfrich v. R., 193M107, 253NW256. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

Farm employees having applied for and received compensation from their employer was not in a position to claim that he was employed of another farmer to whom he was loaned by his employer to repay money owed. Egan v. E., 193M66, 253NW61. See Dun. Dig. 10407.

A company owning a large warehouse and leasing part of it to another company for the purpose of storing milk, employees of the lessee of its warehouse, and employees of the lessee's employer, and workmen's compensation act did not apply. Helfrich v. R., 193M107, 253NW256. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

Farm employees having applied for and received compensation from their employer was not in a position to claim that he was employed of another farmer to whom he was loaned by his employer to repay money owed. Egan v. E., 193M66, 253NW61. See Dun. Dig. 10407.

A company owning a large warehouse and leasing part of it to another company for the purpose of storing milk, employees of the lessee of its warehouse, and employees of the lessee's employer, and workmen's compensation act did not apply. Helfrich v. R., 193M107, 253NW256. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

Farm employees having applied for and received compensation from their employer was not in a position to claim that he was employed of another farmer to whom he was loaned by his employer to repay money owed. Egan v. E., 193M66, 253NW61. See Dun. Dig. 10407.

A company owning a large warehouse and leasing part of it to another company for the purpose of storing milk, employees of the lessee of its warehouse, and employees of the lessee's employer, and workmen's compensation act did not apply. Helfrich v. R., 193M107, 253NW256. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

Farm employees having applied for and received compensation from their employer was not in a position to claim that he was employed of another farmer to whom he was loaned by his employer to repay money owed. Egan v. E., 193M66, 253NW61. See Dun. Dig. 10407.
any employee compensable under part 2 of this act shall within ten days after receipt of any request therefor, in writing, made by the Industrial Commission, report to the commission all facts within his knowledge relative to the nature and extent of any injury and the extent of any disability resulting therefrom, upon a form to be prescribed by the commission.

It is hereby made the duty of the Industrial Commission, from time to time and as often as may be necessary, to keep itself fully informed as to the nature and extent of any injury to any employee compensable under part 2 of this act and the extent of any disability resulting therefrom and the rights of such employee to compensation; to request in writing and procure from any physician or surgeon examining, treating, or having special knowledge of any such injury a report of the facts within his knowledge relative thereto.

Any employer or physician or surgeon who shall fail to make any report required by this section, in the manner and within the time herein specified, shall be liable for a penalty of not less than fifty ($50.00) dollars for each such failure, and such penalty shall be recovered in a civil action brought in the name of the state by the attorney general in any civil court having jurisdiction thereof, and it shall be the duty of the Industrial Commission, whenever any such failure to report occurs, to immediately certify the fact thereof to the attorney general, and upon receipt of any such certification the attorney general shall forthwith commence and prosecute such action. All penalties recovered by the state hereunder shall be paid into the state treasury.

No such report nor part thereof, nor any copy of the same or part thereof shall be open to the public, unless the contents thereof be disclosed in any manner by any official or clerk or other employee or person having access thereto, but the same may be used upon the hearings under this act or for the purpose of investigations and for statistics only, and any such disclosure is hereby declared to be a misdemeanor and punishable as such.

For the purpose of determining the merits of a compensation claim the Commission may, however, permit examination of its file in a compensation case by any attorney at law upon the furnishing to the Commission written authorization thereof, signed by the employee, his dependent or dependents, the employer or insurer, as the case may be.

Any employer or insurer or injured employee shall, upon request of the Industrial Commission, file with said commission all medical reports in the possession of such employer or insurer having any bearing upon the case or showing the nature and extent of disability, provided that duly verified copies of such reports may be filed with the Industrial Commission in lieu of the originals. (As amended Apr. 14, 1939, c. 241.)

177M555, 225NW989.

Pease v. M., 196M562, 265NW427; note under §4282.

177M555, 225NW989.


Prohibition against admitting reports into evidence applied to those reports required by the Industrial Commission, not reports submitted to insurance companies or others. Heceta Const. Co. v. B., 194M328, 265NW948. See Dun. Dig. 3248.

Where employer has made no written report of accident, there shall be no recovery by medical evidence submitted, the Commission, commissioner or referee, shall promptly enter an order or award for such further amount of compensation to be paid by the insurer, if any, as may be due and payable, unless upon investigation it shall appear that the right to compensation in any such case has not terminated or will not terminate upon the date specified in any such notice of discontinuance, the Industrial Commission shall set down for hearing before the Commission, or some commissioner or referee, the question of the right of the employee, or dependent, and in case may be, to further compensation, upon hearing to be held within 25 days of the receipt by the Commission of any such notice of discontinuance, and 8 days notice of such hearing shall be given by the Commission to the interested parties.

After the hearing by the Commission, commissioner or referee, and on the filing of the evidence submitted, the Commission, commissioner or referee, shall promptlly enter an order or award for such further amount of compensation to be paid by the insurer, if any, as may be due and payable, unless upon investigation it shall appear that the right to compensation in any such case has terminated, the Commission shall forthwith notify the employer in writing of such fact and the receipt of such notice by the employer shall operate to release him and the insurance carrier, as of the date when payment of compensation became suspended as provided by this section, from any further liability for payment of compensation in such case, subject to the right of review provided by this act, and subject to the right of the Commission, at any time prior to said review, to set aside its decision, or that of the referee, and grant a new hearing pursuant to Section 4181, General statutes 1929.

In addition to the filing of the reports required by law, all employers subject to part 2 of this act shall promptly file or cause to be filed with the Industrial Commission all current interim and final receipts for the payments of compensation made, and it is hereby made the duty of the Industrial Commission to periodically to check the records of such commission in each case, and require such employers to file or cause to be filed such receipts for compensation pay-
ments as and when due, it being the intention of this section that the Industrial Commission shall definitely supervise and require prompt and full compliance with all provisions for the payment of compensation as required by law. Any insurance carrier insuring any employer in this State against liability imposed by this Act shall be authorized to perform any and all acts required of the employer under the provisions of this Act; provided, that the employer shall be responsible for all authorized acts of an insurer. Where there has been an award of compensation in instances of continuing disability, and then formally made whether there is right to additional compensation, decision of commission that right has terminated is subject only to the rules of appeal as distinguished from rehearing. Rosequist v. O., 197 M 376, 245 NW 621. See Dun. Dig. 10424.

Where compensation was declared at an end and rights of parties adjusted and fixed or terminated by the passage of chapter 74, Laws 1933, commission has no authority to grant a new hearing under this section, since rights of parties are adjusted. Johnson v. O., 191 M 631, 255 NW 346. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

A final settlement approved by the Industrial Commission and final payment made thereunder becomes final at expiration of time permitted for review thereof. Falconer v. C., 193 M 555, 265 NW 522. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

Lump sum settlement in 1926 carrying also weekly payments, approved by court and final receipt given by employee was a final disposition of the matter which could not be reopened in 1934, and a subsequent settlement made after such time, and not under Court of errors and appeal provision approved by the court did not constitute a reopening. Norwegian American Line v. M., 194 M 565, 257 NW 73. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

Amendment by Laws 1933, c. 74, had no retroactive effect, so as to authorize a new compensation award. Section 4295 of Laws 1933, as amended before the statute was adequately raised so as to be reviewed on certiorari. Id. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

Where no writ of certiorari had been issued to review an award made by Industrial Commission, award had not been made final, and judgment of circuit court of instructions barred such relief, jurisdiction of Industrial Commission continued with power to pass upon and award and grant a new hearing. Tuomi v. O., 195 M 617, 265 NW 837. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

Jurisdiction of industrial commission to vacate a decision rendered pursuant to this section was adequately raised so as to be reviewed on certiorari. Id. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

This section relates wholly to procedure, and amendment by Laws 1933, c. 74, applied to further compensation liability for accident occurring prior to its passage. Hawkinson v. M., 196 M 312, 265 NW 486. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

Where no writ of certiorari had been issued to review an award made by Industrial Commission, award had not been made final, and judgment of circuit court of instructions barred such relief, jurisdiction of Industrial Commission continued with power to pass upon and award and grant a new hearing. Tuomi v. O., 195 M 617, 265 NW 837. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

Jurisdiction of industrial commission to vacate a decision rendered pursuant to this section was adequately raised so as to be reviewed on certiorari. Id. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

To vacate a judgment entered in district court to enforce an award of compensation, on ground of mistake of fact, court must be governed by same considerations as when it vacates judgment of any judge of district court. Id. See Dun. Dig. 10422.

Respective rights and obligations as to compensation and workmen's compensation, to become fixed as of date of compensable accident. If accident resulted in the death of an employee, compensation must be based upon competent evidence and cannot rest on pure hearsay. Bilse v. S., 195 M 210, 246 NW 784. See Dun. Dig. 10421, 79.
Finding supported by competent evidence must be sustained though hearsay evidence was also received. Anderson v. C., 196M358, 255NW290. See Dun. Dig. 10426. In arriving at a decision it is proper for commission to consider evidence in all respects of parties and witnesses in outcome and improbabilities involved, but also to inquire into all surrounding circumstances upon which any finding of fact is predicated. Olson v. C., 198M539, 221NW910: note under §4419.

In proceeding under Workmen's Compensation Act to recover compensation for death of motorman suffering a heat stroke, it was not error to exclude from evidence experiment made with car operated by employee in respect to heating and electric current discharged from operation of car, made several months after injury. Knyser v. C., 204M74, 282NW344. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

In proceeding for death of motorman suffering heat stroke, it was not error to exclude from evidence on hearing of that of his dependents. McGrath v. B., 203M326, 281NW73. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

In proceeding to obtain compensation for death of motorman suffering heat stroke had been made against street railway during its long operation of its street cars by its employees. Id. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

In workmen's compensation cases a liberal policy should be followed in admission of declarations as part of res gestae in order that purpose of compensation act be carried out. Certain statements made by deceased approximately forty-five minutes after accident held to be part of res gestae. Id. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

Whether testimony, objected to as conversation with persons since deceased applies as to conversations with persons since deceased applies to proceedings under this act. Knyser v. C., 204M74, 282NW344. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

For compensation. Jacobs v. V., 199ME72, 273NW245. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

In workmen's compensation cases a liberal policy should be followed in admission of declarations as part of res gestae in order that purpose of compensation act be carried out. Certain statements made by deceased approximately forty-five minutes after accident held to be part of res gestae. Id. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

In proceeding under Workmen's Compensation Act to recover compensation for death of motorman suffering a heat stroke, it was not error to exclude from evidence records in office of vital statistics showing a high death rate due to extreme heat during the month involved. Id. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

In proceeding to obtain compensation for death of motorman suffering heat stroke refused to admit in evidence statements of an expert witness. Id. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

In proceeding for death of motorman suffering heat stroke was not error to exclude from evidence experiment made with car operated by employee in respect to heating and electric current discharged from operation of car, made several months after injury. Id. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

In proceeding for death of motorman suffering heat stroke was not error to exclude from evidence fact which appellant claims is unwarranted by the evidence or which applicant claims was procured by fraud, coercion or other improper conduct of any party in interest, or specifying any other ground upon which the appeal is based. Knyser v. C., 204M74, 282NW344. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

In proceeding for death of motorman suffering heat stroke had been made against street railway during its long operation of its street cars by its employees. Id. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

In proceeding to obtain compensation for death of motorman suffering heat stroke had been made against street railway during its long operation of its street cars by its employees. Id. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

In proceeding to obtain compensation for death of motorman suffering heat stroke was not error to exclude from evidence experiment made with car operated by employee in respect to heating and electric current discharged from operation of car, made several months after injury. Id. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

In proceeding for death of motorman suffering heat stroke was not error to exclude from evidence statement of an expert witness. Id. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

In proceeding for death of motorman suffering heat stroke was not error to exclude from evidence experiment made with car operated by employee in respect to heating and electric current discharged from operation of car, made several months after injury. Id. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

In proceeding to obtain compensation for death of motorman suffering heat stroke was not error to exclude from evidence experiment made with car operated by employee in respect to heating and electric current discharged from operation of car, made several months after injury. Id. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

In proceeding for death of motorman suffering heat stroke was not error to exclude from evidence experiment made with car operated by employee in respect to heating and electric current discharged from operation of car, made several months after injury. Id. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

In proceeding for death of motorman suffering heat stroke was not error to exclude from evidence experiment made with car operated by employee in respect to heating and electric current discharged from operation of car, made several months after injury. Id. See Dun. Dig. 10421.
award made under part 2 of this act, employe or dependents entitled to such compensation may file a certified copy of such award with the clerk of the district court of any county in the state, and on ten days' notice to the defendant and the sureties or sureties upon which said award is based, and shall order judgment accordingly, and such judgment shall have the same force and effect, and may be vacated, set aside, or declared void upon such other judgments of the same court, provided that such judgment is entered on the record while an appeal is pending. There shall be but one fee of $25 charged by said clerk for services in each case under this section, and said fee shall cover all services performed by him. An employe or dependent shall be entitled to entry of judgment for only such sums as are by the award payable to him. If any such award provides for the payment of money to a person other than such employe or dependent, such sum may by the same procedure obtained as such sums as are by the award payable to him by such award.

§ 4319

CH. 23A—WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION ACT

§ 4295. New hearing may be granted.

Whether an employe is entitled to a rehearing after an award rests in the discretion of the Industrial Commission. Pierson v. C., 193M560, 259NW621. See Dun. Dig. 10418. Where an employer left to its insurer defense of a paid claim, and after an award was made upon it, the insurer reduced to judgment, insurer having become insolvent, employe or dependent to a person other than such employe or dependent, such sums as are by the award payable to him by such award. If such award provides for the payment of money to a person other than such employe or dependent, such sum may by the same procedure obtained as such sums as are by the award payable to him by such award.

§ 4319

The granting of a rehearing after an award rests in the sound discretion of the Industrial Commission. Delich v. T., 175M451, 229NW498. Rehearing is the right of the employe in course of his employment, there are no dependents and employer is obliged to make payment to special compensation fund, his employer, and Industrial commission thereafter had no further jurisdiction to entertain another application for rehearing. Frederiksen v. B., 195M660, 261NW479. See Dun. Dig. 10419.

§ 4321

Granting or refusal to grant an application for a rehearing in original proceeding which will be barred by statute of limitations, ignorant, original proceeding of which it is a part. Vierling v. S., 187M525, 245NW1150. See Dun. Dig. 10419.

§ 4345

Affirmance of an order of commission denying a petition to reopen case made by Insurer to set aside award and grant rehearing must be made before decision has passed to judgment in district court. Mattick v. C., 187M560, 225NW585. See Dun. Dig. 10501.

Section 54295 provides that Industrial commission may grant a rehearing on ground of newly discovered evidence. State v. A. C. Brick & Tile Co., 187M560, 246NW249. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

Where the record discloses that no objection was made before Industrial commission, jurisdiction of Industrial commission to vacate an award, nor any objection that no good cause has been shown for vacation, relator-insurer will not be heard to raise question for first time in supreme court. Mark v. K., 185M1, 245NW1150. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

Where no writ of certiorari had issued to review an order of commission denying a petition to reopen case made by Insurer to set aside award and grant rehearing must be made before decision has passed to judgment in district court. Mattick v. C., 187M560, 225NW585. See Dun. Dig. 10501.

A final settlement approved by industrial commission with final payment made thereunder becomes final at expiration of time permitted for review thereof. Falconer v. M., 197M519, 265NW823. See Dun. Dig. 10419.

A final settlement approved by industrial commission with final payment made thereunder becomes final at expiration of time permitted for review thereof. Falconer v. M., 197M519, 265NW823. See Dun. Dig. 10419.

Section 54295 provides that Industrial commission may grant a rehearing on ground of newly discovered evidence. State v. A. C. Brick & Tile Co., 187M560, 246NW249. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

Where no writ of certiorari had issued to review an order of commission denying a petition to reopen case made by Insurer to set aside award and grant rehearing must be made before decision has passed to judgment in district court. Mattick v. C., 187M560, 225NW585. See Dun. Dig. 10501.

§ 4296. Affirmance of an order of commission denying a petition to reopen case made by Insurer to set aside award and grant rehearing must be made before decision has passed to judgment in district court. Mattick v. C., 187M560, 225NW585. See Dun. Dig. 10501.
To vacate a judgment entered in district court to en-
force an award of industrial commission upon the ground
of mistake of fact, court must be governed by same
considerations and principles that govern an appeal
and final judgment of district court. See Dun. Dig. 10422.

When an award of compensation has been made, juridi-
cial review may be had under provisions of this section, a
rehearing ordered by commission, without application
for new hearing—rehearing granted thereon under §4295 if award
was contained in a written statement furnished complaining
party. Herzog v. C., 199M352, 272NW714. See Dun. Dig. 10424.

An award of compensation cannot be set aside and a
new hearing granted thereon under §4295 if award was
made prior to amendment by Laws 1922, c. 229, §450, or notice,
rehearing could then be granted only under §4319 for
cases following cases.

Commission properly granted rehearing of petition for
further compensation by reason of newly discovered

Where employee appealed generally, without objection, at a rehearing ordered by commission, without application or
notice, he will not be heard to question jurisdiction

4320. Appeal to Supreme Court—Grounds—Fees.

The above rule applies where a taxi driver was
murdered by an intoxicated passenger arising from a
quarrel over fare. Id.

Words "for cause" mean some such cause as fraud or
surprise, and rehearing cannot be based upon very facts
found by commission upon a question of fact will not be disturbed
when reasonable minds may
adopt a contrary conclusion. Palumbo v. C., 184M352, 238NW465. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

The court will not disturb the finding of the Industrial

A memorandum attached to a decision of the Indus-
trial Commission may not be disturbed on appeal
if evidence reasonably tending to sustain the findings of fact
is clearly without support in the evidence. 177M203, 229NW619.

Finding of the Industrial Commission upon a ques-
tion of fact cannot be disturbed unless consideration of the evidence and the inferences permissible therefrom clearly require reasonable minds to adopt a contrary conclusion. Brannen v. A., 186M352, 245NW465. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

Refusal of Industrial Commission to vacate award and
affirm judgment is not appealable. Hanks v. N., 136M182, 242NW625. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

Where order of industrial commission, affirmed by sup-
reme court, provides for further proceedings, commis-
sion may proceed to determination of issue so left open.
Hertz v. W., 180M373, 242NW625. See Dun. Dig. 10425.

Finding of Industrial Commission that person was em-
ployed must be sustained if reasonably supported by evi-

Where certiorari has issued to review a decision by the indus-
trial commission, but writ has been quashed because a hearing in the court of ap-
peal had intervened. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

A finding of the Industrial Commission is not
overruled on certiorari but is a finding of the Supreme Court. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

Decision of Industrial Commission cannot be dis-
turbed unless consideration of evidence and inferences per-
missible therefrom clearly require reasonable minds to adopt a contrary conclusion. Palumbo v. C., 184M352, 238NW676. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

In compensation case, rehearing was ordered for new

The court will not disturb the finding of the Industrial Commission. Hoeflin v. R., 184M360, 238NW676. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

A finding of fact by industrial commission cannot be
set aside unless consideration of evidence clearly re-
dues reasonable minds to adopt contrary conclusion. Metcalf v. P., 187M455, 246NW239. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

Finding of Industrial Commission upon question of fact
cannot be disturbed unless consideration of evidence and
inferences clearly require reasonable minds to adopt contrary conclusion. Palumbo v. C., 184M352, 238NW676. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

In compensation case, rehearing was ordered for new

The court will not disturb the finding of the Industrial Commission. Hoeflin v. R., 184M360, 238NW676. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

A decision of industrial commission will not be dis-
turbed because evidence required by statute to support
the finding was admitted. Cooper v. M., 188M560, 247NW805. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

Denial of compensation by industrial commission
will not be disturbed if record presents an issue of fact. Exe-
utive W., 189M352, 248NW326. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

Finding that injured person was an employee must

A finding of the Industrial Commission that in- 
dustrial commission was not entitled to
rehearing could then be granted only under §4319 for
cases following cases.

Commission properly granted rehearing of petition for
further compensation by reason of newly discovered

Where employee appealed generally, without objection, at a rehearing ordered by commission, without application or
notice, he will not be heard to question jurisdiction

4320. Appeal to Supreme Court—Grounds—Fees.

The above rule applies where a taxi driver was
murdered by an intoxicated passenger arising from a
quarrel over fare. Id.

Words "for cause" mean some such cause as fraud or
surprise, and rehearing cannot be based upon very facts
found by commission upon a question of fact will not be disturbed
when reasonable minds may
adopt a contrary conclusion. Palumbo v. C., 184M352, 238NW465. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

The court will not disturb the finding of the Industrial

A memorandum attached to a decision of the Indus-
trial Commission may not be disturbed on appeal
if evidence reasonably tending to sustain the findings of fact
is clearly without support in the evidence. 177M203, 229NW619.

Finding of the Industrial Commission upon a ques-
tion of fact cannot be disturbed unless consideration of the evidence and the inferences permissible therefrom clearly require reasonable minds to adopt a contrary conclusion. Brannen v. A., 186M352, 245NW465. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

Refusal of Industrial Commission to vacate award and
affirm judgment is not appealable. Hanks v. N., 136M182, 242NW625. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

Where order of industrial commission, affirmed by sup-
reme court, provides for further proceedings, commis-
sion may proceed to determination of issue so left open.
Hertz v. W., 180M373, 242NW625. See Dun. Dig. 10425.

Finding of Industrial Commission that person was em-
ployed must be sustained if reasonably supported by evi-

Where certiorari has issued to review a decision by the indus-
trial commission, but writ has been quashed because a hearing in the court of ap-
peal had intervened. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

A finding of the Industrial Commission is not
overruled on certiorari but is a finding of the Supreme Court. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

Decision of Industrial Commission cannot be dis-
turbed unless consideration of evidence and inferences per-
missible therefrom clearly require reasonable minds to adopt a contrary conclusion. Palumbo v. C., 184M352, 238NW676. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

In compensation case, rehearing was ordered for new

The court will not disturb the finding of the Industrial Commission. Hoeflin v. R., 184M360, 238NW676. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

A decision of industrial commission will not be dis-
turbed because evidence required by statute to support
the finding was admitted. Cooper v. M., 188M560, 247NW805. See Dun. Dig. 10421.

Denial of compensation by industrial commission
will not be disturbed if record presents an issue of fact. Exe-
utive W., 189M352, 248NW326. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

Finding that injured person was an employee must
Where there is a conflict in the evidence and inferences raised thereby, supreme court can pass only upon question of whether or not decision below is reasonably supported by evidence. Schmelzer v. M., 192 M 270, 255 NW 447. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

Finding of fact of industrial commission is a fact-finding body even on appeal from order of its referee. Segerstrom v. N., 198 M 258, 265 NW 641. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

Appeal in a compensation case is not appealable by recording for error of findings of fact. Bonson v. H., 200 M 1510, 267 NW 593. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

A finding of fact of industrial commission should not be disturbed if it was certified by stenographic reporter rather than by evidence conclusively establishes a particular fact are deemed questions of law. Erickson v. G., 203 M 261, 280 NW 866. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

In determining whether there was clear abuse of discretion, order of commission that a employer paid full wages and received compensation, finding of a referee of industrial commission that paid had paid plaintiff full compensation prescribed by law properly sustained. Johnson v. C., 192 M 599, 257 NW 901. See Dun. Dig. 10418.

Finding of commission as to one of two persons who was charged with bringing about accident where supported by evidence. Halverson v. J., 193 M 457, 257 NW 376. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

Finding of supreme court is not made to be an independent finding as to relationship between parties, but to reach same conclusion as found in case before industrial commission. Olson v. E., 194 M 458, 261 NW 135. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

Whether insanity depriving employer of ability to work by plaintiff, under arrangement whereby employer paid full wages and received compensation, finding of a referee of industrial commission that paid had paid plaintiff full compensation prescribed by law properly sustained. Johnson v. C., 192 M 599, 257 NW 901. See Dun. Dig. 10418.

Finding of commission that employee suffering a heat stroke sustained by evidence conclusively establishes a particular fact are deemed questions of law. Erickson v. G., 203 M 261, 280 NW 866. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

It is for trier of fact to choose not only between conflicting evidence but also between opposed inferences. Reinhardt v. U., 197 M 571, 257 NW 223. See Dun. Dig. 10449.

Whether testimony, objected to as conversation with a person since deceased, was improperly admitted, is immaterial, where only conclusion possible under all other evidence in case was that industrial commission properly denied compensation. Anderson v. R., 196 M 358, 267 NW 505. See Dun. Dig. 10449.

A finding upon question of fact cannot be disturbed unless evidence conclusively establishes a particular fact are deemed questions of law. Erickson v. G., 203 M 261, 280 NW 866. See Dun. Dig. 10449.

A finding upon a question of fact cannot be disturbed unless consideration of evidence and inferences permissibly drawn from clearly require reasonable minds to adopt a conclusion contrary to one at which commission arrived. Gorman v. G., 266 M 122, 273 NW 564. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

Whether there is any evidence tending to support a finding and whether evidence conclusively establishes a particular fact are deemed questions of law. Erickson v. G., 203 M 261, 280 NW 866. See Dun. Dig. 10449.

Finding of fact of industrial commission will not be disturbed unless evidence clearly requires a contrary conclusion. Bekker v. A., 201 M 123, 275 NW 624. See Dun. Dig. 10449.

Finding of industrial commission that a certain finding could reasonably have arrived at a different conclusion. Sutlief v. N., 201 M 127, 275 NW 692. See Dun. Dig. 10449.

Whether there is any evidence tending to support a finding and whether evidence conclusively establishes a particular fact are deemed questions of law. Erickson v. G., 203 M 261, 280 NW 866. See Dun. Dig. 10449.

Triers of fact must choose not only between conflicting evidence but also between opposed inferences. Hill v. U., 203 M 569, 277 NW 15. See Dun. Dig. 10452.

A finding of commission as to extent of an employee's injury, upon conflicting evidence in which it finds some support, will not be disturbed. Kruchowski v. W., 201 M 567, 277 NW 15. See Dun. Dig. 10452.

A finding of commission as to extent of an employee's injury, upon conflicting evidence in which it finds some support, will not be disturbed. Kruchowski v. W., 201 M 567, 277 NW 15. See Dun. Dig. 10452.

Finding that employee suffering a heat stroke sustained by evidence conclusively establishes a particular fact are deemed questions of law. Erickson v. G., 203 M 261, 280 NW 866. See Dun. Dig. 10449.

A finding of commission as to extent of an employee's injury, upon conflicting evidence in which it finds some support, will not be disturbed. Kruchowski v. W., 201 M 567, 277 NW 15. See Dun. Dig. 10452.

A finding of commission as to extent of an employee's injury, upon conflicting evidence in which it finds some support, will not be disturbed. Kruchowski v. W., 201 M 567, 277 NW 15. See Dun. Dig. 10452.

Whether there is any evidence tending to support a finding and whether evidence conclusively establishes a particular fact are deemed questions of law. Erickson v. G., 203 M 261, 280 NW 866. See Dun. Dig. 10449.

A finding upon a question of fact cannot be disturbed unless consideration of evidence and inferences permissibly drawn from clearly require reasonable minds to adopt a conclusion contrary to one at which commission arrived. Gorman v. G., 266 M 122, 273 NW 564. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

Where is a conflict in the evidence and inferences raised thereby, supreme court can pass only upon question of whether or not decision below is reasonably supported by evidence. Schmelzer v. M., 192 M 270, 255 NW 447. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

Finding of fact of industrial commission is a fact-finding body even on appeal from order of its referee. Segerstrom v. N., 198 M 258, 265 NW 641. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

An order of commission refusing to dismiss an appeal is for triers of fact to choose not only between conflicting evidence but also between opposed inferences. Utgard v. H., 202 M 637, 279 NW 748. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

Finding of commission as to extent of an employee's injury, upon conflicting evidence in which it finds some support, will not be disturbed. Kruchowski v. W., 201 M 567, 277 NW 15. See Dun. Dig. 10452.

Whether there is any evidence tending to support a finding and whether evidence conclusively establishes a particular fact are deemed questions of law. Erickson v. G., 203 M 261, 280 NW 866. See Dun. Dig. 10449.

A finding upon a question of fact cannot be disturbed unless consideration of evidence and inferences permissibly drawn from clearly require reasonable minds to adopt a conclusion contrary to one at which commission arrived. Gorman v. G., 266 M 122, 273 NW 564. See Dun. Dig. 10426.
If after an impartial consideration of evidence and of inference which may fairly and reasonably be drawn therefrom, reasonable minds might reach different conclusions, the findings of commission, filed in evidence, stand. O’Reilly v. M., 258 NW256. See Dun. Dig. 10425 (24).

A judgment in a court of general jurisdiction against a party who has not been heard, where no one is compelled to be heard unless consideration of evidence and inference permissible therefrom clearly requires reasonable minds to adopt a different conclusion, in favor of the party who did not appear, is entitled to be sustained unless findings of fact, conclusions of law, or both, are clearly erroneous. Id. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

Where a party litigant failed to object to a rehearing because of an error in his counsel’s objection to a judgment, it constitutes waiver by him of same. Id. See Dun. Dig. 10425 (14).

Findings of commission as to disability and its termination are determinative thereof and are not subject to review unless there is proof that the party has been denied a hearing or that the evidence is insufficient to support the findings. O’Reilly v. M., 258 NW256. See Dun. Dig. 10426.

A party in interest may offer evidence in support of his point or to show the rights of others shown by the findings of the commission. Nelson v. W., 194 M 225, 253 NW765. See Dun. Dig. 10410.

Where employee was employed as a janitor for a fixed sum of money inclusive of weekly to cover flat allowance of $25 as wages, hotel and meals, and a car mileage allowance, in absence of showing that allowance resulted in profit to him, finding that allowance was not for personal benefit of employee was correct. Upton v. B., 171 M 221, 266 NW748. See Dun. Dig. 10411.

(b) "Child" or "children" shall include posthumous children, all other children entitled to be inherited as children of the deceased and the child or children of a person who shall have been adjudged to be his or their father by a court of competent jurisdiction in any state of the United States; and includes children who were members of the family of the deceased at the time of his injury and dependent upon him for support. (As amended Feb. 9, 1937, c. 18, § 11.)

Sec. 2 of Act Feb. 9, 1927, cited, provides that the Act shall take effect from its passage.
Husband of one of a member of a partnership operating a trucking business, was a salaried employee of that business. Ybarra v. Keegan v. K., 194M281, 260NW318. See Dun. Dig. 10325.

The jury, he happened to be working out relief theretofore paid by the state under a plan of compensation for injuries sustained in the course of employment. Jackson v. C., 201M232, 277NW22. See Dun. Dig. 10321.

Where in application for federal funds city agreed to assume liability for and to provide workers' compensation insurance for all persons employed upon project for which funds were used, city assumed same responsibility toward persons working on such project that it did to its regular employees. Michela v. C., 192M215, 258NW162. See Dun. Dig. 10321.

A deputy county auditor, while a county official, is not elected or appointed for a regular term so as to be denied benefits of workmen's compensation law. This is true whether the auditor acts in his official capacity or purely contractually. Jackson v. C., 191M414, 260NW290. See Dun. Dig. 10324.

Whether persons working on relief are employees is a question of fact. Where evidence sustains finding of existence of such relationship, it is a question for the jury. Keagan v. K., 194M281, 260NW318. See Dun. Dig. 10325.

Whether persons working on relief are employees is a question of fact. Where evidence sustains finding of existence of such relationship, it is a question for the jury. Keagan v. K., 194M281, 260NW318. See Dun. Dig. 10325.


Persons employed in so-called "made work" or "re仇 work" whose employers are independent contractors are employees entitled to benefits of act, and county may, provide for compensation. Op. Atty. Gen. (523g-6), Apr. 1, 1937.

County employees using sprayers in weed eradication work under contract between state and county were not "state employees". Op. Atty. Gen. (556a), Feb. 14, 1938.

Operators of a weed spraying machine operating under an arrangement with in association of township officers, operating each other's equipment for mutual benefit, were employees of township and not of truck owner as independent contractor. Op. Atty. Gen. (523g-6), June 28, 1939.

Application of state workmen's compensation laws to public employees and officers. 17MinnLawRev162.

No contract of employment of employee of an electric company with glass company areas from request for service. Employee of these companies is not an employee of the state or city. Colosimo v. G., 199M600, 273NW632. See Dun. Dig. 10325.


Rig to control and supervise work is one of important tests as to whether worker is employee or independent contractor. Carter v. W., 186M418, 248NW436. See Dun. Dig. 10326.

Evidence sustained finding that window washer was employee, sustained. Ogden v. W., 186M418, 248NW436. See Dun. Dig. 10326.

The fact that decedent, in doing work as a window washer, competed with established firms and companies who were engaged in same line of work did not make him an independent contractor. Carter v. W., 186M418, 248NW436. See Dun. Dig. 10326.

Where work is simple manual labor on premises of the employer, and there is no showing that right to control was surrendered or contracted away, question of whether relation of employer and employee exists is ordinarily a question of fact. Rick v. W., 186M418, 248NW436. See Dun. Dig. 10326.

Evidence sustained finding that interior decorator was employee, and fact that foreign corporation sent a representative into state to sell clothing throughout state on a commission basis, charging each customer a certain amount for his time and services, was not evidence of independent contractor. "Employee" to be determined by act. Op. Atty. Gen. (523g-16), May 31, 1928.

Evidence sustained finding that interior decorator was employee, and fact that foreign corporation sent a representative into state to sell clothing throughout state on a commission basis, charging each customer a certain amount for his time and services, was not evidence of independent contractor. "Employee" to be determined by act. Op. Atty. Gen. (523g-16), May 31, 1928.

Evidence sustained finding that interior decorator was an employee or independent contractor, held question of fact for Industrial Commission. Id.

Chief of police of city of Detroit Lakes is an employee of the city, pursuant to direction of city commission, Id.


Whether persons employed in maintenance of streets and railroads in the village are employees or independent contractors is a question of fact. Op. Atty. Gen. (523g-5), July 15, 1935.


One employed by husband of owner of building to make repairs so that part of building could be used by husband and wife, held an employee of wife as well as husband. Colosimo v. G., 199M600, 273NW632. See Dun. Dig. 10326.

One employed by husband of owner of building to make repairs so that part of building could be used by husband and wife, held an employee of wife as well as husband. Colosimo v. G., 199M600, 273NW632. See Dun. Dig. 10326.

Whether persons working on relief are employees is a question of fact. Where evidence sustains finding of existence of such relationship, it is a question for the jury. Keagan v. K., 194M281, 260NW318. See Dun. Dig. 10325.

Whether persons working on relief are employees is a question of fact. Where evidence sustains finding of existence of such relationship, it is a question for the jury. Keagan v. K., 194M281, 260NW318. See Dun. Dig. 10325.
Evidence held not to justify invocation of doctrine of estoppel on question of relationship of president to his corporation when same was based on payroll slips. Hansen v. T., 201M216, 275NW611. See Dun. Dig. 10395.

One employed by janitor of building at his own expense to assist in putting up screens was not an employee of building, though it was contributed that janitor might from time to time require assistance. Jackson v. C., 191M525, 277NW22. See Dun. Dig. 10395.

President and director of corporation held an employee thereof where, 285M526, 23NW464. See Dun. Dig. 10395.

Entity tending to show that retailer arranged for and undertook a job of hauling to be performed by his son with retailer's truck, looked after performance of work and benefited by new price the retailer paid his son and that party for whom hauling was done settled a sum and paid retailer balance due under contract after son's death, sustaining finding that son was employed by retailer. Laughren v. L., 285NW631.

Independent contractors.

Advise of a child held employee and not independent contractor. 173M144, 26NW491.

Person cutting, piling and loading on a car held an employee and not independent contractor. Ingebretsen v. J. B. F., 183M289, 23NW452. See Dun. Dig. 5835.

Finding that one employed to cut timber on a piecework basis where he was an independent contractor, held as an employee and not an independent contractor. 179M553, 225NW439.

Person receiving commission as compensation was an employee and not an independent contractor. 176M745. See Dun. Dig. 10395.

Person working on house held independent contractor. Holmberg v. A., 177M55, 224NW458, Kittson's Estate, 199M259, 225NW349. See Dun. Dig. 10395.

Applicant for compensation must show that he was employed by the owner of the property where he sustained injuries. 181M296, 225NW438.

Finding that one employed to cut timber on a piecework basis was an independent contractor. 178M135, 225NW475.

Person engaged in selling bottled products at fixed hourly compensation was an employee and not an independent contractor. Anderson v. C., 190M125, 251NW134, 254NW126. See Dun. Dig. 10395.

One hauling SESes from laundry held not an employee of laundry and held independent contractor. Griesg v. P., 182M289, 24NW452. See Dun. Dig. 5835, 10395.

One doing for a shop held employee and not an independent contractor and that there was subordination of balleys and biller. Wilson v. T., 188M567, 24NW462. See Dun. Dig. 10395.

Finding that one cleaning and painting smokestack for specified amount was employee, sustained. Fuller v. N., 185M314, 24NW556. See Dun. Dig. 10395.

Finding that blacksmith doing jobs on hourly basis was employee, not an independent contractor. Ingebretsen v. J. B. F., 185M224, 24NW324. See Dun. Dig. 10394.

Person engaged in handling canned products at fixed hourly compensation was an employee and not an independent contractor. Anderson v. C., 190M125, 251NW134, 254NW126. See Dun. Dig. 10395.

One hauling SESes from laundry held not an employee of laundry and held independent contractor. Griesg v. P., 182M289, 24NW452. See Dun. Dig. 5835, 10395.

A mason agreeing to build a wall for a certain sum, under contract with another for compensation, was an employee and not an independent contractor. 176M547. See Dun. Dig. 10395.

Road contractor held employer of truck drivers selected through federal reemployment service to drive trucks leased to through such employment service on a yardage basis and owner of trucks was not employer or independent contractor. Grundeman v. H., 183M216, 24NW475. See Dun. Dig. 10395.

Burning of brush for a highway contractor was not employer or independent contractor. Recker v. N., 200M275, 274NW180. See Dun. Dig. 10395.

Exclusion of evidence of a collateral hauling job performed about two years prior to one in issue held not to be error where same was determined with reference to facts of particular case, issue being whether deceased was an employee or independent contractor. Laughren v. L., 285NW631. See Dun. Dig. 10395.

Casual employment.

One doing odd jobs about a house with respect to storm windows, held a "casual" Billmayer v. S., 177M465, 225NW426.

Injury to head after fall from horse, sustained. 177M197, 224NW846.

Injury while traveling on highway arose out of and in course of employment. 177M197, 224NW846.

Finding that hernia did not result from a strain in lifting a truck of peanuts. Deppe v. J., 177M197, 224NW846.

Finding that loss of eyesight was occasioned by a twig hitting employee in eye while chopping, sustained. 178M476, 225NW475. See Dun. Dig. 10406.

Evidence held to sustain finding that condition of employee resulted from injury under former employer. 178M547, 229NW138.

Finding that transportation to work was regularly required sustained. 178M197, 229NW138.

Finding that teamster hauling bundles for commercial thresherman, but injured while pumping water for the thresherman, held not in the course of employment of commercial thresherman, sustained. 178M547, 229NW138.

Whether act of employer in attempting to prevent explosion of bomb was for purpose of preventing destruction of employer's property, which was held for the Industrial Commission. 179M272, 225NW931.

Injury to miner held not to have resulted from accident at work. 179M257, 229NW160.

Death by lightning is not compensable unless the employment accentuates the natural hazard from lightning. 179M221, 225NW158.

Finding of commission that hernia did not arise out of and in course of employment, held contrary to the evidence. 180M333, 23NW613.

Compensation may be given for traumatic neurosis producing disability resulting from injury in course of employment. 180M441, 23NW675. Finding of commission that carpenter sent 125 miles to work on school building was not in course of employment where injured during trip was in disobedience of orders, returned to such dangerous place and there re-injured, held not In the course of employment, and compensation could not be allowed for his death. 180M409, 23NW214.

Finding that police officer, injured while traveling on a motorcycle to assume duty at place he was detailed by superior officer, received such injuries accidentally arising out of and in the course of employment, held sustained by evidence. 181M601, 233NW427. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

Evidence held to sustain finding that deceased was injured by an automobile in the course of his employment, and that this caused acute appendicitis, from which death ensued. 183M210, 23NW611. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

An injury sustained by an employee who slips on the straw as he returns in the course of his employment to his employer's place of business at the close of the day is a street accident arising out of his employment. 183M220, 23NW646. See Dun. Dig. 10405.

Death of employee with unknown coronary sclerosis who suffered an initial attack of angina pectoris when under an emotional and mental strain and while engaged in severe muscular employment was compensable. Wicks v. A., 184M464, 233NW129. See Dun. Dig. 10396.


Finding that street sweeper falling and developing hernia suffered no accidental injury in course of employment, held not contrary to evidence. Todd v. V., 186M218, 242NW717. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

Evidence sustains finding that employee received heat stroke and that it caused his death. Pearson v. F., 186M165, 242NW721. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

Finding that heat stroke was accidental is sustained. Pearson v. F., 186M165, 242NW721.

Employee suffering rupture of blood vessel in brain, while lifting heavy weight, held to have suffered accidental injury. Krenz v. K., 186M132, 243NW318. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

Evidence sufficiently supports finding that permanent loss of mental faculties was caused by accident of employment. Johnson v. P., 187M447, 243NW651. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

Award of compensation for heat stroke, held justified. McDonald v. F., 187M442, 243NW635. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

As to whether mental injury warranting compensation was whether employment was such as to expose employee to risk of sun's rays. McDonald v. F., 187M442, 243NW635. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

Finding of commission that cancerous condition was not caused or aggravated by accident of employment, sustained by evidence. Palumbo v. C., 187M658, 246NW225. See Dun. Dig. 10406.

Evidence held to sustain finding that heatstroke to handtruck man causing his death was accidental and arose out of and in course of employment. 179M257, 229NW160. See Dun. Dig. 10406.

Finding that exophthalmic goiter was not caused or aggravated by accident of employment, sustained by evidence. 180M333, 23NW613.

Finding that exophthalmic goiter was not caused or aggravated by accident of employment, sustained by evidence. 180M333, 23NW613.
Evidence held to sustain finding that multiple nevi which were not caused by injury to ankle. Id. See Dun. Dig. 19406.

A heatstroke was properly held to be an "accident", agency of negligence having terminated a hour before death occurred. Id. See Dun. Dig. 19406.

Finding that death did not result from injury arising out of and in the course of employment. 172M1285, 214NW757.
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Death hastened by and due to an aggravation of an existing infirmity by the use of a general anesthetic in performing an operation made necessary by an accident is compensable. 174M433, 218NW843.

Where employee suffered chemical poisoning and colitis in the furnishing of gas while changing a tire, died by accident which arose out of and in course of his employment. 175M485, 221NW914. Evidence held not to require finding that fall was a contributor of death. Three months later from decomposition of the heart, 174M355, 218NW292.

Evidence held not to require finding that fall was a contributor of death. Three months later from decomposition of the heart. 174M355, 218NW292.

Injurious to an automobile salesman in accident happening while driving a prospective purchaser on an errand for the prospective purchaser did not arise out of nor in the course of his employment held sustained by the evidence. 174M362, 218NW292.

Injury to cook near rear door of restaurant on premises of employer while on way to work was compensable. 174M470, 221NW146.

Finding that death from heart disease pre-disposing cause of death does not affect the question of whether accident was in course of employment. 174M355, 219NW292.

The law supposes accident as against suicide until the contrary is shown. 175M435, 221NW912.

Finding that the evidence supported the claim of plaintiff's accident was not caused or aggravated by accident sustained. 176M535, 221NW905.

Attorney's office assistant, held to have received injury in course of employment arising out of accident while he was injured in quickly raising her left hand from the table to the keyboard of her typewriter, she sustained an injury that she could not operate the typewriter for three weeks. 177M674, 221NW912.

Condition of leg held result of accident and not arthritis. Cullen v. W., 177M535, 224NW214.

Finding that the evidence was not credible was compensable. EHRS v. Independent School Dist. No. 7, 161M461, 202NW30 followed. 178M100, 231NW789.

In relation to the injury, it is sufficient if the accident is the initiation. 177M535, 224NW459.

Finding that paralysis condition resulted from cerebral hemorrhage while acting as member of volunteer fire department. Loucks v. R., 177M535, 224NW632.

Finding that cancer of the stomach was not the result of accidental injuries, sustained. 177M319, 225NW635.

Finding that the evidence did not sustain the claim of an employee. Gibson v. O., 177M355, 225NW929.

Finding that death resulted from encephalitis and not arthritis. Hedquist v. P., 178M524, 227NW856. Evidence held to show that injection of poliomyelitis substances in the distillation of coal was an "accident". 180M129, 230NW486.

Medical evidence "out of and in course of" employment. 180M404, 231NW214.

Evidence held to support finding that nursing resulted from striking of ice by falling box. 180M470, 231NW916.

Employer who wilfully séts his employee cannot assert that the latter's remedy is under the compensation act. Bock v. W., 180M470, 231NW223.(2)

Where it was necessary for an employee to cross railroad track to go from one part of his employer's premises to another, the employee's presence to another was entitled to compensation for injuries by being struck by a train. 181M309, 231NW403.

Evidence held to show that death of employee from tetanus was due to an accident in the course of employment. This presumption sustains three months later from decomposition of the heart, 174M355, 219NW292.

Evidence held to show that death of employee from tetanus was due to an accident in the course of employment. 174M156, 218NW945.

That the deceased was affected with heart disease pre-disposing cause of death does not affect the question of whether accident was in course of employment. 174M355, 219NW292.

Evidence held to support finding that branch manager of employee while performing an operation made necessary by an accident was used to make deliveries for employer. Lorenz v. W., 187M444, 245NW615. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

Injurious to one driving his car to work held not to arise out of or in course of his employment. Where occupant was instructed to use his car to drive to and from work. 187M444, 245NW615. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

Injury to salesman going outside his territory on business did not arise out of course of employment. Where said employee was presenting signs and advertising matter for employer while on trip. 188M182, 246NW925. See Dun. Dig. 10405.

Employer is liable for injuries sustained by an employee while performing an operation made necessary by an accident sustained. Malvus v. S., 188M364, 247NW769. See Dun. Dig. 10406.

Evidence held not to require finding that fall was a contributor of death. Three months later from decomposition of the heart, 174M355, 218NW292.

Evidence held not to require finding that fall was a contributor of death. Three months later from decomposition of the heart. 174M355, 218NW292.

Evidence held to support finding that branch manager while performing an operation made necessary by an accident was used to make deliveries for employer. Lorenz v. W., 187M444, 245NW615. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

Injurious to one driving his car to work held not to arise out of or in course of his employment. Where occupant was instructed to use his car to drive to and from work. 187M444, 245NW615. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

Evidence held to support finding that branch manager while performing an operation made necessary by an accident was used to make deliveries for employer. Lorenz v. W., 187M444, 245NW615. See Dun. Dig. 10404.
tace furnished for use of his family on the farm. Mar-
golden v. S., 1933 M 121, 258 NW 27. See Dun. Dig. 10404.
Finding that fatal accident to officer of real estate company was accidental discharge of gun which had brought to office for personal use of his family. B. K. v. H., 125 M 4149, 255 NW 1005. See Dun. Dig. 10405.
Evidence that employee's disability is due to progress of his employment. In the case of an employee, the disease is in sharp conflict and it was asserted that employee's disease is not employment based disease. The evidence conclusively proved to exist, there was sufficient evidence to support denial of compensation. Gardner v. Burdett, 199 M 172, 271 NW 597. See Dun. Dig. 10406.
Death of automobile salesman on a return trip to em-
Evidence held to sustain finding that investigation of incident was started place. P. v. B., 202 M 247, 277 NW 913. See Dun. Dig. 10403.
Evidence held to support finding that deceased met his death by an accident arising out of and in course of his employment. Lee v. V. M., 205 M 448, 276 NW 103. See Dun. Dig. 10404.
Evidence held to sustain finding that investigator of incident was started place. H. M. v. B., 205 M 78, 276 NW 870. See Dun. Dig. 10404.
Evidence held to support finding that deceased met his death by an accident arising out of and in course of his employment. J. B. v. F., 197 M 348, 277 NW 158. See Dun. Dig. 10404.
Evidence held to sustain finding of commission that employee's automobile was functioning properly at the time of the accident. A. v. B., 200 M 717, 278 NW 674. See Dun. Dig. 10404.

\[
\text{In a compensation proceeding, where medical testimony and}\\ \text{evidence connected to relation with relief distress and a prior cause}\\ \text{found in sharp conflict, it was asserted that employee's disease}\\ \text{was not employment-based disease. The evidence conclusively}\\ \text{proved to exist, there was sufficient evidence to support denial}\\ \text{of compensation. Gardner v. Burdett, 199 M 172, 271 NW}\\ \text{597. See Dun. Dig. 10406.}
\]

\[
\text{Death of automobile salesman on a return trip to em}\\ \text{ployer's place of business. K. J. v. U., 199 M 348, 272 NW}\\ \text{168. See Dun. Dig. 10404.}
\]

\[
\text{Evidence held to sustain finding that investigator of incident}\\ \text{was started place. P. v. B., 202 M 247, 277 NW 913. See Dun. Dig.}\\ \text{10403.}
\]

\[
\text{Evidence held to support finding that deceased met}\\ \text{his death by an accident arising out of and in course of his}\\ \text{employment. Lee v. V. M., 205 M 448, 276 NW 103. See Dun.}\\ \text{Dig. 10404.}
\]

\[
\text{Evidence held to sustain finding that investigator of incident}\\ \text{was started place. H. M. v. B., 205 M 78, 276 NW 870. See Dun.}\\ \text{Dig. 10404.}
\]

\[
\text{Evidence held to support finding that deceased met}\\ \text{his death by an accident arising out of and in course of his}\\ \text{employment. J. B. v. F., 197 M 348, 277 NW 158. See Dun.}\\ \text{Dig. 10404.}
\]

\[
\text{Evidence held to sustain finding of commission that employee's}\\ \text{automobile was functioning properly at the time of the accident. A.}\\ \text{v. B., 200 M 717, 278 NW 674. See Dun. Dig. 10404.}
\]

\[
\text{In a compensation proceeding, where medical testimony and}\\ \text{evidence connected to relation with relief distress and a prior cause}\\ \text{found in sharp conflict, it was asserted that employee's disease}\\ \text{was not employment-based disease. The evidence conclusively}\\ \text{proved to exist, there was sufficient evidence to support denial}\\ \text{of compensation. Gardner v. Burdett, 199 M 172, 271 NW}\\ \text{597. See Dun. Dig. 10406.}
\]

\[
\text{Death of automobile salesman on a return trip to em}\\ \text{ployer's place of business. K. J. v. U., 199 M 348, 272 NW}\\ \text{168. See Dun. Dig. 10404.}
\]

\[
\text{Evidence held to sustain finding of commission that employee's}\\ \text{automobile was functioning properly at the time of the accident. A.}\\ \text{v. B., 200 M 717, 278 NW 674. See Dun. Dig. 10404.}
\]

\[
\text{In a compensation proceeding, where medical testimony and}\\ \text{evidence connected to relation with relief distress and a prior cause}\\ \text{found in sharp conflict, it was asserted that employee's disease}\\ \text{was not employment-based disease. The evidence conclusively}\\ \text{proved to exist, there was sufficient evidence to support denial}\\ \text{of compensation. Gardner v. Burdett, 199 M 172, 271 NW}\\ \text{597. See Dun. Dig. 10406.}
\]

\[
\text{Death of automobile salesman on a return trip to em}\\ \text{ployer's place of business. K. J. v. U., 199 M 348, 272 NW}\\ \text{168. See Dun. Dig. 10404.}
\]

\[
\text{Evidence held to sustain finding of commission that employee's}\\ \text{automobile was functioning properly at the time of the accident. A.}\\ \text{v. B., 200 M 717, 278 NW 674. See Dun. Dig. 10404.}
\]

\[
\text{In a compensation proceeding, where medical testimony and}\\ \text{evidence connected to relation with relief distress and a prior cause}\\ \text{found in sharp conflict, it was asserted that employee's disease}\\ \text{was not employment-based disease. The evidence conclusively}\\ \text{proved to exist, there was sufficient evidence to support denial}\\ \text{of compensation. Gardner v. Burdett, 199 M 172, 271 NW}\\ \text{597. See Dun. Dig. 10406.}
\]

\[
\text{Death of automobile salesman on a return trip to em}\\ \text{ployer's place of business. K. J. v. U., 199 M 348, 272 NW}\\ \text{168. See Dun. Dig. 10404.}
\]

\[
\text{Evidence held to sustain finding of commission that employee's}\\ \text{automobile was functioning properly at the time of the accident. A.}\\ \text{v. B., 200 M 717, 278 NW 674. See Dun. Dig. 10404.}
\]

\[
\text{In a compensation proceeding, where medical testimony and}\\ \text{evidence connected to relation with relief distress and a prior cause}\\ \text{found in sharp conflict, it was asserted that employee's disease}\\ \text{was not employment-based disease. The evidence conclusively}\\ \text{proved to exist, there was sufficient evidence to support denial}\\ \text{of compensation. Gardner v. Burdett, 199 M 172, 271 NW}\\ \text{597. See Dun. Dig. 10406.}
\]

\[
\text{Death of automobile salesman on a return trip to em}\\ \text{ployer's place of business. K. J. v. U., 199 M 348, 272 NW}\\ \text{168. See Dun. Dig. 10404.}
\]
An injury arises out of employment when there is apparent to rational mind a causal connection between conditions under which work is required to be performed and the injury, excluding an injury which cannot fairly be traced to employment as a contributing proximate cause. Fitzgibbons v. 268 NW 435. See Sue. Dig. 10495.

Where employment exposed an employee to risk of injury from other, injury resulting from horseplay by such employees did not participate directly to avoid, arises out of and in course of employment. McKeever v. 298 NW 262. See Sue. Dig. 10403.

An express messenger employed in a baggage car was within his employment while seeking protection from the cold in another baggage car nearby during the time he was waiting for the baggage car in which he was to be attached to a train. Id. See Sue. Dig. 10402.

City is liable for compensation to members of fire department on calls outside village limits under direction of village officers, whether or not there exists a contract with adjacent territory. Op. Atty. Gen. (688-P), June 29, 1934.

"Personal injuries arising out of and in the course of employment," 15 Minn Law Rev 792.

Injuries occurring in another state.

Business of air lines company operating between St. Paul and Minneapolis held local accident. Minnesota trip commenced and ended in St. Paul except for short lay-over in Chicago, and assignments of work and pay of salaries were made in St. Paul, so that copilot's right to compensation for injuries during employment in Minnesota after copilot's own Minnesota operation exclusively, though the accident occurred in Wisconsin and his contract of employment was made in Iowa. Severson v. 193 NW 273.

Where resident of Minnesota was engaged in building road in the state, and employed by a small contractor located in Minnesota and the principal office in Chicago, 177 M 503, 225 NW 428.

Minnesota compensation act governed where salesman resident in Minnesota was injured in South Dakota, the employment of plaintiff occurred at place where workman was employed. Susnik v. O., 193 M 477, 266 NW 855. See Sue. Dig. 10407.

Traveling salesman working in another state for corporation located in Minnesota, was within Minnesota Compensation Act. Brameld v. A., 186 M 862, 242 NW 465. See Sue. Dig. 10407.

Evidence sustained finding that injury to traveling salesman arose in course of his employment. Brameld v. A., 186 M 862, 242 NW 465.

(l) Singular and plural.

Double disabilities coming within the 400 weeks' provisions under subdivisions 28 to 37 of §4274 relate only to the time of occurrence of the permanent partial disability of one leg. It was proper to double compensation allowable for a permanent partial disability of one leg as provided in paragraphs 19 and 41. Smith v. K., 197 M 457, 265 NW 633, amending opinion in 257 NW 478. See Sue. Dig. 10407.

(k) Singular and plural.

Farm laborers and commercial threshers and haulers.

See notes under §456.

Employed in industrial business was not a farm laborer, therefore required to do farm work for his employer. 177 M 503, 225 NW 428.

One operating a steam fill for commercial thrasher and commercial threshing and haulers, held not a "farm laborer." 178 M 512, 227 NW 661.

A farmer threshing for his neighbors may be a "commercial thrasher." 178 M 515, 227 NW 663.

Engineer of threshing outfit owned by farmer and used by him to thresh his own grain and that of his neighbors was held an employee of a "commercial thrasher." 180 M 49, 236 NW 274.

An employee whose principal employment is that of a commercial threshing firm is a farm laborer simply because at moment he is doing work on a farm. Ober v. D., 202 M 475, 277 NW 221. See Sue. Dig. 10407.
ment of labor and industry. (Act Apr. 20, 1939, c. 322.)

4330. Laws repealed. Disbility allowances to city employees, see Laws 1929, c. 104. 175M313, 222NW598; note under §4279.

4330. Settlement of claims.—An employe or dependent may by a stipulation or agreement settle a claim for compensation with the employer or his insurer, but no such settlement shall be of any force or validity whatsoever until such settlement has been referred to and signed by the parties, approved by the Industrial Commission, and an award has been made thereon by the Commission. All awards pursuant to such settlement shall be subject to reopening in accordance with Section 4319, Mason's Minnesota Statutes of 1927, notwithstanding any statement or agreement to the contrary which may be contained in any such settlement. Such settlement shall be approved by the Industrial Commission only where the terms thereof are fair and reasonable and in conformity with the act except as to the amount conform to the Compensation Act.

The matter of the approving or disapproving proposed settlements shall rest in the discretion of the Industrial Commission and the burden of showing that any proposed settlement is unfair, reasonable and in conformity with the act except as to the amount shall be on the parties. (Act Apr. 29, 1935, c. 315, §1.)

Sec. 2 of Act Apr. 29, 1935, cited, provides that the act shall take effect on the day following its passage.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

4381 to 4384-1. [Repealed.] Repealed by Act Apr. 29, 1935, c. 315, §2, effective on and after July 1, 1935.

4387-1. Application of act to state employees—powers and duties of Industrial Commission and attorney general.—The Workmen’s Compensation Act of Minnesota shall apply to all employees of the State of Minnesota employed in any department thereof. It shall be the primary duty of the Industrial Commission to defend the state and its several departments against workmen’s compensation claims whenever, after investigation, it shall deem such defense necessary and desirable. But the Attorney General may at any time and at any stage of a compensation proceeding take over and assume such defense, and upon request of the Industrial Commission or any department of the state, shall take over and assume such defense. For the purpose of such defense, the Industrial Commission shall have authority to provide for medical examinations of injured employees, procure the attendance of hearings of expert and other witnesses and do any other act necessary to a proper defense. All expenses incurred in such defense shall be charged to the department involved and be paid out of the State Compensation Revolving Fund.

The Commission shall have power to employ not to exceed two attorneys and one stenographer and their salaries shall be apportioned among the several departments of the state in the proportion that the amount of compensation paid during the fiscal year by any such department bears to the total amount of compensation paid, by all departments during such year. Any overpayment made to an employe during period of healing may be deducted from the compensation due the employee for the permanent disability sustained or for any medical expenses the employee may have incurred. Op. Atty. Gen., Aug. 25, 1933.

Act is constitutional insofar as is applies to railroad and warehouse commissions: Op. Atty. Gen., May 16, 1933.

4337-6. State compensation revolving fund established.—In order to facilitate the discharge of its obligations under the workmen’s compensation act, there is hereby established a revolving fund to be known and designated as the State Compensation Revolving Fund. The sum of $32,000.00 is hereby appropriated from monies in the state treasury not otherwise appropriated to the payment of such compensation. The Attorney General is authorized to take care of claims for compensation which are now due or may accrue between now and July 1, 1935 to injured employes under the Workmen’s Compensation Act who are actually employed and who rank their salaries direct from the revolving fund and are not to be used in the payment of compensation of injured employes in departments of the state supported in whole or in part by fees or where such employes are employed in departments where the salaries of such employes are fixed by any managing or governing board which board controls the expenditure of appropriations made to such department.

The unexpended balance of said sum, if any, remaining on July 1, 1935, together with the sums to be paid into said fund pursuant to the provisions and divisions thereof as hereinafter provided, shall constitute said fund. The state treasurer shall be the custodian of said fund, and no monies for awards of compensation benefits shall be paid out of said fund except in the manner now provided for award of payments by the Industrial Commission pursuant to Chapter 439, General Laws 1927, §§4337-1 to 4337-5, provided, however, that monies required to be paid out in accordance with paragraphs one and two of Section two hereof may be paid out upon the written request of the Industrial Commission. (Act Apr. 5, 1933, c. 161, §1.)

There is no appropriation which would warrant any state department from entering into agreement with federal government to assume liability for injuries to workmen or emergency relief work projects in absence of such appropriation no such agreement may be made. Op. Atty. Gen. (523g-6), Apr. 1, 1934.

Sign of application for approval of emergency relief administration work projects, containing an agreement to carry workmen’s compensation insurance to protect workmen’s compensation paid by any such department bears to the total amount of compensation paid, by a department during such year. Any overpayment made to an employe during period of healing may be deducted from the compensation due the employee for the permanent disability sustained or for any medical expenses the employee may have incurred. Op. Atty. Gen., Aug. 25, 1933.

Act is constitutional insofar as is applies to railroad and warehouse commissions: Op. Atty. Gen., May 16, 1933.

4337-6. State compensation revolving fund established.—In order to facilitate the discharge of its obligations under the workmen’s compensation act, there is hereby established a revolving fund to be known and designated as the State Compensation Revolving Fund. The sum of $32,000.00 is hereby appropriated from monies in the state treasury not otherwise appropriated to the payment of such compensation. The Attorney General is authorized to take care of claims for compensation which are now due or may accrue between now and July 1, 1935 to injured employes under the Workmen’s Compensation Act who are actually employed and who rank their salaries direct from the revolving fund and are not to be used in the payment of compensation of injured employes in departments of the state supported in whole or in part by fees or where such employes are employed in departments where the salaries of such employes are fixed by any managing or governing board which board controls the expenditure of appropriations made to such department.

The unexpended balance of said sum, if any, remaining on July 1, 1935, together with the sums to be paid into said fund pursuant to the provisions and divisions thereof as hereinafter provided, shall constitute said fund. The state treasurer shall be the custodian of said fund, and no monies for awards of compensation benefits shall be paid out of said fund except in the manner now provided for award of payments by the Industrial Commission pursuant to Chapter 439, General Laws 1927, §§4337-1 to 4337-5, provided, however, that monies required to be paid out in accordance with paragraphs one and two of Section two hereof may be paid out upon the written request of the Industrial Commission. (Act Apr. 5, 1933, c. 161, §1.)

There is no appropriation which would warrant any state department from entering into agreement with federal government to assume liability for injuries to workmen or emergency relief work projects in absence of such appropriation no such agreement may be made. Op. Atty. Gen. (523g-6), Apr. 1, 1934.

Sign of application for approval of emergency relief administration work projects, containing an agreement to carry workmen’s compensation insurance to protect workmen’s compensation paid by any such department bears to the total amount of compensation paid, by a department during such year. Any overpayment made to an employe during period of healing may be deducted from the compensation due the employee for the permanent disability sustained or for any medical expenses the employee may have incurred. Op. Atty. Gen., Aug. 25, 1933.

Act is constitutional insofar as is applies to railroad and warehouse commissions: Op. Atty. Gen., May 16, 1933.

4337-6. State compensation revolving fund established.—In order to facilitate the discharge of its obligations under the workmen’s compensation act, there is hereby established a revolving fund to be known and designated as the State Compensation Revolving Fund. The sum of $32,000.00 is hereby appropriated from monies in the state treasury not otherwise appropriated to the payment of such compensation. The Attorney General is authorized to take care of claims for compensation which are now due or may accrue between now and July 1, 1935 to injured employes under the Workmen’s Compensation Act who are actually employed and who rank their salaries direct from the revolving fund and are not to be used in the payment of compensation of injured employes in departments of the state supported in whole or in part by fees or where such employes are employed in departments where the salaries of such employes are fixed by any managing or governing board which board controls the expenditure of appropriations made to such department.

The unexpended balance of said sum, if any, remaining on July 1, 1935, together with the sums to be paid into said fund pursuant to the provisions and divisions thereof as hereinafter provided, shall constitute said fund. The state treasurer shall be the custodian of said fund, and no monies for awards of compensation benefits shall be paid out of said fund except in the manner now provided for award of payments by the Industrial Commission pursuant to Chapter 439, General Laws 1927, §§4337-1 to 4337-5, provided, however, that monies required to be paid out in accordance with paragraphs one and two of Section two hereof may be paid out upon the written request of the Industrial Commission. (Act Apr. 5, 1933, c. 161, §1.)

There is no appropriation which would warrant any state department from entering into agreement with federal government to assume liability for injuries to workmen or emergency relief work projects in absence of such appropriation no such agreement may be made. Op. Atty. Gen. (523g-6), Apr. 1, 1934.

Sign of application for approval of emergency relief administration work projects, containing an agreement to carry workmen’s compensation insurance to protect workmen’s compensation paid by any such department bears to the total amount of compensation paid, by a department during such year. Any overpayment made to an employe during period of healing may be deducted from the compensation due the employee for the permanent disability sustained or for any medical expenses the employee may have incurred. Op. Atty. Gen., Aug. 25, 1933.

Act is constitutional insofar as is applies to railroad and warehouse commissions: Op. Atty. Gen., May 16, 1933.
4337-21. Declaration of Public Policy.—As a guide to the interpretation and application of this Act, the public policy of this state is declared to be as follows:

Economic insecurity due to unemployment is a serious menace to the health, morals, and welfare of the people of this state. Involuntary unemployment is therefore a subject of general interest and concern which requires appropriate action by the legislature to prevent its spread and to lighten its burdens. This can be provided by encouraging employers to provide more stable employment and by the systematic accumulation of funds during periods of employment to provide benefits for periods of unemployment, thus maintaining purchasing power and limiting the serious consequences of unemployment's retraction and resistance. The legislature, therefore, declares that in
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4337-21. Declaration of Public Policy.—As a guide to the interpretation and application of this Act, the public policy of this state is declared to be as follows:

Economic insecurity due to unemployment is a serious menace to the health, morals, and welfare of the people of this state. Involuntary unemployment is therefore a subject of general interest and concern which requires appropriate action by the legislature to prevent its spread and to lighten its burdens. This can be provided by encouraging employers to provide more stable employment and by the systematic accumulation of funds during periods of employment to provide benefits for periods of unemployment, thus maintaining purchasing power and limiting the serious consequences of unemployment's retraction and resistance. The legislature, therefore, declares that in
its considered judgment the public good and the general welfare of the citizens of this State will be promoted by providing, under the police powers of the State for the compulsory setting aside of unemployment reserves to be used for the benefit of persons unemployed through no fault of their own. (Act Dec. 28, 1934, Ex. Sess. c. 2, §1.)

The title to the act is as follows: To create an unemployment compensation fund from contributions by employers or unemployment compensation for involuntary unemployment, to provide for merit ratings for employers with creditable employment records, to provide for a separate unemployment and poverty fund for cooperation with the Social Security Board of the United States of America, to provide penalties for the violation of the act, and to provide for the administration thereof, and to appropriate money therefor.

4337-22. Definitions.—As used in this act, unless the context clearly requires otherwise—

A. (1) “Annual pay roll” means the total amount of wages payable to an employer (regardless of the time of payment) for employment during a calendar year.

(2) “Average annual pay roll” means the average of the annual pay rolls of any employer for the last three or five preceding calendar years, whichever average is higher.

B. “Benefits” means the money payments payable to an individual as provided in this act, with respect to employment.

C. “Commission” means the industrial commission of the state of Minnesota.

D. “Contributions” means the payments to the state unemployment compensation fund required by this act.

E. “Employing Unit” means any individual or type of organization, including any partnership, association, trust, estate, joint-stock company, insurance company, or corporation, whether domestic or foreign, or any receiver, trustee, successor thereto, or the legal representative of a deceased person, which has or subsequent to January 1, 1936, had in its employ one or more individuals performing services for it. All individuals performing services within this state for any employing unit which maintains two or more separate establishments within this state shall be deemed to be employed by a single employing unit for all the purposes of this act. Notwithstanding inconsistent provisions of this act, where any employing unit contracts with or has under it any contractor or subcontractor for any work which is part of its usual trade, occupation, profession or business, any employing unit which engages in performing such work shall be deemed to be engaged in performing such work for any such contractor or subcontractor, and as such contractor or subcontractor is an employer by reason of Section 2(f) [§4337-22F herein] or Section 9(e) of this act [§4337-29(C), herein] the employing unit shall for all the purposes of this act be deemed to employ such contractor or subcontractor and individuals in his employ for each day during which such contractor, subcontractor, and individual is engaged in performing such work; except that each such contractor or subcontractor who is an employer by reason of Section 2(f) [§4337-22F] of this act shall alone be liable for the employer’s contributions measured by wages payable to individuals in his employ. Each individual employed to perform or assist in performing the work of any agent or individual employed by an employing unit shall be deemed to be employed by such employing unit with respect to the purposes of this act whether such individual was hired or paid directly by such employing unit or by such agent or individual, provided the employing unit had actual or constructive knowledge of such work.

F. “Employer” means:

(1) Any employing unit which for some portion of a day but not necessarily simultaneously, in each of 20 different weeks, whether or not such weeks are or were consecutive, within the year 1936 has or had in employment eight or more individuals (irrespective of whether the same individuals are or were employed in each such day) and, for any calendar year subsequent to 1936, an employing unit which, for some portion of a day in each of twenty (20) different weeks, whether or not such weeks are or were consecutive, and whether or not all of such weeks of employment are or were within the state of Minnesota, within either the current or preceding calendar year, has or had, or at the time of such acquisition was an employer subject to this act;

(2) Any employing unit which acquired the organization, trade, or business, or substantially all the assets thereof, of another which at the time of such acquisition was an employer subject to this act;

(3) Any employing unit which acquired the organization, trade, or business, or substantially all the assets thereof, of another employing unit, and which, if treated as a single unit with such other employing unit, would be an employer under paragraph (1) of this subsection;

(4) Any employing unit which together with one or more other employing units, is owned or controlled (by legally enforcible means or otherwise) directly or indirectly by the same, or owns or controls one or more other employing units (by legally enforcible means or otherwise), and which, if treated as a single unit with such other employing units or interests or both, would be an employer under paragraph (1) of this subsection;

(5) Any employing unit which, having become an employer under paragraph (1), (2), (3), or (4), has not, under Section 9, ceased to be an employer subject to this act; or

(6) For the effective period of its election pursuant to section 9(e) any other employing unit which has elected to become a party subject to the act.

G. “Employee” means every individual, whether male, female, citizen, alien or minor, who is performing, or subsequent to January first, 1936, has performed services for an employer in an employment subject to this act.

H. (1) Subject to the other provisions of this subsection “employment” means service, including work in inter-state commerce, or otherwise performed for wages or under any contract of hire, written or oral, express or implied, where the relationship of master and servant exists.

(2) The term “employment” shall include an individual’s entire service, performed within or without this state, whether or not all of which contributions are required and paid under an unemployment compensation law of any other state or of the Federal government, shall be deemed to be employment subject to this act if the individual performing such services is a resident of this state and the commission approves the election of the employing unit for whose such services are performed that the entire service is an employment subject to this act.

(3) Services not covered under paragraph (2) of this subsection and performed entirely without this state in respect to which contributions are required and paid under an unemployment compensation law of any other state or of the Federal government, shall be deemed to be employment subject to this act if the individual performing such services is a resident of this state if (a) the service is localized in this state; or (b) the service is localized in any state but some of the service is performed in this state and (1) the base of operations, or, if there is no base of operations, the premises from which such service is directed or controlled, is in this state; (2) the base of operations or place from which such service is directed or controlled is not in any state in which some part of the service is performed, but the individual’s residence is in this state.

(4) Services not covered under paragraph (2) of this subsection and performed entirely without this state in respect to which contributions are required and paid under an unemployment compensation law of any other state or of the Federal government, shall be deemed to be employment subject to this act if the individual performing such services is a resident of this state and the commission approves the election of the employing unit for whose such services are performed that the entire service is an employment subject to this act.

(5) Service shall be deemed to be localized within a state if (a) the service is performed entirely within such state; or (b) the service is performed both within and without such state, but the service performed without such state is incidental to the individual’s service within the state, for example, is temporary or transitory in nature or consists of isolated transactions.
(5) Services performed by an individual for wages shall be deemed to be "employment" subject to this act if it shall be shown to the satisfaction of the commission that the relationship of master and servant does not exist as specified in subdivision 1 hereof or (a) such individual has been and will continue to be free from control or direction over the person performing such service; or (b) such service is performed outside the usual course of the business for which such service is performed, or that such service is performed outside of all the places of business of the enterprise for which such service is performed; and (c) such individual is customarily engaged in an independently established trade, occupation, profession or business.

(a) "Term "employment" shall not include:
(b) Service performed in the employ of any other state or its political subdivisions, or of the United States government, or of an instrumentality of any other state or states or their political subdivisions or of the United States, except that if the Congress of the United States shall permit states to make payments into an unemployment fund under a state unemployment compensation act, then, to the extent permitted by Congress, and from and after the date as of which such permission becomes effective, all of the provisions of this act shall be applicable to such instrumentalities and to services performed for such instrumentalties in the same manner, to the same extent, and on the same terms as to all other employers, employing units, individuals, and services.
(c) Service performed after June 30, 1939, for an employer determined to be subject to the railroad unemployment insurance act by the agency or agencies established by an act of Congress, provided that the commission deems necessary.
(d) Agricultural labor;
(e) Domestic service in a private home;
(f) Service performed as an officer or member of the crew of a vessel on the navigable waters of the United States;
(g) Service performed by an individual in the employ of his son, daughter, or spouse, and service performed by a child under the age of 21 in the employ of his father or mother;
(h) Service performed as a part time student worker whose principal occupation during the year is as a student actually attending a public or private school;
(i) Services performed in the employ of a corporation, community chest, fund, or foundation, organized and operated exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals, not exempt from the payment of income taxes to the extent of any net earnings which inure to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual;
(j) Service performed in the employ of any farmers' cooperative association dealing exclusively with agricultural or dairy products or farmers' mutual insurance company, not included in the definition of employer under section 3 of the social security act;
(k) Services performed subsequent to December 31, 1939, outside of the corporate limits of a city, village, or borough of 10,000 population or more, as determined by the most recent United States census, for an employer who has paid all contributions due under this act for employment performed outside of the corporate limits of such city, village, or borough, and who is not subject to Title IX of the Federal Social Security Act (Mason's USCA, Title 42, §§1101 to 1119), as in force or hereafter amended, provided the services of all of such employer's employees are performed outside of the corporate limits of such city, village, or borough and the purpose of this provision service shall be deemed to be performed outside of such corporate limits if (1) performed entirely outside of such corporate limits; or (2) performed both outside and within such corporate limits, if the service performed under such corporate limits is incidental to the individual's service outside such corporate limits and is temporary or transitory in nature or consists of isolated transactions.
(l) "Employment office" means a free public employment office, or branch thereof, operated by this state or maintained as a part of a state-controlled system of public employment offices.
(m) "Fund" means the unemployment compensation fund established by this act, to which all contributions required and from which all benefits provided under this act shall be paid.
(n) "State" includes, in addition to the states of the United States of America, Alaska, Hawaii, and the District of Columbia.
(o) "Unemployment"—An individual shall be deemed "unemployed" in any week during which he performs no services and with respect to which no wages are payable to him, or in any week of less than full time work if the wages payable to him with respect to such week are less than his weekly benefit amount.
(p) The commission may prescribe regulations applicable to unemployed individuals making such distinctions in the procedures and the amount of benefits payable within the limitations of this act, as to total unemployment, part-total unemployment, and partial unemployment of individuals attached to their regular jobs and other forms of short-time work as the commission deems necessary.
(q) "Unemployment compensation administration fund" means the unemployment compensation administration fund established by this act, from which administrative expenses under this act shall be paid.
(r) "Wages" means remuneration payable to an individual for personal services, including commissions and bonuses and the cash value of all remuneration payable in any medium other than cash. Gratuities customarily received by an individual in the course of his employment from persons other than his employing unit shall be treated as wages payable by his employing unit. The reasonable cash values of remuneration payable in any medium other than cash, and the reasonable amount of gratuities, shall be determined in accordance with rules prescribed by the commission.
(s) "Week" means calendar week, ending at midnight Saturday, or the equivalent thereof, as determined in accordance with regulations prescribed by the commission.
(t) "Weekly benefit amount"—An individual's "weekly benefit amount" with respect to any particular week of total unemployment means the amount of benefits computed in accordance with the provisions of section 5 of this act, which he would be entitled to receive for such week, if totally unemployed and eligible.
(u) "Benefit year" with respect to any individual means the 52 consecutive week period beginning with the first day of the first week with respect to which the individual files a valid claim for benefits. Any claim for benefits made in accordance with the 1938
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[1940] Supplement to Mason’s Minnesota Statutes of 1927, Section 4337-28(a) shall be deemed to be a valid claim for the purposes of this subsection if the individual has earned the wage credits for employment as employees required for this subsection.


T. “Calendar quarter” means the period of three consecutive calendar months ending on March 31, June 30, September 30, or December 31, excluding, however, any calendar quarter or portion thereof which occurs prior to January 1, 1937, or the equivalent thereof as the commission may by regulation prescribe. (Dec. 24, 1936, Ex. Sen., c. 2, §2; Mar. 2, 1927, c. 1, §1; Apr. 19, 1937, c. 396; Apr. 22, 1938, c. 443, §1.)

Sec. 3 of Act Mar. 2, 1937, cited, provides that the Act shall take effect from its passage.

II. Whether a particular hospital must contribute is a question of fact, and if a hospital is liable to the federal act, they would gain nothing by claiming exemption from the provisions of Minnesota act, though they might not be mingled and undivided.

The commission shall from time to time requisition all public moneys or funds of this State, an unmoneys requisitioned from this State in the unemployment trust fund, established and maintained pursuant to section 904 of the social security act, as amended, any provisions of law in this state relating to the deposit, administration, release, or disbursement of moneys in the possession, custody of this state, and shall be used exclusively for the payment of benefits as provided in this act.

Except as herein otherwise provided, money in the clearing and reserves accounts may be deposited by the treasurer in one or more banks or public depository in which general funds of the state may be deposited, but no public deposit insurance charge or premium shall be paid out of the fund. The treasurer shall give a faithful bond conditioned upon the discharge of his duties as custodian of the unemployment trust fund in an amount fixed by the commission and in a form prescribed by law or approved by the Attorney General.

C. Withdrawals.—Moneys shall be requisitioned from this state’s account in the unemployment trust fund solely for the payment of benefits and in accordance with regulations prescribed by the commission. The commission shall have the right to requisition moneys from this state’s account in the unemployment trust fund for a reasonable future period. Upon receipt thereof, the treasurer shall transfer such moneys to the fund.

Whether a particular hospital must contribute is a question of fact, and if a hospital is liable to the federal act, they would gain nothing by claiming exemption from the provisions of Minnesota act, though they might not be mingled and undivided.

The commission shall from time to time requisition all public moneys or funds of this State, an unmoneys requisitioned from this State in the unemployment trust fund, established and maintained pursuant to section 904 of the social security act, as amended, any provisions of law in this state relating to the deposit, administration, release, or disbursement of moneys in the possession, custody of this state, and shall be used exclusively for the payment of benefits as provided in this act.

Except as herein otherwise provided, money in the clearing and reserves accounts may be deposited by the treasurer in one or more banks or public depository in which general funds of the state may be deposited, but no public deposit insurance charge or premium shall be paid out of the fund. The treasurer shall give a faithful bond conditioned upon the discharge of his duties as custodian of the unemployment trust fund in an amount fixed by the commission and in a form prescribed by law or approved by the Attorney General.

The commission shall have the right to requisition moneys from this state’s account in the unemployment trust fund for a reasonable future period. Upon receipt thereof, the treasurer shall transfer such moneys to the fund.

D. Transfer of money from state account in hands of Secretary of the Treasury to railroad unemployment insurance account.—Notwithstanding any requirements of the foregoing subsections of this section, the commission shall, prior to whencever is the later of (1) thirty days after the close of this session of the legislature and (2) July 1, 1939, authorize and direct the secretary of the treasury of the United States to transfer to this state’s account in the unemployment trust fund established and maintained pursuant to section 904 of the social security act as amended [Mason’s USCA, Supp 4, Title 42, §1104].
to the railroad unemployment insurance account, established and maintained pursuant to section 10 of the Railroad Employment Insurance Act [USCA July, 1938, Pamphlet, Title 45, p. 267, §10], an amount hereinafter referred to as the preliminary amount; and shall prior to whichever is later of (1) thirty days after the close of this session of the legislature and (2) January 1, 1949, authorize and direct the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States to transfer from this state's account in said unemployment trust fund to said railroad unemployment insurance account an additional amount, hereinafter referred to as the liquidating amount. The security board shall determine both such amounts after consultation with the railroad retirement board and the commission. The preliminary amount shall consist of that proportion of the balance in the unemployment compensation fund as of June 30, 1939, as the total amount of contribution collected from "employers" (as the term "employer" is defined in section 1(a) of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act [Mason's USCA July, 1938 Pamphlet, Title 45, p. 261, §1(a)]) and credited to the unemployment compensation fund under the provisions of this act and collected under this act and credited to the unemployment compensation fund. The liquidating amount shall consist of the total amount of contributions collected from "employers" (as the term "employer" is defined in section 1 (a) of the Railroad Employment Insurance Act) pursuant to the provisions of this act during the period July 1, 1939, to December 31, 1939, inclusive.

Editorial note.—Power conferred on the industrial commission to be transferred to the director of employment and security by Act Apr. 26, 1937, c. 452, §1; Act Apr. 22, 1939, c. 443, §14.

(3) Member of commission designated by industrial commission is authorized to requisition money from unemployment trust fund to be placed in benefit account. Op. Atty. Gen. (886-e), Jan. 5, 1938. Victor Christgau was duly appointed and qualified director of Division of Employment and Security, with all powers and duties previously vested in industrial commission under the Unemployment Compensation Law and for a period of time specified in the appointing act and with power to requisition money from the unemployment trust fund in accordance with such regulations as the Secretary of the United States. Op. Atty. Gen. (88a), June 30, 1939.

§4337-24. Contributions from employers.—A. Payments.—(1) On and after January 1, 1936, contributions shall accrue and become payable by each employer for each calendar year in which he is subject to this act, with respect to wages payable for employment (as defined in section 2(h)) accruing during such calendar year. Such contributions shall become due and be paid by each employer to the commission for the fund in accordance with such regulations as the commission may prescribe, and shall not be deducted, in whole or in part, from the wages of individuals in his employ. No rule of the commission shall be put in effect which will permit the payment of contributions at a time or under conditions which will not allow the employer to take credit for such contribution against the tax imposed by Title IX of the social security act. [Mason's U. S. C. A., Supp. 4, Title 42, §§1101 to 1110.]

(2) In the payment of any contribution, a fractional part of a cent shall be disregarded unless it amounts to one-half cent or more, in which case it shall be added to one cent.

B. Rate of contribution.—Each employer shall pay contributions equal to the following percentages of wages payable by him with respect to employment:

(1) Nine-tenths of one cent per centum with respect to employment during the calendar year 1936;

(2) One and eight-tenths per centum with respect to employment during the calendar year 1937;

(3) Two and seven-tenths per centum with respect to employment during the calendar year 1938, 1939, 1940; and

(4) With respect to employment after December 31, 1940, two and seven-tenths per centum, except as may be otherwise determined by the commission pursuant to subsection (c) of this section, except that contributions shall accrue and become payable for the calendar year 1940 with respect to employment by an employer of less than eight individuals during the calendar year 1939 (as defined in 1938 [1940] Supplement to Mason's Minnesota Statutes of 1927, Section 4337-25(D), herein) who has been subject to this act for the calendar year 1938 and 1939, and no beneficiary wages (as defined in subsection (c) (2) of this section) have resulted during the calendar year 1939, provided that such employer has, prior to January 1, 1940, paid all contributions due and payable for employment during all past periods, and provided further that such employer is not liable or does not become liable for the tax for the year 1940 under title IX of the federal social security act [Mason's U. S. C. A., Supp. 4, Title 42, §§1101 to 1110].

C. Future contributions—Determination—Beneficiary wages—Average rate—Schedules.—(1) The commission shall, on and after January 1, 1936, determine the average rate for each calendar year thereafter, determine the contribution rate of each employer after three calendar years immediately preceding, throughout, which any individual in his employ could have received benefits if eligible. Each employer's rate shall be determined in accordance with the requirements hereafter provided.

(2) "Beneficiary wages", for the purpose of this section, means wages paid or payable by an employer for employment to an employee during his base period, except that with respect to wages paid or payable by an employer to an employee during his base period for seasonal employment as defined in subsection (D) of 1938 [1940] Supplement to Mason's Minnesota Statutes of 1927, section 4337-25(D), herein], "beneficiary wages" shall mean the proportion of wages paid or payable by an employer to an employee for seasonal employment during his base period which is computed from wages paid or payable by him for employment under the provisions of subsection (C) of 1938 [1940] Supplement to Mason's Minnesota Statutes of 1927, section 4337-25 [4337-25(C), herein]. "Beneficiary wages" as defined in this subsection shall be computed as though such employer had been subject to this act for the calendar year in which such employee's benefit year commenced and benefits are paid or payable; provided, however, that in the event funds are not available for determining the beneficiary wages for the calendar year 1938 prior to the effective date of this subsection, then the beneficiary wages of each employer for the calendar year 1938 shall be deemed to be the average of his beneficiary wages for the calendar years 1939 and 1940.

(3) The total "beneficiary wages" of any employer for a given calendar year shall be the total of the beneficiary wages (as defined in subsection (C) (2) of this section) paid or payable by him for employment to all of his employees and former employees who commenced a benefit year and to whom benefits are paid or payable in such calendar year.

(4) The "beneficiary wage ratio" of each employer for the year 1941 and each calendar year thereafter shall be a percentage equal to the total of his beneficiary wages for the three immediately preceding completed calendar years divided by his total taxable payroll for the same years in which contributions have been paid to the commission prior to January 31 of the calendar year with respect to which his beneficiary wage ratio is determined.
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(5) The commission shall, for the year 1941 and for each calendar year thereafter, determine the average contribution rate to be applied to the total, current, employers' payroll for employment. Such average contribution rate shall be determined on the basis of the ratio of the total assets of the fund, excluding contributions not yet paid at the beginning of such calendar year, to the average (one-third) of the total amount of benefits paid during the three calendar years immediately preceding, and in accordance with the following schedule:

Ration of total assets of Average annual contribu-

fund to benefits paid, as tion rate, to be applied to be defined above, and set the total current taxable amount for below.

When amount in fund is equal to or more than: 3½ times average benefits paid.......................... 1.50 3 times, but less than 3½ times average benefits paid .......................... 1.75 2½ times, but less than 3 times average benefits paid .......................... 2.00 2 times, but less than 2½ times average benefits paid .......................... 2.25 1½ times, but less than 2 times average benefits paid .......................... 2.50 Amount in fund less than 1½ times average benefits paid .......................... 2.75

(6) The commission, after having determined the average contribution rate for the current calendar year, shall:

(a) prepare a schedule of contribution rates for the current calendar year including and centered about the average contribution rate and such rates shall be graduated in equal number above and below the average rate in differentials of one-fourth of one per cent, commencing with a minimum rate of one-half of one per cent;
(b) divide the sum of all employers' payrolls for employment during the preceding calendar year into categories of equal amount. The number of such categories shall be equal to the number of rates as set forth in the schedule of employers' contribution rates for the current year;
(c) assign a contribution rate to each payroll category in accordance with the schedule of rates for the current calendar year commencing with one-half of one per cent and classify employers in accordance with their beneficiary wage ratios, commencing with the lowest ratio;
(d) allocate the payrolls of employers for the preceding calendar year into separate categories in order of their beneficiary wage ratios as classified, commencing with the lowest ratio and the payroll category having the lowest contribution rate. When an employer's payroll falls within two payroll categories, his entire payroll shall be allocated to the category into which more than 50 per cent of his payroll falls; in case 50 per cent of an employer's payroll falls within each of two payroll categories, his total payroll shall be allocated to the category having the lower rate.

(7) Each employer's contribution rate for the year 1941 and for each year thereafter shall be the rate applicable to the payroll category to which his payroll has been allocated except if such rate applicable to the payroll category to which his payroll has been allocated exceeds 3.2 per cent, in which case his contribution rate shall be 3.2 per cent; provided, however, that no employer's contribution rate shall be less than 2.7 per cent unless such employer has paid all contributions due and payable by him.

D. Separate account for each employer.—The commission may maintain a separate account for each employer, and shall credit his account with all the contributions which he has paid on his own behalf. But nothing in this Act shall be construed to grant any preferential treatment to any individual or right to the amounts paid by him into the fund either on his own behalf or on behalf of such individuals. (Dec. 24, 1936, Ex. Sess., c. 2, §4; Apr. 15, 1937, c. 306, §2; Apr. 22, 1939, c. 443, §3.)


(1) Employer is not excused from making contributions to the fund because as a result of protest contributions within payments within time provided by regulations of commission and federal act. (465q-2), Dec. 16, 1937.


4337-25. Benefits payable.—A. Time of accrual—Non-eligibility in certain instances. Beginning January 1, 1938, benefits shall become payable from the fund; provided that wages earned for services defined in 1938 Supplement to Mason's Minnesota Statutes of 1927, Section 4337-22 H (b) (e) as amended by this act, irrespective of when performed, shall not be included for purposes of determining eligibility under 1938 Supplement to Mason's Minnesota Statutes of 1927, Section 4337-22 E and F, as amended by this act or weekly benefit amount under subsection B of this section for the purposes of any benefit year commencing on or after July 1, 1939, nor shall any benefits with respect to unemployment occurring on and after July 1, 1939, be included.

(2) Each eligible individual who is unemployed or partially unemployed in any week shall be paid with respect to such week a benefit in an amount equal to his weekly benefit amount, provided, however, that this latter proviso shall not be construed so as to increase the total maximum amount payable for the duration of a benefit year, and if such weekly benefit amount is not a multiple of $1.00 shall be computed to the next higher multiple of $1.00.

C. Total amount of benefits in benefit year.—Wage credits defined. Any otherwise eligible individual shall be entitled during any benefit year to a total amount of benefits equal to whatever is the lesser of (1) 16 times his weekly benefit amount, and (2) one-third of the wage credits earned by him in employment by an employer or employers during his base period, provided that such total amount of benefits, if not a multiple of $1.00, shall be computed to the next higher multiple of $1.00.

(3) Total amount of benefits in benefit year—Wage credits defined. Any otherwise eligible individual shall be entitled during any benefit year to a total amount of benefits equal to whatever is the lesser of (1) 16 times his weekly benefit amount, and (2) one-third of the wage credits earned by him in employment by an employer or employers during his base period, provided that such total amount of benefits, if not a multiple of $1.00, shall be computed to the next higher multiple of $1.00.

For the purpose of this section, wage credits shall be defined to mean the annual salary paid to an employee by an employer, or employers, during his base period, provided that such total amount of benefits, if not a multiple of $1.00, shall be computed to the next higher multiple of $1.00.
five per cent) of such wages which the customary period of operation determined as provided in subsection D of such seasonal employment bears to a calendar year.

D. (1) Seasonal employment—Hearing and determination—Appeal. "Seasonal employment" means employment in any industry or any establishment or class of occupation in any industry which is engaged in activities relating to the first processing of seasonally produced agricultural products in which; because of the seasonal nature thereof, it is customary to operate only during a regularly recurring period or periods of less than 26 weeks in any calendar year.

The commission shall, after investigation and hearing, determine and may thereafter from time to time redetermine such customary period or periods of seasonal operations. Until the effective date of such determination by the commission, no employment shall be deemed seasonal.

(2) Any employer who contends that employment in his industry or any establishment or occupation in such industry is seasonal shall file with the commission a written application for a hearing and determination as to such employment of such matter. Upon receipt of such application, the commission shall fix a time and place for such hearing and shall give the employer written notice thereof of not less than 15 days prior to the time of such hearing. Within three days after this notice of such hearing, the employer shall post in a conspicuous place in each department of each establishment, with respect to which such application was made, a written notice setting forth the time and place of such hearing and shall cause such notice to be published in the first next issue of the legal newspaper published nearest such place of business and shall furnish to the commission proof of such posting and publication.

(3) In order to insure the prompt disposition of all applications for seasonality determinations, the commission shall designate one or more representatives, herein referred to as referees, to conduct hearings thereon at which hearings the employer and his employees shall be entitled to appear, introduce evidence, and be heard in person, by counsel, or by any other representative of their own selection. After having heard the matter, the referee shall promptly make findings of fact and render his decision thereon in accordance with the laws of the state. Notice of such decision together with a copy of the findings of fact and the decision shall be promptly given to the parties to the hearing, and unless the employer or any other party to such matter, within ten days after the date of such notice, files an appeal with the commission from such decision, such decision shall be final, and benefits shall be paid or denied in accordance therewith.

(4) The commission may, on its own motion, cause an investigation of any industry or class of occupation in any industry which it believes to be seasonal in nature, and, after a hearing on such matter, the referee may make findings of fact and render his decision thereon based upon the facts disclosed by such investigation and hearing.

(5) Any employer, employee, or other party to the hearing may appeal from the decision of the referee in the same manner as appeals are provided for in this act relative to decisions made by an appeals tribunal in regard to claims for benefits under this act. (Dec. 24, 1936, Ex. Ses. c. 2, §5; Apr. 19, 1937, c. 306, §3; Apr. 22, 1938, c. 49, §4.)

The commission may distinguish between "part time employee" and a person who is "partially unemployed," and limit payment of benefits to persons who are "partially unemployed" and benefit from partial benefits to be limited to those persons who are registered for full time employment and who are able and willing to accept such full time employment, as distinguished from employees who do not work full time for a personal reason. (Dec. 24, 1936, Ex. Ses. c. 2, §5.)


§4337-20. Benefit eligibility conditions.—An unemployed individual shall be deemed entitled to receive benefits with respect to any week only if the commission finds that—

A. Registration. He has registered for work at and thereafter has continued to report to an employment office, or agent or officer, in accordance with such regulations as the commission may prescribe; except that the commission may by regulation waive or alter any or both of the requirements of this subsection as to individuals attached to regular jobs and as to such other types of cases or situations with respect to which it finds that compliance with such requirements would be oppressive or would be inconsistent with the purposes of this act; provided that no such regulation shall conflict with 1938 Supplement to Mason's Minnesota Statutes of 1927, Section 4337-25 A as amended by this act;

B. Claim. He has made a claim for benefits in accordance with such regulations as the commission may prescribe;

C. Ability to work. He was able to work and was available for work;

D. Character and duration of unemployment. He has been unemployed for a waiting period of two weeks. Such weeks of unemployment need not be consecutive. No week shall be counted as a week of unemployment for the purposes of this subsection:

(1) if benefits have been paid with respect thereto;

(2) unless the individual was eligible for benefits with respect thereto as provided in 1938 Supplement to Mason's Minnesota Statutes of 1927, Sections 4337-28 and 4337-27 as amended by this act except for the requirements of this subsection as to individuals attached to regular jobs and of subsection C of 1938 Supplement to Mason's Minnesota Statutes of 1927, Section 4337-27 as amended by this act;

(3) unless it occurs within the benefit year, which includes the week with respect to which he claims payment of benefits;

(4) unless it occurs after benefits first could become payable to any individual under this act.

E. Earning of credits in base period. He has during his base period earned wage credits for employment by any employer equal to not less than $75.00. (Dec. 24, 1936, Ex. Ses. c. 2, §6; Mar. 4, 1936, c. 43, §2; Apr. 15, 1937, c. 306, §4; Apr. 22, 1939, c. 443, §5.)

F. Amount of earnings. He has during that quarter in which his total wages were highest in his base period earned wage credits for employment by employers equal to not less than 15 times his weekly benefit amount. (Dec. 24, 1936, Ex. Ses. c. 2, §6; Mar. 4, 1936, c. 43, §2; Apr. 15, 1937, c. 306, §4; Apr. 22, 1939, c. 443, §5.)

§4337-27. Disqualification for benefits.—An individual shall be disqualified for benefits:

A. Quitting work without cause.—For voluntarily discontinuing his most recent employment without good cause attributable to the employer, if so found by the commission. Benefits paid on wage credits earned for employment by such employer shall not be considered in determining any individual employee's future contribution rate under 1938 Supplement to Mason's Minnesota Statutes of 1927, Section 4337-24, subsection C as amended by this act.

B. Discharge for misconduct.—If he has been discharged for misconduct connected with his most recent employment, if so found by the commission. Benefits paid on wage credits earned for such employment shall not be considered in determining any individual employee's future contribution rate under 1938 Supplement to Mason's Minnesota Statutes of 1927, Section 4337-24, subsection C as amended by this act.

C. Marriage.—If it is shown to the satisfaction of the commission that such individual's employment...
was caused by separation from employment pursuant to a rule of such individual's most recent employer whereby any female in the employ of such employer shall be dismissed upon acquiring a marital status; provided, however, that such rule shall have been established and posted prior to the commencement of the employment of such individual; and provided further, that such employer shall notify the commission of the existence of said rule in his establishment within four (4) days after the dismissal of such employee from employment, except that this disqualification shall not apply to a female who constitutes the main support of an immediate member of her family.

D. Refusal to accept work offered.—If the commission finds that he has failed, without good cause, either to apply for available, suitable work when so directed by the employment office or the commission or to accept suitable work when offered him, or to return to his customary self-employment (if any) when so directed by the commission, such disqualification shall continue for the week in which such failure occurred and for not less than one nor more than five weeks which immediately follow such week (in addition to the waiting period) as determined by the commission according to the circumstances in each case.

(1) In determining whether or not any work is suitable for an individual, the commission shall consider the degree of risk involved to his health, safety, and morals, his physical fitness and prior training, his experience and prior earnings, his length of unemployment and prospects for securing local work in his customary occupation, and the distance of the available work from his residence.

(2) Notwithstanding any other provisions of this act, no work shall be deemed suitable, and benefits shall not be denied under this act to any otherwise eligible individual for refusing to accept new work under any of the following conditions:

(a) If the position offered is vacant due directly to a strike, lockout, or other labor dispute;

(b) If the wages, hours, or other conditions of the work offered are substantially less favorable to the individual than those prevailing for similar work in the locality;

(c) If it is a condition of being employed the individual would be required to join a company union or to refrain from joining any bona fide labor organization.

E. Strikes.—For any week with respect to which the commission finds that his total or partial unemployment is due to a stoppage of work which exists because of a labor dispute at the factory, establishment, or other premises at which he is or was last employed: Provided that this subsection shall not apply if it is shown to the satisfaction of the commission that

(1) He is not participating in or financing the labor dispute which caused the stoppage of work; and

(2) He does not belong to a grade or class of workers of which, immediately before the commencement of the stoppage, there were members employed at the premises at which the stoppage occurs, any of whom are participating in or financing the dispute; and provided further, that if in any case separate branches of work, which are commonly conducted as separate departments or separate premises, are conducted in separate departments of the same premises, each such department shall have for the purposes of this subsection to be a separate factory, establishment, or other premises.

F. Receiving other remuneration.—For the week with respect to which he is receiving or has received remuneration in the form of—

| (1) Wages in lieu of notice; |
| Compensation for temporary partial disability under the workmen's compensation law of any state or under a similar law of the United States; or |
| (3) Old-age benefits under Title II of the social security act, as amended, or similar payments under any act of Congress. |

Provided, that if such remuneration is less than the benefits which would otherwise be due under this act, he shall be entitled to receive for such week if otherwise eligible, benefits reduced by the amount of such remuneration.

G. Reception of benefits from federal or other state laws.—For any week with respect to which or a part of which he has received or is seeking unemployment compensation benefits under an unemployment compensation law of another state or of the United States; provided, that if the appropriate agency of such other state or of the United States finally determines that he is not entitled to such unemployment compensation benefits, this disqualification shall not apply. (Dec. 24, 1936, Ex. Ses., c. 2, §7; Apr. 24, 1937, c. 401, §1; Apr. 22, 1939, c. 443, §6.)

Sec. 2 of Act Apr. 24, 1937, cited, provides that the Act shall take effect from its passage.

4337-28. Claims for benefits.—A. How made.—Claims for benefits shall be made in accordance with such regulations as the commission may prescribe. Each employer shall post and maintain printed statements of such regulations in places readily accessible to individuals in his service and shall make available to each such individual at the time he becomes unemployed, a printed statement of such regulations. Such printed statements shall be supplied by the commission to each employer without cost to him.

B. Examination and initial determination of claims.—Appeal.—The commission shall promptly examine the claims for benefits made pursuant to this section, and, on the basis of the facts found, shall determine whether or not such claims are valid, and if valid, the weekly benefit amount payable, the maximum benefit amount payable during the benefit year, and, on the basis of the facts found, shall determine whether or not such claims are valid, and if valid, the weekly benefit amount payable, the maximum benefit amount payable during the benefit year, and, on the date the benefit year terminates. Notice of any determination, together with the reasons therefore, shall be promptly given the claimant; and notice of any determination under which the claimant is held to be eligible for benefits shall be given to all other interested parties to such determination. Including the claimant's most recent employing unit, provided that the commission may dispense with giving notice to any such party, parties, or employing unit and such party, parties, or employing unit shall not be entitled to such notice. If it has either (1) writing waived notice, or (2) failed to indicate prior to the determination, if and as required by regulations of the commission, that the claimant may be disqualified for such benefits. Unless the claimant or such other interested party, parties, or employing unit or units within ten calendar days after the delivery of such notification, or within 12 calendar days after such notification was mailed to his last known address, files an appeal from such decision, such decision shall be final and benefits shall be paid or denied in accordance therewith. If an appeal is filed, benefits with respect to the period prior to the filing of the appeal, on appeal, shall be paid only after such decision; provided that, except in respect to cases arising under 1938 [1940] Supplement to Mason's Minnesota Statutes of 1927, Section 4337-28. Claims for benefits—A. How made.—Claims for benefits shall be made in accordance with such regulations as the commission may prescribe. Each employer shall post and maintain printed statements of such regulations in places readily accessible to individuals in his service and shall make available to each such individual at the time he becomes unemployed, a printed statement of such regulations. Such printed statements shall be supplied by the commission to each employer without cost to him.

4337-28. Claims for benefits.—A. How made.—Claims for benefits shall be made in accordance with such regulations as the commission may prescribe. Each employer shall post and maintain printed statements of such regulations in places readily accessible to individuals in his service and shall make available to each such individual at the time he becomes unemployed, a printed statement of such regulations. Such printed statements shall be supplied by the commission to each employer without cost to him.

B. Examination and initial determination of claims.—Appeal.—The commission shall promptly examine the claims for benefits made pursuant to this section, and, on the basis of the facts found, shall determine whether or not such claims are valid, and if valid, the weekly benefit amount payable, the maximum benefit amount payable during the benefit year, and, on the date the benefit year terminates. Notice of any determination, together with the reasons therefore, shall be promptly given the claimant; and notice of any determination under which the claimant is held to be eligible for benefits shall be given to all other interested parties to such determination. Including the claimant's most recent employing unit, provided that the commission may dispense with giving notice to any such party, parties, or employing unit and such party, parties, or employing unit shall not be entitled to such notice. If it has either (1) writing waived notice, or (2) failed to indicate prior to the determination, if and as required by regulations of the commission, that the claimant may be disqualified for such benefits. Unless the claimant or such other interested party, parties, or employing unit or units within ten calendar days after the delivery of such notification, or within 12 calendar days after such notification was mailed to his last known address, files an appeal from such decision, such decision shall be final and benefits shall be paid or denied in accordance therewith. If an appeal is filed, benefits with respect to the period prior to the filing of the appeal, on appeal, shall be paid only after such decision; provided that, except in respect to cases arising under 1938 [1940] Supplement to Mason's Minnesota Statutes of 1927, Section 4337-28. Claims for benefits—A. How made.—Claims for benefits shall be made in accordance with such regulations as the commission may prescribe. Each employer shall post and maintain printed statements of such regulations in places readily accessible to individuals in his service and shall make available to each such individual at the time he becomes unemployed, a printed statement of such regulations. Such printed statements shall be supplied by the commission to each employer without cost to him.

4337-28. Claims for benefits.—A. How made.—Claims for benefits shall be made in accordance with such regulations as the commission may prescribe. Each employer shall post and maintain printed statements of such regulations in places readily accessible to individuals in his service and shall make available to each such individual at the time he becomes unemployed, a printed statement of such regulations. Such printed statements shall be supplied by the commission to each employer without cost to him.

4337-28. Claims for benefits.—A. How made.—Claims for benefits shall be made in accordance with such regulations as the commission may prescribe. Each employer shall post and maintain printed statements of such regulations in places readily accessible to individuals in his service and shall make available to each such individual at the time he becomes unemployed, a printed statement of such regulations. Such printed statements shall be supplied by the commission to each employer without cost to him.
C. Decision of appeal tribunal.—Unless such appeal is withdrawn, an appeal tribunal, after affording the parties reasonable opportunity for fair hearing, shall affirm, modify, or set aside any decision of an appeal tribunal, or declare disputed claims, subject to appeal to the commission. The parties shall be duly notified of such tribunal’s decision, together with its reasons therefor, which shall be deemed to be the final decision of the commission, unless within ten days after the date of notification or mailing of such decision, further appeal is initiated pursuant to subsection (e) of this section.

D. Appeal Tribunals.—In order to assure the prompt disposition of all claims for benefits, the commission shall establish one or more impartial appeal tribunals consisting of a salaried examiner, who shall serve as chairman, and two additional members, one of whom shall be a representative of employees and the other of whom shall be a representative of employers; each of the latter two members shall serve at the pleasure of the commission and be paid a fee of not more than $10.00 per day of active service on such tribunal plus necessary expenses. The commission shall by regulation prescribe the procedure by which such appeal tribunals shall hear and decide disputed claims, subject to appeal to the commission. No person shall participate on behalf of the commission in any case in which he is an interested party. The commission may designate alternates to serve in the absence or disqualification of any member or his alternates. In no case shall a hearing before an appeal tribunal proceed unless the chairman of such tribunal is present. There shall be no charges, fees, transcript costs or other costs imposed upon the employee in prosecuting his appeal.

E. Commission review of appeal tribunal’s decision.—The commission may, on its own motion, affirm, modify, or set aside any decision of an appeal tribunal on the basis of the evidence previously submitted in such case, or direct the taking of additional evidence, or may permit any of the parties to such decision to initiate further appeals before it. In any case in which a claim for benefits has been allowed or denied an appeal shall be allowed before the commission and an opportunity for a fair hearing granted. The commission at its own discretion shall be reduced to writing, but need not be transcribed unless the disputed claim is further appealed.

F. Rules and regulations—Record—Testimony.—The manner in which disputed claims shall be processed thereon rests with the examiner and from employers, and the conduct of hearings and appeals shall be in accordance with the regulations prescribed by the commission for determining the rights of the parties, whether or not such regulations conform to common law or statutory rules of evidence and other technical rules of procedure. A full and complete record shall be kept of all proceedings in connection with a disputed claim. All testimony at all hearings shall be reduced to writing, but need not be transcribed unless the disputed claim is further appealed.

G. Fees of witnesses.—Witnesses subpoenaed pursuant to this section shall be allowed fees at a rate fixed by the commission. Such fees shall be deemed a part of the expense of administering this act.

H. Appeal to Courts.—Any decision of the commission in the absence of an appeal therefrom as herein provided shall become final ten days after the date of notification or mailing thereof, and judicial review thereof shall be permitted only after any party claiming to be aggrieved thereby has exhausted his remedies before the commission, or, where no such remedies before the commission are provided by this act. The commission shall be deemed to be a party to any judicial action involving any such decision and may be represented in any such judicial action by any qualified attorney who is a regular salaried employee of the commission or may not be designated by it for that purpose or, at the commission’s request, by the attorney general.

I. Appeal to Supreme Court.—Within 20 days after the filing of any decision of the commission or within ten days after any such decision has become final, any party aggrieved thereby may secure judicial review thereof by taking an appeal from such decision to the Supreme Court of the State of Minnesota in the same manner provided for the taking of appeals in civil cases.

J. Representation by agent or attorney.—Fees in an appeal proceeding under this act, before an appeal tribunal or the commission, a party may be represented by an agent or attorney, but no individual claiming benefits shall be charged fees of any kind in any proceeding under this act by the appeal tribunal, the commission, or, where no such remedies before the commission are provided by this act, by any commissioner or any officers thereof. Any individual claiming benefits in any proceeding before the commission or its representatives or a court may be represented by counsel or other duly authorized agent except that said agent in any court proceedings under this act must be an attorney at law; but no such counsel shall either charge or receive for such services more than an amount approved by the commission and no fees shall be collected from an individual claiming benefits by any agent unless he is an attorney at law. (Dec. 24, 1938, Ex. Sec., c. 2, §8; Apr. 19, 1937, c. 306, §5; Apr. 22, 1939, c. 443, §7.)

Notice of initial determination by a referee shall be sent to all interested parties, and all employers of applicant during his base period are parties of interest. (Op. Atty. Gen. (885m-2), Oct. 15, 1937.)

Right of appeal is not limited to cases where a dispute exists under §4337-27(d), or where referee on his own initiative refers question of right of applicant to benefits or a question as to amount of or duration thereof. Id.

F. Commission review of appeal tribunal’s decision.—In order to assure the prompt disposition of all claims for benefits, the commission shall by regulation prescribe the procedure by which such appeal tribunals may hear and decide disputed claims, subject to appeal to the commission. No person shall participate on behalf of the commission in any case in which he is an interested party. The commission may designate alternates to serve in the absence or disqualification of any member or his alternates. In no case shall a hearing before an appeal tribunal proceed unless the chairman of such tribunal is present. There shall be no charges, fees, transcript costs or other costs imposed upon the employee in prosecuting his appeal.


G. Notice of Initial determination by a referee should be sent to all interested parties, and all employers of applicant during his base period are parties of interest. Op. Atty. Gen. (885m-2), Oct. 15, 1937.

J. Representation by agent or attorney.—Director reviewing an appeal proceeding before an appeal tribunal must give opportunity for a fair hearing. Including evidence upon testimony already received or upon law need not be reported. Op. Atty. Gen. (885m-3), Sept. 21, 1939.

4337-29. Period, election and termination of employer’s coverage.—A. Any employing unit which becomes an employer subject to this Act within any calendar year shall be subject to this Act during the whole of such calendar year.

B. Except as otherwise provided in subsection (c) of this section, an employing unit shall cease to be an employer subject to this Act only as of the first day of January of any calendar year. If it files with the commission, prior to the 5th day of January of such year, a written application for termination of coverage, and the commission finds that there were no 20 different days, each day being in a different week within the preceding calendar year, within which such employing unit employed one or more individuals in employment subject to this Act. For the purpose of this subsection, the two or more employing units mentioned in paragraph (4) of section 2 (f) shall be treated as a single employing unit.

C. (1) An employing unit, not otherwise subject to this Act, which files with the commission its written election to become an employer subject to this Act within any calendar year to for not less than two calendar years, shall, with the written approval of such election by the commission, become an employer subject hereto to the same extent as all other employers, as of the date stated in such election. If such approval is not given within 30 days, the election shall become null and void as of January 1 of any calendar year subsequent to such two calendar years, only, if at least thirty
days prior to such 1st day of January, it has filed with the commission a written notice to that effect.

(2) Any employing unit for which services that do not constitute employment as defined in this Act are performed, may file with the commission a written election that all such services performed by individuals in its employ in one or more distinct establishments or places of business shall be deemed to constitute employment subject to this act from and after the date stated in such approval. Such services shall cease to be deemed employment subject thereto as of January 1st of any calendar year subsequent to such two calendar years only if at least 30 days prior to such 1st day of January such employing unit has filed with the commission a written notice to that effect. (Dec. 24, 1936, c. 2, § 19; Apr. 19, 1937, c. 346, §6.)


The commission shall administer this act and shall appoint such officers and employees as may be necessary for the administration thereof and shall establish a division of unemployment compensation and shall employ a full-time salaried director for the division of unemployment compensation herein established.

B. Quorum.—Any two commissioners shall constitute a quorum. No vacancy shall impair the right of the remaining commissioners to exercise all of the powers of the commission.

C. Rules and regulations.—The commission shall have power and authority to adopt, amend or rescind such rules and regulations, make such expenditures, require such reports, make such investigations and take such actions as it deems necessary as to its public duties, and any claimant at a hearing before an appeal tribunal or the commission shall be supplied with information from such records to the extent necessary for the proper presentation of his claim; provided, however, that any such information furnished to any individual or employing unit's identity, except that, upon request, any employing unit any sworn or unsworn reports, with respect to persons employed by it, which the commission deems necessary for the effective administration of this Act. Information thus obtained or obtained from any individual pursuant to the administration of this Act, the commission's regulations and general orders deemed necessary as evidence in connection with the penalties provided for in this act. (As amended Apr. 22, 1939, c. 443, §10.)

D. Publication of act.—The commission shall cause to be distributed the following: a copy of this Act, the commission's regulations and general rules and its annual reports to the Governor, and any other material the commission deems relevant and suitable.

E. Personnel.—Subject to the provisions of the state civil service act and to the other provisions of this Act, the commission is authorized to appoint, and prescribe the duties and powers of such officers, agents, officers, employees, and other persons as may be necessary in the performance of its duties. The commission may delegate to any such person so appointed such power and authority as it deems necessary for the effective administration of this Act, and may in its discretion bond any person handling moneys or signing checks hereunder.

F. Advisory councils.—The commission shall appoint a state advisory council and may appoint such local advisory councils as it deems advisable, composed of an equal number of employer representatives and employee representatives who may fairly be regarded as representatives because of their vocation, employment, or affiliation, and of such members of the general public as the commission may designate. Such councils shall aid the commission in formulating policies and discussing problems related to the administration of this act and in assuring impartiality and freedom from political influence in the solution of such problems. Such advisory councils shall be reimbursed for any necessary expenses.

G. Employment stabilization.—The commission, with the advice and aid of its advisory councils, and through its appropriate divisions, shall take all appropriate steps to reduce and prevent unemployment; to encourage and assist in the adoption of practical methods of vocational training, retraining, and vocational guidance; to investigate, recommend, advise and assist in the establishment and operation, by municipalities, counties, school districts, and the State, of reserves for public works to be used in times of business depression and unemployment; to promote the reemployment of unemployed workers throughout the State in every other way that may be feasible; and to these ends to carry on and publish the results of investigations and research studies.

H. Records and reports.—Each employing unit shall keep true and accurate work records containing such information as the commission may prescribe. Such records shall be open to inspection and be subject to being copied by the commission or its authorized representatives at any reasonable time and as often as may be necessary. The commission may require from any employing unit any sworn or unsworn reports, with respect to persons employed by it, which the commission deems necessary for the effective administration of this Act; and furnish such information to any other department of this state charged with the compilation of statistical matter or the administration of a recognized compensation, relief, or welfare law of this state or any other state of this state for the purpose of performing its public duties, and any claimant at a hearing before an appeal tribunal or the commission shall be supplied with information from such records to the extent necessary for the proper presentation of his claim; provided, however, that any such information furnished to any individual or employing unit's identity, except that, upon request, any employing unit any sworn or unsworn reports, with respect to persons employed by it, which the commission deems necessary for the effective administration of this Act. Information thus obtained or obtained from any individual pursuant to the administration of this Act, the commission's regulations and general orders deemed necessary as evidence in connection with the penalties provided for in this act. (As amended Apr. 22, 1939, c. 443, §10.)

I. Oaths and witnesses.—In the discharge of the duties imposed by this Act the chairman of an appeal tribunal, any duly authorized representative or member of the commission shall have power to administer oaths and affidavits, take depositions, certify to official acts, and issue subpoenas to compel the attendance of witnesses and the production of books, papers, correspondence, memoranda, and other records deemed necessary as evidence in connection with a disputed claim or the administration of this act.

J. Subpoenas.—In case of contumacy by, or refusal to obey a subpoena issued to any person, any court of this State within the jurisdiction of which the inquiry is carried on or within the jurisdiction of which said person guilty of contumacy or refusal to obey is found or resides or transacts business, upon application by the commission or its duly authorized representative, shall have jurisdiction to issue to such person an order requiring such person to appear before a commissioner, the commission, or its duly authorized representative, to produce evidence if so ordered or there to give testimony touching the matter under investigation or in question, and any
failure to obey such order of the court may be pun-
ished as a contempt of court.

K. Protection against self-incrimination.—No per-
son shall be excused from attending and testifying or
from producing books, papers, correspondence,
memoranda, and other records before the commission
or its duly authorized representative or in obedience
to the subpoena of the commission or any member
thereof or any duly authorized representative of
the commission in any cause or proceeding before the
commission or its duly authorized representative or in obedience
failure to obey such order of the court may be pun-
ished to any penalty or forfeiture for or on account
thereof or any duly authorized representative of the
memoranda, and other records before the commission
hearings shall thereafter be had before the Commis-
son shall be excused from attending and testifying
by the Commission or duly authorized person, upon
petition setting forth the grounds of objection to said
publication thereof by filing with the Commission a
more newspapers of general circulation in this state,
Commission which rules shall become effective ten
administration of this act.

4337-31. Reciprocal benefit arrangements.—The
Commission is hereby authorized to enter into ar-
rangements with the appropriate agencies of other
states or the federal government whereby individuals
performing services in this and other states for a
single employing unit under circumstances not spe-
cifically provided for in Section 27 of this act, shall
be deemed engaged in employment performed entirely
within this state or within one of such other
states, and whereby potential right to benefits
tended under the unemployment compensation laws of
several states or under such a law of the Fed-
cal Government, or both, may constitute the basis
for the payment of benefits through a single appropriate
agency under terms which the commission finds will
be fair and reasonable as to all affected interests
and will not result in any substantial loss to the fund.

B. Reimbursements as between governmental
bodies.—The commission is also authorized to enter into
arrangements with the appropriate agency of any
other state or of the federal government (1) whereby
wages or services, upon the basis of which an indi-
vidual may become entitled to benefits under the un-
employment compensation law of another state or of
the federal government, shall be deemed to be engaged in employment
performed entirely within this state or within one of such other
states, and whereby potential right to benefits
under the unemployment compensation laws of such other
states, and whereby potential right to benefits
tended under the unemployment compensation laws of such other
states, and whereby potential right to benefits
states or under such a law of the Fed-
cal Government, or both, may constitute the basis
for the payment of benefits through a single appropriate
agency under terms which the commission finds will
be fair and reasonable as to all affected interests
and will not result in any substantial loss to the fund.

4387-32. Commission shall establish and maintain
free public employment offices.—A. Acceptance of
Said Act.—The commission shall establish and
maintain under the division of employment free pub-
lic employment offices, in such number and in such
places as may be necessary for the proper administra-
tion of this act and for the purpose of performing
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such duties as are within the purview of the act of Congress entitled "An act to provide for the establishment of a national employment system and for cooperation with the states in the promotion of such system, and for other purposes," approved June 6, 1939 (48 Stat. 119; U.S. C. Title 29, Sec. 49 (c)), as amended, are hereby accepted by the state, in conformity with Section 4 of said act and this state will observe and comply with the requirements thereof.

B. Financing.—All moneys received by this state under any act of Congress shall be deposited in the state treasury. The fund shall consist of all moneys received by the commission for the Minnesota state employment service to be expended as provided by this section and for no other purpose whatever, provided, however, that the initial appropriation made to the state under the act may be returned to the State Treasurer. The fund shall consist of all moneys appropriated by this State, and all moneys received from the United States of America, or any agency thereof, including the Social Security Board and the action of the United States Employment Service, or from any other source, for such purpose. All moneys in this fund shall be deposited, administered, and disbursed in the same manner and under the same conditions and requirements as is provided by law for other special funds in the State Treasury. Any balance in this fund shall not lapse at any time but shall be continuously available to the commission for expenditure consistent with this Act. The State Treasurer shall give a separate and additional bond conditioned upon the faithful performance of the duties imposed upon him by section 4337-32 of the employment compensation act. The premiums for such bond and the premium for the bonds given by the treasurer of the unemployment compensation administration fund under section 3 of this Act, shall be paid from the moneys in the unemployment compensation administration fund. (Act June 24, 1936, Ex. Sess., c. 2, §12.)

C. Cooperation between governments.—The commission may enter into agreements with any federal agency of the United States charged with the administration of an unemployment compensation law, with respect to the establishment, maintenance, administration, record keeping, and use of free public employment offices, free employment service and unemployment compensation division facilities and may make any such agency furnishing copies of such records as such agency deems necessary for its purposes, and as a part of any such agreement the commission may accept moneys, services, or quarters as a contribution to the employment service account.

D. Refunds.—If not later than one year after the date on which any contributions or interest thereon, the amount due shall be entitled to such priority as is provided in section 64 (b) of that Act (U.S.C. Title XI, Sec. 104 (b)), as amended.

4337-33. Unemployment compensation administration fund.—A. Special Fund.—There is hereby created in the State Treasury a special fund to be known as the unemployment compensation administration fund. All moneys which are deposited or paid into this fund are hereby appropriated and made available to the commission for the purposes of this act. All moneys in this fund shall be expended solely for the purpose of defraying the cost of the administration of this Act, and for no other purpose whatever, provided, however, that the initial appropriation made to the state under the act may be returned to the State Treasurer. The fund shall consist of all moneys appropriated by this State, and all moneys received from the United States of America, or any agency thereof, including the Social Security Board and the action of the United States Employment Service, or from any other source, for such purpose. All moneys in this fund shall be deposited, administered, and disbursed in the same manner and under the same conditions and requirements as is provided by law for other special funds in the State Treasury. Any balance in this fund shall not lapse at any time but shall be continuously available to the commission for expenditure consistent with this Act. The State Treasurer shall give a separate and additional bond conditioned upon the faithful performance of the duties imposed upon him by section 4337-32 of the employment compensation act. The premiums for such bond and the premium for the bonds given by the treasurer of the unemployment compensation administration fund under section 3 of this Act, shall be paid from the moneys in the unemployment compensation administration fund. (Act June 24, 1936, Ex. Sess., c. 2, §13.)


4337-34. Collection of contributions.—A. Interest on past due contributions.—Contributions unpaid on the date on which they are due and payable, as prescribed by the commission, shall bear interest at the rate of one per centum per month from and after such date until payment plus accrued interest is received by the commission. Interest collected pursuant to this subsection shall be paid into the fund's pooled account.

B. Priorities under legal dissolutions or distributions.—In the event of any distribution of an employer's assets pursuant to an order of any court under the laws of this State, including any receivership assignee for benefit of creditors, voluntary composition, or similar proceeding, contribution then or thereafter due shall be paid in full prior to all other claims except taxes and claims for wages of not more than $250.00 to each claimant, earned within four months of the commencement of the proceeding. In the event of an employer's adjudication in bankruptcy, judicially confirmed extension proposal or composition, under the Federal Bankruptcy Act of 1938, as amended, contributions then or thereafter due shall be entitled to such priority as is provided in section 64 (b) of that Act (U.S.C. Title XI, Sec. 104 (b)), as amended.

D. Refunds.—If not later than one year after the date on which any contributions or interest thereon became due, an employer who has paid such con-
tributions or interest thereon shall make application for an adjustment thereof in connection with subsequent contribution payments, or for a refund thereof because such adjustment cannot be made, and the commission shall determine that such contributions or interest or any portion thereof was erroneously collected, the commission shall allow such employer to make an adjustment thereof, without interest, in connection with subsequent contribution payments by him, or if such just adjustment cannot be made, the commission shall refund said amount without interest, from the fund. For like cause and within the same period, an adjustment or refund may be made on the commission's own initiative. (Act Dec. 24, 1936, Ex. Ses., c. 2, §14.)

4337-35. Protection of rights and benefits—A. Waiver of rights void.—No agreement by an individual to waive release or commute his rights to benefits or any other rights under this Act shall be valid. No agreement by any individual in the employ of any person or concern to pay all or any portion of an employer's contributions, required under this Act from such employer, shall be valid. No employer shall directly or indirectly make or require or accept any deduction from wages to finance the employer's contributions required from him, or require or accept any waiver of any right hereunder by any individual in his employ.
B. No assignment of benefits—Exemptions.—No assignment, pledge, or encumbrance of any right to benefits which are or may become due or payable under this Act shall be valid; and such rights to benefits shall be exempt from levy, execution, attachment, or any other remedy whatsoever provided for the collection of debt; and benefits received by any individual, so long as they are not mingled with other funds of the recipient, shall be exempt from any remedy whatsoever for the collection of all debts except debts incurred for necessaries furnished to such individual or his spouse or dependents during the time when such individual was unemployed. No waiver of any exemption provided for in this subsection shall be valid. (Act Dec. 24, 1936, Ex. Ses., c. 2, §15.)

4337-36. Penalties.—A. Whoever violates any of the provisions of this Act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be punished by a fine of not more than $100.00 or by imprisonment of not longer than 90 days.
B. Any person who willfully makes a false statement of representation to obtain any benefit or payment under the provisions of this Act either for himself or another person or to cause or attempt to cause a lower contribution to be paid to the fund, or any person who willfully refuses to pay a contribution to the fund shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and punished by a fine of not more than $100.00 or by imprisonment of not longer than 90 days. (Act Dec. 24, 1936, Ex. Ses., c. 2, §15.)

4337-37. Representation in court.—In any civil action to enforce the provisions of this Act the commission and the State may be represented by any qualified attorney who is a regular salaried employee of the commission and is designated by it for this purpose or at the commission's request by the Attorney General; an aggrieved employee shall be entitled to appear before any court by himself or with a licensed attorney. (Act Dec. 24, 1936, Ex. Ses., c. 2, §15.)

4337-38. Nonliability of state.—Benefits shall be deemed to be due and payable under this Act only to the extent provided in this Act and to the extent that moneys are available therefore to the credit of the unemployment compensation fund and neither the State nor the commission shall be liable for any amount in excess of such sum. (Act Dec. 24, 1936, Ex. Ses., c. 2, §18.)

4337-39. Saving clause.—The legislature reserves the right to amend or repeal all or any part of this Act at any time; and there shall be no vested private right of any kind against such amendment or repeal. All the rights, privileges, or immunities conferred by this Act or by acts done pursuant thereto shall exist subject to the power of the legislature to amend or repeal this Act at any time. If for any reason the excise tax on wages provided for in Title IX of the Social Security Act is held to be invalid by the Supreme Court of the United States or the contributions imposed under this Act are held to be invalid by a court of last resort, or in case the Social Security Act is repealed, no further contributions shall be collected under this Act, and no further benefits paid, and any moneys in the unemployment compensation fund shall be held in a separate account by the Treasurer of the State of Minnesota pending the disposition thereof as may be provided by law. The contributions imposed under this Act shall not be collected for the calendar year 1936, if this Act is not approved by the Social Security Board and the State of Minnesota certified to the Secretary of the Treasury, as provided in Section 903 of the Social Security Act, prepared to January 1, 1937. (Act Dec. 24, 1936, Ex. Ses., c. 2, §19.)

4337-40. Separability of provisions.—If any provision of this Act, or the application thereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid, the remainder of this Act, and the application of such provision to other persons or circumstances shall not be affected thereby, and if this Act should be held invalid in any of its provisions which differ from the Federal Social Security Act then, and in that event, the provisions of the Federal Social Security Act shall be read into and become a part of the provisions of this Act. (Act Dec. 24, 1936, Ex. Ses., c. 2, §20.)

4337-41. Short title.—This Act shall be known and may be cited as the "Minnesota Unemployment Compensation Law." (Act Dec. 24, 1936, Ex. Ses., c. 2, §21.)

4337-42. Effective date.—This Act shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage. (Act Dec. 24, 1936, Ex. Ses., c. 2, §22.)

CHAPTER 24
Soldiers' Home, Relief, Etc.

4344. Soldiers' Home—who may be admitted.—The Minnesota Soldiers' Home shall be maintained at Minneapolis, under the management of seven Trustees, one of whom shall be a woman, to be known as the "Soldiers' Home Board," as a home for honorably discharged soldiers, sailors and marines of the United States who served in the Mexican War, the War of the Rebellion, the Spanish-American War, or the Philippine Insurrection, or the Boxer Rebellion, or members of the Minnesota National Guard mustered into Federal Service in 1916, and served on the Mexican border, or the war of 1917 and 1918 commonly called the "World War," and for persons who actually served in any campaign against the Indians in this state in the year 1862, whether as soldiers of the United States or not. But no person shall be admitted to the Home who has not been a resident of the state for three years next preceding the date of his